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WORKSHOP REPORT ON

APPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED COMPUTERS

IN LIFE SCIENCES
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SUMMARY

A workshop, sponsored by NSF, was held on December 10-12, 1984, to discuss
advanced computer applications in the life sciences. The key issues were:

1. What are present and potential applications of supercomputers in the life sciences?

2 What areas will benefit most from supercomputing?

3. What other advanced computing technologies are important for progress in the life
sciences?

4. What are the barriers to effective use of supercomputers and other advanced computing
technologies and how can they be overcome?

The group agreed on the following general conclusions:

1. There are important immediate applications in: a) studies of macromolecular structure
and dynamics, b) mathematical modeling of dynamic physiological systems, c) image
processing, d) population biology and e) data bases of several sorts. In many of these
fields, we anticipate that major questions will be answered in the next five years
through use of supercomputers.

2. Substantially increased use of supercomputers can be anticipated as initial problems are
solved, communications improve, and sophistication grows through "hands-on"
experience.

3. Effective use of supercomputers by life scientists depends critically on ready access to
broad-band telecommunications and to outstanding computer graphics.

4. Effective use of supercomputers by life scientists and increased sophistication and
training in computational approaches depend crucially on maintenance of excellent local
computing capabilites (large mini computers and graphics) at the highest level.

5. Developments such as special-purpose computers and array processors offer exciting

opportunities as complementary approaches in many applications.

-,I
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SYNOPSIS OF WORKSHOP

General Conclusions
Supercomputers are applicable to a very wide range of research approaches in life

sciences. Currently, a number of these disciplines have taken advantage of the computational
speed and large array memories inherent in these machines. Many algorithms and codes for
biological analysis are readily vectorizable to optimize supercomputer cycle utilization.
Because of the lack of adequate communications available to life scientists, effective use of
these facilities requires residence near the site or alternatively the investigator must operate
in a remote, batch-mode environment with turn around time for results taking days. This
limits the number of potential applications to about 1/4 -1/3 the number of studies that could
effectively gain from supercomputer implementation. The requirement is for
telecommunications having a range of 9600 to over 56K baud band width. Many applications
require even higher band widths for tranferring data into supercomputer centers and then
graphically displaying the output back to the laboratory.

Three general categories of analysis in life sciences would greatly benefit from
computational power of supercomputers by lifting barriers to analysis.

Analysis and modeling of dynamic processes and related structures requiring only
batch mode processing should be immediately instituted at advanced computational installations.
One of the principal biological applications is modeling of dynamic processes using available
biological parameters. The range of applications extends from determining molecular
conformation to dynamics of organs and body functions. Examples of ionic, molecular and
macromolecular dynamics are protein folding, enzyme action, antigen-antibody reactions,
toxic substance binding, channel activity, cellular communications (i.e., in cytogenesis and
intra. and interneuronal activity) and functional mechanisms within and between
macromolecules and organelles. Applications to larger structures include cell and interstitial
tissue growth as well as displacement and interaction of body fluids with macromolecules,
organelles and organs.

Analysis of large data bases, where a number of correlations or transformations must be N.,

obtained, is a critical area requiring both continued support of computational projects and new
developments in the area of telecommunications and local graphic capabilities. These data are
from crystallography, microscopy (light and electron), physiology and data base
compilations. Analysis of large data bases, such as data banks of macromolecular atomic
coordinates and information from population genetics requires extensive searches of various
parameters. These studies are immediately applicable to supercomputers provided that
sufficient data storage is available at the site. Already crystallographic data are being
analyzed extensively on Class VI computers. Physiological analysis, on the other hand,
generates massive amounts of data, which arrive at high rates in real time. These data are
needed for analysis of events occurring between ions, molecules, macromolecules, organelles
and cells within a life sustaining environment. In areas of neuronal circuit analysis, both
spatial and temporal analysis of multiple elements at high band widths are required for
extended periods of time. Effective means of communications between laboratories and the
supercomputer centers are essential in the majority of these applications.

Development of applications algorithms and software for supercomputers in all areas of
life sciences must be stimulated. The testing of new algorithms and codes for applications that
require long runs or large data arrays is possible by supercomputers. Their use in this regard
is important for stimulating formulation of algorithms and developing software approaches
that are not practically tested on super minicomputers.
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Recommendations to the National Science Foundation.

1. Inform life scientists of the NSF supercomputer initiative.

2. Encourage immediate application of Class VI computers in areas of research where
present communication capabilities are adequate. 0

3. Provide support for training investigators on utilization at supercomputer sites and
encourage training in vectorized software approaches and computational methodologies.

4. Establish and support consulting for user groups to aid in exchange of information on
effective advanced computing.

5. Establish telecommunication links between supercomputer sites and investigator
institutions that have a capabilities of 9600 to over 56K baud data rate transfer.

6. Provide support for graphics capabilities at user sites that are compatible with the
telecommunications developed.

7. Encourage some supercomputer facilities to acquire specialized devices such as high
resolution graphics and hard copy, on-line laboratory environments for real time
experimentation, and data base storage for access at high rates.

8. Ensure funding for supercomputers from sources other than the existing programs in the
life sciences where research support even now falls short of adequate levels.

9. Stimulate cooperation between federal funding agencies (notably NIH and NSF) in
providing access to supercomputer facilities and in support of ancillary developments
such as telecommunications and new software.

Specific Comments.
Many of the recommendations listed above transcend disciplines and bear directly on

the success of the supercomputer initiative. The specific needs for considerations are
discussed below.

Informing Potential Users.
It is important that all potentially interested researchers are informed of the

supercomputer initiative, training, potential applications and means of applying for available
funds and allotted cycle time. Also the scientific community should be intimately involved in
the shaping of the NSF policies which attempt to address our concerns.

Training.
Life scientists without supercomputer experience will require special training. Currently

training is being offered to novice users at the sites which are providing time on
supercomputers. Therefore funds must be made available to provide for transportation and
lodging for investigators to travel to these sites.

~Pd
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Three or four day seminars at the sites dealing with issues such as job flow control,
vectorization, communication protocols, input output procedures, and program optimization
are essential. Other issues that should be addressed through training include selection of the
most efficient algorithm for classes of numerical problems, and graphical presentation of data
and computed results.

Consulting

Consultant availability is critical for the success of the supercomputer initiative. Twenty
four hour access to on site consultants via telephone for routine problems such as program
bugs, compiler errors, protocols and procedures is essential. There wil also have to be
consultants who can advise users on the availability of software from existing libraries, use of
system utilities, and on the selection of optimal numerical techniques. Because the biological
community in general has not had access to supercomputing in the past, the NSF should make
a special effort to provide true expert consulting in numerical analysis. Moreover, it should
provide resources to support special workshops and seminars at national meetings to raise the
level of numerical and statistical expertise directly related to supercomputing in the biological
community.

Communication
Very high band width communication links between the supercomputer sites and the

universities where NSF supported research is carried out is essential. Many universities
where NSF supported research is ongoing are installing local networks that are capable of
high speed communication on campus. These networks should be linked to the NSF
supercomputer centers so that a minimum of 9600 baud communication is standard.
Additionally, the higher communication rates required for graphics or research projects that
capture and need to transmit large data sets rapidly must also be made available.

Graphic Workstations
Supercomputers can produce large amounts of data that are best viewed graphically.

The graphic workstations and broad band communication devices that can handle this
information must be readily available at the investigator's site.

Source of Funds for Support of Supercomputer Centers.
Support for supercomputer centers should not be obtained from the already strained

support for basic and biomedical sciences. The applications of supercomputer does not
substitute for current computing capabilities but allows greater amount of time to carry out
other tasks on laboratory computers.

Coordination and Cooperation of NSF and NIH Roles in Providing Access to
Supercomputer Centers.

Many scientists work in domains of both NSF and N i support. In other cases, entire
laboratories have need for access serving both research support entities. In order to prevent
duplication of expensive facilities, it is essential that a coordinated effort be implemented
which can best serve the scientific community as a whole and for specific applications.
Duplication of data base access and telecommunication will no doubt be the result unless a
coherent plan for support of advanced computer applications in biology and medicine is
instituted.

IW IVe or r le
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Workshop Design.

On December 10-12 1985, a workshop supported by NSF, through a grant to New York
University, convened at the Airlie Foundation, Airlie Virginia, to discuss advanced computer
applications and needs in the life sciences. The proceedings consisted of ten workshop
groups discussing specific issues of their respective fields and three minisymposia to acquaint
scientists with supercomputers and related problems of graphics and telecommunications.
The focus was on barriers to advancement within life sciences disciplines and how they might
be resolved by advanced computational capabilities. The small groups reassembled into three
larger groups to discuss issues that transcended the individual research approaches. These
findings were reported to the group as a whole with general discussions centered around
common computational questions and issues of application in life sciences.

Issues raised by the small and medium sized groups were related to molecular data
analysis of structure and to organizational dynamics of organelles, cells, neuronal circuits and
organs. These and other groups addressed modeling of dynamic properties of life
constituents, their movements, distributions, and interactions. The scope of the discussions
ranged through the technical aspects of advanced computer hardware and software, the
recording and analysis of biological data, the representation of these data in models and
interactive displays necessary to evaluate and demonstrate structure and dynamical events.

The participants were representatives of specific aspects of fields that might have need
for supercomputer time, and experienced users who were able to relate information on the
limitations and potentials of this advanced technology. The common needs toward promoting
utilization of supercomputer time and establishing effective access were addressed in general
assemblies. The results of the meeting are set forth in conclusions, recommendations and
reports representing four well defined application areas. The four groups represent natural
division of the discussion groups and their interests. The program of the minisymposia, list
of interest groups and participants also are provided below.

Z I 4
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REPORTS ON APPLICATIONS IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF RESEARCH.

A. Blomolecular Structure and Dynamics In Biological Function.

Edited by Stephen Harrison and Wayne Hendrickson

Overview. The function of biologically important molecules depends on their
conformation in three dimensions. We must determine, visualize and analyze three
dimensional structures in order to understand mechanisms of enzymic catalysis, recognition
of nucleic acids by proteins, interactions between cell surface molecules and their ligands,
antibody/antigen binding, and many other dynamic events central to cell biology. The
recombinant DNA revolution has dramatically expanded the nature of the questions that can
be tackled and of the processes that can be understood. Expression of cloned genes and in
vitro mutagenesis permit purification and modification of any protein or RNA for which a
gene can be identified. The experimental methods of X-ray crystallography, electron
microscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance are the most fruitful approaches for studying
molecular structure in three dimensions. Theoretical methods for energy calculations and for
macromolecular dynamics are important for understanding function and interactions.
Quantum chemical calculations on ligands and substrates are significant for analyzing binding
and reactivity. Predictions of the folded conformation of proteins and of RNA molecules,
given their primary sequences, is a vital long-range objective, if we are to translate the vast
and ever-growing number of known nucleic acids and amino acids sequences into a deep
understanding of function.

Advanced computation is essential for both theoretical and experimental approaches.
The major progress that can be expected during the next five years will only be realized
through effective use of supercomputing power and through innovative exploitation of other
advanced computing technologies. Anticipated landmarks include: 1) Determination and
refinement of crystal structures showing proteinlnucleic-acid interaction, antibodylantigen
complexes, cell surface receptors, cytoskeletal elements, and membrane proteins. 2) Complete
determination of small protein structures in solution using 2-D Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. 3)
Automatic modeling of a protein structure, using constraints provided by homology to a known
structure.

1. Determination of Macromolecular Structures by X-ray Crystallography.
The basic problem in crystallographic analysis of macromolecules is to transform the

many thousands of intensity measurements from an X-ray diffraction pattern into accurate
atomic parameters for the crystalline molecule. The resulting structural images profoundly 1:

influence how we approach fundamental questions in many areas of biology. Numerous
significant macromolecular structures remain to be determined, but unfortunately the
structure determination process has typically been slow. Supercomputing power, coupled
with recent advances in instrumentation and new methods, now offer the possibility for
substantial enhancement in the speed with which structures can be analyzed. Two aspects of
the analysis are particularly receptive to advanced computing - the phase problem and model
refinement. Other aspects also require intensive calculation, especially for larger structures.

a. The phase problem. The central step in the determination of a protein crystal
structure consists in obtaining an electron-density map from the measured diffracton
intensities; or equivalently, in solving the phase problem. This is traditionally carried out by
heavy-atom substitution methods: isomorphous replacement and anomalous scattering.
Frequently, however, these methods fail to produce phases of sufficient quality. For such
circumstances, any computational procedure capable of completing the phase determination
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provides an invaluable tool to the crystallographer.

A now well-established procedure takes advantage of non-crystallographic symmetry
elements often encountered in protein crystals, and of the absence of features from solvent
regions. These calculations are heavy (100 hours of VAX 11780 CPU time for a virus
structure) and supercomputer power is undoubtedly desirable for solving the very large
structures now of interest for cell biology.

A new category of methods, of a statistical nature, are currently being investigated.
They are expected soon to provide a powerful adjunct to substitution methods, and possibly
to supersede them altogether in the future (G.Bricogne, Acta Cryst. A 40:410-445, 1984).
These computations are complex (e.g. 10,000 hours of VAX 11/780 CPU time). They lend
themselves to vectorization, but they involve a tree-directed optimization that requires
frequent man-machine interaction via a graphics terminal. The availability of supercomputer
power will be necessary to allow the further development of these methods and to make full.
scale computations feasible. The possibility of performing such calculations will play a major
role in encouraging development of this software. This will ultimately speed up the process
of protein structure determination.

b. Structure refinements. The final stages in structure determination involve refinement
of atomic parameters against diffraction data. Accurate models are essential for
interpretation of functional properties at the atomic level. For a 50K Dalton protein, the
iterative refinement requires about 8 hours of CPU time per cycle on a VAX 11780, and 50
to 60 cycles are required to complete the optimization. For a large molecular complex, such
as a virus, the refinement is only possible on a supercomputer. For example, 65 cycles of
least squares refinement of a small RNA virus used over 1000 hours of cPU time on a Cyber
205 (A. Silva & M. G. Rossman, Acta Cryst. A 41:in Press). The structures, now emerging,
of protein/DNA complexes and antigen/antibody complexes will require comparable
computing power.

Other parts of crystallograhic structure determination (e.g. data processing for large
structures) can also take advantage of supercomputing power. But the greatest impact will
probably be in opening up entirely new approaches. The supercomputer will allow the use of
vastly improved physical models of the protein as a restraint in refinement - one in which
dynamical properties are simulated in the calculation. Interactive refinement procedures
should also be very effective. Finally, as the data base of three dimensional structures
grows, so too does the importance of demanding comparative searches in these structures.

A concluding comment on the character of supercomputing needs in crystallography
seems appropriate. Some of our needs are for "production runs", such as refinements,
already carried out on supercomputers. However, others such as the statistical methods for
phase evaluation, are developmental in character. It proves most effective to explore diverse
options without special concern for optimization in establishing new procedures. For large
scale problems supercomputers become essential for this development. Finally, enhanced
computing power will enable certain problems, now handled in batch mode, to become
interactive.

2 " NMR Detrulntlon of Maeromolecular Structure.
NMR provides unique information as a result of the known geometry-dependence of

relaxation times and of nuclear Overhauser experiments, which yield interproton distance
measurements of up to about 4 A with reasonable precision. These measurements can be
made in solution under varied conditions with motional and kinetic information also being

~ '~,.' J



obtained. An important computation-intensitive application is the NMR determination of
entire protein structures using methods currently being developed in a number of
laboratories. This requires large-scale computation to analyze the data and to carry out the
distance - geometry procedure. Current work suggests that the analysis time per experiment
is several hours on a VAX, while the distance-geometry algorithm needs about 10
hr/structure for a 5 KD protein. Since many trial structures are generated to test uniqueness,
the total computing time can exceed 100 hours/experiment, whereas data collection requires
24 hours of VAX time. This experiment is now applicable to low molecular weight (approx.
5 KD) proteins as well to DNA duplexes of about 10 base pair. It may be extendable to 10-

12 KD proteins. The general method is also applicable to ligands bound to macromolecules
and to exploration of active.site geometry. Genetic engineering enhances the power of this
approach. Supercomputer access would reduce the computational burden to 1-2 hours per
experiment, and interactive use would be valuble as well.

Initial analysis of NMR data is generally carried out on-line, and VAX computers (or
smaller) are adequate for such use. In large-scale applications, however, especially 2D NMR
of biochemically labile preparations, it will be desirable to have access to supercomputing to
analyze preliminary data sets, in order to determine the future course of a time-limited
experiment. Such analysis might include currently-developing statistical analysis of spectra
using entropy-maximization methods, which involve lengthy calculations.

Future magnetic resonance applications may be line-shape and relaxation analysis of
ESR, deuterium NMR, and similar spectroscopies, using Monte-Carlo simulation of motionwith many trial parameters to fit line-shapes.

Programs to calculate spectral features from magnetic resonance data, as a function of
structure and other parameters, should be more readily available. These should be coupled
to data banks of molecular structure and molecular motion characteristics. Access to this
information should be through suitable display systems.

3 Theoretical Approaches and Molecular Simulation.
Computational models for macromolecules conformation and interaction are greatly

limited by the power and character of existing computers. Supercomputers and innovative
special purpose computers will alleviate current limitations and make possible qualitatively
new developments, such as adequate treatment of solvation effects. Three important projects
can be described that will benefit from substantial increases in computing power and speed. %

a) Simulation of large macromolecular systems in as realistic a way as possible. Such a
simulation will, in general, include thousands of water molecules in a periodic system, and it
will use the method of molecular dynamics to model the behavior for 100's of psec. Such
computations demand thousands of hours of VAX 11/780 time.

b) Automatic modeling of protein.s using constraints provided by homology to a known
structure. This is a particularly exciting goal, in view of the explosive growth of sequence
data. Structural homology groups are starting to be recognizable, and attempts can be made
to model important members of these groups from known structures having a related
homology. Once the starting conformation has been defined, energy minimization is used to
give a stereochemically acceptable model. Different starting conformations give a family of
possible conformations, and molecular dynamics can be used with additional minimization to
get to a lower energy. This same method might yield atomic coordinates that are guided by
information on inter.proton distances obtained from NMR. These computations demand tens
ef VAX 11/780 CPU hours and the possibility of nearly interactive response with ....
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supromputer is an ecing prospect.

c) Prediction q the properties - especially the stability - of mtationally altered proteins,
in relation to the properties of the starting structhie. A facility in such prediction is especially
important in designing enzymes and other proteins with altered characteristics. Studies of
variants from in vitro mutagenesis can give a large data base for such computations, which
can be used in turn to adjust the potential functions. Methods will be used that are similar to
those described for homology modeling, and the computational demands are comparable.

The quality of a molecular-dynamics calculation ultimately rests on the intermolecular
potential functions used to compute configurational forces and energies. At present diverse
prescriptions are available, but there is major need for more extensive characterization and
evaluation of these potentials with respect to experimental data. Thorough study of even a
single system is a formidable computational effort utilizing thousands of VAX 11/780 Cpu
hours.

We note that it is now possible to calculate free energy, the fundamental index of
thermodynamic stability. Methods that yield free energy require an order of magnitude more
calculations than normal simulations. Such detailed computations will make macromolecular
simulations more realistic and more informative.

Simulation of molecular properties can usefully benefit from the computational methods
of quantum chemistry. Quantum calculations are important for establishing potentials used in
modelling simulation. The reactivity of substrates and the chemical properties of ligands can
also be computed. Optimal methods exist to tackle such problems correctly, but computing
demands are substantial (thousands of VAX CPU hours). Supercomputers will allow
extension of the molecular dynamic methods to model transitions in low energy, eg. quasi
equilbrium states such as enzymic processes. Such transitions are important for enzyme
catalysis and macromolecular conformational changes. We can foresee the combined use of
quantum mechanics and molecular dynamics in study of macromolecular function.

4. Analysis of Primary Sequence Data and their Correlation with Structure and
Function.
The "Gen Bank" genetic sequence database now includes sequences totaling about 4 x

106 bases; in less than S years, it will almost certainly exceed 107 bases. Amino acid
sequences are collected in the database of the Protein Identification Resource. The extent of
these databases, plus the necessarily complicated measures of relationship determinations
which must be employed, means that database searches for sequence relationships are in
general computationally intensive operations.

Algorithms have been developed that locate all sequences or sequence fragments within
the database whose degree of relativeness to a particular sequence satisfies a well-defined
criterion. Current application of this optimally vectorized supercomputer search to a
sequence of a few thousand bases in relation to the present Gen Bank database takes several
hours of CRAY I time. The extent of the search depends on the the measure of relatedness
that is used. We anticipate an overall demand of several thousands of supercomputer hours
over the next few years in the investigation of sequence relatedness. In addition, for the
specific goal of identifying protein structural homologies, more sophisticated avenues are
being explored. These methods will attempt to integrate other information, using current and
projected developments in the areas of pattern recognition and expert systems design.
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5 Molecla Graphics: As End-a Too for Analysi and Comunkets of
MOlecul.-ac. m lar StMctr.

Interactive computer graphics is an essential tool in current macromolecular structure
determination, analysis and simulation. Thus as supercomputton becomes more accessible,
it is important that it should do so in on environent that supports tho interactive graphics 9

process. Capability of such man-machine interactions will enable a qualitative leap from
batch analysis to interactive processing of intensive structural calculations. This approach will
play a critical role in speeding the flow of investigations by reducing the turn around time
from days and weeks to minutes and hours. These temporal dimensions are within the time
frame for efficient flow of human thought processes that determine the subsequent analysis.

The key component for evaluating a graphically interactive mode is the communication
rate to and from the supercomputer. Typically the interactive session will drive the
submission of computationally intensive work to the supercomputer, furnishing the current
state of the model as data for that computation. Results from the computation will then be
transfered back to the local site, providing updated information for the working model and
initiating the next round of local graphical interaction. For this mode of operation to be
effective, results on the order of a megabit must be transmitted within a minute, so that
ready access to at least a 56K bit/sec line will be essential for an operator. It will also be
vital to maintain and upgrade local VAX-type computing strength, in order that graphics be
effective. Indeed, we emphasize that optimal use of supercomputing units will only be
possible if local computing capabilities are maintained at the highest level.

"V
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B. Mathematical Modeling of Biological Systems on Supercomputers.

Edited by Charles Peskin

Overview. For those modeling biological systems on computers, the NSF
Supercomputers initiative is a most welcome development. There is a urgent need for more
computational power, and modelers of biological systems are in an excellent position to take
advantage of it.

A common theme is that supercomputer access will make it possible to use models that
are far more realistic. In many cases, we already know what the appropriate equations are,
but we have been unable to solve these equations in a realistic setting because of lack of
computer power and readily addressable memory arrays that are large enough to develop the
analysis. Supercomput access will overcome these unrealistic symmetry restrictions,
thereby increasing the number of spatial dimensions from one to two or from two to three,
depending on the application. This will allow generation of models that truly represent the
complexity of the organism. Because our work falls in the category of number-crunching,
supercomputers are the appropriate tool.

Two issues that deserve further consideration are communication and training. Many
biologists need to transmit large amounts of data at high speed to and from their computer.
Even modellers like to work in an interactive environment so that they can quickly explore
the consequences of changing parameters. Training is important because at the present time
there is only a small group of biologists with enough mathematical or computational
background to take full advantage of this new resource.

1. 3-Dimenslonal Analysis of Dynamic Processes within Complex Geometrical Spaces.
a. Blood Flow. An important use of supercomputers will be the numerical solution of

the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in the presence of complicated, moving elastic
or muscular boundaries. Some examples are blood flow in the heart, secondary flow patterns
in curved and branching blood vessels, and the interaction of fluid dynamics with blood
clotting. Such studies are important for the design of prosthetic devices, and they also
provide a means of studying normal physiology and disease processes in the computer.

While numerical methods for fluid dynamics vectorize very easily, it is important that
the treatment of the boundary conditions does not spoil the vectorization. One solution of
this problem is the representation of the boundary in terms of a system of forces, as in
Peskin's work on blood flow in the heart and in Fogelson's work on blood dotting.

b. Mechanism of Cell Locomotion and Tissue Deformation. Differential equation models
characterize the forces a cell can exert upon other cells or other substrates when its
cytoskeleton contracts or relaxes. The contractile state of the protein machinery in the
cytoskeleton is modulated by various "trigger" chemicals, principally calcium ion. The
chemical kinetics of these trigger chemicals are influenced, sometimes dramatically, by
geometric-deformational states of the cell.

Because cell motions occur very slowly, inertial effects are nil. Viscoelastic effects
dominate. A serious side effect is that the differential equation system becomes implicit in
form:

A (Z) dZ/dt = F(Z,t)

~i
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where Z is an n.vector describing the geometry of the tissue and its chemical state and A is a
(banded) x x x matrix whose components are non-linear functions of Z. To compute dZIdt at
each time, vast linear algebra calculations are essential. That is, the hardest part of the
calculation is already vectorized.

By coupling together many copies of differential equations, a model of the
mechanochemical state of single cells can be ascribed to a mathematical model of tissue
composed of many cells. This tissue might be the epithelium constituting an early embryo,
el. the mechanism of optic vesicle formation etc. For two-dimensional tissue models (cell
ribbon caricatures), there are typically many hundreds of differential equations, but the
model's dynamics can be computed without supercomputers - in a day or so of VAX 11/80O
cPu time. To make such models biologically accurate, extension to 3-Dimensional
simulations is essential. Then the number of differential equations increases by tens of
thousands along with the complexity of each equation. Supercomputer number-crunching
prowess becomes essential.

c. Reaction Diffusion Models in Morphogenesis. The formation of models from
reaction-diffusion patterns, as initiated by Turing in 1950 and later perfected by many
biomathematicians, require vast computational resources when extended to three-dimensional
models. The number-crunching task is in the 'solution of several coupled non-linear quasi-
linear parabolic PDE's. A subsidiary task is "recognition" with appropriate graphics display
of constant-concentration loci at each of many instants as the solution evolves. Software for
both tasks is available and is easily vectorized. The constant concentration loci locator
algorithm is inherently split into many parallel performances of the same generic task.

Mathematically identical, but biologically distinct, are problems of understanding how
waves of depolarizing action potentials are propagated through two and three dimensional
domains where there are partitions of electrically excitable membrane facets. Neural nets
and myocardium are two examples.

2 Movement of Molecules and Particles In Biological Media.

a. Diusion of Ions. The electrical activity of nerve and muscle cells is produced by ion
transport through cell membranes and is determined by the electrical potential due to the
local concentrations of ions and other substrates. Theoretical studies to date have
concentrated on spatial variation in electrical potential, but there is now sufficient
experimental evidence to show the importance of contributions from variations in ion
concentrations in the restricted spaces around cells. The solution of partial differential
equations is required to predict such variations with one equation for each ion. Only a few
calculations of this type, to date, have applied to the single dimension analyzing up to three
ions. This requires many hours of VAX time per run. More realistic problems for disease-
related drug studies will require expansion to two or three dimensions, placing the
computations out of the range of conventional computers.

b. Transport of Solutes through Porous Media: The transport of water and substrate

molecules across the clefts between endothelial cells and through matrices of interstitial or
intracellular structures is describable in purely hydrodynamic terms in relatively simplified
situations. These describe solute geometry, torque, local pressure gradients, shear, viscocity
and the geometry of channel walls or matrix. A general method for describing movement of
isolated solute molecules now needs to be extended to heterogeneous fibre matrices. The
results should be applicable to describing filtration, diffusion, volume exclusion, solute and
solvent drag, and in general, both the fluxes and the phenomenological coefficients
summarizing the behavior of the system.

Lj ,-
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c. Fate of Tozic Materials and Drugs. Prediction of the effects of drugs and toxic
materials in animals and humans requires a knowledge of the distribution of the substance in
the body or organ so that local dosages are accurately represented. Calculations of such
distributions involve the solutions of fluid flow or diffusion equations in two or three
dimensions with boundary conditions from other processes such as absorption, breakdown, or

transport. Present models use a small number of compartments or one-dimensional transport
as a rough approximation. Supercomputer power is needed to perform more realistic
calculations.

0
d. Brownian Dynamics. Brownian dynamics simulates the motion of ions in a channel

by a combination of Newton's laws, potential terms describing the channels, and a stochastic
fluctuating potential. Because time steps as long as 15 psec can be used, it is feasible to
integrate through the physiological time scale of milliseconds, on a supercomputer. The
advantages of molecular dynamics is that it is within the range of modern computation. The
motions of the ions are computed, the channel protein is represented by a potential energy
barrier with water being represented simply as a frictional term. A Langevin equation is
written to describe the ionic motions, in which a stochastic driving term is added to the
potential functions and frictional terms described. This equation can be integrated in minutes
of CRAY-1 time (for milliseconds of real time). Such simulations will allow for more
realistic modeling of the ion permeation processes which underlie a large number of
biological phenomena. Since measurements of single channels are now routine, a productive a
interplay of theory and experiments can be anticipated.

It can be reiterated that these computations will be greatly aided by substantial access to
time on supercomputer, but ONLY if easy access from the laboratory with a 50K baud/sec
data rate is available using standarized graphics and alphanumeric protocols.

3 Mathematical Modeling of Initiation and Propagation of Electrical Activity.
a. Ion Channels and Pharmacological Interactions. Access to single channel events

provides an important tool for viewing first hand, the result of conformational changes in
single protein structures - i.e. channels. These processes are stochastic in nature. Transition
probabilities between conformational states can be determined from direct measurement of
ion flow within the channel.

Pharmacologic agents can modify channel conductivity. For instance, some ion channel
blocking agents appear to diffuse into the channel core during the channel open time and bind
to some interior surface feature resulting in an occluded channel. During the channel close
time and under appropriate conditions, the drug can diffuse away from the channel, but is
unable to diffuse back into the channel until it opens again.

b. Electrophysiology - Heart. The heart is a network of interconnected excitable cells
that under normal circumstances beats with a periodic rhythm. Under pathologic conditions,
disruption of cardiac rhythm occurs, and this can frequently be controlled with ion channel
blocking agents. The mechanism of action is just beginning to be understood. The major
battleneck in investigating antiarrhythmic drugs is in scaling up descriptions of single channel
blockade to multiple channels in a cell and to multiple interconnected cells. Several
alternatives for describing such complex cellular arrays are available. One approach is
through use of parabolic PDE's to describe propagation and blockade along a cell and
coupling patterns of individual cells.

Mathematical models have been developed to investigate the ionic bases of the electrical
activity of single cardiac cells, including impulse initiation and propagation of the wavefront.

NX, k~p "
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Recent models are based on Hodgkin and Huxley-type equations that describe time- and
voltage-dependent ionic currents. These models have been used to mimic successfully the a,

electrical activity observed experimentally in a variety of cardiac cell types. Attempts have
begun to generate one- and two-dimensional networks of these simulated cells. Results of
these multicellular models have provided new insights into the mechanisms of pacemaker
synchronization, wavefront propagation and various cardiac rate and rhythm disturbances.

However, it is obvious to investigators in this field that currents are greatly
oversimplifed and that access to supercomputers is essential for the development of more
realistic models that more closely approximate the biological conditions. For example, with
greater computer processing power and the capacity to handle much larger data arrays,
individual cells can be modeled in three-dimensions for their cellular compartmentalization
and metabolism in conjunction with integration through ionic mechanisms. Similarly, the
increase in computer power would permit the development of three-dimensional models of
networks of simulated cells. It is anticipated that these more powerful and realistic models
will contribute importantly to our understanding of normal and abnormal cardiac rate and
rhythm and to neuronal function.

Models of the cardiac action potential are typical of excitable membrane models and
include the effects of numerous ionic channels at the cellular level, and coupling between
cells to induce propagation. Although the electrical phenomena obviously determine the
mechanical and fluid dynamical function of the heart, the importance of mechanical feedback
is not known and is not yet included in state of the art models. Similar modeling problems
occur in smooth and skeletal muscles where the propagation of electrical signals is again
responsible for proper function.

Simulation of these models is currently done only on a small scale. There are significant
numerical difficulties associated with the stiffness of these systems, which are amplified when
they are distributed in a spatially inhomogeneous medium. Accurate, stable computation
with only modest spatial refinement certainly requires supercomputer power.

Another scheme is to define a finite state machine for each cell in the network that
represents the appropriate submicroscope elements of electrical activation and channel -N
blockade. An array of these elements becomes a cellular automata, from which macroscopic
behavior can be assessed. Use of this strategy, though, depends on careful "calibration" of
the submicroscopic state in reference to actual cellular behavior.

Supercomputing can play an important role in addressing questions of multicellular
electrical activation as modified by ion channel blocking agents. High resolution displays are
needed to visualize patterns of cellular activation.

4 Modeling of Neurons and Neuronal Circuitry.
Cellular Neurophysiology is one of the more quantitatively developed life sciences. A

few experimental model systems have led to the development of biophysical - mathematical
models for the generation and propagation of nerve impulses, the self-sustained oscillations
of pacemakers, and the electrical activity throughout the branching of a dendritic neuron.
These models involve linear and nonlinear partial differential equations and require seconds
to minutes of computation time (e.g. DEC-10) for their solution. These models have played
a key factor in how we understand integration and signalling in neurons.

As experimental techniques improve and more complex neuronal systems are studied,
we find that many neurons and excitable tissues do not satisfy the assumptions of the classical "
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models. Neuroscientists are seeking to relax some of these assumptions (such as distribution
of ion channels over cell surface, types of ionic channels, idealized branching geometry, one.
dimensional cable theory) and to compare, quantitatively, theory with experiment. Such
extensions place increased demands on present computational approaches. For example, a
five millisecond simulation of the voltage transient in a neuronal dendrite with several
hundred branch segments may require tens of hours on a VAX 105l,0.

Moreover, such simplifying assumptions as uniform and constant ionic environments are
inapplicable in a number of cases. incorporation of the three-dimensional aspect of intra-
and intercellular diffusion, binding and uptake will certainly tax the capabilities of
supercomputers. Applications of these enhancements to synaptic transmission, ion-activated
channels in excitable membranes (e.g. Ca+ -activated K+-channel), are being found in ]
many neuronal and secretory systems and can lead to complex signalling such as bursting,
excitation-contraction coupling in skeletal muscle, and spreading depression.

Biophysical models for individual cell behavior are beginning to be applied to
investigate multicellular/network phenomena. For example, various mechanisms for cellular
coupling (electrotonic, chemical, ephaptic) and its role in epilepsy re being considered with
computational models of arrays of dendritic neurons.

Intercellular connections are being mapped from simultaneous recordings of two or
more neurons in relatively small functional networks of invertebrates (e.g. motor pattern
generation). These data will likely soon be incorporated into computationally intensive
mathematical models. Other applications of multicellular modeling are for synchronization
of electrical activity in some secretory systems and for sensory processing (e.g. cochlear
processing involves three-dimensional fluid dynamics, mechanics and electrical signal
generation in hair cells with synaptic transmission to auditory nerve fibers.

5 Population Dynamics in Biological Systems.
a. Spatial Heterogeneity in Insect Ecosystems. Successful biocontrol of agricultural

insect pests using appropriate insect predators (not insecticides) requires quantitatively
accurate models with definitive predictive power that can account for spatially localized
outbreaks in parts of the system and the spatial migrations of predators to cluster at and
decimate pest infestations before they spread. Such models, recently derived (cf. Kareiva
and Odell) in the form of quasi-linear parabolic PDE's, appear able to do this. Predator
chemotaxis is a central aspect of the model from observation of predation/reproduction cycles
of individual insects existing together in cages. This information is used in the PDE models
to mathematically derive the outcome.

The numerical solution of such systems (two spatial dimensions are essential) can I
predict, from initial conditions on insect distribution, how a spatially heterogeneous insect %

predator-prey ecosystem will evolve. While parabolic, the PDE system conducts wave-like
solutions in which shallow gradients in population density are transformed into very steep
gradients. Substantial number crunching capability is required to solve these systems.
Supercomputer prowess would make it possible to predict the evolution of pest outbreak and
control before they happen so that corrective measures (planned release of additional
predators where needed) could be taken in time.

[II
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C. Analysk of Dynamics of Biological Processes.

Edited by Riod~o Lnu u

Overview. In the most general of terms biological processes represent a set of spafio-
temporal domains of function which, for their proper study, require extensive numerical
computation and data assembly. From this point of view, computers are essential in dealing
with physiological complexity, both from a theoretical modelling vantage-point as wel as in
dealing with the massive amounts of data which can now be gathered in these types of
studies. Only recently, as a result of computer use, has a realistic analysis of multiple
variables in the temporal domain been possible. Because the range of studies which
ultimately relate to the analysis of dynamic biological processes extend from the molecular to
the social, the utility of supercomputers must be considered as no less than crucial.

1 Mechanisms of Membrane Dynamics.
All animal cells are defined by a membrane which separates their cytoplasm from the

extracellular milieu. Research on membranes has been a central theme in biology for nearly
a century and has afforded a true conceptual and experimental evolution. For technical
reasons membrane ensembles do not lend themselves to direct molecular analysis. Thus, a
large background of analytical detail was necessary before the more synthetic type of
measurements could be interpreted in terms of the molecules which control biological
functions. Thus, this integrative area of research has been rather isolated until recently.
Indeed, the field of membrane biology is just beginning an era of growth. '

a. Channels. Most biological functions of membranes are mediated by specialized
glycoproteins inserted through the membrane. These "channels" provide the only gatable
pathways for natural transport across the membrane. The macromolecules which generate
such channels (and to a lesser extent the membrane structures themselves) have evolved,
becoming adapted to meet the needs of survival.

b. Statisdcal Analysis of Ion-Channel Data. Since 1980 the technique of recording from
single ionic channels has spread explosively. This powerful experimental fechnique allows a
researcher to study the behavior of a single transmembrane protein molecule for many hours
in its natural environment. The measured behavior is the current (appr. I picoampere) which
turns on and off randomly as the channel opens and closes. This behavior known as gating is
rich with kinetic information pertaining to the underlying molecular properties of the 'U

channel, but because of the inherent randomness, this information is quite difficult to extract.
In a typical experiment more then 5 megabytes of information is acquired from a single
channel for later analysis. The principal roadblock to an understanding of the molecular ""
mechanisms underlying the gating of ionic channels is the analysis of these data.

In the past year powerful methods have been developed for such data analysis, based on
maximum likelihood techniques. These methods are not feasible for typical situations, even
with full time use of VAX computers, for the computer time to analyze a single experiment
can be more than one month. Fortunately, the problem is easily vectorized (see, e.g., Horn U'

and Vandenberg, 1984), and is therefore ideally handled by a supercomputer, where such
calculations can conceivably take from a few minutes to hours to compute. The availability
of supercomputers to the many researchers studying single ion channels will make a
substantial improvement in the now-Herculean task of data analysis.
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2 Investigation of Distributed Information Procesuing and Control 1:1 the Brain.
a. Computational Requirements. When the brain and the computer are compared, it is

the contrasts rather than the similarities that stand out most prominently. To the extent that
we understand the operation of the brain, we can say that it is based on the continuous,
simultaneous operation of a large number of differentiated neuronal assemblies that are
heavily interconnected by tracts of parallel coursing fibers. The challenge of this field is a) to
understand the functional block diagram of the nervous system, b) to understand how control
signals and information are represented by the patterns of neural activity transmitted over the
parallel fiber tracts, and c) to understand the operations of the neuron assemblies.

Progress in this field has been greatest near the input (sensory) and output (motor)
sides of the nervous system. Relatively little is known about the mechanisms of the
intervening processes. Most of the current progress in the field has been based on
electrophysiological recordings from single neurons within the neuronal assemblies or single
nerve fibers within the tracts. There is now widespread agreement that, because of the
parallel nature of processing within and between modules, multiple simultaneous recording
procedures are essential for each of the objectives referred to above.

The specific forms of data analysis in this field are not well developed, but their general
form can perhaps be inferred from the objectives. The "block diagram problem" will involve
the analysis of coincidences and dependencies between activity patterns in the modules and
between this activity and the animal's behavior. The "neural image" problem (the form of
information representation in parallel pathways) will most likely involve analyses of an image
processing type. The "neural network" problem (operations within a single module) will
involve methods aimed at inferring the functional organization within a neuronal assembly.
Current efforts in this area center on cross-correlation methods.

b. Analysis of Spike Trains for Determination of Inra- and Interneuronal Integration. A
form of analysis that can be predicted with relative certainty is the use of simulation as a part
of hypothesis testing. This type of analysis is noted for its heavy computational load, and it
is compounded by the extensive data in this field. The data load imposed by such "1
experimentation may be estimated by considering the nature of the experiments being
planned at present.

The experimental design involves a primate trained to perform a sensory, motor and/or
cognitive task. Then, multiple electrodes are inserted at specific brain locations depending on
the system or systems being examined. Currently, the number of electrodes is 10-30. The ,
aim for the near future is to increase the order of magnitude by one. During these
experiments, the animal is subjected to a wide range of experimental conditions (e.g. a large -
number of sensory patterns while performing a pattern discriminating task). A single day's
experimentation will generate several hours worth of data. The mean impulse rate from each
recording site is in the order of 100 Hz (short term rates range from I to 500 Hz). From
these figures it can be seen that data rates are of the order of 100,000 impulses per recording
site per hour of experimentation. Modest numbers of recording sites generate data rates of
the order of 1,000,000 impulses per hour. One hour represents a relatively brief period of - A
behavioral experimentation.

This field is not sufficiently well developed to provide an accurate specification of its
computational requirements. However, multineuronal recording is rapidly being taken up by
laboratories around the world and it is clear that the computational load imposed by the data
and analysis methods is a major problem. What is needed in the near future is a flexible
basis for exploratory data analysis and display such as that provided by the "S" package
developed at Bell Labs. Supercomputers are required for the large data volumes generated in

.
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c. Auto Correlation and Cross Correlation of Data Generated from Temporal Analysis of
Multiple Neurons in Circuits. A significant extension of data analysis has been achieved with
GACF, the Generalized Auto-Correlated Function (T.i. Ebner and JR. Bloedel: J.
Neurophysiol. 45:5, 1981). This technique pertains to analysis of spike trains from a single
cell and has been generalized to the Generalized Cross-Correlation Function (GCCF), for
understanding the integration of activity in neuronal populations.

The GACF outlines the effect of a stimulus on the auto-correlation of a spike train at
various time lags. If 1000 time lags are chosen for both the stimulus and the auto-
correlation, then each spike in the train would require about 1000 calculations. For example,
if one examines 10 spikes in 1000 time frames after the stimulus, there are about 10,000
computations per stimulus.

We generalized to the cross-correlation of each cell with each other. In general, that
means:

possible correlation sets where n is the number of cells and k is the number that are used for
comparison. Thus if GCCF is applied between any two cells there are:

nf/2(n-2)! or n(n-1)/2

combinations. For example with 100 cells, this is about 5000. If each GCCF takes about
10,000 computations, then a complete set would involve about 50,000,000 computation sets.
The data is in the form of an array of n elements for each time frame (chosen here as 1000).
There is a new array for each stimulus. (The technique used on the VAX has an n of about
2,000,000 array and the n x 1000 arrays are actually subsets of the large array. Ultimately,
the array will best be an infinite stream of samples).

Given a stimulus at one Hertz we have about 50 million computations per second for
cells taken 2 at a time. Taken 3 at a time, a group of 100 cells increases the number of
computations by a factor of 32 to 1,500 million computations per stimulus. Multiply this by
the number of seconds (or stimuli) needed (perhaps 500-1000 or more).

In some experiments it would be required to sample the data at a number of time lags

after the delivery of a drug. In addition each of the GCCF's requires a 3-dimensional surface
rendering for visualization. This is also a tremendous computational load. The 3-
dimensional hidden-line surface projection of a 1000 x 1000 matrix would also be required.

3 Population Genetics.
Three problems require advanced computers: macromolecular homology, phylogenetic

trees and pedigree likelihoods. Other areas make increasing use of computers and may
develop a need for extremely fast computation in the near future. These applications are
Cpu intensive with modest I/O requirements. There is little demand for high speed data
transfer, real-time computing or image generation. On the other hand, there will be an
urgent need for algorithms in numerical analysis to provide function minimization that is
parsimonious for vector cycles, unlike conventional methods that minimize the number of
sequential function evaluations. These computer bound applications seem ideally suited to
supercomputers.
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Looking for homologies of nuclei acid and amino add sequences between lod and
organisms is a major task of evolutionary biology. Initially, this may be a simple search to
see if any part of a sequence matches any part of the national library. A second level is the
finding of an optimal global alignment between two sequences with computer time usually of
order N2 , although Nlog(N) is possible. A third level is the simultaneous optimal alignment

of K sequences which is currently of order NK. Improved solution of this problem is
important for studying the evolutionary relationships among distantly related sequences and
for finding consensus sequences that might reveal functional subregions.

Much of evolutionary biology is concerned with the inference of phylogenetic
relationships (populations, species, proteins, or nuclei acid sequences). This requires fitting
the data to a tree (cladogram) and seeking the tree to which the data best fit. There are
many kinds of data, many methods of finding appropriate trees and many criteria for what
constitutes the best fit. The number of possible trees for even a moderate number of taa is
so large that even a supercomputer could not elaborate them all, but obviously the reliability
of the conclusions increases with the number of trees being explored. The number of
possible tip-labeled unrooted trees for taxa is 13"5... (2t-5). For only 21 taxa this is
greater than a "mole" of trees (6" 1023). Currently exploration of all trees is not feasible for t
> 9. For each set of taxa there may be anywhere from 50 to several hundred items of
information (characters, genes, morphological attributes, amino adds, nucleotides, etc).
Each of these items must be manipulated (2t-1) times in a given tree. Thus for t - 10 there
are 1"3"5... 15 = 2,027,025 trees "19 manipulations. For only 100 items of information 0
there are 3.8"109 operations. Each new taxon would increase that number by more than one
order of magnitude so that the task is dearly not feasible on ordinary computers and will
remain so even in the face of improvements of the branch and bound type algorithms. A
similar degree of difficulty arises if the items of information are at a genetic distance.

Whereas the first two problems might not lend themselves to vectorization, pedigree
likelihoods form vectors whose elements differ in one or more parameters. Each such vector
should lead to improved parameter estimates (by an algorithm yet to be optimized) and to
either computation of the next vector or acceptance of convergence to the maximum
likelihood solution. This kernel is basic to segregation and linkage analysis and to the
determination of recurrence risks. Models much more complicated than the ones currently
being tested cannot be studied with ordinary computers in a feasible time and will therefore
be neglected until faster computers are available. Such models include genetic modifiers,
family environment, multiple alleles, complementation and other factors that may be essential
to the understanding of genetic factors in families and populations.

In the last few years population genetics has split into evolutionary and epidemiological
branches. The latter, interested in genetic effects in contemporary populations, involves a
group of several hundred investigators who come together before and during the annual
meeting of the American Society of Human Genetics. These workshops provide quality
control for methods of analysis and a forum to discuss research problems. Much of the
effort has been devoted to the explanation of possibilities raised by fragment length
polymorphisms, enough to provide close mapping of any DNA sequence. Efficient use of
this expensive technology requires that a large number of polymorphisms be studied in the
same familities but it is not yet clear how loci can be studied simultaneously. Computing
time goes up explosively with the number of loci and alleles, even if efficient algorithms to
prune inadmissable genotypes are implemented. Solution of this problem determines the
reliability of distance estimates, the power to exclude incorrect gene orders, and the
prediction of multiple recombination fractions essential to genetic counseling and -
understanding recombination in man.
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D. Image Procesing and Inage Generation.

Edited by Dean Hillman

Overview. Image processing and image generation research, whether related to life
sciences or not, require massive computational power. Extended computation in image
analysis has taken different approaches between fields. The crystallographers have chosen
supercomputers to process and enhance recordings of molecular shape. Tomographic and
microscopical image processing has not been addressed by Class VI computers but by
specialized processors. These 2-dimensional frame pipeline processors can carry out limited
functions on 2-dimensional arrays of pixels. Other processors are being generated to operate
in the 3-dimensional domain (solids graphics engine, Phoenix Data Systems). These
specialized processors, however, have limitations, and before elaborate designs can be
generated, supercomputers can play an important role. The most advanced research
applications, particularly in analysis of biological imagery, require processing that has
flexibility in order to generate prototypes of new algorithms, non-standard procedures and
architectures all being directed at fundamental problems of machine image processing and .4
image generation. Development using supercomputers could be instrumental in overcoming
barriers to experimental procedures where image analysis and image generation are essential.

The use of Class VI vector-type supercomputers in image generation is well established.
Currently, the graphics film industry has made extensive use of these computers in producing
various perspective views of static displays and for generating moving objects. The rotation
of multiple objects and rendering their surfaces is computation-dependent. A number of
procedures applied in image analysis and display must use the same computation-bound
approaches as the film industry. Supercomputers will be very important in both image
generation for model building and in methods requiring 3-dimensional image reconstruction
for analysis of structural organization and dynamic processes.

Some image generation and image analysis applications can now make immediate use of .
supercomputer cycles given modest file transfer facilities. However, for most interactive
image analysis tasks, off site processing is less well suited because of the limited access
currently afforded by the NSF project. A much broader range of applications can be
facilitated by a concerted effort to provide a unified approach to telecommunications and
graphics display capabilities.

The sources of images in the life sciences are very diverse originating from variations in
excitation sources and detecting devices. Light and electron microscopy and tomography are
the principal images requiring advanced analysis at this time.

1. Image Processing of Light and Electron Optical Images.
Since the inventions of light and electron microscopes, morphologists have been

uncovering the structural makeup of biological systems by observations made using
preparations of tissue slices. By sectioning the object into slices that are thinner than the
object, the surface of embedded structures are revealed in relation to the surrounding matrix.
For the most part, this image domain has been considered to be 2-dimensional in nature,
thereby avoiding many of the difficulties associated with 3-dimensional vision. Now with
digital image processing, the handling of images has been improved significantly. However,
neither the 2-D nor 3-D problems for low or high resolution analysis are solved since
identification is easily confused by texture, incomplete boundaries, overlapping structures etc.
These problems are compounded when extrapolating to the 3-dimensional world.

AJa-
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Cells a e extraorinry complexes of intercting molecules, macromolecules and
organelles that make up complex tissues of organs. In order to understand in detail how
living cells and orm function, it will ultimately be necessary to elucidate not only the
structure of these complexes but also the 3-D organization among cells. Optical microscopy,
almost uniquely, allows cellular structures to be examined in the native state. Now with
advancement in computational technology, quantitative analysis and 3-dimensional
reconsrcon have greatly extended the potential information that can be extracted from
these approaces.

Ideally, analysis of macro- and microstructure can be made from 'three dimensional
matrices of densities' represented as voxels (unit of digital volume). Digital methods are
effective for separating embedded objects (having a defined density range) from surrounding
objects in order to enable display of the image from various perspectives showing spatial
relationships with surrounding and neighboring structures.

Microscopy remains as the preparation of choice for most applications where size, shape
and relationships of internal structures are to be analyzed at high resolution. The resolution
of tomographic instrumentation is limited and transmitted light microscopical approaches are
not generally effective beyond 300 microns of specimen thickness.

There are four aspects of image processing that are separable but intimately related in a
number of applications. These are: a) image restoration. b) image enhancement. c) image
reconstruction and display and d) image analysis. Each part requires extensive computational
power that is dependent on the type of operation and the size of the image. Currently the
entire analysis process is restricted because of limits in the size of images that can be
computed using specialized software and memory access of super minicomputers. Adequate
algorithms that can effectively analyze images in an intelligent manner have not yet been
determined. These limitations also apply to image generation techniques. Recent
development of software requires powerful processors that have the flexibility to attempt
involved approaches.

a. Restoration of images. Sectioning of preparations results in a need for realigning the
objects to produce a reconstruction. The process of alignment becomes increasingly involved
as the resolution demands are increased. This is most critical for recreation of the 3-
dimensional density array of voxels from 2-dimensional pixel arrays. Additional processing
is usually needed. The objects are frequently distorted differentially by the inherent forces of
sectioning. Thus, image restoration as warping of the image back to the original shape is
important as a means of reestablishing continuity as an array of densities. Alignment and
warping to restore the 3-dimensional matrix must usually be done together and are very
computation intensive processes since the third dimension involves correspondence
determinations over a number of sections. Currently, hardware and software approaches are
available for both procedures on 2-dimensional arrays of two adjacent sections. The
extention of this to a number of serial sections increases the requirements for restoring the
actual relationships.

Restoration of images from optical sectioning is a new method that promises to offer a
quantitative, 3-D analysis of intact biological specimens by restoring the image quality
acquired by the physical properties of the instrumentation. Essentially, the in-focus part of
the image also contains out-of-focus components from the top and the bottom of the focal
plane. Restoration of the in-focus image can be done in some naturally thin preparations
(150-300 microns for light microscopy) or in slices containing the entire object. Here, focal
plane sectioning is used to extract the voxel data in a digital form similar to the axial
tomographic approaches. Optical sectioning eliminates having to warp and align sections.
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However, this method can also be used effectively in combination with sectioning and
alignment in order to generate a larger matrix in the third dimension.

In the optical sectioning method, 3-dimensional data is collected by a through-focus
series of a complete specimen from one or more viewing directions. Each of the recorded
images is a sum of in-focus terms from a narrow plane within the specimen and out-of-focus
information from the remainder of the object. From a large set of planes, and a knowledge
of the optical properties of the microscope, it is possible to remove most of the out-of-focus
data from a single set of sections and all of the contamination outside of the object in
question. The latter is subtracted by using two or more viewing angles.

Typically, each view of a data set consists of 64 to 128 frames of 512x512z8 pixels.
Reconstruction requires a 3-dimensional deconvolution operation on this massive data set.
Experience with related problems on smaller data sets suggests that the use of non-linear
constraints significantly extend the resolution of the reconstruction. Iterative, constrained
Fourier algorithms are particularly applicable.

Extracting the maximum amount of biological information requires that the best
reconstruction be performed. Currently, this is a major research problem that cannot be
explored due to insufficient computer time and memory. Therefore, supercomputers can
play a significant role in initially testing alogrithm performance and perhaps later for routine
data processing once a suitable approach is found.

Since the data is essentially visual, adequate evaluation of the results demands that the
reconstruction be visualized on a suitable raster-display system. On-site calculation is
possible but not desirable for the initial phases of this research. This approach only becomes
practical if a display system with adequate resolution and reasonable transmission times is
also present in the laboratory.

Remote access is made difficult by the problems of transferring massive amounts of
data (25-100 megabytes of data) to the supercomputer site. This would only be practical by ,
either high speed (I megabit/sec) communications trunks or by mailing many tapes. The time
delays caused by sending back tapes from each trial is unacceptable where many different
trials are required.

In short, there is a significant and pressing need for supercomputers in the problem of
optical sectioning microscopy. Unfortunately, the difficulties involved in data transmission
may require that local solutions to the computational problem be found and this will take
some time. For this application supercomputers are useful, but would only be compelling if a
I megabit/sec transmission link could be established.

f.

Restoration of images from electron optical sources is performed on the raw data to
remove the effects of the instrument. These effects are due to geometrical distortions in the
lens systems, such as spiral and pin cushion distortions and also to contrast transfer function
effects. Distortions can be eliminated by mapping images onto corrected coordinate systems.
Contrast transfer functions (CTF) are corrected by deconvolution of the image via Fourier
transform methods. At present, these corrections are avoided by selecting small regions (all
of which minimized the effects of distortions) or relatively low resolution (appr. 10A, where
CTF corrections are less necessary). However, if high resolution (i.e. appr. 7A) is to be
obtained from regular lattices of proteins, it will be necessary to employ large arrays (i.e.
2048 X 2048) and to correct data to make high resolution data available. At present,
limitations are documented in these areas and have not been overcome due to the magnitude
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Access to supercomputes would permit large arrays to be processed and provide data
which could be used to obtain high resolution. The essential requirements are for
interpolation and fast Fourier transform analysis of arrays of approximately 4000 z 4000.
This will require vast computational time for multiple images and an adequate input/output
communications system to the supercomputer.

b. Enhancement method for light and electron microscopical images are related to visual
optimization of density and color for interactive observation, and to noise reduction for
digital processing. Processors capable of performing image convolutions at video rates are
now in common use. These operations are effectively done in dedicated processors that shift
the raster scan gray scale linearly or non-linearly in one or two dimensions resulting in
contrast enhancement. This type of optimization is further enhanced by color coding of
density levels (pseudocolor). The translation of gray scale to color coding acm to take
advantage of gray level separation by visual perception of colors hues. Both of these
procedures are currently available in hardware devices but much more advanced procedures
are necessary to realize enhancements for noise reduction in large 2 and 3-D arrays.
Supercomputers may be very beneficial in these operations.

Image enhancement in electron microscopy is aimed at reduction of the signal to noise
ratios, and is done mainly by spatial averaging techniques. There are two main approaches:
1) averaging over several unit cells in a regular lattice of protein subunits. 2) averaging
images of unit cells on a lattice of individual single isolated particles selected by
correspondence analysis (CA). With the Fourier averaging method, a specific limitation is
imposed by the time taken for the Fourier operation. In the case of the CA averaging
method, the majority of computational time is taken in selecting particles and then sorting
them into groups that fit images showing similar structural characteristics. In both cases, the
benefit would acrue from the use of a supercomputer, particularly in the CA case where very
large sparse matrices must be diagonalized.

It is important to view supercomputers as machines which will allow new processing
schemes to be tested and evaluated. In addition, they will be important to bridge the needs
in processing demands until optimal dedicated approaches can be generated. Supercomputer
use should not be regarded as an end in itself. For example, developments in tomographic
imaging obtained by use of supercomputer should lead to the development of imaging devices
which can be made available to biologists and clinicians at reasonable cost. Thereby the
development of specialized processors is an essential element of both basic and biomedical
sciences.

c. 3-Dimensional Reconstruction and Display. Three.dimensional reconstruction is the
generation of the surface of structures that are embedded internally. In the case of 3.
dimensional arrays of data (voxel type), the extraction of dense objects and display of
rotations have been coded in software and are now being produced as hardware operations.
These operations are limited to a threshold of density for representing an object.

Alternatively, a method of preprocessing analysis can be used to produce low
resolution reconstruction of images from high resolution data. This involves extraction of the
boundaries from serial sections either before or after the aligning procedure. Automated
boundary defining software is currently limited
to a threshold of density and therefore does not adequately determine the real
boundaryof the object. Interactive methods must be used. Supercomputers could be an

important tool for defining algorithms that can do this tedious procedure.

A.
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The reconstruction of images from serial section microscopy is a semi-routine task
within many biological wreas. The images can be those that are preprocessed as described
above. If they are obtained from sections, distortions usually make it necessary to warp the
image in order to relax the effects of both the differential and overall compressions of
sectioning. In light microscopy, both optical slicing and serial section aligning approaches can
be used together providing that section alignment is relatively accurate. At the electron
microscopical level, high resolution images result in intrinsic limitations making aligning of
the density arrays very difficult. Supercomputers may be necessary to establish this offset
because of non-linear distortions between sections. This step is currently not calculable with
the small machines.

These sections are then used to yield composite images by rendering connected points to
recreate the surface. One requirement for supercomputers will be in high resolution
rendering of hidden surfaces obtained from reconstruction data.
The surfaces that extend between the boundary rings are connected and then rendered to

produce lighting and perspective effects. Both procedures produce 3-dimensional images of
objects that can be interactively viewed, selected, and deleted in order to uncomplicate the
images.

High resolution display of lines, color and texture has been a standard feature of
conventional methods of hilustration of data which should be implemented for electronic
based information. Rendering of surfaces by complex lighting algorithms involving ray
tracing, shadowing, and texturing are practical on multiple images only with supercomputers.
Input for high resolution imaging of complex three dimensional data structures can be done
using very low cost personal computers for input but then this only can be processed
effectively at a supercomputer center with an output record on film. A large capacity for
high resolution image rendering using supercomputers is strongly encouraged as a part of the
NSF supercomputer initiative.

The application of supercomputers to image generation has been developed and
extensively used by the motion picture film industry and advertising interests. Efforts should
be made to take advantage of this knowledge and technology making it available for the most
beneficial solutions using graphic displays. The acquisition, manipulation and display of
visual information in digital form places growing demands on supercomputer use. In the film
industry, the limits are already encouraging construction of processors of new high speed
design. These computers coupled with high-speed, high-volume data communication will be
important tools in image generation from scientific data as well as mathematical models of
biological processes. A desirable concept is a supercomputer center specializing in biological
analysis would be a system of applicable software, a data base and graphics tools to enable
high resolution display and graphics recording.

d. Image Analysis. Software for object recognition and quantitation has lagged
seriously behind enhancement approaches. Consequently, except for a few application areas
where image segmentation is facilitated by special tissue preparation (i.e. smear, suspensions,
etc.), automatic image analysis is only poorly understood. This usually necessitates operator
intervention to outline borders, exclude objects and identify structures.

The extraction of information from biological images is a monumental task. Generally,
it can be partitioned into four operations: i.) defining the location of object images of interest,
ii) defining te boundary limits of objects, Iii) characteritation of object site, shape. orientation.neighbors, and surface and internal textures, mut iv) appliation of information to art~wWa
intelligence algorithms establishing their identify by automatic classification.

% 46
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w loot" of objs in imges we directly related to the imae pro ng devi e and
the types of preparation that have been applied. Thus devices uiize external
excitation sources with datection of energy from e (soary), trnsmission or
reflection. Alternatively, in some conditions the source is internal and ,dm' natra or
externally applied forces. In all these cues, the digital imae that can be obtained is
obtained as 2 or 3-dimensiond 'density matrices' of piels or vogels. In either case, surfaces
of embedded objects ae digitally separable from the surrounding structures because of theirIower levels of detectability by the parbculw instruments ben used, thei natural density
parameters and the enhancement dint was applied during preparation.

Commonly, thresholds for density are used to determine the Iocwen o objects specfied

by a particular imaging technology. While density thresholds may locate a potential site, it is
not usually effective in defining all the pats and limits of the structure. Other approaches
are needed. Relaxation labeling can potentially solve some of these problems. For example,
numerous complex structures appearing next to each other may be separated by the
technique. The method can also be applied to tracking and correspondence analysis
problems. However, it is highly computation-bound and requires advanced computational
methods. Other algorithms will be also necessary to establish the precse limits of structures
in various types of preparations.

Once the densities are located, the boundarn are extacted in two or three dimensions.
In the case of uniformly dense objects, edge detectors and boundary search algorithms apply.
The procedure in two dimensions is not trivial since threshold methods do not always apply.
For example, boundaries are better described by the second derivative of density or in the
case of complex objects, the boundary may have wide variations in intensity that defy all
density thresholding procedures. This is common for scenes where light sources give
contrasting representations of the same boundary.

Relaxation labeling is generally suited to bounc-y extraction since the edges can be
established form data obtained from this processing. At the present time the relaxation
labeling method has not been adequately tested. Supercomputers are particularly applicable
to this analysis. Other approaches must also be tested and will require extensive processing
time in order to locate the edges and characterize the perspective domain of objects based on
information from a number of sources.

Once the boundaries of objects are located, object characterization is done by
establishing quantitative parameters. These parameters define size, shape, orientation,
textures, and neighbor relationships. The use of supercomputers in this task is not generally
necessary but will be of advantage in development of integrated software approach bringing
together all phases of image processing into automated recognition and quantitation.

2. Advanced Computation for Tomographic Approaches.
Recent developments in methods of extracting internal surfaces without physically

sectioning organism now is effective for analysis of living preparations. These are ultrasound
and axial tomographic approaches (CAT, PET, NMR and optical sectioning). The latter
produce a solid, 3-dimensional matrix of density voiels representing the volume of structure.
Improvements in resolution continue to expand th applications to finer detailed
investigations. The viewing of these internal densities require digital processing with display.
Hardware devices can readily define densities in sections, and even now recent developments
allow objects to be selected on the basis of density and rotated in real time. Supercomputers
will be necessary for further processing in order to extract additional data and differentiate
between complex structures having nearly the same density.
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Currently our aim for obtaining biologically useful information is limited by computing
power. The amount of biologically significant data that can be ezacrted ultimately depends
on the number of views as well as the sampling size. The ability to handle large amounts of
input data (10-100 megabytes) is therefore crucial for scientific purposes. Processing steps
where a supercomputer would greatly facilitate progress me: 1) combining the alignment and
registration phase with the reconstruction phase on data of much higher than current
capabilities, e.g. 2K z 2K; 2) investigations of iterative reconstruction algorithms which
maximize functionals such as "likelihood* and "entropy; 3) analysis of reconstructed images
to extract biologically significant substructures. This step would include intercomparison of
several reconstructed images which may come from different original specimens, for
conserved features, and the fitting of models. For these computations, massive amounts of
data would be manipulated, perhaps up to 0.5 - I gigabytes per reconstruction.

The projects within the tomographic area of analysis which can be considered to best
benefit from the application of supercomputers are true 3-dimensional (as opposed to cross-
sectional) reconstructions from projections. This study group has, in particular, identified
positron emission tomography (PET), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron
microscopic tomography (EMT) as areas where research would greatly benefit from
advanced computational power of the type that a supercomputing center could provide.
(Optical sectioning
previously described).

a. Positron emission tomolraphy. In advanced PET analysis, statistical information
about integrated activity inside the body is collected along as many as 109 lines oriented in
many different directions in space. From such information activity inside the body is to be
estimated at, say, 106 points. The best methods to do this are likely to be iterative
procedures (such as the "expectation-maximization technique") which optimize certain
functionals (such as the "likelihood"). Research into which optimizers are most efficacious in
practice and the number of iterations required are best carried out on a supercomputer.

b. NMR analysis of sot tissues. Magnetic resonance imaging is a computerized
tomographic technique where existing computers are adequate for data collection. However,
supercomputers can be used to advantage for post-processing of images and simulation of the
physics of how the NMR signal is produced by tissue. A typical example of the data which is
generated from NMR analysis of whole body regions would be a twenty slice study done in
8.5 minutes with two spin echo images from each slice. Spatial resolution is 1.7 x 1.7 z 7.0
mm with a 256 x 128 array of vozels for each echo. Up to 512 x 512 voxels could be imaged
in a reasonable time. The data acquisition is currently handled using standard mini-
computers with Fourier transforms done using an array processor on the mini's bus.

Magnetic relaxation rates of tissue can be measured from images and are characteristic
for different normal tissues. They are also very sensitive to changes in disease but changes in
specific diseases have not yet been identified. Using images of T1 and 72 new images can be
calculated which are more sensitive and may represent physiological activity. As the
parameters of normal and diseased tissues are cataloged, computerized tissue typing is
possible.

Blood vessels can also be traced through slices, connected and rotated into more useful
views. Speeded up and more sophisticated processing to reduce operator input time are
needed. Images of other atomic nuclei (p31 , C13 , F19 ) and images where the chemical
spectrum for every voiel is available. These chemical images will have 10-100 times more
data and thus computational aids will be needed to integrate the information from all these
sources. The NMR signal has a dependence on fluid flow. Investigations of this application
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c. Metabolic Imaginl: Reconsmrnatlon and quontae of cellular kiners from PET and
NMR. For making obserations of tissue and organ function in vivo, the new imaging
modalities of positron emission tomography (PET and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
provide data sources. These must be quantitated, validated and interpreted via complex
models incorporating heterogeneous flow, membrane permeation, intracellular reactions, and
cascades of reaction products. An idealized data acqusition-to-analysis package for PET
might include: list mode acqusition of time-of-flight data, fully 3-D reconstruction, temporal
smoothing of the image sequence via the kinetic models for each of the volume events in the
image.

d. Electron microscopical tomography. Studies in EM tomography could benefit from a
supercomputer is the following ways. Currently, fixed specimens (up to several microns
thick) are examined in a conventional transmission electron microscope (TEM & STEM) or
intermediate and high voltage electron microscopes (HVEM). Magnified projections are
collected in several specimen tilting intervals. The micrographs are digitized, registered and
aligned. The resulting images are reconstructed in three dimensions by Fourier transforms.
The results are then prepared for display and analysis.

3. Intelligent Vision Systems for 2-D and 3-D Analysis of Biological Images.
The human visual system is still many orders of magnitude ahead of the most advanced

machine systems. Actually, it is quite remarkable that machine vision has advanced as far as
it has in such a short period of time. This can only be due to the efforts by scientists working
to extend the boundaries of computational theories of vision. Faster computers not only
reduce the time required for testing of theories and algorithms on adequate data but also
allow tests of processes that would not ordinarily be possible. Currently, it is not at all
uncommon for image analysis experiments to require 10-20 hours of CPU time.

Experience has shown that automated industrial inspection systems can reliably perform
limited sets of image analysis tasks, specifically tailored to fit a static environment. Machine
recognition of the complexity of biological preparations is enhanced by providing restrictions
on objects which make up the scene. These can be controlled to a large degree by the
preparation procedures. Morphology is therefore a fertile testing round for high-level
computer vision development.

Evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the various approaches over a large
number of images provides many dues for the development of theories of higher-level
vision. Much work can be done in model representation and matching, multi-resolution
feature extraction from complex scenes, evidential reasoning, control and search strategies,
and representation of shape to name only a few. A specific task such as orientation selection
requires extensive computations. Plausible models for orientation selection of biological
images have been proposed that fit within the general frame work of relaxation labeling
described previously. Small simulation of this model have been done on a VAX 11/780 and
take on the order of 16 cpu hours per experiment. While this is prohibitive for any
interactive procedure, it is feasible as a starting point to test methods that can lead to refined
approaches. Without something as powerful as supercomputer facilities, experiments such as
these would be impossible.

4.. Summary of Graphics and Telecommunlcatdons.
Modeling, studies of molecular structure and dynamics, image processing and analysis

of physiological events all require large data bases to be transferred to the computer site and
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large data formats to be returned as graphical illustration. In many of these graphics .3

applications, interactions must be made with images before the next analysis is issued at the
supercomputer site. Thus, the turn around time becomes crucial, and effective utilization can
only be sustained either by on-site application or by high data rate telecommunications
between the laboratory and the supercomputer site. The output of analysis are images
requiring medium to high resolution surface-rendered displays that generate 3-dimensional
dyna.nic views. The display of multiple perspectives with motion create critical depth
perception and object separation for investigators to conceptualize relationships and dynamic
events. The combination of telecomunications and graphics capabilities in user laboratories
will allow a wider range of applications in the life sciences. In order to make computer
graphics an effective component of supercomputation, communication at broad band width is
going to be necessary. In the immediate future, real-time interaction is not feasible unless
the investigator is at the supercomputer center.

Interactive graphic operations require a minimum communication in the order of 56K
baud between a group of users and the central facility. In the case of real time utilization,
the rate is in excess of I megabit/sec for minimal data displays. In the case of real-time
interactive graphics, a graphics display systems with adequate communications capability of 8
megabytes/sec is an important target for consideration for the National Science Foundation in
conjunction with supercomputation. As a minimum interrum, graphics equipment at the
central site is most essential for effective utilization. These would include high resolution
film recorders and laser disk facilities for recording frames and shipping them to the user
sites. Certainly, a real-time interactive graphics unit at the supercomputer center is
manditory.

Since technology has made significant advances, the design for a telecommunication
system should be a generation above the 56K level which is currently in use. Flexibility in
transmission rates in order to accommodate a wide range of applications is essential. These
should range from 9600 baud to over 56K baud as an immediate goal with a longer range
target having a burst capability of 8 megabytes/sec by a single user. Upward of 26.5
megabytes/sec as an input-output port with direct recording onto a 200 megabyte disk is now
available to user sites. This system is already interfaced to a real-time full color display
system (Gould.Deanza).

Finally, there should be an interfacing of the investigators designing graphics S.
approaches and life scientists so that many existing approaches can be implemented and
additional specific ones can be designed. The direction that is taken at many junctures will
depend on cross-fertilization between the two areas. Examples of applications in both image
analysis and image generation are fractal methods for generators of images and
deconvolutors of complexity in biological analysis. Computer graphics developers are
addressing problems from an image generation point of view and many of these applications .W
are related directly to biological problems. However before new directions can be taken, 0
they must be implemented in software and operate in a reasonable time frame.
Supercomputers can be an important bridge to developments in image processing and image
generation.

-- ,.
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Structure of the actin molecule determined from electron micrographs of crystalline
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Three-dimensional structure of proteins determined by electron microscopy. U. Aebi,
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A mathematical model and numerical method for studying platelet adhesion and
aggregation during blood clotting. A.L. Fogelson. J. Comp. Physics 56: 111-134, 1984.

The mechanical basis of morphogenesis. I. Epithelial folding and invagination. G.
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A mathematically modeled cytogel cortex exhibits periodic Ca+ +-modulated
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Some electrophysiological consequences of electrogenic sodium and potassium transport
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Electrical and biochemical properties of an enzyme model of the sodium pump. J.B.
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Minimum mechanism for Na+ -Ca+ + exchange: Net and unidirectional Ca+ + fluxes
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Compartmentalization of the submembrane calcium activity during calcium influx and
its significance in transmitter release. S.M. Simon and R.R. -lonas. Biophys. J.. in
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Dynamic electrotonic coupling in mammalian inferior olive as determined by
simultaneous multiple Purkinje cell recording. K. Sasaki and R. Llinas. Biophys. J. 47:
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cerebellar Purkinje cells. J. Bower and R. Llinas. Neurosci. Abst. 8: 830, 1982.

Simultaneous sampling of the responses of multiple, closely adjacent, Purkinje cells
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ACAWOWLEDGMENT

We wish to thank the workshop committee for helping to make the meeting a success.
The plans and format were developed together with this committee consisting of Drn. Wayne
Hendrickson, Stephen Harrison, Charles Gilbert, James Larimer, John Wooley, Arthur
Kowalsky, Mr. Michio Chujo and Mr. Ronald Crank.

A special appreciation is extended to Digital Productions, Lucasfilms, and Phoenix Data
Systems for presentations of general interest to the workshop. Contributions by Emily Nagle
of Digital Productions and Robert Cook of LAcasfilms illustrated applications of advanced
computation in image production for static and dynamic display. In addition, presentation of
approaches for generation of images by Al Barr of Cal Tech and Arthur Olson of Scripps
Institute, enhanced knowledge of how computation can be applied to problems involving
graphics applications. Hardware display of graphical images in 3-dimensions by Donald
Meagher of Phoenix Data gave important insights into real-time image display processing and
how large arrays of data may be handled as an adjunct to supercomputation.

The group was especially appreciative of Cray Research and Control Data Corporation
for sponsoring social gatherings that allowed time for meeting attendees and informal
discussion of computational problems. Talks on hardware by J. Michael Flanigan of Control
Data and John Aldag of Cray Research provided background on supercomputers and insight
into their future direction.

We extend our appreciation to Dr. Yukihiko Karaki for presenting a perspective of
supercomputation in Japan and the systems available from the Japanese computer industry.
The contributions on supercomputer architecture and software approaches by Drs. J. Worlton
and Simon were especially instructive in acquainting life scientists with the use of this
instrumentation.

Among the outstanding presentations, there are three representing advanced
computation in the life sciences that deserve special mention. A new light microscopical
approach, using computation on images from optical sectioning to improve resolution greatly,
was given by Dr. David Agard of University of California (San Francisco). Dr. Charles
Peskin of the Courant Institute reported results of blood flow modeling in the heart. Finally,
the demonstration on uses of NMR in imaging soft tissue by Dr. Lawrence Crooks of the
Radiologic Imaging Lab (San Francisco) represented a potentially significant use of
computation in promoting of scientific understanding throughout the biological fields.

The organizers and attendees are indebted to the National Science Foundation for the
opportunity to attend the workshop and especially Drs. Larimer and Wooley for their efforts
in making this meeting possible. We thank Dr. Robert Rabin for presenting the NSF
perspective, and other NSF personnel and representatives for interacting in group
discussions. The participation of NIH personnel and their representatives also added greatly
to the success of this meeting.

Dean E. Hillman
Redolfo Llinas
New York University Medical Center
April, 1985
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WORKSHOP DISCUSSION GROUPS.
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James Larimer, Sensory Physiology & Perception Program
John C. Wooley, Biological Instrumentation Program

NIH Extramural Proigrams

Charles L. Coulter, Biotechnology Research Program
Jack Hahn, Biotechnology Rescarch Program
Paul H. Lenm, Special Assistant to the Director NEH/DRR/BRTP
Susan Stimler, Division of Research Programs

Advanced Computer Architectures

Jack Hannon, Control Data Corp.
Richard Harris, Cray Research
Malvin Kalos, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sci.
Tom Toth, Control Data Corp.
Jack Woriton, Los Alamos Nat]. Laboratories

Applications and Software Considerations

John Aldag, Cray Research
J. Michael Flanigan, Control Data Corp.
Leon Shiman, Whitehead institute
Horst Simon, Boeing Computer Services

Supercomputers In Japan i

Yukihiko Karaki, Univ. of Tokyo Computer Centre

X-ray Crystalography and Related Approaches

* Wayne Hendrickson, Columbia University (Chairing)
Mario Amzel, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
Gerard Bricogne, Paris
Jan Hermans, Univ. North Carolina

* Robert Ladner, Genex Corp
Henry Levy, Oakridge NatI. Lab.
Arthur Olson, Scripps Clinic Res. Fdn.
Abelardo Silva, Nat. Univ. La Plata, (Argentina) & Purdue University
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Magnetic Resonance in Biochemistry and Bioloy

A) Redfield, Brandeis University (Chairing)
Lawrence Crooks, Univ. of California, San Francisco
Irwin Kuntz, Univ. of California, San Francisco

Theoretical Analysis of Macromolecular Structure and Folding

Stephen Harrison, Harvard University (Chairing)
Walter Goad, Los Alamos Nati. Labs.
Cyrus Levinthal, Columbia University
Michael Liebman, Mount Sinai School of Medicine
Michael Levitt, Weizmann Institute
Jacob Maizel, National Institutes of Health
Harel Weinstein, Mount Sinai School of Medicine .

Large Scale Recording of Dynamic Events

Rodolfo Llinas, New York Univ. Med. Ctr. (Chairing)
Robert Eisenberg, Rush Medical College
Charles Gilbert, Rockefeller University
Richard Horn, University of California (Los Angeles)
Kenneth 0. Johnson, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine .

Daniel Tso, Rockefeller University

Population Genetics

Newton Morton, University of Hawaii (Chairing)
Tim Bishop, University of Utah
Walter Fitch, University of Wisconsin
Robert Futrelle, University of Illinois

Mathematical Modeling

Charles Peskin, Courant Institute, NYU (Chairing)
Al Barr. California Institute of Technology
Jim Keener, University of Utah
Donald Michaels, SUNY Upstate
Gary Odell, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institue
John Rinzel, NIH
C. Frank Starmer, Duke University Medical Ctr.

Tomographic Approaches to Reconstruction

Gabor Herman, University of Pennsylvania (Chairing)
David Agard, University of California (San Francisco)
Joachim Frank, New York State Health Department
Donald Meagher, Phoenix Data Systems
Donald Olins, Oakridge National Laboratories
Michael Radermacher, New York State Department of Health
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Don Woodward, University of Texas, Dallas (Chairing)
Charles Gilbert, Rockefeller University
Dean Hillman, New York University Medical Center

Fourier Methods In Electron Microscopy

Ueli Aebi, Johns Hopkins University
J. Frank, New York State Department of Health
Ross Smith, New York University Medical Center

2-D Image Analysis and Scenes (Computer Vision)

Bob Hummel, Courant Institute, NYU (Chairing)
Michio Chujo, New York University Medical Center
Marshall Faintich, Aerospace Center, St Louis
Shumel Peleg, University of Maryland & Isreal
Kenneth Preston, Carnegie Mellon University
Peter Selfridge, AT&T Bell Labs.
Wade Smith, University of Texas, Dallas
James Strong, NASA Goddard Space Flight Ctr.
Louis Tucker, Cornell University Medical Center
Steven Zucker, McGill University

Data Transformation for Graphics

Arthur Olson, Scripps Clinic & Research Foundation

Creation Graphics - Solids Modeling and Surface Rendering

Al Barr, California Institute of Technology
Emily Nagle, Digital Productions
Donald Meagher, Phoenix Data Systems
Robert Cook, Lucasfilms

High Speed Data Transfer (io & from SC)

Alfred Spector, Carnegie Mellon University (Chairing)
Gary Christensen, Network Systems Corp.
Dieter Fuss, Lawrence Livermore Lab.

Supercomputer Facilities

Univ. Minnesota - John Sell
Purdue University - Bill Whitson
Colorado State University - Dan Pryor
Boeing Computer Services - Horst Simon
Los Alamos Nat. Laboratories- Jack Worlton
Digital Productions - Emily Nagle
Naval Research Labs. - Judith Flippen-Anderson
Lawrence Livermore Lab. - Dieter Fuss
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PROGRAM OF SYMPOSIA.

MINISYMPOSIUM- 1.
Hardware and Software Considerations of Advanced Computation.

Wayne Hendrickson. Columbia University (Chairing).

NSF Initiative Promoting Use of Clas VI Computers.
Robert Rabin. National Science Fdn.

Supercomputer Architecture.
Jack Worlton, Los Almos Nat. Laboratories

Software Consideration: Supercomputer Vectorlzation and Optimlnation.
Horst Simon, Boeing Computer Services

Multi-Parallel Processor Systems
Malvin Kalos, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, NYU

Supercomputers and Small Processors in an Academic Environment.
Leon Shiman. Whitehead Institute

Potential for Supercomputers In Life Sciences
John Aldag. Cray Research.
J. M. Flanigan. Control Data.

Panel Discussion- Hardware and System Software Considerations:
W. Hendrickson. Moderator

System representatives- J. Aldag, J. M. Flanigan, M. Kalos. L. Shiman. J. Worlton
User Group. A. Barr, D. Pryor, J. Sell, A. Silva, B. Witson, H. Simon

MINISYMPOSIUM- II.
Uses for Supercomputers In Image Generation

Chairperson: Arthur Olson, Scripps Clinic Res. Fdn.
Panel: Al Barr, California Inst. of Technology

Emily Nagle, Digital Productions.
Robert Cook, Lucasfilms

Alternative Graphic Technologies
Arthur Olson, Chairing
Donald Meagher. Phoenix Data Systems

Question and Panel DIscusshon. The Place of Supercomputers and Advanced
Workstations In Image Generation and Analysis.

A. Olson. chairing. R. Cook, E. Nagle. D. Meagher. A. Smith

MINISYMPOSIUM- Ill.
High Speed Data Transfer to and from Supercomputers.

Chairperson: Alfred Spector, Carnegie Mellon Institute
Panel: Dieter Fuss, Lawrence Livermore Labs.

Gary Christensen. Network Systems Corp.

Questions and Panel Discussion. Communications with Supercomputer Centers.
A. Spector (chairing); G. Christensen; D. Fuss.
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WORKSHOP ATTENDANCE LIST

1. Dr. U. Aebi 301-955-8649
Department of Cell Biology & Anatomy Determination of
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine protein structure
725 N. Wolfe Street using EM.
Baltimore, MD 21205

2. Dr. David Agard 415-666-2521
Department of Biochemistry 3-D structural
University of California, San Francisco analysis of
San Francisco, CA 94143 dromosomes.

3. Mr. John Aldag 612-452-6650
Cray Research
1440 N. Northland Drive Manager of general
Mendota Heights, MN 55120 applications.

4. Dr. Mario Amzel 301-955-3955
Department of Biophysics 3-D structure of
Johns Hopkins Medical School proteins in ATP
615 Wood Basic Science Bldg. synthesis.
725 N. Wolfe Street
Baltimore, MD 21205

5. Dr. Al Barr 818-356-6430
Computer Science Department 256-80 Cell motility and
California Institute of Technology fluid dynamics.
Pasadena, California 91125 Image generation.

6. Dr. James Bassingthwaighte 206-545-2005
Center for Bioengineering RF-52 Simulation resource
University of Washington WD-12 facility in cardiovasc
Seattle, WA 98195 mass transport &

exchange.

7. Dr. David L. Beveridge 212-772-5354
Department of Chemistry Monte Carlo & molecular
Hunter College - CUNY dynamics computer
695 Park Avenue simulation,
New York, NY 10021

8. Howard Bilofsky 617/497.3553 Advanced computer
Bolt Beranck Neuman Inc. applications.
10 Moulton St.
Cambridge, MA 02238

9. Dr. David T. Bishop 801-581-5070
Department of Human Genetics Population aggregation
University of Utah School of Medicine of common traits.
Building 531 Simulation of
50 N. Medical Drive genetic traits.
Salt Lake City, UT 84132
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10. Gerard Bricogne 33-6-941-8270
LURE
Batiment 209C Crystallography.
91405 Orsay Cedex
Paris, France

11. Mr. Gary Christensen 612-425.2202
Network Systems Network system design;
7600 Boone Avenue, N. Communictions equip.
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota 55428 for supercomputers.

12. Dr. Charles L. Coulter 301-496-5411
Biotechnology Research Program Branch Crystallography.
Bldg. 31, 5B41
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20205

13. Mr. Michio Chujo 212-340-5406
Department of Physiology 3-D Image analysis.
New York University Medical Center
550 Ist Avenue
New york, NY 10016

14. Dr. John Connelly 202-357-7558
Office of Advanced Scientific Computing
National Science Foundation Advanced computing.
18000 Street, N.W. NSF research support.
Washington, D.C. 20550

15. Mr Robert Cook 415-499-0239
Lucasfilm, Ltd. Image generation.
Box 2009
San Rafeal, California 94912

16. Prof. Lawrence Crooks 415-952.1369
Radiologic Imaging Lab Application of
400 Grandview Drive, magnetic resonance
So~h San Francisco, CA 94080 to medical imaging.

18. Dr. David J. Duchamp 616-385-7766
Physical Analytical Department Molecular modeling.
Upjohn Company
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

19. Dr. Robert Eisenberg 312-942-6467
Department of Physiology Electrical properties
1750 West Harrison of cells, tissues
Rush University and channels.
Chicago, 11 60612

20. Dr. Marshall Faintich 314-263-4937
Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center
3200 South Second Street Computer graphics
St. Louis, MO 63118-3399 for image analysis.
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21. Dr. Walter M. Fitch 606-262-1475
Department of PhysioloSical Chemistry, Rm. 528A
Service Memorial Institute Genetic.
University of Wisconsin School of Medicine
Madison, WI 53706

22. Mr. J. Michael Flanigan 612-853-5641
Marketing Consultant (HOW 09G)
Control Data Corp. Application of
8100 34th Avenue South Cyber systems.
Mailing Address/Box 0
Minneapolis, MN 55440

23. Ms. Judith Flippen-Anderson 202-767-2624

Code 6030 X-ray crystallography
Naval Research Laboratory on biological
Washington, D.C. 20375 molecules

24. Dr. Joachim Frank 518-474-7002
Wadsworth Ctr. for Labs & Research Image analysis.
NYS Dept. of Health High voltage EM.
Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12201

25. Mr. Dieter Fuss 415-422-4027
Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Ctr Telecommunications.
P.O. Box 5509, L 561
Lawrence Livermore Lab
Livermore, CA 94550

26. Dr. Robert Futrelle 217-333-4777
Department of Genetics Mechanisms of
University of Illinois biological shape
505 S. Goodwin Avenue determination.
Urbana, Ill. 61820

27. Dr. Charles Gilbert 212-570.7670
The Rockefeller University Analysis of micre-
1230 York Avenue circuitry in the
New York, NY 10021 cerebral cortex.

28. Dr. Walter Goad 505-667-7511
Los Alamos National Laboratories Computational
Box 1663, Mailstop K710 analysis in molecular
Los Alamos, NM 87545 biology & genetics.

29. Dr. Jack Hahn 301-496-5411
Biotechnology Research Program NIH research support.
Bldg. 31, 5B43
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20205
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30. Mr. Jack Hannon 215-854-1020 Representative of
Regional Marketing Manager Cyber systems.
Parallel Processing Systems
Control Data Corp.
1900 Market Street, 5th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103

31. Mr. Richard Harris 301-595-5100
Eastern Sales Representative Cray
Cray Research Representative.
11710 Beltsville Drive
Beltsville MD. 20705

32. Dr. Stephen Harrison 617.495-4090
Biophysics Department Crystallographic
112 Fairchild Bldg. studies of
Harvard University macromolecular
7 Divinity Avenue structures.
Cambridge, MA 02138

33. Dr. Wayne Hendrickson 212-694-3456
Department of Biochem & Molecular Biophysics
Columbia University Protein crystallography.
New York, NY 10032

34. Dr. M. P. Henkart 202-357-7377
Cellular Physiology Program Director NSF research support.
Division of Cellular Biosciences
National Science Foundation
1800 G. Street, Rm. 325
Washington, D.C. 20550

35. Dr. Gabor T. Herman 215-662-6784Department of Radiology Medical image

Medical Imaging Section processing.
3400 Spruce Street
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104

36. Dr. Jan Hermans 919-966-4644
Department of Biochemistry Hydration of proteins.
University of North Carolina Molecular dynamics and
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 thermodynamic functions.

Proteins in blood
coagulation.

37. Dr. Dean E. Hillman 212-340-5417
Department of Physiology & Biophysics Quantitation of spatial
New York University Medical Center relationship in CNS
550 First Avenue circuitry &
New York, NY 10016 substructure.
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38. Prof. Richard Horn 213-825-5556
Department of Physiology Mechanisms of the gating
UCLA School of Medicine of ionic channels.
Los Angeles, CA 90024

39. Dr. Robert Hummel 212-460-7282
New York University Computer vision.
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
251 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012

40. Dr. Kenneth 0. Johnson 301-955-2730 0
Department of Neuroscience Neurophysiology.
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
725 North Wolfe Street
Baltimore, MD 21205

41. Dr. Pat Jost 202-357-7777 0
Staff Associate NSF research support.
Biophysics Program
Molecular Biosciences, Rm 325
National Science Foundation
Washington D.C., 20550 0

42. Dr. Malvin Kalos 212-460-7480
New York University Statistical physics.
Courant Institute of Math Sciences Quantum physics.
251 Mercer Street Computer simulation.
New York, NY 10012

43. Dr. Yukihiko Karaki 81-3-8122111,
Computer Centre Supercomputer
University of Tokyo applications.
Yayoi 2-11-16, Bunkyo
Tokyo, JAPAN 113

44. Dr. Joyce Kaufman 301-338-7468
Department of Chemistry Drug-receptor
Johns Hopkins University interactions.
Baltimore, MD 21218 Spatial interactions of

atoms.

45. Dr. James Keener 801-581-6089
205 Math Building Wave propagation
University of Utah in excitable media.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

46.. Dr. J. Mailen Kootsey 919-681-3048
Director, National Biomedical Resource Simulation
Duke University Medical Center Modelling
Box 3709 

M

Durham NC 27710
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47. Dr. Arthur Kowalsky 202.357-7777 N

Biophysics Program Director lSF research support.
Division of Molecular Biosciences
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, RIm. 325
Washington, D.C. 20550

48. Dr. Irwin Kuntz 415-666-1937
Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry Determination of
University of California molecular structure
San Francisco, CA 94143 using NMR.

49. Dr. James Larimer 202-357-7428

Sensory Physiology & Perception, Rm. 320
National Science Foundation NSF research support.

1800 G. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20550

50. Dr. Robert Ladner 301-258-0552 339
Genex Corp X-ray crystallography.
16020 Industrial Drive Macromolecular
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 modelling.

51. Dr. Paul H. Lenz 301-496-4235
Special Assistant to the Director
NIH/DRR/BRTP NIH research resources.

9000 Rockville Pike
Bldg. 31, Rm 5b43
Bethesda, Maryland 20205

52. Prof. Michael Levitt 011-972-8-482365
Department of Chemical Physics Protein conformation
Weizmann Institute of Science and dynamics.
Rehovot, Israel Computer graphics.

53. Dr. Cyrus Levinthal 212.280-2439
Department of Biology
Columbia University Advanced computer
Fairchild Bldg. design.
New York, NY 10025

54. Dr. Allan H. Levy 217-333-9181
Prof & Head, Dept. Medical Info. Science.
University of Illinois College of Medicine
at Urbana - Champaign Health Info. systems.
1408 West University Avenue Medical data base
Urbana, Ill. 61801 management.

55. Dr. Henry Levy 615-574-1265
University of Tennessee
P.O. Box Y Crystallography.
Oakridge Grad School of Biomed Sciences
Oakridge National Labs
Oakridge, Tennessee 37830
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56. Dr. Michael N. Liebman 212-650-7018
Department of Pharmacology Molecular modeling 0
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine of proteins. Drug
1 Gustave Levy Place receptor binding.
New York, NY 10029

57. Dr. Rodolfo Uinas 212-340-5415
Department of Physiology & Biophysics Analysis of multiple
New York University Medical Center electrode recordings
550 First Avenue in CNS.
New York, NY 10016

58. Dr. Jacob Maizel 301-496-4681
Bldg. 6, Rm. B2-27 Genetic sequence
National Institutes of Health for protein
Bethesda, MD 20205 synthesis.

59. Dr. Donald Meagher 518-459-6202
Pheonix Data System 3-D Computer graphics.
80 Wolf Road Medical imaging.
Albany, NY 12205 Solids modelling.

60. Dr. Donald C. Michaels 315 473-5144
Department of Pharmacology Math modelling.
SUNY Upstate Cardiac electrophysiol.
766 Irving Avenue
Syracuse NY 13210

61. Dr. Newton Morton 808-9487186
Populations Genetics Lab
University of Hawaii Origin of chromosomal
1980 Eastwest Road abnormalities.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

62. Emily K. Nagle 213-938-1111
Digital Productions Image generation.
3416 South Los Cieinega
Los Angeles, CA 90016

63. Dr. Cynthia Null 202-955-7758
Executive Director
Federation of Behavioral Congnitive Sciences
Psychological and Cognitive Sciences
1200 Seventeenth St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

64. Dr. Gary Odell 518-266-6899
Amos Eaton Building, Rm. 328 Math modelling.
Math Science Department Computer graphics.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute I
Troy, NY 12181
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65. Dr. Donald Olin& 615-574-1265
University of Tennessee Structural cell biology.
P.O. Box Y Eukaryotic chromosome
Oakridge Grad School of Biomed Sci. structure & function.
Biology Division
Oakridge National Labs
Oakridge, Tennessee 37830

66. Dr. Arthur Olson 619-457-9702
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation Development &
Department of Molecular Biology, MB-3 application
10666 North Torrey Pines Road of computer
La Jolla, CA 92037 graphic approaches.

67. Dr. Helmuth F. Orthner 202-676-2692
Office of Academic Computer Science Information Processing.
George Washington University Medical Center
2300 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037 ".

68. Dr. Shumel Peleg 301-454-4526
Center for Automation Image analysis.
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

69. Dr. Charles Peskin 212-460-7161
New York University Fluid dynamics.
Courant Institute of Math Sciences Membrane properties.
251 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012

70. Dr. Kenneth Preston 412-578-2462
Dept. Electrical Eng. Medical image
Carnegie Mellon University analysis.
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

71. Dr. Dan Pryor 303-491-6659
Institute for Computational Studies Capabilities of
Colorado State University supercomputing
P.O. Box 1852 environment.
Fort Collins, CO 80522

72. Dr. Robert Rabin 202-397-9894
Biological Directorate of NSF NSF research support.
National Science Foundation
1800 G. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20550

73. Dr. Michael Radermacher 518-474-5821
Wadsworth Ctr. for Labs & Research Image analysis.
New York State Department of Health High voltage EM.
Albany, NY 12201
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74. Dr. Al Redfield 617-647-2713
Department of Biochemistry NMR studies of
Brandeis University macromolecules with
Waltham, MA 02254 emphasis on RNA.

75. Dr. John Rinzel 301-496-4325
National Institutes of Health Math modelling
Bldg. 31, RIn. 4B54 in neurobiology.
Bethesda, MD 20205

76. Dr. Peter G. Selfridge 201-949-2521
AT&T Bell Labs Image analysis.
Rm 4F 625
Homedale, NJ. 07733

77. Mr. John Sell 612-373-7878
Lauderdale Computer Facility Manager supercomputer
2520 Broadway Drive center.
Lauderdale, MN 55113

78. Dr. Leon Shiman 617-258-5137
Whitehead Institute Structure of
Nine Cambridge Center genes. Molecular
Cambridge, MA 02142 modelling.

79. Dr. Abelardo Silva 54-21-39061
Departamento de Fisica
Facultad de Ciencias Exactas X-ray crystallography.
Universidad National de La Plata
C.C. 67, 1900 La Plata, ARGENTINA

80. Dr. Horst Simon 206-575-5439 -

Boeing Computer Services, MS 9C-01 Structural analysis.
565 Andover Park West Aerodynamics and
Seattle, WA 98188 petroleum reservoir.

81. Dr. P. Ross Smith 212-340-5356
Department of Cell Biology Image analysis of
New York Univeristy Medical Center protein EM.
550 1st Avenue
New York, NY 10016

82. Dr. Wade Smith 214-688-2483
Department of Cell Biology Image analysis.
Univ. of Texas Health Science Center at Dallas
5323 Harry Hines Blvd.
Dallas, Texas 75235

83.. Dr. Alfred Spector 412-578-2583
Department of Computer Science Telecommunication.
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
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84. Dr. C. Frank Starmer, Jr., 919-684-6804
Professor of Computer Science Cardiac electrophysiol.

Duke University Medical Center
Box 3181 "S
Durham, NC 27710 .;

85. Dr. Sue Stimler 301-496-5411
Biotechnology Research Program Branch NIH research resources.

Building 31, Rm 5B41
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD. 20205

86. Dr. James Strong 301-344-7000 x 9535

NASA Goddard Space Flight Ctr. Image analysis.

Code 65
Greenbelt MD 20771 0,

87. Tom Toth (HQS 09S) 612-853-5641
Market Manager, Cyber 200 series
Control Data Corp. Representative of

8100 34th Avenue South Cyber systems.

Mailing Address/ Box 0 .. '.

Minneapolis, MN 55440

88. Daniel Tso 212-570-7671
The Rockefeller University Image analysis.

1230 York Avenue Multiple electrode

New York, NY 10021 recording.

89. Dr. Louis Tucker 212-472-5594
Department of Neurobiology Computer vision and

Cornell Medical School artificial intelligence.

411 E. 69th Street
New York, NY 10021

pu.

90. Dr. Harel Weinstein 212-650-7018
Department of Pharmacology Relation between

Mt. Sinai School of Medicine molecular structure of

1 Gustave Levy Place drugs and

New York, NY 10029 neurotransmitters.

91. Mr. Bill Whitson 317 494-1787
Computing Center Supercomputer

Mathematical Science Bldg., Rm. B78 User training.

Purdue University
W. Lafayette, IN 47907

92. Dr. Donald Woodward 214-688-2483
Department of Cell Biology Neuroanatomy.

Univ. of Texas Health Science Ctr Neurophysiology. I

5323 Harry Hines Blvd. Image analysis and

Dallas, Texas 75235 reconstruction.
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93. Dr. John C. Wooley 202-357-7652
Division of Physiology, Cellular & Molecular Biology, Rm. 325
National Science Foundation
1800 0. Street, N,W. NSF research support.
Washington, D.C. 20550

94. Dr. Jack Worlton 505-667-1449
Los Alamos National Laboratories Supercomputer
Box 1663, Mailstop B260 center.
Los Alamos, NM 87545

95. Dr. William S. Yamamoto 202-676-3871
Department of Clinical Medicine Mathematical computing.
George Washington University Medical Center
Washington, D.C. 20037

96. Dr. S.W. Zucker 514-392-5412
Department of Electrical Engineering Image analysis.
McGill University
3480 University Street West 16

Montreal, Quebec CANADA IDA 2A7
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1.1.1

HIGH SPEED IMAGE PROCESSORS

S.R. John
General Dynamics
August 1985
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1.1 .3

0SYSTEM DEFINITION1
-PRO WE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE TO PERFORM STEREO MENSURATION F~ft

a GENERATIO OF AEROTRIANBULATION AND TARGET DATA

a STEREO COMPILATION OF TERRAIN ELEVATION, FEATURE AND AIRFIELD
INFORMATION

- PROCESSING TO BE IN A DIGIAL ENVIRONMENT 1

- PERFORM THE FUNCTIONS OF BOTH:

" STEREO COMPARATOR

" ANALYTIC STEREOPLOTTER

p

OBJECTIVES

COLLECT DIGITAL TERRAIN ELEVATION DATA

* COLLECT DIGITAL TARGETING INFORMATION

*COLLECT DIGITAL AIRFIELD INFORMATION

moplat



OUTPUT PRODUCTS

* PRIMARY OUTPUT PRODUCTS
. DIGIAL TERRAIN ELEVATMO DATA WDED)

- TARGET' AREA

- AIRFIELD IFORMATION DATA (AAFIF)

* SECONDARY OUTPUT PRODUCTS
- IMAGE PATCHES AND ASSOCIATED SUPPORT DATA

- PRINTED REPORTS

- PLOTTED DATA

SYSTEM DIAGRAM

MI
$Ul

- Mum

ow~v
wa Nil

u~uiL

Iw~
~ W ~. %~pb ~"Ammon.



KEY PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

0 SYSTEM CAPACIT

0 IMAGE PROCESSING

0 IMAGE DISPLAY

* SYSTEM SPEED
0 MODES OF OPERATION

0 POSITININ AND MENSURATION ACCURACY

0 PHOTOGRAMMETRiC OPERATIONS

SUMMAY OFKEY RQUIRMENT

- TNALEMSUMMARY OF KEYREQUIREMENT

* ~- TWROR N WI PIXE MAGEIPU N 1924 CUSO MOESTHSOOVLN

- RAQUIRS LODT IMAGEIKLANG5FO ATRCSND9SAE

0 IMAGE PROENGRA RO & O&

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p FITR7~O OUU N



SUMMARY OF KEY REQUIREMENTS
(CONTINUED)

1 .l.6

* IMAGE DISPLAY

- STEREO- 512 X 12 PIXELS VIA CUSTOM-DESIGNED VIEWER

- OVERVIEW, - XI X 14 PXEL

* SYSTEM SPEED

R ROAM- M PIXELS I SEC WILE MAINTAINING STEREO

SHIGH SPEED SLEW- MOVE TO ANYPOINTIN < 2 SEC

. AUTO OTED COLLECTION. M POINTS I SEC (PREDICT - 3301SEC)

SUMMARY OF KEY REQUIREMENTS
(CONTINUED)

* MODES OF OPERATION

- MANUAL POSTONING

- SEMI-AUTOMATED STEREO POSITIONING

- AUTOMATIC M POSITION

- AUTOMATED STEREO POSITIONING

. AUTOMATED TIE I DIAGNOSTIC POINT POSITIONING

* POINT MEASUREMENT (CONTROL, FIDUCAL, RESEAU)
- ORIENTATION (INTERIOR, EXTERIOR)

. COLLECTION (TARGET, AAFF. DTED. TE AND DIAGNOSTIC)

- EDITING (ALL OF A0OVE)

* q ll . i . d .92

- -u '~ -



SYSTEM ARCHfTECTURE
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SHARED RESOURCE SUBSYSTEM
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IMAGE AND DISPLAY PROCESSING
BLOCK DIAGRAM1.9
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OPERATIONAL FLOW 1.1.10
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APPLICATION SOFTWARE ALLOCATION 111

10

AI

SHARED RESOURCE SOFTWARE HIERARCHY
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WORK STATION SOFTWARE HIERARCHY 1. 1.12
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PIPELINE VS CONVENTIONAL PROCESSING 1. 1. 13

0 CONVENTIONAL
- PERFORMS ONE COPUlTAIOE AT A TIME

. USES COMRILGENERAL PURPOSE EOWVMENT

* PIPELINE
- PERFORMS MANY COMPUTAMbON AT SAME TIME

- USES SPECIAL PURPOSE HARDWARE

ADDRESS GENERATOR CONCEPT

R3AN allL nil

as5

3v' A + on + Cmw + 00+ Ent2 + Pam

RI -A R4 + c+ E

jR2a 0 It RE

X3 v0
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TWO GENERATORS CREATE RESAMPLED IMAGE

X - Ax + &n+ Cxm + Dxn2 + EXUM + FxUmff

V - AV + yn+ Cm+ Dy2+ Ey1 + F~uim

REA* MMY jaV~

ADINLTSCN BEADE
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THREE GENERATORS CAN BE USED
TO DISPLAY FROM A 3D RESAMPLE MEMORY

MSAWUI.E NEUV WAV

X a A+ &so..
V a Ay +Ore..
Z - A+...n.........
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CONVOLVER 1.1.16

CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT

e cLIp AND STRETCH

0 HISTOGRAM BASED

* RUBBER BAND STRETCHING

* PIECE WISE LINEAR



GENERAL FORM 111
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~HISTOGRAM BASED 1.1.18
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RUBBER BAND STRETCH 111

OUPU mil INU

FORIs IU> XI

OUPT-108-e *INPUT

NOTE: MAY 8E PRECEDED BY A CLIP AND STRETCN

PIECE-WISE LINEAR

Zo - a d/w 0
d..'.loop ;, I

I ~ IInoEmma

A FAILY F TNAL RANFER OMPESATON CRVE

EAHCUV 1 INED ' BY18BEAPIT
NOT: AY E RECDE BY A CIP NTEC
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CLUSTER IMAGE SUBSYSTEM 1.1.21

* HIGH STORAGE CAPACITY

* HIGH TRANSFER RATE

* HIGH RELIABIUTY

0 LOWER COST

REQUIREMENTS

* STORAGE
. IAGE DATA FOR EIGHT WORK STATIONS

- 1ets GIGA-.YTES

* DATA RATES
. INPT. i MIa PEAK I UMBI AVE. N.

- OUTPUT. 2 SEC UPDATE RATE WORK STATION

* BER

* FAULTDETECTION
10 SECONDS



CIS INTERFACES 1.1.22

IMAGE

"NIL

INPUT I OUTPUT DATA RATES

ac

*0 WWEBAND DATA LINK (WBDL) 100 maps

* MAR80 WAND DATA LINK (NMDL) 156 KBPS
COPE)

* CLUSTER MAGE DATA LINK (CIDL) 360 MOPS

0 WORK STATION TO CLUSTER IMAGE CONTROL (WCIC) 9600 BAUD

IK Ir



DATA INPUT I OUTPUT
1.1.23

*wIPUT

- IWAGE DATA

- IMAGE TEST DATA

- RECIRCULATED DATA

- COMMAND AND CONTROL DATA

* OUTPUT

- IMAGE DATA TO WORK STATION

. IMAGE DATA TO WBDL (TSR)

- COMMAND AND CONTROL DATA

CIS CHARACTERISTICS

* FORMATTED DATA CAPACITY 11,158 MBYTES

* DATA TRANSFER RATE
- PEAK 300 MBITSISEC (10 MWPS)

- AVERAGE 273.7 MBITSISEC (7.6 MWPS)
(0 36 ErTsWORD)

* ACCESS TIME
- AVERAGE 30 MILLISEC

- TRACK TO TRACK 5 MILLISEC

. MAX (EDGE TO EDGE) 52 MILUSEC

0 SIZE ONE S FT. RACK

0 POWER 1.074 KWATTS

0 WEIGHT < SO0 LOS
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Contour Medical Systems
CEMAX-1000

Physicians Imaging Console

* Specifications

Console
Intelligent, high resolution graphics system
-1024 x 1280
-19" color display
67 Megabyte digital cassette recorder
Digitizer tablet with cursor

Cabinet
9 Track magnetic tape drive
160 Megabyte Winchester disk drive
Modem

Host CPU
Multiple processor architecture
Dual 32-bit MC 68000's with cache memory

Image Display
256 shades of grey, color, or grey with color highlight
Formats
-Single
-Multiple up to 9 images
-Magnification

Image Processing
*Universal image data input

Contrast Selection-window width, level, grey scale and color control
Window to window image copy, with or without magnification
Multiplanar Reformatting -sagittal, coronal, or oblique planes parallel to longitudinal axis
-Interactive selection of plane
-Maintenance of full CT number range
-Smoothing with interpolation
Variable axis selection

Data Base Management System
Automatic organization of patient directory from magnetic tape data
Creation of ProjectionView from magnetic tape data
Slice selection from ProjectionView or via menu
Temporary storage on Winchester disk
Permanent storage on digital tape
Powerful pre-editor

Image Analysis
Contouring

' -Selection of tissue of interest by CT number
-Creation of volume of interest by specifying number of slices and region of interest within slice
-Automatic contouring of all tissue within volume and file storing on Winchester disk
-Option of smoothing data before contouring
-Ediling and deletion of contours
Three dimensional views of contour
-Ring stack
-Shaded slices
-Shaded solid with DepthEncoding
-Shaded solid with Real Time Light Source
-Topographic
Volume measurement
--Volume calculation
-Deletion of contours

Future Options
Cephalometrics
-Two dimensional surgical simulation
-Soft tissue conforming
Networking compatibility
NMR image display and analysis
User definable protocols

Contour Medical Systems
1931-A Old Middlefr';d Road

Mountain View, California 94043
c I Telephone. (415) 969-2983

C 1984 Contour MedicAl Systems Prinied in U S A



CDM - 1000 BLOCK DIAGPAM : HAPDWARE 1 .2.3

CEMX-1000 Cabinet:
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1.3

CEMAX-1000: SOFTWARE

Systems Software:

* Subset of UNIX Systems III, with real-time extensions.
* Drivers and libraries for high-resolution color display,

digitizing tablet, cassette tape drive and numerically
controlled milling machine.
Intertask communication for windowed handling of tablet
interrupt.

* Menu system generation and job control.
* Keyboardless user-interface.

Local archiving to cassette tape.

Clinical Applications Software:

• Data transfer capability from archival magtape of
numerous scanner manufacturers.

0 Management of scan data and derived data on disk.
* Display, enhancement and measurement of slice data.
* Correction for movement and other artifact.
• Multiplanar reformation of slice data.
* Extraction of tissue surfaces by interpolation and

density thresholding.
0 Multiple types of display of three dimensional data

including range-encoding, illumination models and
transparency:

* Linear and volume measurements.
* Comparison of patient measurement with database of

measurements (facial measurements).
Editing tools to separate two three-dimensional objects,
to modify them or to create new objects (e.g. implants).
Generation of optimal tool paths for computer-controlled
milling of molds or models.

I.
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1.4.1
ANALYSIS AND PROPOSAL
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QHCGA '84 Interactive Solids Processing

for 1 .5.1
Medical Analysis and Planning

Dr. Donald J. Meagher
Phoenix Data Systems, Inc.

80 Wolf Road
Albany, New York 12205

ABSTRACT

Valuable 3-D information concerning the internal condition of
medical patients can be routinely acquired from Computed
Tomogrephy (CT) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) scanners.
These scanners are limited to the display of individual 2-D
slices, however, greatly reducing the usefulness of the data. The
ability to effectively utilize such 3-D information is made
possible by a new technique called "solids processing." Arbitrary
3-D solids are interactively manipulated, analyzed, and displayed
for use in medical and other applications. A specialized hardware
system based on a fundamentally new methodology wai developed to
eliminate problems in representation and performance. The
applications of solids processing to diagnosis and tteatnent
plannint in craniofacial surgery is presented.

Introduction

The introduction of Computed Tomography (CT) has re:volutiocrized
several areas of medicine over the last decade. Detailed 3-D
information on internal anatomical structures can now bc routinel)
acquired without surgery. Similar improvements in other areas can
be expected from the enhanced soft-tissue discrirination now
becoming available with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) scanners.
PMR provides the additional benefit that the patient is not
exposed to ionizing radiation.

Although a vast amount of 3-D information can now be easily
collected, the ability to take full advantage of these data has
not been similarly revolutionized. Radiologists and surgeons are
typically presented with a series of 2-D slices on a CRT or in
photographs.

k few computer programs have been developed to display 3-D medical
objects derived from scanner information [1.21. As bho.n In
rigure I, multiple 2-D slices are assembled into a 3-D array of
volume elements, or "voxels." They are then viewed selectively
according to density (CT number) or other characteristics. These
programs have demonstrated the potential benefit that could be
realized if medical objects derived from scanner data could be
efficiently and effectively manipulated, analyred. and displayed.

Such programs typically begin by generating a banapr object (ot a
feu objects) through density thresholding, manual region selection
(on the 2-D slices) or both. One of three displal method% t then
employed.



1.5.2

30 Object Infot maliOn

loS

/ Slices _ - ~

I "Voxel"

Figure I- Slices from a Medical Scanner are Assembled into a
3-0 Array of "Voxels"

For the fastest response to user requests, the outer edges of the
object are extracted from each slice and presented as a stack of
contour lines on a high-performance 3-D line-drauing display
system. Such displays are often used as part of large
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems in the aircraft and automotive
industries. Images are gererated almost instantaneously in
response to usfr requests. The main disadvantages of this method
are the line display format (rather than surfaces of solid
objects) and the lack of hidden-line removal. The images can
become hopelessly confused as the number of contours increases.

The second display method extracts the surface faces of the
individual voxels that make up the binary object, slice by slice.
An image is then generated for a viewer in the plane of the
slices, each slice corresponding to a horizontal band on a raster
display. Viewer movement is restricted to rotation about the
vertical axis of the object. The gray scale value given to each
face element is typically based upon depth from display plane
("depth cueing") or some measure of tissue thickness previously
extracted from the object. The presentation is somewhat more
realistic than with the first method but usually requires a few
tens of seconds to several minutes per image (the original surface
extraction may take much longer than this).

The third display method extracts surface faces but then allows
for the random movement of the viewer. More sophisticated surface
shading techniques are often used. This provides more realistic
looking objects but each image typically requires tens of minutes
or longer to generate.

Scanner information could, of course, be used for much more than
display or the simple extraction of measurements. In theory, just
about any action or procedure that could be performed (or
imagined) on the physical structures could be simulated in a
computerized system. It should be possible, for example, to
simulate a lengthy surgical procedure and view the expected
results well before any surgery is actually performed. This opens
up the possibility of evaluating various custom treatment
strategies and plans for individual patients.

I
2 ''



1.5.3

The main barrier prohibiting this type of use has been the

excessive processing times required to manipulate and display 
such

solid objects. It has simply not been possible to construct a

system that could exhibit interactive performance. Interactivity.

as used here, means a system response time of less than, say. a

second or two for most user requests.

Why is interactivity necessary before such applications become

viable? The answer lies in the nature of medical and surgical

procedures: they are iterative. The results observed in previous

steps are used to take the next step. During a surgical

procedure, for example, an internal organ is examined closely

before the type. location, and size of an incision is decided. In

any computerized system, the results of past system requests would

be used as a guide to determine the next request. If the response
time is long. the user can lose his train of thought end even

forget what he requested, perhaps rendering the system useless in

nany cases. On the other hand, the faster the response, the more

iterations that can be performed. The user thus has e greater

opportunity to examine and analyze the information and to
investigate and evaluate more alternatives.

Solids ProcessinE

There are three major reasons for the difficulty in developing
interactive systems for processing solid objects derived from
medical scanners. First, such systems often exhibit worse than
linear growth in computations with object complexity because of
the data structures and algorithms used. Second, large volumes of
information are involved. Just accessing the objects in memory or
from disk files can cause a considerable delay. Third, processing
is slow because general-purpose computers rather than
special-purpose processors are used. The first problem is, by
far, the most serious, but all three must be solved to create a
truly interactive system.

The system described below Is the result of over six years of
research and development devoted specifically to the solution of
these problems [3). The system represents a new technology for
handling solids. New object representation methods, data
structures, and algorithms were developed to solve the growth
problems, and specialized machine architectures and hardware
processors were designed to process the large volumes of
information needed quickly.

The new technology is fully developed and commercially available.
It is opening a new field called "solids processing" in medicine
and in other areas where the generation, analysis, manipulation,
and display of arbitrary 3-D solid objects is needed on an
interactive basis.

Craniofacial Surgery

The first medical application of the new technology is in
craniofacial surgery (4.5]. New diagnostic and surgical planning
techniques are being developed in a joint effort of Phoenix Data
Systems and Dr. David Hemmy. Department of Neurosurgery, Medical
College of Wisconsin. Milwaukee.

Crantofacial surgery is performed to correct the sometimes
grotesque deformities of the face and skull caused by accident.
congenital abnormality, or genetic defect. This often involves
major restructuring of the bones of the face and cranium, as well
as modifications to soft tissue, such as relocating the eyes. '4
Intricate and delicate procedures must be performed. Frequently.

3
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bone grafts are used to fill gaps, modify surface contours, or
fabricate missing sections. The bone is typically obtained from
the surrounding area, or removed from the skull, ribs, or pelvic
area. Parts of bone or even whole structures are detached and
relocated. They are typically held in place with thin metal wires
threaded through holes drilled by the surgeon or with metal
brackets and small screws. Often, such procedures cannot be
wholly decided on or planned prior to the operation, but must be
customized during actual surgery, as Information is gained. It is
not unusual during an operation to discover that more bone is
needed than was anticipated.

Because of the radical nature of the procedures, it is often
necessary to violate traditional surgical principles. A certain
amount of risk is involved. The relocation of an eye could result
in blindness due to traction on the optic nerve. Movement of the
brain could result in brain damage. The relocation of nerves
could cause loss of hearing, speech, or feeling. Structural
changes could result in air flow and breathing problems. In
addition, relocated bones must be stablized in order to
reestablish blood flow, without which they would disintegrate.

The need for precise structural information and detailed planning
is clear. A multidisciplinary team approach has been found
necessary. Neurosurgeons, plastic surgeons, anesthesiologists,
and others (often including social workers and psychologists)
investigate the deformity in detail, plan for safety, and document
the treatment for later evaluation.

Most information is currently obtained from cephalometric
radiographs. Unfortunately, in most situations it is of little
use for analysis and planning. Years of relevant surgical
experience are required to recognize the subtleties of the
deformations. Usually sketches are made on full-size photographs
and radiographs in an attempt to predict the changes needed and
the results. Estimation of the size and shape of the parts
involved. the amount of additional material needed and the best
source for the material, the resulting soft tissue displacements.
and the potential dangers are based upon very little Information.
New procedures are practiced on cadavers. It is believed that the
analysis and planning process and the treatment results can be
greatly improved if 3-D information is available in an effective
and useful format.before surgery. This includes visualization,
measurement (distances, volumes, etc.) and the simulation of the
procedures.

The Insight Medical Analysis and Planning System

The new technology for .
solids processing has been
embodied in a specialized
hardware processo called
the Solids Engine~r. A
packaged system for
stand-alone use in medical
and other areas is shown in
Figure 2. It is markeed
under the nate Insight.

The block diagram of a
typical configuration is
presented in Figure 3. A
central computer is used for
communication, control,
processor initialization,
and application programs. Figure 2 The Inight Thedical Systen
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WlionsfO Worktation
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otion ). Isom ut

enerd ihroughmaio ca era(irom eisetin r o py, for

example). Up to 400 MB of disk storage is available. A 300/1200
baud modem is used for external communications, messages, and
remote diagnostics. The 3-fl Model Memory is a high-speed memory
that holds 3- 0 models. It is loaded through the computer and

accessed by the Solids Engine . The Solids Engine is modular and
can be divided into an image generation section and a section for
manipulation and analysis.

The image generation is initialized by the computer in response to
user requests. It then generates an image of the modeled object
or objects and stcres it in the Image Frame Buffer for viewing by
the user. The Manipulation and Analysis Processor can be used to
perform various operations on modeled obects.

The workstation can be located remote from the main processor

cabinet. An alphanumeric display and keyboard are used for
ommunicating ith the internal computer or a host machine. Two
interactive devices are provided, a graphics tablet and a 3-D

trackbal. I ages are displayed on a raster CRT.

Obuect Acqui si t ion es

The progression from Thw vosel to 3-D model is shor, in Figure .

Up to thren density v3lue- per pmoees can be acquired from the

scanner (ve inormtion can be multidmencional). For one or two

values per pixel, up to 16 bits eanch can be processed. For three ,
values, up to 10 bits each can be used. A prefilter is used to
eliminate unneede,. voxeds based on "ensity'. They are thenmp dan images and stored on the disk.

The next step is to select the "vocs of interest" (VOI's) from

the rw vosts. This is to eliminate extraneous tissues and
structures that could obscure needed parts or cause distractions,

and to reduce the total number of voxels that need to be stored in
the 3-D Mode Memory later. This is Properformed either

utomatcallo or interactively by a specitli-ed proces.or, the V0l
Select ion Processor. 'I

cabiet.An aphaumerc dspla an keyoar areuse fo

commnictin wih te inernl cmpuer r a ostmacine Tw

inteactve dvics ae prvidd. grahic talet nd 3-
tracbal. Imgesaredispaye ona raterCRT
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Firit the images are
uncompressed and stored in the
Image Frame Buffer memory. Hl
Several functions can then be cmp, Sanner

randomly invoked by the user or 2 F
under program control. One or
more additJonal images can be
interpolated between existing
images. Various image Raw vas
processing operations can be (w'ih nsay e

performed such as filtering. Imag

density windowing. and. for cmrs trg
region selection, edge

detection.

Region and density selection are r- - - - -

then performed. In some cases, unamipess
such as selection of bone. I

simple high-pass density
filtering can be performed. o
Other cases can be more IIewtl Imeres I
difficult. Specific regions of
the images can be selected in I i J r
numerous ways. A rectangularI
box can be automatically or
semi-automatically placed around

the region of interest either on I ~.on
one slice for all images or for I
each image individually. The I
user can alternatively enclose a--------

desired region by outlining it F
using the graphics tablet or by
"painting" it using a variable VoIlFomn
size "paintbrush" attached to
the trackball. Again. this can 30 !
be done once or for each image.
Depending on the exact ModelMDoW

situation, edge detection and 1 '
connectivity analysis can I
facilitate this process.
Density selection can be ImagOeneStion 3D Model

pre-determined based on past Storage

experience or interactively Figure 4 - Voxel Processing
selected. Various
density transformations can be performed to compress or enhance
the information. The VOI selection process is important as a
quick and easy way to remove obviously extraneous voxels. Several
additional tools are later available in 3-D to complete the
process. including multiple cut planes. 3-D connectivity analysis.
dynamic density thresholding, and the use of the "electronic
scalpel."

The resulting VOI's, complete with density information with each

voxel, are then formatted into a 3-D model or models by a
specialized processor. They can be directly loaded into the 3-D
Model Memory for immediate display, manipulation, and analysis or
stored on the disk for later use.

A voxel reduction of 10-to-I is typical when selecting VOl*s. In
*its maximum memory configuration, the 3-D Model Memory can hold up

to SOM voxels of interest (the total of all objects being
processed at the same time). Typical Insight configurations .9
contain enough memory to hold a maximum of 12M VOI's. .9

-- - ,
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A number of VOl storage formats can be used. depending on the

number of density bits needed with each voxel. They are 1, 8, 16.

32. or 64 bits per voxel. The memory bus of the 3-D Model Memory

was designed to be sufficiently wide (over 100 bits) that even 64

bits per voxel does not cause a substantial delay as compared to

the smaller formats.

It should be noted that no information has been lost from the
%original scanner information except for those voxels specifically

rejected or any loss due to deliberate density transformations.

Neither the processing nor the storage causes any other reductions
in the accuracy of precision of either density values or voxel
locations. Also, the voxels can be randomly located in a universe

of up to 64K by 64K by 64K voxels. There are no restrictions on

object shape. Objects can involve multiple structures and

tissues, they can be concave or disjoint, they can have interior
voids, etc.

The two most commonly used formats for medical applications are

the 1 bit format (for maximum object complexity" and the 16 bit
format (maximum of 8M VOI's). The I bit format is typically used
to differentiate between two subsets of the VOI's. They can be
considered to be two objects, perhaps based on density. They can
be wade invisible. given random colors. or made translucent
independently.

In the 16 bit format, 16 bits are stored for each voxel with the
most significant 12 bits (4096 densities) used to determine
visibility and color (pseudocolor). The remaining 4 bits can be
used for possible density transformations on the object or for
visibility determination based on which of 16 predetermined sets
the voxel belongs to.

The upper 12 bits of a 16 bit density voxel are used to access two
tables, the Pseudocolor Table and the Visibility Table. The
Pseudocolor Table contains 4096 entries of 24 bits each (8 red, B

green, and 8 blue). Each density can thus be displayed with a
randomly selected color from a pallet of over 16H colors. The
visibility table contains 4096 entries of I bit. Each specifies
whether voxels with that density are to be visible or invisible.

The Pseudocolor Table and Visibility Table are loaded from
computer memory into the Image Generator for each irage generation
cycle. Pseudocolor and visibility can thus be changed
drematically.

Di splay

Because of the need for interactivity. the display capability of
Insight is of paramount iaportapce. Most operations are built
arouod the display. The user is given the ability to monitor and
interact with the system dynamically. The system is normally
controlled through menu items selected from the imaging CRT using
the graphics tablet. Use of the alphanumeric CRT and the keyboard
is minimized during an analysis and planning session.

A high-resolution (1024 by 1024) display is used for maximum image
fidelity. Also. multiple image frames are used in order to make
object movement as smooth as possible.

The display facility allows one or more objects to be displayed on
one or more screen windows. The user can move dynamically to ary
viewpoint in 3-D space by rotating a 3-D trackball or selecting
predetermined locations. The trackball can also be used to
control 'additional display parameters. The image can be
translated on the display screen. The objects can be scaled,

z4
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either uniformly, or independently in the three axes of the object

coordinate systems. The 3-D location of the center of rotation of

the object can be interactively moved. In all cases, three

buttons on the trackball unit can be activated to lock out

modification of the parameters attached to any of the rotation

angles.

Hidden surfaces are removed and gray scale shaded surfaces are

presented in all interactive solid display modes. Two shading

methods are used: "block shading." In vhich vosels are displayed
as solid blocks; and "surface-normal shading." in which local
surface normals are used. Anti-allsing is performed
automatically by the Image Generator.

Up to three sets of tuo parallel cut planes (a total of 6 cut
planes) can be manipulated. Loch set can be randowrh oriented ir
space and each plane can be translated indeperdently. For each
set of two. the user can elect to rerove all raterial betweer the
planes or. alternatively, all material outside the two planes.
When multiple sets are in use, more sophisticated sectioning can %

be performed. Under user or program control. the system can
independently display or inhibit display for up to 27 regions of

space defined by the cut planes.

Depth cueing can be requested to make tP'e surfaces of objects Vore
dim s they becore more distant fro* th'e cbser,-r. With Dynam( %
Density Thresholding (DDT). the user for a pteram cm' ake %

specific densities or ranges of density 19s b e or In Isible,
(typically specified by CT nwaber)_ 1hen he 'seudovlpr foeatLre

is in operat ion. colorv cae be indeverde-t .* sle ;tied for mact,
density. Also. objects or parts of oe'. .0 -I Ie made
translucent so as to reamal Interm 10- dvm 0. *x -1 ! be
especIally Iuseful when coopornig "be!'re a" "'ef i't 'C et5

The user cm" erter a"E m ,e a-. no.o ' w a-, s, '
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operations are used to translate, scale, rotate, skew, and reflect

objects.

Two forms of connectivity analysis are possible. In the first. a

surface "seed point" is selected as above. All voxels that are
face connected to the seed point are then marked. The disjoint

part can then be changed in color, made invisible (or everything

else can be made invisible), removed, converted Into a separate

object, etc. In the second form of connectivity, all disjoint

parts of an object are separated into unique objects. It Is then

possible to remove all parts below a specified volume

automatically, retain only the largest or two largest parts, and

so on. The number and size of interior voids can be determined

and displayed.

A major feature of the Insight system is interactive interference

detection. It can determine if an object has been moved into a

location where it occupies space that is already occupied. It

can. of course, prevent such situations by not allowing movement
to be accepted if this would occur. This can be of great benefit
when parts of bone, for example, are being relocated. The user is

relieved of the difficult and often impossible task of "visual"

interference detection.

The system has the ability to generate objects that are described
mathematically. Various second and third order surface and solid
objects can be produced. This allows the user or application
programs to generate synthetic objects for auxiliary purposes.
Small cylinders can be generated and subtracted from a piece of
bone. for example, in order to simulate drill holes to be used for
wiring.

A more advanced application is the "electronic scalpel," in which
a "cut surface" can be interactively defined to separate an object
into two.

The "time-varying" object capability can be used to switch between
multiple objects with each image generated. This can be useful,
for example, when several sets of CT scans of the heart are taken
over a period of time. each with a different phase shift relative
to the heartbeat. This results in a set of objects corresponding
to the heart at a series of times during a pumping cycle. The
operation of the heart can be displayed dynamically. All other
functions such as density thresholding and cut planes operate as
if the beating heart was a single object.

RESULTS

Insight units are in use at several major medical centers. Figure

5 shows a typical study of a slightly deformed skull of a child
before corrective surgery was performed. It is based on 72 CT
scans of 320 by 320 pixels each with a slice separation of 1.5 cm.
No interpolated slices were used. The images are views from
various locations in space. The orbits, lower jaw, and cranial

cavity are clearly visible. Figure 5(b) was generated with a cut
plane specified in order to expose the interior detail.

It should be noted that the object entering the mouth and
extending down the throat is a tube inserted for medical purposes.

The images in Figure 5 were generated interactively with the
viewpoint and cut plane locations randomly selected using the 3-D
trackball. Such images are continuously generated. Most.
Including the ones shown, require less than one second between
images.
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CONCLUSION

A fundamentally new solids processing capability has been 9
developed. It has made dramatic new medical applications
practical and is expected to lead to additional advances in the
diagnosis and treatment of severe medical problems in the near
future.
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Mathematics for
Solids Processing
Octrees Make Widespread Applications a Reality
By Donald J. Meagher, Octree Machine Co. (formerly

Phoenix Data Systems)

The two most serious problems in microscopes, and laser scanners).
solids processing-the failure of l Object Generation: Synthetic ob-
processing to develop commensur- jects defined in a variety of input
ately with object complexity and the formats (e.g., polyhedra, second- and
limited domain of representable third-order surface and solid pri-
objects-have required the intro- mitives), or the swept volume of any
duction of a new mathematics. The 2- or 3-D object.
technique is based on eight-level El Manipulation: Geometric (e.g.,
hierarchical tree structures called translation, scaling, and rotation)
"octrees,' and it is the basis for a and set (e.g., union, intersection,
commercially available system that difference, and negation) operations.
makes widespread application of Li Analysis: Mass properties (e.g.,
solids processing possible. surface area, volume, mass, center

Solids processing is the interac- of gravity, and moment of inertia),
tive manipulation, analysis, and static interference detection, dy-
display of computerized models of namic interference (collisioni de-
arbitrary solid objects by digital tection, segmentation into disjoint
processors. Object models can be parts, and finite-element mesh
acquired from real-world objects or generation.
generated synthetically. L[ Display: Display of any number

With a cost-effective solids pro- of objects from any viewpoint, hid-
cessing system, manipulating and den surface removal, shaded sur-
viewing solid models interactively faces, and cut planes.
becomes practical for many appli- All features should be unre-
cations (e.g.. medicine, CAD/CAM, stricted in use and interactive Ii.e.,
AEC CAD, simulation, video with a typical response time ofless
games, molecular modeling, cine- than two seconds), even for complex
matography, publishing, and geo- objects and situations. The faster
physical exploration) for the first the response, the more iterations
time. The system allows practi- can be performed. Qualitative im-
cally any operation possible with provements will usually be the re-
physical objects to be performed suit if the designer has the
with modeled objects. Anyone deal- opportunity to investigate and
ing with 3-D objects or informa- evaluate many alternatives. The
tion, or needing images of real or user may also be able to produce
imagined objects or scenes, is a po- more designs.
tential user.

Object Representation
Functionality Methods
Experience has determined five The fundamental part of any sys-
solids processing functions to be tem intended for solids processing
useful in a large percentage of po- is the internal object representa-
tential application areas: tion method employed. The two most
[I Object Acquisition: Models ac- popular methods have been bound-
quired from a variety of devices (e.g., ary representation (B-Repi and
CT and NMR scanners, electron constructive solid geometry 'CSG. e

Reprinted from the October 1984 edition of Computer Graphics World
Copyright 1984 by PennWeil Publishing Company
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V.

Bnay Coordinate Axis inherent to solid modeling and
cannot be solved, or that perform-

OWGN ance would be greatly improved if
the programs were rewritten to be

0/ 1 10 1 10 ,o 1000 more efficient or transferred to
faster machines (or array

,, •processors).

The root problem is the often
i. o quadratic explosion of low-level ele-
1-0. •- 2 mental comparisons (e.g., spatial,10 ,_0 sweep, and visual interferences)

accompanying increases in object
complexity. For example, a 100-fold

Figure Ia: Integer increase in complexity can result
in a 10,000-fold increase in pro-

o 100 cessing time, depending upon the
. . . .. I operation being performed. Such

i:; I "[ problems exist for most important
S 'solid modeling operations (e.g., set.h101 110 operations, mass property analy-I I1,0. 1 - 0.1

SS 1-0.01 - o.0t sis, collision detection, and hiddenHO 1 110.11 surface removal) and can only be

Figure b: Real understood in light of a geometri-
cal complexity analysis (a rela-
tively new discipline within
computer science) of the data

With B-Rep. solid objects are rep- are typically formed from a library structures and algorithms used in
resented as the space enclosed by a of not more than a few hundred solid modeling.
collection of surface primitives. The simple "primitives," making the B-
surface elements may be planar or Rep method useless for many Object Representation
curved 4usually limited to second applications. Geometry and mathematics were
order). A graph structure is typi- The second major flaw is per- revolutionized by the three-dimen-
cally used to maintain the object. formance. Because of the compu- sional Cartesian coordinate sys-
Nodes corresponding to surfaces are tational complexity of the data tem-the use of three coordinates
connected to others representing the structures and algorithms em- (x,yz) as reference points-which
boundary edges which are, inturn, ployed, long processing times on had practical applications in
connected to nodes representing large, expensive computers are everything from road building to
vertex points. In the CSG ap- usually required. Either long de- celestial mechanics. Algebra and
proach, solid rather than surface lays in system response must be geometry were united in analytic
primitives are combined, using set tolerated (usually resulting in an geometry, making new forms of
operations to form objects. Tree unrealized productivity improve- analysis possible; science and en-
structures are typically used, with ment), or a massive quantity of ex- gineering became vastly more
leaf nodes corresponding to primi- pensive, specialized hardware (e.g., productive.
tives and branch nodes represent- flight simulators) must be em- Computers have obviously been
i"" set operations. ployed to achieve fast response. very successful in dealing with the

Two majors flaws in these meth- The performance problems are algebraic and Cartesian struc-
ods have limited their use. First, still not generally understood or tures of traditional geometry and
the number of representable ob- appreciated. Common misconcep- engineering in areas such as auto-
jects is very small. Modeled obiects tions hold that such problems are mated drafting. However, their very

~~U- - - - - - -
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foundations have the built-in limni- als and arithmetic operations. Even braic formulas in Cartesian space
tations that three-dimensional in advanced solid modeling sys- representing edges. vertices. en-
svmbols and their manipulations tems, solid objects are not modeled closing surf~ces, and the like. None
have to be translated, in almost all by symbols representing solid ele- of these elements are solid (en-
cases. to one-dimensional numer- men:ts, but by numbers and alge- closed space).

Geometric entities in Euclidean
1 -D Binary Interval Axis three-space are usual ly repre-

sented by points in a C'artesian co-
ordinate system consisting of three

c 1 10 11 100 101 110 M1 1000 orthogonal axes. Thev can be ex-
__________________________________________________plicitly enumerated single points.

I I or formulas, rules. or conventions

defining sets of points I usually in-
~'~'finite sets). Thus, a line can b de-

fined banequat ion, and points fo~r
______I__ which'the equation is true will be

I on the line. A line segment can be
I defined by two endpoints. Planes

_XXX are similarly* defined by equations.
I I and polygons I regions of planiesi In

Figure Za: intervals the boundary edges. This method
of representation is extendied in
several ways fbr curved surllhce..

z 1 t 100 110 m' ad solids aie delined 1) (emwlosing.z

I I 1 Surfaices or ffirmulas defining sets
I1 of points.

Figure 2b: Width I InI the CSG approach. primitive
solids are used. 'rh* are ulti- ~
maltf defined as the Intersection
of half spaces (all the space on one

100 110 lw side of a planar or curved surface
I that separates the space inotwo

i __ I regionsi. The primitives them-

Figure 2c: Width 2 selves are then added, subtracted.
and intersected to define the de-
sired shape. The B1-Rep method is

100 10 Somewhat similar, but segments of
______I__surfaces__not half-spaces) are

and vertices, to form a composite
Figure 2d: Additional example surface that encloses the space (i.e.. ~

sepadrates interior from exterior .

volumes i.

Ice 110)bJect validity is a major pr(Jb-
100 10 It 100 leni with fl-lcp. If any needed sur-I I face segme-nt is missing, the interior

Iand exterior are not separated and

Figure 2e: Fractional Interval no solid object is defined. Later op-
erat ions on such an "oliect" may
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'I

Bitree Representation of Segments not, therefore, be represented by a
single coordinate on a number line.

This inability to maintain ob-
___ __ _XX_ jects in a pre-sorted form leads to

sorting, searching, and compari-
son operations to fulfill individual

'x- , _ ,xx user requests during system oper-
ation. In a display operation, for

1 , oa L, X I example, a different visual-prior-
X MIX L, - -ity sorting of polygons may be

needed for each new viewpoint to
remove hidden surfaces. If individ-

'00, 1-1.----- ual elements are not somehow
2 1 T 2 ,O 11 1,0 ,, sorted, pairing may be necessary

even for comparisons, the most
Figure 3a: Segments Figure 3b: Bitree fundamental operations performed

in such situations. The result of the
inherently quadratic relationship

be meaningless. CSG does not have between object complexity and re-
this problem. quired computations is a system in

Clearly. a B-Rep can be gener- which transformations get much
ated from a CSG object by locating slower as object complexity in-
all the exterior edges. This is, in creases. One can just imagine the
fact. often done because operations state computerization would be in
such as display generation have if sorting were not possible.
been found to run faster in the B-
Rep domain than in CSG. This is A New Approach to Object
the -boundary evaluation" phase of Representation
many CSG-based systems. The In most computer systems. points
evaluation itself takes a consider- in 3-D space are represented by a
able amount of computation. It has [set of three coordinates. For the sake
a quadratic growth component be- Figureof simplicit, one coordinate axis is
cause of the pairing of CSG primi- considered in Figure Ia. The num-
tives to determine if they intersect ber line is labeled with binary
i and may. therefore, define an edge numbers which are multiples ofan
in the B-Repi. The distinction between objects arbitrary unit distance. Points are

Systems that handle solid ob- and signals would, perhaps, be ac- identified by the sum of the indi-
jects using the above methods ma- ademic were it not for what some vidual binary digits associated with
nipulate real and integral numbers consider to be a "fatal flaw" in the each integer. The point at 110, for
corresponding to mathematical conventional approach: the com- example, is displaced by 110 ( i
equation- and data structures that puter's inability to sort solid ob- 100 + 1 x 10 + 0 x 1) binary
define sets of points representing jects and parts of solid objects units from the origin.
the solid objects. The new approach spatially. Being essentially unre- This is extended in Figure lb to
allows both the computer symbols stricted in three dimensions, com- include not only unlimited length
and the corresponding internal puters cannot rank objects in a one- but also unlimited precision. Real
electrical signals to represent three- dimensional space. They cannot numbers are defined by introduc-
dimensional space directly in a un- even be ranked according to a one- ing a binary point. Digits to the
ified. single-dimensional coordi- dimensional projection because they right of the binary point are, of
nate sy.stem. uaually overlap randomly and can- course. weiihted by fractions of the
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Ouadtree used to define zero for determining binary point indicates the width of
the width of a segment. An X indi- the segment. The X symbol is not
cates that the segment extends needed.
across the boundary corresponding The above representation method
to that digit location. Thus, in Fig- is very limited in that it can rep-1 ure 2a, if the rightmost digit is a 0 resent only a single segment, the
or 1, the segment is one unit dis- location is restricted, and the width

C) tance in width. If the rightmost can only he the minimum width to
Figure 5a digit is X land no othersi, the seg- the second power It is extended torepresent more complex I-D 'ob.

jects" by combining multiple inter-
vals in a specialized data structure
called a "bitree." Nodes in a hier-
archical tree represent the seg-
ments. For example, the eight unit-
wide segments in Figure 3a are
represented by the eight lowest level
leaf nodes in 3b. The segments of

J L "3X width two are represented by the .
vx 3X -- parent nodes at the next highest

levwI in the tree. Parent generation
continues until the largest seg-
ment (the "universei is repre-
sent d 6v the rot node of the bitree.

.20 . 2 3 0 11 12 13 20 21 22 23 30 31 32 33L: -'L"2  F ractional seg mients could. of
cour-se, be represented by addi-
tional levels below tie level of theFigure Sb Figure Sc "segment point." Clearly. all possi-
ble segments are represented.

Nodes are marked black only if
unit distance. The point 0.1111 x ment is two units: if the two right- they are part of an object. White
.1 - 1 x .01) beyond location 110 most, 4 units; and so on. Any X's nodes represent segments that
is noted. are located as a block in the least either partly intersect the object or
The concept of a point on a line significant digits, and can be are entirely disjoint from the oh- si

is extended to represent "seg- thought of as "place holders." ject. Of particular significance is
nients" isections of lines enclosing Figure 2b is an example. The the fict that all n(des below a black
ditancei. Figure 2 presents a "bi- segment I begins at location 1 and node or below a white node repre- .nary segment" axis. Segments are is of unit width. Segments I i and senting a disjoint segment are re-represented by single numbers, 110 are also shown. In Figure 2c. dundant and can be elimlinaed.
uderscored to distinguish them two double-width segments are A sample bitree is presented in
f'on points. The widths of individ- shown (the rightmost digit is X). Figure 4. The object consists of two
ual segments are integral multi- In Figure 2d, the segment 0 is of disioint segments. The left part ispies o|'the smallest resolvable unit unit width and is located at the or- two units in width, the right, five '

,' distance. The value of the seg- igin. Segment )XX is four units in units. The root nilde Steg1nt-nt partl :.,
nmint number is the location of the width and located at 100. The defi- intersects the object and is white.
minimum point on the segment nition is easily extended to real- The right child node is entirely en-
,rl''.est to the origin 1. valued segments. Fractional seg- closed and is black. Although it has

in addition to the binary sym- ments are shown in Figure 2e. The no children, the left node contains
,1!. ( and 1. a third symbol "X" is number of digits to the right of the two. The left child contains the left %
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Z XX ._X

33

2X

part of the object and is black: the
right one contains the two addi-1- -tional nodes to complete the object.

This method is extended into
Figure 6a: 2-D object Figure 6b: Corresponding 2-D with the "quadtree." As shown

quadtree in Figure 5a. each branch node
contains tour children rather than

Octree two. They represent the four quad-rants of'a parent square, and their
numbers are shown in Figure 5b.

Y The corresponding quadtree is in
5c. A sample 2-D object and its
quadtree is shown in Figures 6aand b.

For 3-D solid objects, the encod.ff ing is extended into one more di-
mension. An "octree" is defined in

which each branch node containsS5 5 eight children. Octant numbering
is presented in Figure 7a. The cu-
bical regions of space represented
by nodes will be called "octants."

Figure ?a Fractional octants exist below theFgr alevel of the -octant point."
In Figure 7b, octants in a 4 by 4

by 4 universe are shown with oc-
tant numbering. The correspond.
ing octree is shown in 7c. An object
consisting of three bottom-level" cubes is shown in Figure 8. The

i x  universe is represented by the root
node. Children 4 and 5 contain the
object and are continued at the next

_ level. The others are white leaf
nodes. At the next level, three black
nodes form the object.

Octree Encoding
... The octree data structure allows

_ _ arbitrary objects to be encoded to a
O L ? U Me !_5 ,6 , variable precision, which can vary

even within a single object, de-
pending on the lowest tree level used

oo for different parts of the object, or i
within local regions of space. The
location of octants, relative to the
origin of the universe, is exact. Any
inaccuracy that exists because ofFigure 7b Figure 7€ the approximate nature of the en-
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down the tree, beginninz at the root.
always selecting the child octant
containing the point. When a leaf
node is reached, its type (black or
white) specifies the status of the
point. Points on common edges or
faces are handled by defining them
as a single octant or by testing
multiple octants.

0 2Set operations are performed by
simultaneously traversing two or

more octrees while generating an
additional one. Nodes examined
represent the same regions of space
in all trees. Nodes in the output0 tree are generated based on the node
types found in the input trees. Be-

LD cause the trees are examined in a
sorted order no quadratic growth
pairings are needed.

Geometric operations are per-
Figure 8: Sample quadtree formed by traversing the original

octree to determine the state of ali
octants that spatially intersect

coding results from determining the unit octant level). Thus, the lo- nodes being generated for the
surface points within lowest level cation of any octant is determined transformed octree. Some re-
octants, not between octants. by a single number within which stricted operations. such as 90- and

It can be shown that the number all dimensions are interleaved. The 180-degree rotations, can be per-
of nodes needed to represent an ob- number can be used to sort octants formed by simply reordering nodes.

, ject is on the order of the surface spatially. A sorted list of octant The calculation of ma . property
area of the object divided by the numbers (one for each solid octantl values is straightforward for oc-
square of the resolution (resolution is known as a "linear octree." When tree objects. Algorithms have been
being the length of an edge of an the octree itself is used, multiple developed for converting random
octant at the lowest level usedi. The sortings are maintained, each cor- sets and arrays of voxels ivolume
number of nodes needed for repre- responding to different recursive elements) into octrees and for effi-
sentation can be used as a measure traversal sequences. ciently generating octrees from CSG
of object complexity. Just as with any useful symbol and B-Rep objects.

In most cases, octrees tend to be system, operations on the symbol The octree structure greatly fa-
wide rather than deep (the number structures must be defined and al- cilitates the removal of hidden sur-
of levels is usually limited). For an gorithms developed. Operations on faces in display generation.
octree with a maximum of 32 lev- octrees and the associated algo- Depending on the location of the

0 els. for example, a resolution of -'thms have been extensively de- viewer, there exists an easily deter-
0.001 inch results in a universe en- vloped in recent years. mined traversal sequence that, if
closing 311,482.8 cubic miles. Point inclusion (determining if a applied recursively, will visit solid

The octant number is the conca- specified point is interior or exte- octants in such a way that no oc-
tenation of the individual child riot to an object) is the most fun- tant later in the sequence can oh-
numbers that must be selected to damental operation needed when scure an octant visited earlier. If
traverse from the root to a particu- dealing with solids. With octrees, these nodes are proJected onto a
lar node (padded with X's. if not at this simply involves traversing display screen with later nodes. fill-
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SPEEDING UP THE REVOLUTION
IN 3=D COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
MA\\ MSI I-MS CAN CRlXAT iCHANGFA3LE, IFELIKI MAGE~S IN A FMIC\1lION OF A SECOfND)

flive workers grow extremely
illpat itnt when a computer
takes loniger than a second or

two toI dislay -anl answer to a problem.
Ilut Ilit-jr irri tation would really soar if
tht-v hadl to) %%ait for a computer-aided

tlig i ssteni to venerate three-dimen- -

:inllal iliiag.~es of Solid Objects and dis-
pla v themi on a vidJeo screen. Not too
Ioli ai' this task could take hours, to

dii Ii ii ~i h large' comrputer. "After

liou nmdIc a c'laniye j in the' design] and
* wantted tot st't' : dislay, you could go
1l:', ILI nc'l.'' recalls, Herbert B.

loh''r. pft'ssoir of electrical engi-
hvsWtV,_! at lit'e Iniversity of Itoche.ster
a' I, ' hncto r of its Production Autorna-

Thc tam'~ that it took compluters to
lpi'r: r-il such jobs almost scuttled the
VUH wai i:rkct for t-ompiuter-aitled design 0
,vst*'n ' thiat do :*i-D modeling. Now,
tla:akS tI- nt'wv and faster ways to
plaiA Nideo pictures, computerized 3-D

Imolilinr has a good chance to move NI VRlbst Itt11ifON* DAVID lit MMY' IthillI

bav'i on tiht fasf-tro%-Jj track the indus- BY l vI% tIM l't RS 11 NIX I). 'iI A 1

try expt-ete Ill when the technology first i))AtDMMI0ASPNS (1%

aai.":ireul t'veil years ago. A handful of
COII.~l'InJQHIV 1-utentlV has developed tac 5 lIrtitot~lit systetnis is bieinig used I'%

mni' ti ''ii~~,-sltcialpirpo~se Dr -D 1 ) III C. llcMiv, ;Siassti: prf-s
Colltn-tr-that tdfl display these video sor of nelurosurgery at the Medical Col-
tmictur'' in amattt-r of seconds. 4 - ~ lege of W~isconsini, to jierforim realistic
EREAKTNROuGH. For two of the new sys- practi(t' oji''rations oil tilt,' hiead andt spii-
ten.--frona P hoenix. Data Systems I'nc. nal cord before a rea:l patient goes under
Ii Alip;tiiv. N. Y.. andl( Sili(-o;n G;rapics the knife. Until no, pe(rfornming a sina-
Inc Ill Moi ntatill V tA,. ('lili.piin lated opetratitoln i a- :) ti.jli V10

tilt- 'u-vn t~ik- little inore than an eve- have iweji 1iiinttst ti it hiiiilaliet''it. tlit
1,11J 'TeDw ~t' is just awesom a _______________---Sa.111 ITeast i that Solil Is t HIt liIi g has

lbr 'I Km hIg ' sa vs Thomas M. Ra f- way towarde~ linkinog C ADI anld conil iter'I- 1)(11a ~lil i kt lit, 'u titlt- CIl Ito 1i-

" I*,% directoir of cmft marketing anti aided mntu facturing u AMti, so ii .at a ness. Aft er any Kintl oif chl an ge is nath

I'v. ' , in'' t fo tr MIc [o nnell Doug las model develop ed onl .1 ('At I system canIl Ili, (in thl scrtel . evenl just i-i ta t imi thin ;Ii-

Aum' troat 'n ( *o. (McAuto), which is eval- used to programn numerically controlled age slivhtly, a sYstem take., I to 5 mm'in
u. a I 'hi t-n ix D a ta jirototYpIt. " It's niach ining centers and factory robl ots. Lile to t I L~ it t' tilit dIisplay i.

-itngt htini.' thle explected thing for Tesirftsyem alohaVt' LIFE-SAVING. I II-. liteniiy 'lt'iiis iy g'n

htilt. 'It'lk (,.% I, .t market." prtomise in aplications other than (le- cratinig a 31) l ottI of the. arta to l'e
Tht' ail ity to create 34-) models of signing Iiroduciu, on a ctom puter scree'n. opetedti onil fri tCll ctmiii t-tr-ai It'll ft inn'g-

-i lid I iiji't' ' not just the liuit tdrawings One eatrl% possil i ty is ''artificial v is tin ra! lil (i AT' Stall 1st. I Dat a frl-mi tilit'
(ir surface re'presentations to which CAD~t systems ftr robots,'' says Rafferty of twti'tinit'nsiial CT'.' scans. taientvery-

s were- fornwl .in l imuited, is tih' NIA u tt. "We're work inig cltist-ly with 5 nm tof ti ik I ut', art' fedi int Iii n no ag
kt% ~-vI Ilt tim01a tedi man ufact urng. "This our robotit-s pleop le on that.'' Thet eiltr- gent'I rit thFat stacks tilt, sickit's tto ft rill
I- ii? . m in 'll~t CS igni ficance to thle whot lt' mniils n u ilit'-cr-iut-li i g capab ilitie's (if a1 so lid Illii i iiI TIt'lie. svatti Iat thite-

1- It* ' ' nt'ica 'iilost nial 1m1011uctiv i- the new iniag- proce('tssors alIso iproimist' 5('l'el I. Dr. lii lilii list's a 't rackbI a l"

t. - 'a rl Niac tivi r. a C>~ll ci nstul- to plushi 3'-1 modt'ling It 'o, il nianliifac- Vt ilt ri lt'r to 1111ht' say. theii rt-t'tn-
allt aliid tui'thical i irt-or of the Sp~ciali tuirinrg into suc cl I ige-scalIt appliv'at tillSstr'ti ii fato- it'lj w i'cl

lote t'1' G roup il nomi tifter ( rair ts, a as a ir-tra Ilit' contotlttI wt-athe I it- d ict itti, cut thloio gItl thet sii I:I Il- tissue atl -

un it of'I tht' A sstciat ion for C oni hiti n. scislim ic tt spvi ct iig for il, and a m tle'cti- rt'it ivt' tillit' fri-;i' iill "; I iis'rtI t lit'

plvint- het' s~. s, he' will go a long citing alytfl;cili' 0 It' of Pliot'in\ Da- II:Atki 'tIlt' tha~t fliw lltliltlt'lt t(t ht l
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wE u , *PMIsM (lef1)
A problem with computer-aided design systemus has been the tin,. it
takes to create video images ofsolid objects. Such th ne-dimensional im-

. . ages are built upfrom thousands ofinterconn'ctd points and lines. To
change or shift the display, this enormous mass of data is rcralculat'd.
which can take up to five minutes or longer because the n umbrr oJ'cal-
culations quadruples as the amount ofdata doubles.

NOW P1101IIX DATA SO= UT (below)
Phoenix Data's processor rcverses this approach: It begins with the In rg-
est chunks of the image and adds a collection of progressirely smaller
cubes. Frst the image is enclosed within eight cubes. The cubes are then
sorted: Thosefilled by the object are saved in memory, empty cubes are
discarded, and partly filled cubes are again ditided and sorted. This is
repeated until only filled cubes remain. Each cube has its oun location

A rFArER WAY TO code, eliminating the needfor x-y-z coordinates. This method can up-
DISPLAY SOUD SHAPES date the image in afraction ofa second, since the calculations required

increase linearly, not exponentially.

II7 '. II2 ':l ,5 16 AT

3 :
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terfere with the patient's circulation. wants to work with-the interactivity cube is redivided and sorted until only
Such practice operations, says Dr. disappears very quickly." full cubes remain (drawing).
Hemmy, will "help assure that the pa- The problem is that the mathematical The formula for the divide-and-sort op-
tient receives the right operation and cut descriptions in a model contain an enor- eration was devised by Donald J.
down on the length of the surgery, sig- mous number of elements: points, lines, Meagher, computer graphics develop-
nificantly reducing the morbidity and and arcs, plus equations that specify ment director at Phoenix. "The algo-
even the mortality associated with a lot how these elements are interconnected rithm is very unusual." notes Phoenix
of surgical procedures." in 3-D space. These have to be translated President Alvin J. Ring. "in that it pro-

Picker International would like to pro- onto the video screen, a 2-D grid made cedes in a strictly linear manner"-that
vide similar capabilities to hospitals that up of about 1 million picture elements, is, it never gets bogged down in an expo-
have bought its CAT scanners and is now or pixels. That task is relatively simple nential-growth situation. As a result,
evaluating Phoenix Data's equipment. for a few elements, but as the number screen changes occur in roughly one-
And for nuclear magnetic resonance of variables doubles, the number of cal- tenth of a second.
Smt machines, which make images sim- culations needed to do the job quadru- Philip R. Kennicott, a researcher at
ilar to CAT scans but eliminate the dan- ples. Even a superomputer can take General Electric Co.'s Automation &
ger of X-ray radiation, Picker may build hours to make a change in a complex Control Laboratory, thinks Meagher's
in Phoenix's imaging system. For NMR, model and update the display. technique could be the breakthrough
says Donald E. Plante, Picker's vice- "It's like the old puzzle about how that CAI users have been waiting for.
president of engineering, the Phoenix many grains of corn it takes to fill up a "It's a very powerful approach to solids
technology "offers fantastic potential." checkerboard if you double the number modeling," he says. The image genera-
Gentoral Electric Co.'s Medical Systems of grains on each successive square," tor built around Meagher's algorithm,
Business Div.. which also markets body notes Machover. "By the time you get to adds Rochester University's Voelcker, is
scanners, is working with a similar 3-D the 64th square, you need more grains "the fastest imaging system around."
imaging engine from Weitek Corp. in than there are in the world." Most of the other high-speed imaging
Sunnyvale. Calif. rinVin AND SORT. To get around this systems, he says, are variations of what

Solids modeling has been slow to problem, the new image processors rely the industry calls tiling engines. These
catch on primarily because the CAI on clever ways of sorting data and pro- contenders fabricate a display from
equipment makers failed to anticipate prietary computer designs specifically "tiles" plastered across the surfaces of a
how much computation would be needed tailored to handle 3-D data. Phoenix's model. The locations of the tiles are sort-
to provide a display that responds in- image generator, for example, has eight ed in a way that if a background tile is
stantaneously, says Martin D. Schussel, computers that operate in parallel to di- obscured by a foreground tile, the sys-
director of mechanical software for vide a 3-D model into progressively tem simply ignores it. Tiling e.gines are
Schlumberger Ltd.'s Applicon Inc. This smaller sets of eight cubes, sorting them usually able to paint a new screen in less
happe'ned. he .ays, because most models into three categories: those filled by the than 5 seconds, as a result. Says
-ued for exis-rin:,ios m.o........ . I :Jrv..:iv.l in meniOrtv. the empty V ewl'or" "I think we've finally enlered
when you get up to a reasonable size Ones, which are discarded, and those the era whvr, y'ul t'p i,..ila thli,. in
model--.omIthing that somebody really that are partly filled. Any partly full fancy ways-and very quickly." W

AInted from BUSINESS WEEK, Maireth S. 1964. COW" 1914 by MCCraw.-l Int with an rights rsewed
MOddllinMi tpW may bet OudeqJ by c.Ing Ou,.*,...i.,.. i i:, { e 'p 'n ti "4
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INSIGHT, thec comuter caphbliicn ytem cofromaio sowni Data S%c. of hn

includes the Solids Enginc' (housed in the cabinet) and the interacti~c
w~orkstation tool. A low-cost Solids Fnginecu option. suitable for CAI) CAM and
other applications. is now~ asailable.

.........



Reprinted from Electronic Imaging, 1.8.1
* March, 1985

News date
Solids engine enhanced for imaging
Processors to be implemented on the the Insight system. This model is then
Solids Engine 3D graphics system from compared with the 50 joint parameters us-
Phoenix Data Systems (Albany, NY) will ing the interference detection capability
expand its range of applications from which determines automatically whether
mainly medical areas at present to lower the two match up adequately for the im-
cost uses in CAD/CAM and other mar- plant operation to proceed using that
kets. The system is currently configured
with a display processor for image genera-
tion and a second processor for set opera-
tions and interference detection.

The company's Insight medical analy-
sis and planning system incorporates this Solds envmnc hardware ad-
hardware on a custom modular bus struc- ddiom allou more thou t

ture called Object-bus, running at 40 medicaluses.
million nbdes per second. Three dimen-
sional volume elements or "voxels" are
created from 2D scanner images and
then processed to form 3D graphic solid
models.

The Insight system can be used to
compare 3D graphics of implants with 0
CT scan images. To make a prosthetic re- Brain tumor studies at the
placement hip joint, for example, approx- M.D. Anderson Tumor
imately 50 parameters must be known in - Clinic in Houston, TX use
order to specify the implant sufficient- 3D data from CT scans(below left).
ly accurately, says Donald Meagher of Dynamic density thresh-
Phoenix. An average of 7OCT scans can oling sofhware revals the
be built uptoform a 3D graphic model on tumor (below).

2 '+ it 19.
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2. Neuroanatomical Data Acquisition, Analysis and Display
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EMMA Research System Developed by Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation 2.1.1

by Floyd Bloom

August 9, 1985

Dr. Robert Livingston
Prof of Neurosciences
Dept of Neurosciences, M-024
UCSD
La Jolla, CA 92093

Dear Bob:

This letter and accompanying materials will attempt to set down on paper
the basic philosophy and current operational status of the research instruments
we are building here for the scientific analysis of neuroanatnic structures.
Warren Young and I will come to the conference to provide whatever personal
input we can offer for the full working day of Tuesday Aug 13 and we appreciate
your understanding of the pressures with respect to our upcoming major Site
Visit.

In brief, the device we are assembling is primarily a research system in
three parts, as illustrated within. The central element is "DMWI, our acronym
for Electronic Morphomtery and Mapping Analysis, built around a top of the line
Zeiss Optical Microscope with two non-standard components: 1) Highly accurate,
passive, position sensors on the X, Y axes of the stage, and on the Z (focus)
axis); 2) A high resolution video camera attached to an extra image viewing
port to provide either a "raw" video image or a digitized video image. The
other two legs of our three part device are the on-line Atlas of brain
structures (one for rat, one for cynomolgus), and a "Data Base" of neuroanatomic
structures (again, one for rat and one for monkey). The objectives are to
provide the user with the ability to search microscopic specimens in planes
approximating the standard atlas planes, identify the region, area, nucleus,
layer or cell set that they have marked with their experimental or cytochemical
procedures, and then link their observations to what is available within the
literature on that site.

Some of the major features of our system are: 1) the overt intention to
use high resolution video (for multiple observers) as an acceptable alternative
to analysis (one person at a time) through the microscope's objectives; 2)
user-friendly interfaces to reduce to a minimum the need for conventional
computer keyboard entries; 3) the ability to use a single system for a variety
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2.1.2

of mapping, and morphcmetric measurements in which the software is relatively
affordable, and the programming is user modifiable; 4) the ability to change
magnifications and quantify cell density and distribution across areas larger
than a single microscopic field. Other advantageous features may be revealed by
a bit more detailed description of the three elements, and the existing analytic
subroutines already envisioned, and in many cases written, and in use.

The user of the system can "map" the locations of cells, neuropil, or any
other marked structural elements onto an in-memory terplate composed of the
three planes of any page from the digitized pertinent reference electronic brain
stereotaxic atlas. The user can determine the location of the structural
elements to be mapped by reference to any of 4 atlas pages and zoom in on a
particular atlas field to match the magnification of the microscopic section
being studied. The user can also set off landmarks for a particular section,
mapping the elements in a 2-dimensional array, and store that set to "stack"
onto a serial section containing referenceable superimposable landmarks. (We
are specifically designing our 2-dimensional data acquisition and storage
routines to be compatible with the 3-D analysis systems developed by our
colleague Dr. Arthur Olsen of the Molecular Biology Department. An ultimate
goal, will be to define the locations of marked places in a 3-dimensional
matrix, such that the matrices can be compared quantitatively for labelled
structures). The user can also trace individual cell structures, or accurately
measure any individual neuronal details (dendritic branches, cell sizes, axon
diameters, etc).

The Atlas system is an integral acccapaniment of the microscope for use in
the locations of labelled structures, while the user is on-line or off-line.
The Atlas also furnishes blank templates onto which to record the information of
new mapped systems, and allows for the comparison, qualitatively, of two
different data sets. We intend to develop programs that will under user
direction examine the features of a set of structural elements (axon width,
varicosity width, intervaricosity distance, etc), and from the digitized
densities of such structures, provide a quantitative symbolic graphic
representation onto the atlas format that will described the density and
distribution properties of a specific cell marker. We believe that such data
are currently not employed routinely because they are so hard to acquire and
compare, but that these values can be attained with a system like ours.

The third element of our system is a searchable data base of neuroanatomic
structures defined in terms of specific locations, their known afferent and
efferent systems, and whatever is known regarding transmitters and other systems
markers, and cellular or behavioral function. This system is organized in terms
of a hierarchical array of nested organized brain structures (see organization
outline enclosed) such that one can search on large structures and gain
information on all nested related structures, depending on the level to which
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data are avilable or the users' questions are definable. For example, the
system could describe all of the afferents to a given structure, to a given
layer of that structure, or to a specific type of neuron within a specified
layer of a specified structure, depending upon what is known and declarable.

We see the system being implemented first for rat and cynomolgus monkey
brains. Even with those beginning data bases and atlases, we recognize that we
must also develop a translational system to coapare data fron one brain to
another. Currently, we speculate that we may be able to do so by using the
organized structural outlines of place names as a lexicon for the translations.
We see a similar process as approaching the level of translatability that will
allow the development iega-System you are seeking to build. To approach the
human brain in 3-D with all of the above intrinsic cellular, circuitry, and
chemical data. We need to be able to incorporate meaningfully cellular and
circuitry data from experimental animals. At least in my view, it is not likely .
ever to be possible that we will be able to gain for the human nervous system
the types of details that experimental brains can furnish in terms connectivity,
and good neurochemical information.

If the above was clear, then the enclosed detailed descriptions should be
even more self-explanatory, and if not, that is what Warren and I can try to do
when we arrive on Tuesday.

With best regards

Floyd E. Bloom, M.D.
Director
Div of Preclinical Neuroscience

and Endocrinology
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A description of EMMA and the ATLAS parts of this system follows:

Conputer Hardware

The imaging system uses a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) LSI 11/73
central processing unit (CPU) on a DEC Q-bus. It has presently two and a
quarter megabytes of main memory, with 58 megabytes of storage capacity.
Several communication ports in the computer support multiple computer terminal
setups as well as telephone communication. DEC RT-ll is the operating system,
with TSX-Plus as the time share system. RT-11 is the fastest operating system
available fran DEC, designed specifically to support real time data acquisition.
TSX-Plus supports a maximum of 31 concurrent users. The main LSI 11/73 CPU
communicates with peripheral processors that make up the remainder of our
imaging system: 1) the graphics display unit, 2) the microscope position
sensors, 3) the electronic camera interfaces, and 4) the electronic bitpad.

Graphics Display Unit

The graphics display unit (GDU), Vectrix model VX384A, has a display resolution
of 672 by 480 pixels. The image is 9 bitplanes deep, giving each pixel the
capacity to display one of 512 separate colors or shades of gray. The GDU
drives either an analog red, green, blue (RGB) monitor, a monochrome monitor, a
color ink-jet printer, or a monochrome laser printer. Besides displaying the
image, the G(U also contains the important program routines that create simple
geometric shapes. These graphic primitives draw the lines, dots, and polygons
in a two or three dimension space, and coordinate their spatial relationships
during translations, rotations, and scalings. The importance of these GDU
routines is to remove some of the computing time and burden from the CPU,
greatly increasing the speed of the imaging system. All of the primitives are
also implemented in more sophisticated routines (for example, display a picture
file on the GDLU) and are maintained in disk files called libraries. Since these
routines are generic, program development time is significantly reduced.

Microscope Position Sensors

In many applications, the imaging system must keep track of the absolute
positioning of the microscope stage in order to render positional coordinates of
the neural structures. This positional information may track a cell fiber
across large distances. It can also be used to relate different neural
structures together during analysis. It must be capable of resolution at least
on the micron level, with ranges on the order of centimeters. To achieve this
goal, we have machined our Zeiss inverted microscope to accept Burleigh optical
position sensors (Model CE-2000). The sensors operate on an optical fringe
method, are compensated for thermal expansion, yield a real spatial precision of
1 micron, and can be interpolated to a tenth of a micron. Future expansion of
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our system may include active, programmable position translators which
piggy-back onto the sensors. These translators can then move the stage in
either of the three axes through piezoelectric crystal movements. With the
optical sensors, repeatability and accuracy of placement are in the micron
region. All microscope stage devices are controlled by a second peripheral
processor. This also serves the same important purpose of lowering the main CPU
burden.

Electronic Camera and Image Digitizer Interface

All of the images from the Zeiss microscope are captured by a Cohu 5000
electronic camera, equipped with a Newvicon imaging tube. This Newvicon tube
has a horizontal resolution of 900 lines and is capable of reading in low-light
situations as during fluorescent studies. The image may be viewed directly on a
high-resolution monochrome monitor or be stored in the computer for later recall
and analysis.

If it is stored in the computer system, the image is first converted or
digitized to a three dimensional matrix that is, in essence, a mathematical copy
of the live image. A Colorado Video Digitizer (CVI 270A-1) does this work under
control of the CPU. It can provide a resolution of up to 2048 horizontal units,
keeping up with the camera at the very least and providing for future expansion
to higher resolution cameras. The digitized image is 8 bitplanes deep, meaning
that each point in the image can be from 1 to 256 levels of gray, or color.
Once stored in a computer file, the image may be redisplayed at any time without
any loss in quality (important for labile images such as fluorescence).

In many cases, the live image, displayed on the monitor, functions without
digitization as a background image onto which computer drawn graphics are
overlaid. This is useful during morphometric anaylsis when tracing structures.

Electronic Bitpad

The imaging programs get user feedback through two methods. One is the computer
terminal keyboard. This is appropriate when a lot of characters have to be
entered in response to program needs. However, it is fairly difficult, if not
impossible to enter information that pertains to graphics and disrupts attention
to anatomic details portrayed on the monitor. For example, the movement of a
cursor on the CDU monitor to trace a fiber would be awkward from the keyboard.
Hence, an electronic bitpad with an electronic mouse (Summagraphics model
MM1201) serves as a major source of user input. Programs use the bitpad in
different ways. One application is the display of menus and commands on the (DU
monitor whereby selection of commands is initiated by pointing the cursor (by
moving the mouse over the surface of the bitpad) at the selection and pressing a
button on the mouse. The CPU can read these responses and take the correct
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action. Also, as the mouse movement can be very smooth in any direction, fibers
can be traced easily with the bitpad. Most of our imaging programs that deal
with data acquisition use the bitpad and mouse as the main user input device,
freeing the user fran the keyboard, and premitting more mobility during the work
session.

Software

Most of the programs of our imaging system were written in Pascal, this
particular variant conforming mostly to the protocol set by the International
Standards Organization. Since Pascal is a high level, highly structured
language, program developnent is relatively easy, even with the complex data
manipulation normally found in imaging applications. Pascal is also fairly
portable, whereby programs in our system can be carried and installed on other
canputer systems with only minor modifications. The Macro Assembler is used to
create machine level code for time-critical routines that require very fast
device responses. The machine code is still directly controlled through the
smarter Pascal programs.

The programs in the imaging system follow a strict protocol. They are all
user-friendly. Error and status messages are abundant if inappropriate
responses are made. The programs always attempts to correct the errors made by
the user. They also fully protect him against errors (accidentally deleting or
overwriting existing files) or crashing the system. To reduce user error
further all programs are controlled through a single computer monitor, the User
Interface (UI). UI provides for the selection of programs through combinations
of six different keys on the keyboard. The different programs are indexed as
topics in system categories. Thus, there is a system for dealing with the
microscope, one for the atlases, another for the digitizer. The user simply
enters the system level using the keyboard arrow keys to point to the system.
The actual program names need not be remembered by anyone. Help (brief text
descriptions or answers to camnon problems) is always on available each topic
and UI will display this help on the terminal screen.

Each program also is responsible for checking the validity of the data
files that the user specifies. This is important because different system
levels have different functions, and these functions or signatures are carried
into the data files. In simplest terms, it is virtually impossible to analyze a
data file that has incorrect data in it, even if the user makes an error and
tries to analyze that incorrect file. The second purpose of this strict file
protocol is more subtle. The internal organization of the data files follows a
conventional structure used by many graphics systems. We adhere to this
convention so that our files could be transported to another system for other
analysis that we may not be capable of doing, or for sharing with other
morphologists. Since the physical layout of the data is generic, but differ by
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function (microscope data versus atlas data) , our programs distinguish data
files by reading in a section of signature code that points out these different

functions. What all of this means to the user in the long run is that he does
not have to concern himself about file maintenance or make notes on what every

file pertains to. The computer system will keep track of this housekeeping for

him automatically.

System Programs

1. Microscope System - these are a collection of programs that interface to the
microscope camera and digitizer and provide a means of entering in anatomical
information into the computer. This system is especially well suited for
applications involving extensive three dimensional tracking of cellular bodies
through the neuronal matrix. The data may be used to reconstruct the entire
aspect of some physical structure as it courses through the brain, even through
different Z sections. Coordinate information relative to a specified
histochemical landmark is maintained in databases and all positional offsets are

calculated to give absolute measurements during analysis.

2. Atlas System - these programs deal with the analysis of data as it pertains
to the published atlas of various species. The two atlases currently available
are for rat and monkey. The imaging system contains the model brain as outlined
in these standard atlases. Any section of the brain may be recalled, rendering
not only the morphological data but functional data as well. Templates may be
created that contain references to these standard areas, but also permit the
user to enter in morphometric data from the bitpad or microscope. The data may
be as simple as an advanced level of notekeeping during routine perusal of
tissue sections, or it may be applied to sophisticated methods of inter-species
functional relationships, relevance to previously acquired data, both
morphometric and textual (based on known literature) , and three dimensional
reconstruction and best fit into the standard models.

3. Data Analysis and Acquisition - Non-Digitized Image

Currently, data acquisition is operational from the live image, based on
two techniques. One is the X,Y,Z coordinate representation of cells or cell
types by sybols. There are over 2 million combinations programmed into the
system, easily providing sufficient depth. The symbols themselves may have
separate visual attributes, such as round, oval, polymorphic with major
deidritic axes defined, extending the range to a magnitude on the order of 32 X
10 . Every data record symbolized as such is easily treated to separate
statistical or mathematical models. Positional and relational information is
always available. Links to other data records provide information concerning
projections to and from terminal fields, cell bodies, etc. In essence, this is
a highly accurate notepad that keeps track of cellular locations. Double
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precision is used in the programs, giving 32 significant digits.

A second mode of non-digitized data acquisition already operational is
based on vector images. The cell, or for that matter any structure in question,
may be traced partially or entirely, fra the microscopic image on the monitor
regardless of the magnification being viewed. Vectors or lines are created in
the computer graphics terminal that correlate with the movement and placement of
the bitpad mouse. Streaming mode enters in vectors with daisy-chained
endpoints, useful for very rapid tracing of outlines. Individual mode draws a
separate vector for two distinct endpoints section. This mode is selected when
this is non-contiguous areas need to be followed, or when following two
different cell types sequentially. Nodal mode is a specialized case of
streaming mode where the computer sets aside an array to maintain information of
nodes as one is tracing the cell. When a node is reached, a option is selected
to tell the conputer that this is a branch point. The operator may continue
tracing one of the two branches that bifurcate from the node, and later return
to it for the other branch. This is extremely useful when traversing either the
microscopic window (moving the microscope stage axes) or when going from sl ice
to slice. Since the conputer maintains absolute information on all coordinates,
the operator is brought right back to the desired branch point. The node itself
may have attributes assigned to it, so information can be readily retrieved
concerning its history.

A background data menu is present at all times to assist the operator.
Modes of data entry may be changed by moving the mouse to that window and
pressing a mouse button. Similarly, the operator may request different screen
attributes, such as decreasing the intensity of the camera video image, the
background data menu, or the data planes themselves. Grids, rectangular boxes,
or circles may be overlaid anywhere in the background to aid in sectoring off
areas designated for analysis. All spatial relationships may be manipulated by
the mouse as well, including translation, rotation, and scaling.

4. Other systems - Still in progress are the system levels that operate with
the digititizer.

A) automatic densitometry of microscopic images - in applications of grain
counting in autoradiography, the system can look at the 3 dimensional array that
represents the image and make inferences based on the patterns. The simplest
and fastest method is to count all data points that have their Z axis (or
intensity level) above a certain threshold parameter. This would be counted as
'one' grain. The distribution of these grain counts can then be presented as a
function of the XY space or as a ratio to 'non-grain' areas. This threshold
parameter is highly variable, dependent on the quality of the optics, the method
of preparation, and the quality of the method. The digitizer incorporates a Z
axis threshold cutoff, whereby values on the video signal below this are equated
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to zero. By noting a densitometric scale on the monitor, the user can adjust
for this cutoff threshold and thus lower the background noise and improve the
signal to noise ratio. The determination of what is grain and what is artifact
is then carried out by the user, unfortunately contributing to high subjective
bias and low revroducibility.

To mitigate these problems, the computer may be given the task of
objectively distinguishing between grain and artifact. By analyzing the shape
of the patterns, grains may be distinguished from artifact within a certain
level of confidence. One method is to use shape algorithms that look at the
contrast pattern of image boundaries and try to fit the above threshold data
points within pre-defined patterns. Another method uses the intensity
information and mathematically subtracts the edge boundary data point values
until a single data point is isolated. That isolated point is considered the
center of the grain and the count in the computer goes up by one. This method %
is useful for grains that take on an unusual shape. The patterns may be
distinguished as single units, regardless of the shape.

2) automatic tracing of a metal impregnated cell body - by looking at the data
points that cross the threshold parameter within a finite XY coordinate space,
the contrast of the patterns can be determined. With this contrast information
the Z axis can be followed, allowing the computer to automatically focus on
different levels of the specimen. For this application, we need the Burleigh
position translators. The entire cell projection may be followed and recorded
in terms of boundary information under CPJ control.

3) Image Enhancements - optical techniques exist for the enhancement of the
microscopic image (polarization, phase contrast, dark field, interference
contrast). They serve to improve the visualization of the image, especially
boundary areas that delineate the pattern. Visual information before or after
processing with these optical techniques may yet still yield useful information
not available to the naked eye. The computer can take the image from the camera
and process it further and redisplay the image in a new, enhanced form.

Algorithms that do video intensification, video enhanced contrast and edge
enhancements, and pseudo coloring may be passed over the digitized image. Video
intensification transformations sun the weaker images against the background
noise. Since noise tends to be randam, it can be averaged out from the signal
that remains after each transformation. This is especially useful in real-time,
live or dynamic situations where mottleness or muddiness can be readily removed.
Video enhanced contrast and edge enhancement algorithms operate as described
above in threshold detection, but will alter the data point intensity value
around that threshold to render a more distinctive pattern. Pseudo coloring is
used to give a higher degree of contrast definition not possible with gray scale
images. Any gray scale level (defined by the data point intensity from 0 to
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255) can be assigned a new color. That color may be an intense red, quickly
bringing out visually the boundary information. Regions of different densities
may be assigned very different colors to enhance their relationships with one
another.

Another application during image enhancement is to render a population
distribution of soma versus fibers in a single field, contingent on the ability
of the histochemical stain to distiguish them. If the density difference
between the two populations is sufficient to yield confidence, the computer can
make the automatic analysis.
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A GENERAL SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER BASED ACQUISITION, ANALYSIS
AND DISPLAY OF MEDICAL IMAGE DATA
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rx-rnnits mnuipulation of arrays too large to fit ir. orx7r.-ites at eiir3.1 or 60h. ho '-nat can
lca-lly atiressable mnory. Input to the Tkonas display thie cc'nt'n~s of its fr-r.' I'-af"Or in -K

ways: as a 512 X 12 X '14 bit tr'Iva.' it) ftl ~I lcr,
or as a 1024 X 102?4 X A bit ic'witi. ?7,C levels
of gray or 4 psc.lkcO101's. TheVre .7 #%.

diitiit ien with ;1 111-1-1 11cl styl us. &'i~:k t
P'ermission to cop -Aithout (cc all or part of this material is granted drives a.-v -~f . 1 znaa -ir -r r for 0 i .:,i .!j-1
prosided that the copirs are tot made or distrihutcd for direct fror, v'i leo :cm.l''asu J-i are-i ir-.4 1:!" ft vno
comimrcijl adsantdge. the At %1 cow~ight notice and the title ol the buffer . Gr qi ics -Vt pit is -,Iso I'. I i' n r
publication And its daite appear, and notice is given that copying is by tv- -1-kr ronix 4000-e iea tsna fro-.
prm,v, n (?I the A%%ociatton for Computing Slicttiriry. bo cop) T, -I o%, l.to~ I '~!' I s wi th T-L.it ron ix vm ,T tin
othicr-ise, or to republish. requires a Ice anld or specific permtission, nii It 1 CITp' IS mit a ail-ihiV 1!11iiroi7tl;
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2.2.2

W1 MONIOR SYSTEM
- i)E 30Nx 10168 HARDWARE
*CAPACA -1 CONFIGURATION A

* >~ ~ ~CAMERA

GRAPHICS CMR1&TABLE T Y.5 A."

COMPUTR FRAMSUFFE

M............~ 6bI

MAT~h g,.O............o

CERFACU

C OI O PUTER FRAME J.-EI

GRAPNICS~ LIGTGAH

MATRrc I Xambepoesr r~I matr i ptro te r COsO MNTOeRmirhih
resluion TER cp g-OT Ra~isoti eie WTKclrrrnt stemi

grpic ut~ dvcefr ~e 1t~ rmebffr CfI ieoSJicin 4Lti

rnna~~e routiq of al vide SWiTCHIN in ARIXty

~~~~~ 
Aiqht 

ij!~i a lnh fo lq i g ad c pyn eil ee to

micrtxlphs int 3Sm~i ilm st IDEOunrS
Uplx~rleft:MEI~ hgh-prCiAnEJRAr imtanrr hchpox noaC~

hirjh esoluion vdeo cmera. CC!R? 131WENLAtR GEdRtdAIAnC dqtzn
tablSTPPt fo ipayaddtaipt

13otcu~ a -ET O-t~opl ihtMOcTsO wtiXYseprmn ~. n amr
lucida ~ 0 6 drHin tub o HA vide cTA'r a ikd t KE\ il~ irtr'

Grahis tblt,13/ rjnioran T~ E11EO erina wthP!Il'lP r'l tio bar

senere i hostpis inpit. andFyA dis ly dipse . 3/w6 i rminior rjts whictir

disphiys intopiu t icfrscp ie wingS fiue buffr.~i drawJ igo tube. iq at

manay-s outig o allvide sigalsin 1horaory
1!2 r iht E Otca Bnc oralcpn ad opix3s rilf10cm

mic~~~rtxjr,-iphs~~C ino3- ilnsrpse i'cs

Urix-r ~~ . ~t MOM hihpecso 35.fl rnpr.hc po v noa



2.2.3

El. fea ~ ~ll n ortkr to 1o.11 with all1 t l'eso o0 jliafl
sysrcsvs, there are cal ;hra-ti'in ant tr ,isf-v.it jan
sidhrott.jnes to hr;'.'-rt points in ro -,it;i

i ~ **-i i..:ti from, the lI t systi~i to anit1 '-r. 71or !tpa 'Y .1' Jsi
V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~o I';.'t~' -rO'c rq, ii5'Y y-ni r rouit in( as plrxr mC~ c.:-. 'rii; th.' -'v.1-r of

I jil, 314:v fi 1-n %t r i ps, oir rloss stt'll'er nmtor 8 ers t.. rr~'e tue jmq it-i-In Vhe
v'~o i.~ 4,, ,vi,-o. All1 nrori are dosiincN rcs':op t j :I"snI a-Y a cert tin t l)rnic-i

a"'ht lal 1 fri ;myu',- f '!v-so source(s cran h o ccxnr~inate in tho coi-r rof 1hi'IIC'i"i fi-'I,
''!'Iat any #i!t.' :iri:q ,., m Ih if~yS i r, f or tho bioloqic-a! -'xx.-rInat. of -i pixel frm-n-

Ipr- ''inily ac-puirod Ia--i. t'siiri ly the !iota rrlnhls diqiti Z(NI Vj~Ii< bLf-trw of tl' "'icrr)F,--)pi,- f:ii L ct'
fr, ii ir-i1-7'-:-1 .07 hcvv- bN-n seril 1

y h cil ciii atedI TIhe '-;"l uration rr-sit neo sth t'
jool Te h-es f ;rrotmycosit f tho matrices n( -'os-iry for the triirf-nition

I-xmic- 1101 rios, Coi I Io -at ions, routines. Any Itir-. t-ire, ntp-'vr w~ors
v i--- . ii,vr-rh ic rlt:! n rs ion or (-IlI mnb)ranes now ltrices a r,' -Ioi~ t !i .COUInt for

0~" f'S.p-'S in 'ho-iso of !ae#rial eI rvt roi; trivnslationis of -ill 9ho 'ruir linait syzs'ors. u
I-'1a's n th, 2 r.n -vst,vn, ob ~t uiscr is able -o rv"il' or the cal ihrit ion in t ht

:isitioms airo enter"I i-it-ract iv~ely via I qraphics I iql't micmscorn Svstt~i bicaiise 1 ine sn"~ris in
hl It, cell rwirkers lisplived on theo vi loo isl slic il

appe~ar opticaliy' sik -rimnps.Nl omer the ini-ii
P.'fore point- ir- .'n-re(I fr-Tn -any s-"Ctionl- st rltitroq th.'y represent in the inierno-opi'-

1Pi-11oi i-il '-")Minate systrf-l is estahlifithvl' wh4iih fil-iI Th71is v1 !IN) iit-- n VI" i1n1Iat"I' -117-iy t
cv.r's reativv po~ints frwn i a rapilics tablet. charnqe in cot-r-irnat syst~n x.Js

I"'10 !iso I u" - point s tn thae s'-c' ion. IVi Is
I ''v-s ci. ihrat i the, I.: -- t i on- of tih. t Similar pr I:t c'.s ire ilsY r crT:ir" -.
m' ,'s In r-l.tln to th'' a-ptic syst-i which th.'y froum th-i enl-ir-,'r, 3m fir st rip p''l~

F.!Ss 'roarih in orler to - -p'or in the vi-leo v ideo source, 'r i r ct Iy fr-wn ti,- 'ririi -s
touar 7-.re are at 1'vist threo! roorclinate tablet. WO one 1 s:ily iSiO'I -. :'l i qt

'-iPcs hi-h ius:t he +dclt wilh: 1) thi' tablet btnch M~ to creato- 35-m. fitri strirg fr-i' sorvil.
-rin-.te sv,-vi, ?) *he hiolcxjical (-%hsolit"' electron micrn-r -; r.Nvstive;s In,. :r--

"'IS t. In,-e svt in. I ') the vil'- mnitor riqht ) . Thevsi ft r-' strips can thon~ he *'ro
''rli-'ato.-Y' - "~n (Pi X.-lS) 7b (e hiolilical with a flik'Ilu r:-n't r I s i *~ Ir, knsmr.
-g-!_ !~a I. t-Syst"T! i.s lrf;:;.-l by an oriqjin and axis system !irint.-l can .- p!ht forn with t''r:1r-

''cilly Y-prsitivs') --v1 -I srale in mirons. controlling X-Y tranislaition an,]naiih(i. i

uprk-r right) . Th.,-r irtpr also rnntrolIs Sir'.ii-
1r.e liqi-t mi'rso itaq )(Yroisitiori st-ition frivio mnret-ts of 0h-, filnnsrin in '>r-iri - ;~ ~-" -s) j-.r:..- s :1 vi-Iliiri reverse dirxet;rs. '-ihi h~1rs- i iH '.c

'0. ncamoc ~' : "aal'r- lulila syrio and Vhite caonerm: rvr'unt'' tl.. tic'. I-r-ti-'ir
:-,llIy lr., Oijecvt s no-n in- t he andl tie if-ll' -n ~fil:m s-rin ir- li-u- iz.'i t-,

'ri-i ful 1'ft. '-4'iI tlilbp is a ~~ -t a- prril. ic viicls i:n~i.'s tn T< r'-is fr<'o bucff-'r
l9 yso rhit v'-o;s %,iih 'iilr(in 7 heso viler, :1-l'5Cdlb us'-l Io Iiin sor ;a)l
i i- i-rd Iy m-;xe.I wi~h the utaa"rj fr'Yn Soctions uisingl 10:1 rining .niq Li re

c-- 'si-'ns i-lo. 'nl -, 5cr Lii's see'; :i curso-r s,_cie rits con he t r w.-1 o'i.'er 'hie vii-i , v, I'
;,n'i "'clotrs ov.eria:'I on c'-he izmcjc vi,-w"'l throunh usingl a tablet on; rIol -c! crsor, ;tr-.i !;* - ru- in

'cc" ~ 71r 
9 '"po.' Te i~t miri-oscom sta'l is the file after Luser: .q.1:il.~l~ i 'lit 1 :int

r :. V' i Ln t h-: hor i z-Mta I plane by tvo di rectly frr-n 0i- thi et ("n rintov m'i' ori
-'uu': r-cntr~ IolstoMf-r mtors. Tit orrder to lail1 on top of the, tiot) th,- uccertrae

I::!-pltot tt-" p-'issiors of Ct j Yt-s'n tlirouqch the 'irawivyg wit tie I: %iI .o's I.it -i- oirsor -ind)
* ~ ~ ~ tw ;vieso:an Ii!iti'oail ryxr.1inato qyqt.,ms v'st-ors alp--'ar -,i 'hFvl'osri,'n (c-r'~ -eie.
11l"s-iry: th'' stop n'r tor ccisrii nt" Iuystomi a bid criical ax is pt-ot 'i tho v-,n. Ml Il!mt

-i I h li Hut misc )v ;r 1- ~rd irate nytioun. Thle fryxn the dligit; c-i t IN -ht I wI' lit): qr- iV
;-'' rj-r 'mtr eY)rlvi-ls are pr'-sc't.lrwr calibration inforIioaion, .-,-ni tvo a-trci in I~t'a. on wih tro di-f~ned in the int-trface to files for lato-r an-ilysis -tl rlistl.-ty.
c-i.' irct-r. 'Pie l iqbt mic-mscorm cinr'iinat-
si'rnI is invi sub) e to *)I,- user but rei atos to the
cir'-l ir f io I that is s-oon throlygh the- -yopi ecl C. 'i1ircx--Iimeis ion,. i i'ts.

rI, -ny nonlinea-r i ics thait maty e'xist in the x-y
)':1o n Oilit inn, 11i thi rd ,r- rr r :zvtor

-': o - i ck-ii knota ac-I rov i-s z-'T''r -in lten! We ha-w' .v!-- '1 Iii-rer,-hii-al fil. *';y,-0 1
fhr .1 bicicyi i-al SPI-.cri'n of sliff ic''l-it for I'.ox ihie n 'iI wih .! -it,- r '-r I ioItc

tis. A '.i- lii c--nro inuint-- on~ I Ii the e'*iljiit "r. All iotai is ti,'ic,.l Iy so r- %: -Ia
I-i r'a-'c~' n; --iI;--'5 -'-.oo ,-~r i ntO ya~'~i bi;; I fi le as its Is. foutr '-hit flo.i' I'-" -c

wc Ich IF, ub." of ti-P mi--osconv' i')r l mito ma-iirs Ouichi' r to ft- n -11iiiil r'

20



2.2.4

cani Ires- L:.v v'lcrmet in the file is i F it w're I'i''. f..I -I*.. n v't.r-,I

in -i lii *in 4-!irr..nsional -irr iy. 1?-bif* - Itr.'ii I, . e 'xt st.1 111 i it I itII.. y I I Io !1it , ty fit..
in i.N' 1." -:- -he valsl.S r)f mly 4-t.,liI in th.- S1117101115 frui'i e I, h ;--Li,n -. ti Ff-n tirt', of

bui-hisp. The P1-bit nimbers in the' fil can Nt .~ St IU" Lir*'s. "hte s. rn.: i ro - -1..t.-l fi I-n I i n
3 qrs. I t-_gethor to f-3rm 1-I i:flh'fsiiflvil ir,twitison on ; %-I i- t !,v L I ih

-i lr-ns P~intnrs t.- other elmnts iii Nmil rol I (i cuxrxar. h,'!A* 3~~
-ho file, m-I.irl:s, -inl tr,v- nn!--.s.A rv'ie C(-v',7 in dI .ir. It hI ?-.,Ic( '?F
c'iy)n:ifls .1escrtive infivaion .ini ai idrt'ssos jv't rs. A -;" ' t~or oi -~ -!I ';en' t
(ini-it-rs) rec'].A to trzv--so the trr" strti,tur-,. saf nir;1~me 11) -*h 't'rs ;' H
E&ich noio ccniti-s thu -Hl-1ress Df (Foi) , t-r to) i s I ihs (S'IRT[P) w'ii h irs i -)t,!. - ,il Ir.vr oi
parr-rit rlrxie, i,% wu~ll as Fr;rirrs to its sib! ims tho STIRFtCF 1 ,ntor. r'ixs t;,t ,f *rI anilo', %V4hij
an.] first chili (Fir;. 2) . SI'1is ire oonnoctfl conn-e.ts oftt. itri fr miii -,nl F- ;~-'. iS
to etch otr-."r: -is loubly I ink'.]I lists, i.e. earh the mminilfun stjrti-, :ir".-tw..r 1' r' S.n~i
nculhe on ta i rs pointers t - pi-rc'i.cessors mlA i q ntr j -es i njsI- Ito a -. r f ic-, I i - i Iq r-it iir .' (4 *siN-eessors. FiDr uaxxcl ~e, -i findi t-he somiry By caruhininci -he nultrsit. )f th" I liiWii nalq tl'I&'r'j
stbuliq of .'. c' rtain rx)nle one would have to get with t--sv(-tv :, fil, -i.
thep a]irrss of -iee firet sib! ing. ;In thef lot the Z-buffr hii'i'*n stir-v 10- '' 1n il;- .1

all r~ss of t.t sibl'-Y3's s,;ccessor. Thiere is ci~rst rxct i lio.w )f -Ii., thre"- iNrrrl lr
al~so a, point-ir *to a 4x4 t.rsformation maitrix of th.e rbject rvpreseon,-l 1,y a.-1 SrPFA.F node. Nnt
whi7h is as-iiter wili eiv~hn rje to allow for X-Y-Z aixis ini uhr.--iint.-nsjnl r~-. -tnI
three-Juncnsic.31 tra-isformnat ions (translation, s-wrimrosed on tile oinl~iy to rrovi,' !*ierh -- ;e
rotaticn. scalirq) at any level in the uiata-base, and sciling i n f.vi t iiot. Flich Smn! F VE rew)i.'

crorresprvis to no oon, in, 'i i- lhr.tnc-h .,f t
structure, i.e. for ehPPVJ11 rrie 01.-7- 1i s'ti

SlURFVE node. If -I struct re !1aes not r hr h i'*
S1TIt"'aW. n-iub. wi 1 I -4ily puinrtr) 'i-' VP'..' '
nole. onm til -)tho.r h.-ml, i h rinrhi ru
will bek repr.,sprntt'l byP a hi.'rairchy of PPARI'II ni-oes

Er~r for -ich branch. 1

4 SECTION

SECTION E MENT

FIGURE" - .. Z.-Cr
- ~ X.YZ. *CCCE

Piff.'rent levels in t* '.e hierarchy are
r_'pr-c'ent-1 try, r~ffermit ITxr-s of noties (Figl. 3).
.h- firs-, four enitries of th-c file are reserveri as-
a F;XY' rxie, w~hich onitairns alckml information
,lcut th- file, .in.? -2 iresses of the first
S1Yi'ION] and ST'?tEWRE rivts. rbta acYTii sit ionST CT R
-- '.irrins mon~st f~.rst crc'-ite a SE-TION nnode in orderST U UR

tot--qin dol atn (~ta for any given sec'tinn.
SMITV"?' nod',s cnt'tin informition arI-ut the data '

a~uistja hr)'..ire ad bjolyi~cal mavterial in STRUCTURE UPANCH B RA~NCH -

t.'t sction in order to derfine a biolcricakl 7 \
-ynilinato syst ' n. R~ita is ent-r&A for each CRNHS-F:C

S.ton as SF'2-!2I noios, which are the chil~ini
of sTrcTjn rrxies. A siaqn.'nt is dc'finc%] as -kny -- 7'
pi-,Iirti rf hliiv- Mz.) ints frtin nmit or ia COTU -5M1

In; I lyZ'-I it mny of tt- !;i~l o ntry st-it iOns. \ 7
SFX11 7. ni-ss trint to I iss of * hree--dinrension.il - CONTOi-A S F''LV'I''

r !a ilm~5 !V" "7XNlEJ Irausforvit ion irvitrix-
iilcrun fir lo.' flIilrints t- a Ilimt for t i 'N - PL
1; ' ;tort ion in t-'..- nrigiinal tui-rial . Santt -. in CC NTOLPR .~ Z

incli I -u' ~s(line' t rv inrys -irauini the tI-Kr-r Y . Z
i- r- ut-t-. rt'. -7t ), cel I F,;isiTrI-n, - ..

i~livir iphi- ;r :n Inu ;I- i--r;, )r f,-hici i x,

rrra~ in *r'.iI 'i--i r- .i1 ire i-;i-l for FIGtURE 3.
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2.2.5
A ,M(C'l W IOP(S it t i 'ss.-rily have !o) 1; Ikonts qr ;*aacs syst~1fl (fi a5 -tins Jrt-'pront a sir fove, siflCC itq N'olntojar% *.irk be mra-;rur-h1cpr(v,.Ss'l with i-Iljl y palr allf-4forn,w] frw'a ;uiy trr. i-r s!"ININ1'. rw-t q, s .- (4biLr it ion for r.ipi, 11 14~l1'. Nritict ion an' 6i t.car -111tot In'ltq -.aua -is 11. .aanj',.1 ;!Ia Iys is.- Mictmproilrains have' tv,.-n inaplctmint.,, Carlit) :it oir,'s for further *-yj I v i 71it rapidI vector qvnerat irn ani a1rt-s-l-io lylionrreirlinus inclie Tiuint it at i v-, Ilor it I Is foir fi I irq. 11hese prcr v~s 9'. tip 'lae tim litI-Ln (b o .v s in qrace oar ca I c-iiI, it i o -a I OS tWi..'s t ( kft rtiot I hr.--A imeinsi onal v i '. ofittl itirtiIae'i' reis. lilt-tit to th.5e -tir itlilis c-'an (rtinplox :maatainical st rictircs, and1 )ia'p thf. tiser-IU. fr-lin wirious TaI, tyr-s. select ie\l viows int-r~iwtively. lt-he Ikonas imnes

a 3P-bjt oolor lot-kkup rible to ervible psotilor-olor
or full-color ol-c-rati-m. 71his lookup titale canP. ist-1ay also IN- uis.'. tW "t thresholdis for oiqe 'letection .~
or qrain countinq aiqorithma.

7-eearx. -- v,.ral w.-ys 'wa can elispl -ty fhec~-
-11 irx- is-n o-7 iata-. 11-rlcopy is ;ta ai I hI eI #92S~~

th- ah- Vorsa-c Witrit, Print.-r/plotter as text
or F'-tr. eph in t-ee-inonsional vi-. is%f-,Liil-.tc-l1,by h tvitm 'ifforort. 1line thickness for The syst.in lvts been tisn1 Ivy soveral~1 it. ronresent ii ffprn. JiStrincos to than laisaratories in the m-Ili':a1 scmwith varied -vi~a-inr ezYe (Fiq. 4) that represe nt diffort. aplications. onae pro;-et involves r'_ccntrt,i:' 16list aix's to thle vaewjniq Py-i. Vector outuit is the locations of pvrntedI diopacine net-rors inils;o.ail-e on T'ektronix 4n14 or 40]? tenyalnals himin brAinkstmns, un-I 'unitiryl r*-ioral CelI.. r at -a? u-wni indivilti-it seoctions. For color and nrkkrkors in different pirts of the- br-lin Wii . 15)le ie~ic.the tkonsas dIisplay systmi is 01ir cY-piter-alsed! systi wos nc-waF ry b--:t'of' h-. rkonais has tcw~ oad hiabh rt-oltinn Il larqe nirra--. of invin --wt-itani-* n'utr-,s in~a.sOf Sl1? X 512 X 32 bit -an' 101)4 X I r74 X 8 the lnrain brain, atrol rinc*essiy to nay- hil pixvls re-w-tively. ina hicihl rosolkit ion r"I-a mz-tkkar of' theso noi-ns in liff,--rent I !t onsta.o Z-[aiffr is storoi in the I ~_er half Of the with rorpect to aqjn-q anai n-Urralnq-,k 1 i.a.A1:, -iinkr lt,24 X 51? pixel resolution iim-ac-es Simnil~i.- project invoives tie display of nekirrans an.-i~h ali-on lines arid surfaces rcrm,. In the veratrial th-alvnic i.- leus thatt prnjra-t tlhc'lrrralr-riss wfiich hive three-diyaeysj-na1 *rap-ics naerve Anlings into the ~ e~~r rnrt--x -f the'A hi111 1 ~ - rt icnilar vir-w of ok-j.-ts in rat (Fiq. 6). The -' -s-imn Was un,'.i 0o I~;s*li-,biclr~i.Ispi- is 'l'-fjnc,l by e-y-, vjewaa1,int, ,ind thref-uatnsioal ror",raiphy present in qna oflx' .t-cwr-ii-aes. Clirwinq planer vvI a cells %aiich pro-ect to simil-ar ar eas.%

St raqcan he us.!- to raa)lify tho view by lliree-dm-sion,al suirf-icr 'lisplay techni.-i*-s hl-i'e,,tiq it 1.'!f-rm~t nakrts or zriiairyl in andi been uksed to -- ywrt rue"' no.,roanatciaic, fii'r
tracts vnd cell qrosps :n the ha-van brain for

0 0 60 ROTATION OW

BC (fla

IV

Fair-4: rxc-l1 I P! 1 r Ira,i y miut ruit fromi- V.'r!-.it- a'' . it' Fth I- r1 II tr -at ics r'- '

p 1' '' ' 'e a--. ~ -r -C .tt y; ~ r .' o f -in afr-r)' ...... s . i h ih v e t- -!) ilont ft' ? mLz i-r th ,
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2.2.6

to-i"I p~irr-mos (Fiq. 7). We 1have .1lsY) 1'."n Ity imt '~l ~i.url I (.x .

.i0itv.Atyl seri.0 sections of cmnjfl.hirt withyli t :-Ni I .'l r( f w i I .- 1, 21., " ;.'.'

rrir~a~liin ,nrct.- in order to (c1flptr th-, zi;rE't. w., !.tvjo thus . !".- t.i ty.'rf~i1

r.ooonstrutol' ijivtgcs ai votne C stirmitior.s with t~xdl fir clirittor inalysis o' f l~

tiAse c*btajriNe f rcin nuclear scan- (Fioi R ) at boith mxmi~n7adrirs.-cri "IS

A.vther application has been qinti ta-tion of
protein dlistributions in 7-d qel elv~ctroviwrrsis
L-.ljes. The qet is pot-xirarhd on 3".n film, and AcKr.1cql " et s:
inrliiviflu-l framres are diqitized into-- the rkonan
fr,.:e buffer by a video cavrnora rviint~wd on tl,.e film This wark - rr&<. ~-
t ruisfrrt. A speri-il progratt can then detect Foint-tion anil the %Nation.-l S~ier-7. -unati-,

spots of accumulatc-I protein in the dliciitizetl (%SF hs7Cl7)
L'~earv report protein presence anA cmmount in
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ABSTRACT

Ongoing studies In this laboratory have explored the application of
computer graphics techniques for 3-dimensional reconstruction of
biological structures from serial slices (1,2,3,4). The design of a
database for storage, manipulation and display of the serial section
data has been the dominant task, while software for graphical input- I,

output has been straightforward. We describe here the evolution of
our database design strategies to what we now consider a highly
flexible system for managing our biological modeling data. The
results of one task, imaging of a complex multiple tubular system in
a kidney, Illustrates the power of the database.

INTRODUCTION J,

There is a growing interest in the use of computer technology for
the digitization of biological material, and for three-dimensional
reconstruction of anatomical objects. Several laboratories have
developed computer systems for these tasks (9,10,11), but often they
have concentrated on limited applications. These systems have
contributed to the evolution of data acquisition and display
strategies, some of which have been incorporated Into our system.
All of these systems have a form of database management for the
storage and retrieval of biological coordinate information. After
surveying these methods we felt a need to develop an advanced 4
general-purpose database for the storage of anatomical information. -e
Our long-term goal is to promote the e'::ution of database manage-
ment of biological information, so that it may become more useful
for the scientific community.

DATA ACQUISTION ".

We are able to collect data from the light microscope, projecting
microscope (enlarger), printed material, 35mm film strips, or mass
storage video device. All programs are designed so that data from
any of these sources can be entered at any time during the analysis
of previously acquired data. The objects of interest may consist of
anatomical boundaries, cell locatinns, autoradiographIc grain
positions or cell membranes and organellei in the case of serial

electron micrographs. In the current system, all object positions

1.



2.3.2

and boundaries are entered Interactively via a graphics tablet and
video cursor.

Before points are entered from any section an anatomical coordinate
system is established which converts relative points from a grapnics
tablet into absolute points in the section. This involves cali-
brating the locations of tablet points In relation to the optic
system which they pass through In order to be superimposed over a
tissue section (Fig. 1). There are at least three coordinate
systems which must be dealt with: (1) the tablet coordinate System,
(2) the anatomical coordinate system and (3) the video monitor
coordinate system (pixels). Transformation subroutines convert
points from one coordinate system to another. Calibration subrou-
tines determine the matrices necessary for the transformation

.4° 14

Figure 1. Example of a digitizing station.

Illustration of the video lucida computer microscope station. The
camera lucida drawing tube Is aimed at a vector graphics display on
a video monitor. In this way, lines which appear on the video
screen are also seen when viewing a microscope field through the
eyepiece. After calibration of a biological coordinate system on
the microscope slide, the computer plots lines which optically
superimpose boundaries In the tissue specimens. Cell positions are
Indicated by triangles. Computer controlled stepper motors allow
for movement of the specimen within the microscopic field and
updating of the overlying graphical Images through the drawing
tube. A video camera is mounted above the microscope for digitiz-
ation into a frame buffer. The digitized Image 1 seen on the video
monitor on the left.

The hardware includes a LEITZ Orthoplan Microscope, Xy stepper motor
stage, stepper motor focus control, graphics terminal and tablet,
30Hz video monitor for video lucida Rraphical display, 60Hz video
monitor for frame buffer display, DATA GENERAL S/130 16-bit minicom-
puter, and IKONAS RD-3000 color graphics system with frame buffer
and 64-bit microprogrammable bit-slice processor.
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routines, and generate a set of paramaters which can be stored in
the file. These parameters are used to assist in recalibrating an
input device so that vector displays of anatomical information In
thr rile can be optically superimposed over the biological material
they represent. This allows confirmation of accuracy and entry of
new data at any time. When programmed changes occur in locations of
physical objects within the digitizing system, the coordinate trans-
formation matrices must be appropriately modified.

Often the need exists to enter data from the same physical material
using different input devices. For example, the gross anatomic
boundaries in a section of human brain are too large for the light
microscope, and must be traced by projecting an image of the section
onto a graphics tablet using a photographic enlarger (projecting
microscope). In order to then digitize cell positions within the
same sections, the data must be reexamined under the light
microscope with the preservation of an anatomical coordinate system
common to both input devices. This involves recalibration using
digitized points already stored in the data file, and finding their
corresponding physical locations in the current input device.

* DATA STORAGE

Two-Dimensional Models of Anatomic Structures

The most common two-dimensional representation of an anatomical
object is a line traced around its external boundary as viewed in a
serial section. We store these line drawings as ordered vertex
lists, where the first point in the list is graphically represented
as a "move" (pen up), and subsequent points are "draws" (pen down).
Similarly, graphical symbols are used to represent single point dota
such as cell positions, autoradiographic grains, synapses, etc.
Symbol definitions are normalized coordinates stored in the program
or data file and are translated to an anatomical coordinate position
for final display. A filled region, such as a pigment containing
cell body, can be represented by center of mass, area, and inten-
sity, when using digitized video images for data acquisition.
Digitized information from one particular section is organized into
"segments". Segments include lines (vertex lists), object locations
(lists of single points) and fiducial marks for serial section
alignment.

Computer Display Techniques

The graphical display of digitized information requires the defi-
nition of an anatomical window through which a part of the anatom-
ical coordinate area is viewed. This requires clipping out portions
of data that are outside of the window. The anatomical window is
then mapped to a physical display device by using display coordi-
nates which define a viewport. The window can be combined with
images of objects seen in data Input devices or manipulated by the
user to focus in on certain regions and create summary diagrams of
all data entered. The current parameters used to define this window
are stored in the data file, no that It is not necessary for a user
to redefine them each time a data file is examined.
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Three-dimensional Models of Anatomical Structures

There are several strategies for creating three-dimensional models
of previodsly digitized anatomical data. By specifying certain
viewing parameters and applying a perspective transformation (5),
display coordinates are generated from vertex lists to create three-
dimensional line drawings. Depth perception In these displays can
be enhanced by using line Intensity or thickness to represent
distance from the eye or by hidden-line algorithms, which assume
that each vertex list represents an opaque polygon.

Recently, new techniques have evolved for computer reconstruction of
three-dimensional surfaces of objects which have been serially
sectioned. Triangulation algorithms are used to generate an ordered
polygon list from two vertex lists representing two "contours" of an
object. A contour represents the external boundary of an object
which has been sectioned by a plane. Contours are derived from
segments in sequential sections. There are several requirements of
triangulation algorithms which must be satisfied by the database.
For any given section, several segments can 6e digitized, repre-
senting different objects that have been sliced In that section.
Each segment that belongs to one object will generate one contour.
Techniques are necessary to specify which contours belong to the
same object in different sections. If an object branches, it will
generate more than one contour in each section. Most triangulation
algorithms will not generate a proper set of polygons for branching
surfaces when given more than two contours as input. It is also
necessary to keep track of the branching hierarchy in biological
objects, since this may contain Important structural and functional
information. The simplest way to accomplish this is to store a set
of sequential contours as one branch, which represents one three-
dimensional surface. Each branch serves as input to a triangu-
lation algorithm, since It only contains one contour per section.

When an object branches, It is necessary to construct a hierarchy in
the database to represent the relationship between branches. If one
branch splits Into two branches, the three branches will share a
contour in one of the sections (Fig. 2). To satisfy the triangu-
lation requirements this shared contour must be present in all thrie

A

Figure 2. Example of a branching object.

A) A branching structure has been cut in serial sections and its

boundaries (contours) are depcted in the figure. Notice that the

third contour from the top is shared by all three branches.
B) In order to triangulate the surface of the branches properly, the

shared contour must be split with a line segment into three

contours: (1) the original complete contour for generation of
polygons In the lower strip of the upper branch, (2) and (3) the two

new split contours which are used to generate polygons for the lower
branches.
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2.3.5

brrn.h definitions, but should be split in two of the branches.
Various techniques for automatic and semi-automatic splitting of

Contours for branches exist. In our current implementation we rely

on the user to specify where to split the contour, because or the

uApredictability of contour complexity in serially sectioned biolog-

ical material. The triangulation algorithm also requires that a

contour should consist or one continuous vertex list, so that

different segments which are part of the same contour must be
appended together.

The polygons generated by the triangulation algorithm are stored

along with their normal vectors. in order to use lighting and

polygon fill algorithms to create three-dimensional surfaces in a

raster display system. Each ordered set or polygons generated
between two contours is called a "strip". A branch, therefore,

contains an ordered set of contours with a corresponding ordered set

of polygon strips. For continuous smooth shading of a polygon,
average normals for each vertex in the polygon must be calculated.
Vertices are assigned average normals based on the normal vectors of

all polygons which share the vertex. This is done only once, when

the entire polygon representation of an object's surface has been
constructed. The program which calculates average normals uses the
hierarchical tree structure of branch definitions to determine which
strips in a branch are likely to have polygons which share vertices,
thus eliminating the need to scan every vertex In the complete
polygon definition of an object surface. Both planar normals and
average normals should be stored in the database, to allow the
option of displaying either polygon shading or smooth Gouraurd

shading (6).

DATABASE MANAGEMENT: CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION

Our current programming environment is in the 'C' programming

language (13), under the AOS Operating System, for a Data General
Eclipse S/130 16-bit minicomputer with a 200 megabyte disk and
magnetic tape backup. We have developed a virtual file system for

flexible interaction with data entered into the computer; this
allows programs and data to vastly exceed host memory limits and

simplIfies I/O management. All data is physically stored In a
binary rile which is treated as an extension of the program's

0 address space. The virtual memory software package can address any

element of the file through 32-bit pointers to byte locations. Data
records are organized into nodes which contain information about the
type of data stored and address pointers to lists of graphical data

and other nodes. The structure of the graphical data list depends
upon its type; for example, a segment consisting of a line points to
a list of data triplets. Each triplet uses 32-bit floating point
numbers to represent X, Y and Z coordinates in 3-space.

Our hierarchical node structure employs the Knuth transform of an
n-ary tree (7). Each node contains the address of (pointer to) its
parent node, as well as pointers to Its siblings and first, last and
current children (Fig. 3). However, siblings are connected to each
other as doubly linked lists, i.e. each node contains pointers to
predecessors and successors. To rind the second sibling of a
certain node one would have to get the address of the first sibling.
and then get the address of that sibling's successor. The current
child is used as the default for certain node operations. The
presence or the current and last children also serves to speed node
traversal times through shortest path computations.

1lO
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Patens
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Figure 3. Links used to create a hierarcHical tree structure.

Hierarchical trees with multiple branches are created by setting
aside links for parent-child relationships, and for predecessor-
successor (sibling) relationships. All nodes point to their
parents, and parents point to first, current and last children.
Siblings are all doubly linked.

Different levels in the hierarchy are represented by different types
of nodes (Fig. 4). The first tour bytes in the tile contain a
pointer to the first free byte in the database. In.mediately
following this end-of-file pointer is the ROOT node, which contains
global information about the tile and pointers to a group of FAMILY
nodes. Included among the FAMILY nodes are SECTIONs and OBJECTs.
Data acquisition programs must first create SECTION nodes for each
section to be analyzed. Data is entered for each section as SEGMENT
nodes, which are the children of SECTION nodes. A segment is
defined as any grouping of digitized points from material analyzed
at any of the data entry stations. SEGMENT nodes point to lists of
three-dimensional coordinates. The SEGMENT transformation matrix
allows for local alignments to adjust for tissue distortion in the
original material. Segments can include lines (e.g., tracings
around the border of a sectioned object), cell positions, autoradlo-
graphic grain positions, or fiduciary marks (landmarks with rela-
tively constant positions in serial sections which are used for
alignment).

Once segment and section data are entered, the next step in data
analysis is to identify the segments from each section which form
parts of biological objects. The biological object is represented
by an OBJECT node, which points to the first BRANCH node. If a
structure does not branch Its OBJECT node will only point to one
BRANCH node. On the other hand, a branching structure will be
represented by a hierarchy of BRANCH nodes. Each BRANCH node points
to a family of STRIP nodes, which represent the surface definition
of that branch. Selected line segments in each section become
CONTOURs and are grouped In pairs for each STRIP node. Each pair of
contours belonging to a STRIP node can then be sent to a triangu-
lation routine which generates an ordered set of polygons called a
strip. The strip of polygons, which connects contours from adjacent
sections, defines the minimum surface area between the contours (8).
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'hrre wre two types of surfaces which can be generated by the
t'iangulation algorithm, as specified in the STRIP node: (1) an open
surface in which the ends of the surface do not meet, as in a sheet,
(2) a closed surface in which the ends do meet, as In a tube.

There are two other families of the ROOT to note here. One is the
ORPIAN family. As one builds an object from a series of digitized
tisSue slices, branches are often found before it is known where
they are to be placed in the branch hierarchy. In our earlier
strategies, one had to immediately attach new branches to their
parents. By keeping isolated branches in the orphan family, users
can now build objects In fewer passes through the serial sections.
The other family to note is the GHOST family. As nodes are deleted
from the tree, they are placed in this repository so that users
might have a chance to return them to the hierarchy. A repacking,
or garbage collection, Operation clears the ghost family and removes
the node and its data from the file along with all its descendents'
nodes and data.

ROOT

i5T 3CTION IST O6lCT

A IST SECTION -> 2ND SECTION ->

15S 4MT -4- 2ND SWa.ET --b.

I I

B 15TOB3ECT 2ND OOECT - . . .
IST ald" -IN MV14D

- S

R4r4 IS? STRIP -i mo STRIP .

% I

Figure 4. Hierarchy In 3-dimensional anatomic database.

A) SECTION nodes are considered siblings, and are doubly linked.
SEGMENT nodes are the children of SECTION nodes, and also contain
pointers to lists of three-dimensional coordinates In the data
file.
R) An OBJECT node represents the complete surface description of a
thrpe-dimensional structure. OBJECT nodes are connected as
siblings; their children are BRANCH nodes. BRANCH nodes connect to
each other in a hierarchical fashion, depending on the branching
nature of the structure. Each BRANCH node points to a family of
STRIP nodes, which contain the surface description of that BRANCH.
The STRIP nodes point to pairs of CONTOUR nodes and to ordered
polygon lists, which are groupings of three-dimensional coordinates
for vertices and normal vectors. CONTOUR nodes point to three-
dimensional coordinate lists in a similar manner as SEGMENT nodes.
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Commands exist for the manipulation of data in the hierarchical
tree. Users can split, append or delete line segments that are
alr-ady stored In the file. Capabilities also exist for removal of
excess points and for the inversion of the order of points in a
vertex list. Segments are identified by number, label or by placing
a video cursor near their centers after displaying them within a
two-dimensional biological window. A file editor exists for direct
modification and display of the real numbers in the file. Elements
In the hierarchical file can be plotted in either two-dimensional or
three-dimensional forms (Fig. 6). The plotting subroutines will
expand all descendents of the desired node. Quantitative commands
work In a similar manner: nodes and descendents are used as input.

Istructure
integer TYPE; /0 Type of node (e.g. ROOT, SECTION,

SEGMENT, OBJECT, etc.) 6/
Integer SUBTYPE; /6 Node subtype (e.g. What kind of

SEGMENT Is this?) V/
filepointer LABEL; /0 Address in the file of a character

string Identifying this node 0/

nodepointer PARENT; /0 Pointer to the node which Is the
parent of this node in the hier-
archical tree (Pointer = Address
of beginning of node In file) a/

nodepointer PREVIOUS; /0 Pointer to the previous sibling 4/
nodepointer NEXT; /0 Pointer to next sibling In list 9/
integer SONS; /0 Number of offspring of this node 6/
nodepointer FIRST SON; /9 Pointer to first offspring 0/
nodepointer LAST EON; /9 Pointer to last offspring 4/
nodepointer CURRENT SON; /0 Pointer to current offspring 0/

Integer RECORDS; /0 Number of data records that belong
to this node 0/

integer RECORD TYPE; / Type of data record (used to select
a template with which to read data,
and specifies record size) 0/

filepointer FIRST-RECORD; /0 Address in file of first record
(Address of next record is:
FIRSTRECORD * RECORD SIZE) 0/

filepointer MATRIX; /0 Address of a 4 X 4 transformation
matrix */

float RED, GREEN, BLUE; /6 Color of graphical data that is
pointed to by this node 6/

Integer FLAGS; / 16 Individual bits are available
to turn various features on and off
for any given node 9/

integer VARIABLES[21]; /9 Each node can have a set of variables
or room for future expansion /

} VIRTUAL NODE;

Figure 5. Data structures used to create nodes in virtual file.

The C programming language allows structured data formats, which we
have uLklized in the creation of a virtual node description. All
nodes in the hierarchical tree, including the ROOT node, use this
format.
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D.SCUSSION

There is a paucity of literature available concerning database
management for computer digitization of anatomical structures. To
our knowledge, this work represents the first effort toward the
development of an advanced general-purpose database system for this
nascent field. It appears that this kind of graphics database is
similar in many ways to that required for CAD/CAM systems. In
particular, we have found that many features of the IGES standards
for transfer of CAD information overlap those necessary for storage
of structural data on biological objects. As these various systems
mature, we expect that a more generalized set of requirements for
griphical database design will develop.

Large amounts of disk space and memory are clearly desirable.
Single data files to date have occupied up to 10 megabytes of memory
on disk. A large disk Is clearly required, since thousands of
vertices are needed to portray accurately three-dimensional images
of biological objects. Most of this space is dependent on the
detail required of the line drawings (vertex lists) that have been
traced around objects of interest. Simple circular boundaries,
often seen in serial electron micrographs, can be entered by
manually selecting individual points with the tablet and visual
cursor; while complex boundaries, such as the external surface of
human cortex, require a stream of points to be generated while the
cursor traces the outline. We have already accumulated data files
with contours containing up to 500 points, and sections containing
up to 100 contours. The triangulation algorithm has the potential
for increasing the data file size by a factor of nine, because of
the space required by polygon definitions of surfaces.

We used this system in a recent task to reconstruct a complex
multiple tubular system in the kidney of the elasmobranch little
skate, Rsja erinacea (14,15). Manual digitization of '3100 cross-*
sectional profiles of the tortuous system of kidney tubules,
observed in a series of 125 consecutive slices, required three days
of work, while another two days were spent building the object
definition of this complex looping structure. The principal
anatomic feature of this system is a bundle of tubules which are
arranged In a tight parallel array. These tubules do not travel a
straight path, and instead change directions repeatedly. Such a
tubular system is considered in the database as a tree-like
structure with single portions connected by nodes. New nodes are
defined each time the tubule changes its direction. A tubule is, in
effect, a path through a tree which does not branch. An image of
the final reconstruction shows the bundle of tubules coursing its
path within a connective tissue sheath (Fig. 6).

To summarize, we have implemented a virtual memory software package
combined with C-based data structures to a hierarchically organized
three-dimensional anatomic database. This database serves data
acquisition and analysis programs, as well as three-dimensional
reconstruction and smooth shaded graphical display programs.
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Figure 6. Reconstruction of portion of nephron from the kidney of
the elasmobranch little skate. Raja erinacea.

Data consists of approximately 100,000 polygons generated from 3100
tubule profiles through 125 serial slices. This portion of the
nephron is a specialized bundl nf five tubules arranged In a
parallel array. This bundle Is thought to be responsible for the
ability of the skate kidney to regulate body fluids in sea water.
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Computer Modeling in Radiology and the Anatomical Sciences

D. J. WOODWARD, W. K. SMITH and D. S. SCHLUSSELBERG

Department of Cell Biology
University of Texas Health Science Center at Dallas
Dallas, Texas 75235 U.S.A.

* H
Summary

The Anatomical Sciences in general, in parallel with Radiology,
have long recognized the need for computer-assisted technology.
Initial computer applications began in the late 1960's and early
1970's throughout the anatomical sciences as the first
minicomputers became available for laboratory work. The hope
quickly arose that there would soon emerge computer-based
technology for acquiring, analyzing and imaging of two- and
three-dimensional information which previously could only be
represented numerically. In this paper we will describe the
software and hardware strategies evolved in our laboratory over
the past six years to meet a broad range of quantitation and
modeling applications.

BACKGROUND

One of us (DJW) (with Dr. Alan Selverston, at University of

California) had the pleasure of organizing a planning session on

Computer Assisted Neuroanatomy for the Division of Research

Resources in 1976 in San Diego, California, USA. Seventy

scientists gathered to debate the needs thought to exist for

applications of computers in anatomy. It became clear that many

parallel, but independent efforts were underway to study

biological tissue at the gross, light or electron microscopic

levels (Macagno, et. al., [41). Data acquisition, either

manually or through automated techniques, was a major concern.

Alignment of serial section data required inventive new

strategies. Imaging and plotting of two- and three-dimensional

data arrays was recognized as a universal problem. Numerical

analysis was needed for all types of data. It was also

recognized that data archiving and sharing between laboratories

could become commonplace. The cost of the labor involved in

C
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preparing programs even then seemed greater than the cost of the

equipment, and that distribution of software, if possible, would

greatly benefit the neuroscience community. Also, it is now

evident that the broader needs of brain science overlapped
extensively with comparable issues in the study of objects with

radiological techniques.

One product of the planning meeting was a design for a

comprehensive nzuroanatomical computer-based analysis system
4which would satisfy a wide range of needs. In our laboratory at

Dallas we have directed our efforts toward creating a

multipurpose system. From the outset we hoped to design the

software programs and hardware with the maximum versatility for

different applications in anatomy. The CARP system (Computer

Aided Reconstruction Program) has been developed from this point

of view. In many ways the basic host computer and programming

language has not changed in the past decade. The computer memory

and hardware components have become far less expensive but

programming costs are greater, so that total, costs probably

remain similar. The major technical advance has been the

introduction of the image analysis and graphics computers

specifically designed for acquisition and synthesis of

high-resolution video images.

The development of CARP began in earnest with the acquisition of

the first commercially produced high resolution raster graphics
system from Ikonas Inc. (later purchased by Adage Inc.). The

unique combination of features included video digitization, a

flexible color look-up table and graphics controller and a

special purpose bit-slice graphics processor designed to allow a

range of image analysis and sophisticated graphics operations to

be done at a speed which made practical a wide range of
applications in anatomy.

Three major tasks have emerged as functions of the CARP system.

Morphological information is: 1) acquired by a variety of

strategies, 2) manipulated by a complex data base structure, and

3) imaged by an assortment-of algorithms.

V 1
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HARDWARE COMPONENTS

As shown in Figure 1. the core of the system (Schlusselberg, et.

al., (7) and Smith, et. al., (9)) is a host computer time shared

among several input stations. We thought at the start that

: one-half megabyte of main memory and a 200 megabyte disk drive

would be more than adequate. However, in time the programs grew

* t. increasingly complex to accommodate the variations requested by

many individual users. Our current version of CARP requires a

minimum of 2 megabytes of main memory with a virtual memory

k } operating system and a minimum of 300-500 megabytes of disk

space. To a great extent computers with the Unix operating

* system with Fortran and C languages may soon emerge as a

commodity in which very complex software systems can be run by

machines from many manufacturers'. Our current computer host is a

Data General'MV/8000-II. In our experience, the AOS/VS and MV/UX

environment, with its 32-bit virtual memory capabilities and

* hierarchical file system, has been ideal for development of large

application programs.

The graphics computer is a newer concept for which few standards
have emerged. The Adage 3000 raster graphics system provides for

video digitization, 4 megabytes of image memory (displayable as
512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024), color coding of video output, and the

microprogrammable graphics processor. Data input modules include

tablet with hand-held cursor for drawing lines and points of

* projected images. A tablet, stepper motor stage, drawing tube,

and bit map graphics terminal are used, when appropriate, to

manually input data while viewing microscope slides. Finally, a

high-precision film transport with movable platform, a high

resolution video camera, and microfilm viewing system allows for 7Y

analysis of serial electron microscopic sections.

SOFTWARE COMPONENTSza

Data Input

The input data acquisition routines are divided into modules with

commands suited f- the operation of given hardware. TRACE is n
I -- . . . " . . . 4" " "" %" W" " -"%* "" " ',S. %
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set of routines which support drawing diagrams consisting of

lines and points. Axes and scales are specified. Labels are

applied to each line and subgroups of points. The TRACE routinei . allows morphometric analysis of any image represented as a

histologic or photographic slide projected onto a tablet.

Photographic or other images on paper can be traced. Files

containing segment data can be plotted and information may be

printed on line lengths, centroids and areas of closed contours.

The TRACE facility has been used extensively to determine areas

of cross-sections of human gross brain material or to outline

brain cross-sections which will later be studied under higher
power microscopy•."

For radiological applications, a set of subprograms (CT for

Computed Tomography, MR for Magnetic Resonance Imaging and ET for

Emission Tomograpy) are ideally suited for manipulating medical

image data. These routines contain provisions for reading

various tape formats, displaying the image data using standard

windows and acquiring perimeters around objects of interest.

Manual tracing is supported in a fashion similar to TRACE;
however, the tablet driven cursor is superimposed on square pixel

video arrays. Identical software is used in all cases in which

manually drawn lines are input.

Ie

MICRO contains routines for plotting data with a light

microscope, tablet drawing tube, and bit map graphics terminal.

The host computer issues command pulses to drive a stepper motor

stage to specified positions. The operator inputs an origin and

axis for each section of biological material. The stage can be

moved randomly, directed toward positions in biological

coordinates, or made to move in a grid-like pattern for

systematic examination of large areas. Lines and points drawn on

the tablet are converted in the host computer into floating point

numbers in the biological coordinate system. Conversion routines

plot lines and points on the graphics terminal. The bit mapped

screen is viewed through the drawing tube. Calculations result

in lines and points being superimposed on the image viewed

through the eyepiece. This arrangement allows easy comparison
,qbetween visual images and overlays or what has been stored in the
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Systems, for a Data General Eclipse MV/8000-II 32-bit

super-minicomputer with magnetic tape backup and 700 megabytes of

disk storage. All data is physically stored in a binary file

which is mapped into the program's virtual address space.

': Data records are organized into nodes which contain information

about the type of data stored and address pointers to lists of

graphical data and ocher nodes. The structure of the graphical

:. data list depends upon its type; for example, a segment

:- consisting of a line points to a list of data triplets. Each

triplet uses 32-bit floating point numbers to represent X, Y and

JZ coordinates in 3-space. Segments can include lines (e.g.,
tracings around the border of a sectioned object), cell

i positions, autoradiographic grain positions, or fiducial marks

(landmarks with relatively constant positions in serial sections

which are used for alignment.)

Our data file representation (Smith, et. al., [10) and [11)) of a

complicated neuroanatomical object is organized in a tree-like

structure which is similar to the Knuth transform of an n-ary

tree (Pfaltz (5]). A tree is defined as a system of the nodes,

or data packets. The tree-like structure comes from the address

pointers, within the packets, which are used to determine where

to find in the file the other nodes in the tree. At the top of

the tree is the ROOT node which contains general information and

pointers to family modes. A FAMILY node might specify, for
example, how to find the location in three dimensions of all cell
bodies which are part of a labeled nuclear region. Alternately,

ja different category of FAMILY node might point to all contours

or sets of polygon strips which define a surface around a nuclear

region. A variety of different node types are employed to define

all the types of information encountered in neuroanatomical

studies (Figure 2).

A major graphical problem exists when an object branches. In

this case, it is necessary to construct a hierarchy in the

database to represent the relationship among branches. Special

FAMILIES of nodes are used for temporary storage and

manipulation. If one branch splits into two branches, the three

-, U . . . . . . .. .- - - ,w
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Figure 2. Hierarchy in 3-dimensional anatomic database.

A) SECTION nodes are considered siblings, and are doubly linked.
SEGMENT nodes are the children of SECTION nodes, and also contain
pointers to lists of three-dimensional coordinates in the data
file.
B) An OBJECT node represents the complete surface description of
a three-dimensional structure. OBJECT nodes are connected as
siblings; their children are BRANCH nodes. BRANCH nodes connect
to each other in a hierarchical fashion, depending on the
branching nature of the structure. Each BRANCH node points to a
family of STRIP nodes, which contain the surface description of
that BRANCH. The STRIP nodes point to pairs of CONTOUR nodes and
to ordered polygon lists, which are groupings of
three-dimensional coordinates for vertices and normal vectors.
CONTOUR nodes point to three-dimensional coordinate lists in a
similar manner Lz ZEGMENT nodes.
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branches will share a contour in one of the sections. To satisfy

the triangulation requirements this shared contour must be

I present in all three branch definitions, but should be split in

two of the branches. In our data manipulation procedure, the

user specifies where to split the contour because of the

unpredictability of contour complexity in serially sectioned

biological material.

The data management routines allow manipulation of data with use

of the tree and node structure. All data is input initially from

a sequence of sections and stored in portions of files located by 2,

SECTION nodes. The BUILD facility allows sections to be aligned

and edited. New nodes are created to define OBJECTS which define

ways of gaining access to all contours in sequence which define a

continuous surface or a cluster of points. Sequential contours

can be subjected to a TILE routine which creates surface

definitions and determines normals of adjacent polygons to permit

graphical shading routines. A QUANT facility operates on the

tree-like data structure to determine volumes, surface areas,

cell counts, pixel counts, graphs, bar charts and histograms.

Data Display
At

A goal has been to develop a full range of raster scan based

video imaging capabilities. The most common two-dimensional

representation of an anatomical object is a line traced around

its external boundary as viewed in a serial section. These line

drawings are stored as ordered vertex lists, where the first

point in the list is graphically represented as a "move" (pen

up), and subsequent points are "draws" (pen down). Similarly,

graphical symbols are used to represent single point data such as W

cell positions, autoradiographic grains, synapses, etc. Symbol

definitions are normalized coordinates stored in the program or

data file and are translated to an anatomical coordinate position

for final display. A filled region, such as a pigment-containing

cell body, can be represented by center of mass, area, and

intensity, when using digitized video images for data

acquisition.
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The graphical display of digitized information requires the

definition of an anatomical window through which a part of the

anatomical coordinate area is viewed. This requires clipping out

portions of data that are outside of the window. The anatomical

window is then mapped to a physical display device by using

display coordinates which define a viewport. The window can be

combined with images of objects seen in data input devices or

manipulated by the user to focus in on certain regions and create

summary diagrams of all data entered. The current parameters

used to define this window are stored in the data file, so that

it is not necessary for a user to redefine them each time a data

file is examined.
0

There are several strategies for creating three-dimensional

models of previously digitized anatomical data. By specifying

certain viewing parameters and applying a perspective
transformation, display coordinates are generated from vertex

lists to create three-dimensional line drawings. Depth

perception in these displays can be enhanced by using line

intensity or thickness to represent distance from the eye or by

hidden-line algorithms, which assume that each vertex list

represents an opaque polygon.

Our efforts have been directed toward %'ploring new techniques

for computer reconstruction of three-dimensional surfaces of

objects which have been serially sectioned. Triangulation

algorithms are used to generate an ordered polygon list from two

vertex lists representing the points defining two "contours" of

an object (Fuchs, et. al., (1)). An "object" in this case is
usually defined as a surface bordering an anatomic region. A I
contour represents the external boundary of an object which has

been sectioned by a plane. Contours are derived-from segments in

sequential sections.

There are several requirements of triangulation algorithms which

must be satisfied by the database. For any given section,

several segments can be digitized, representing different objects

that have 'evn sliced in that section. Each segment that belongs

to one object will generate one contour. Techniques have been

L: ' ' v : ;: 7; /' % !- * -,, ' * , -.p ., * *
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developed to specify which contours belong to the same object in

different sections. If an object branches, it will generate more

than one contour in each section. Special triangulation

algorithms are needed to generate a proper set of polygons for

branching surfaces when given more than two contours as input.

It is also necessary to keep track of the branching hierarchy in

biological objects, since this may contain important structural

and functional Information. The simplest way to accomplish this

is to store a set of sequential contours as one branch, which

represents one portion of a three-dimensional surface. Each

branch serves as input to a triangulation algorithm, since it

only contains one contour per section. By manipulating portions

of surfaces in this way it is possible to represent surfaces of

considerable complexity by raster scan computer graphics.

For data display, there exists a package of graphical output

routines that operates on the data structure to output graphical

primitives. In 2D mode, vector lines, points and symbols are

plotted on a variety of devices. In 3D mode, lines can be

assigned color and intensity and line width to achieve depth

shading. As plotting progresses in the frame buffer the Z depth

positions can be stored and compared pixel by pixel. This

technique allows calculation of hidden surfaces and

transparencies. Illumination can be calculated from information

about normals to the polygons which define the surface. The

Gouraud [2) method of producing shading and illumination

optimizes use of pseudocolor and high speed of microcode

programs. The Phong [6) method uses a full twenty-four bits for

full color representation. A more satisfactory view of a solid

plastic-like surface is produced but at the expense of cpu time.

To produce a high quality image, a user needs to position

calculated light sources, determine reflectance values and set

many parameters, including eye position and distance, much as

with a conventional photographic or illustration process.

These solid-body modeling techniques have been used in a number

of projects involving traditional anatomical questions. Studies

of human disease processes'such as Schizophrenia and Parkinson's

Syndrome have implicated a part of the brain known as the
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substantia nigra. Cells in this region appear to manufacture too

much dopamine (Schizophrenia) or too little (Parkinsons's); this

may be related to increased or diminished production per cell,

although it appears more likely that it is due to an actual

change in the number of cells. It has long been recognized that

there is a steady decrease in the number of cells in the

substantia nigra with aging. A major undertaking has been to use

the computer to count these cells in a wide range of human

patients and othar species such as rats and mice. It may well be

that regional changes in these dopamine cell populations are

responsible for the presentations of these diseases. The CARP

system has been expanded to include a variety of special display

and quantitation capabilities for arbitrary cell populations.

(Figure 3).

Another very complex problem in general biological

reconstructions involved an anatomic analysis of a renal nephron

from the kidney of the little skate, Raja erinacea. This

elasmobranch fish is able to maintain a serum osmolality nearly

that of seawater by concentrating urea from its glomerular

filtrate. A highly convoluted grouping of parallel tubules

wrapped in a cellular sheath may act as a physiological

countercurrent system. CARP was used to reconstruct this tubular

system from a set of data that included over 120 sections and

over 3000 perimeters (Lacy, et. al., [12)). The peritubular

sheath acts to separate adjacent nephronal systems and allow

localized solute gradients (Figure 4). The discovery of a unique

countercurrent flow system within each nephron resulted directly

from the reconstructed visualization of the tubules.

In a more recent project, measurements of regional brain volume
were acquired from Computed Tomography data and used to compare

levels of brain atrophy in aging patients. A dividing plane

passing though the pineal gland and the floor of the fourth

ventricle and perpendicular to the midline plane was constructed

to create anterior and posterior compartments in the cranial
cavity. Perimeters around the brain and inner lining of the

skull were separated into left and right, anterior and posterior

regions (Figure 5). Volumes of these regions were computed both

. . , ; - G V , :. : . .,: % ;, , . ;, ..'.,. , % - <.,-;. '-'"<<:'
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Figure 3. Dopamine cells from substantia 
nigra of mouse brain.

At the bottom is a rostral view of a series of sections through a
mouse midbrain and pons. Yellow spheres mark the locations of

cells containing dopamine pigment in the substantia nigra which
were entered through the light microscope. Above the sections is
a cell density distribution plot with the height of the
color-coded surface representing the number of cells directly
beneath.

Figure 4. Reconstruction of portion of nephron from the kidney of
the elasmobranch little skate, Raja erinacea.

Data consists of approximately 100,000 polygons generated from
3100 tubule profiles through 125 serial slices. This image shows
a cellular sheath surrounding the specialized bundle of five
tubules arranged in a parallel array. This bundle is thought to
be responsible for the ability of the skate kidney to regulate
body fluids in sea water.

Regional brain indices were calculated by the ratio of brain

volume and cranial volume for each region. The regional brain

indices were considered to be the normalized index of atrophy for

comparison between patients.

Command Processing

A more recent realization has been the need to organize in a

sophisticated way the inumerable elementary software operations

to execute database input and output. Our strategy has been to

organize this large highly interactive program by designing

software modules which perform distinctive tasks and allowing the

user to link them together using a straightforward command-driven

interface or to build command procedures which use a LISP- and

C-like syntax to perform a more complex task.

These procedures are written in a CARP command language which

supports a variety of standard language constructs - looping,

conditional tests, arithmetic operations, scientific mathematical

functions and string manipulations. Internal symbol table

management routines allow definition of CARP numeric and string

variables. These features contribute to the ability of a general

user to identi.y the repetitive keystroke and interactive

operations and reduce them in a tailored command procedure which
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Figure 5. Regional brain volume determination in human aging
patients.

A) A dividing plane passes through the pineal gland and the floor
of the fourth ventricle perpendicular to the midline plane which
separates the brain and cranial cavity into anterior and
posterior compartments.
B) Regions are color-coded to show left and right, anterior and
posterior divisions. Base of skull is modelled using cuberille W

surface generation techniques.

DISCUSSION

Our major goal has been to design a flexible general-purpose

system for quantitative analysis and generation of high
resolution three-dimensional images of biological material that
has been serially sectioned either mechanically as in traditional

anatomical studies, or electronically as in contemporary

radiological imaging techniques. It is clear that there is a

great deal of commonality in the software requirements of the

broad range of applications we have encountered. Data can be
input from a variety of devices, and because we use absolute
(biological) coordinates stored as floating point numbers, data

values can have a wide range (sub-micron to macroscopic). The

absolute coordinate system also allows data from the same
material to be analyzed with different modalities such as
magnified projections onto a tablet or views from a light

microscope.

Because of the complex and unlimited nature of biological

objects, the database design had to be tailored to provide
efficient storage and access. The database routines also had to
be adaptable to a wide variety of experimental paradigms such as

surface reconstruction, cell and grain counting, morphometric

analysis, and regional density. Database design has constituted

a major programming effort, at times consuming 90% of our effort,

and has proven invaluable to the flexibility of the system.

Another valuable asset has been the implementation of various

imaging strategies which can utilize separate components within
the hierarchical database to allow visualization of relationships
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within complex biological objects. The need has been to make

routines be highly interactive, allowing the user to display the

specific portions of three-dimensional objects of interest. The

same routines are used to condense large amounts of quantitative

information from multiple three-dimensional objects into

color-coded 3D graphical images, which correspond to

distributions of densities within 3D objects. This allows direct

comparison of asjmmetries within a single object, paired objects,

or objects from different subjects.

Finally, as we evolved through multiple revisions of software,

the need became apparent for an optimal organization of primitive

operations, basic commands and configured command procedures in a

variety of responsive menus and user interfaces.
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Rat Medulla Oblongata. IV. Topographical
Distribution of Catecholaminergic Neurons

With Quantitative Three-Dimensional
Computer Reconstruction

MADHU KALIA, DON.AD J. WOODWARD, WADE K. SMITH w) KJELI FUXE
Department of Pharmacology, Jefferson Medical College of Thomas Jefferson

University, Philadelphia, PA 19107 (M.K.), Department of Cell Biology, University of
Texas Health Science Center at Dallas, Dallas, Texas 75235 (D.J.W., W.K.S.), and

Department of Histology, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden (K.F.)

ABSTRACT
We examined serial 40 pm vibratome, immunoperoxidase-stained sec-

tions of the medulla with tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), dopamine-beta-hydrox-
ylase (DBH), and phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PNMT) antisera
followed by Nissl staining to locate catecholaminergic neurons in cytoarchi-
tectonic regions followed by a three-dimensional (3D) computer reconstruc-
tion of these cell groups to determine their spatial organization. Overlay
drawings of low and high power photomicrographs showing cell bodies and
nuclear boundaries were entered into a digital computer storage system.
Every section in the series was plotted to yield an accurate representation
of regional densities of cells and location of nuclei, as revealed by two-
dimensional plots of individual sections as well as three-dimensional ptots
of groups of sections. Data files were scanned in a number of ways to obtain
total cell counts of TH-, DBH-, and PNMT-immunoreactive cells within a
designated area or cell counts of only one type of immunoreactive cell. This
combination of data manipulation produced the following results: (1) Al
group is a homogeneous population of noradrenergic neurons at levels cau-
dal to the obex, and at the obex it is mixed with adrenergic cells. The
dimensions of the Al cell group are 1.3 x 2.7 mm, extending from -2.5 to
+0.2. Part of this cell group lies in the lateral reticular nucleus. (2)A2 group
is not purely noradrenergic as previously suspected. It is a very mixed cell
group containing mainly dopaminergic neurons in the area postrema (peri-
ventricular region) and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, mainly norad-
renergic neurons in the medial subnucleus of the nucleus of the tractus
solitarius (nTS), mainly adrenergic neurons in the dorsal strip and dorsal
subnucleus of the nucleus of the tractus solitarius, and a mixture of all three
catecholaminergic neurons in the other subnuclei of the nTS. The dimen-
sions of this group are 0.4 x 3 mm extending from -2.7 to +0.3. (3) CI
group is a homogeneous population of adrenaline cells extending from + I to
+2.5 with dimensions of 1.5 x 1.5 mm and consisting of scattered neurons
some of which occupy the gigantocellular reticular nuch-us. (4) C2 group is
a homogeneous population of adrenaline neurons extending from + 1 to + 3
with dimensions of 2.5 x 3 mm. Accurate visual imaging and quantitation
of the spatial organization of medullary catecholaminergic neurons within
the classical anatomical framework of cytoarchitecture provides an en.
hanced comprehension of the organization of this region of the central
nervous system.
Ke) %ordls: dopamine, no.a(irt-n,,line, adri-nalin,. 1) ro in, h.i dro\ ' %Ia, diopanine-

9-h) dro%) I;ie, phen) let h;anolaniine N-mel h. I lran4cra e
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In the past, localization studies of catecholarnine-contain- lamninergic neurons. In addition, we need to visualize the
ing neurons in the central nervous system have relied on location of all three cat-chlariniine-synthesizing enzymes
the use of formaldehyde histofluorescence and immunoflu- simultaneously so that we can see which cell groups contain
orescence techniques. A number of investigations of cate- which enzyme. The two preceding companion papers (Kalia
cholaminergic neurons have been conducted on the medulla et al., '85a,b) contain detailed descriptions of the location of
oblongata since this is an important region for the integra- catecholamine-synthesizing enzymes in various regions of
tion of central nervous system mechanisms involved in the medulla oblongata of the rat. This paper uses that data
autonomic, cardiovascular, and respiratory functions. The on TlI-, 1313-, and PNMT-containing neurons and provides
monoiaminergic neurons in the brain described by Dahl- us with visual images so that the spatial organization of
strbm and Fuxe ('64) were designated by the letter "A" and neurons containing catecholamine-synthesing enzymes can
classified as noradrenaline-containing neurons. These stud- be accurately determined. The three-dimensional computer
ies were based on the Falck-Hillarp technique ('62). A sec- reconstruction method for producing these visual images
and population of monoiaminergic neurons, the "C" cell proved to be most useful in this essential step in our analy-
groups ffHdkfelt et al., '73), were identified as adrenaline- sis which required the simultaneous visualization of all
containing neurons. Details of the "A" and "C" catechol- three groups of immunoreactive neurons.
aminergic cell groups and their relationship to cytoarchi- The purpose of this study was to quantitatively analyze

* tectonic boundaries in the medulla oblongata have been the rostrocaudal and mediolateral location of catecholami-
presented in the two companion articles preceding this pa- nerg-ic cell groups in the medulla oblongata. In addition, it

*per (Kalia et al., '85a,b). was of interest to determine the overlap andlor continuity
The question of where these catecholaminergic neurons between the dorsal (Al and Cl) and the ventral (A2 and

are located in the brain stem has been addressed by a C2) cell groups, two of which contain adrenaline W)I and
number of previous investigators, but the use of fluores- C2), the two others containing noradrenaline tAl and A21.
cence microscopy has not permitted a simultaneous analy- The spatial organization of these diffvrent grot-ps of cate-
sis of cytoarchitecture and immunoreactivity. The cholaminergic neurons within the cytoarchitectnic bound-
immunoperoxidase method of Sternberger ('79) permits aries of the brain stem was investigate-d in this stud.% to
light microscopic visualization of immunoreactive nerve uncover the functional significance of these observed mor-
cell bodies, nerve fibers, and preterminal processes and phological and immunocytochemical distinctions.
allows subsequent staining of this material with Nissl stain31EIOD
to precisely determine cytoarchitectonic boundaries of the ITll)
region so that the correlation between cytoarchitectonically Histological sections through the brain stem obtained
distinct cell groups and the catecholaminergic neurons can from experiments described in the preceding two articles
be clearly defined. In order to correlate cytoarchitecture (Kalia et al., 85a,b) were evaluated as follows: The sections

W ~ with the location of catecholaminergic neurons in this re- containing monoamine iminunoreactive neuirons wvere pho-
gion of the brain stem we have employed the immunoperox- tographed at 2 x magnification with an Olympus: Vanox
idase method of Sternberger ('79) along with a method of Photomicroscope using bright-field illumination with an
overlay drawings showing the location of immunoreactive open field aperture and condenser setting to enhance the
neurons within precise subnuclear groups of the dorsal contrast. The total image of the sect ion was photographed
medulla lKalia et al., '84). In this study we have combined within one framie, and high contrast prints wvere made. (Fivz.
four techniques: (1) bright-field iiimunoperoxidase tech- IA). From the photographic p)rints, ove-rlay drawings, of the
nique on serial vibratome sections; (2) overlay drawings of sections were carefully made, the location of nevi-onal pr--
photomontages of the medulla oblongata from the different files was marked by triangles, and the major anato-mical
catecholaminergic cell groups (Al, A2, C1, and C2);,(3) Nissl landmarks (nuclear boundaries and fiber tracts) were dra-wn
counter-staining of the same sections; and (4) three-dimen- as straight lines (Fig. IB). The numiber and loc-ation of cells
sional computer reconstruction (Smith et al., '82). was monitored by continuously checking the section under

Identification of catecholaminergic neurons by means of the microscope during the drawing procedure.
immunocytochemistry requires as a first step localization

A of the catecholamine-synthesizing enzymes. The presence
* of tyrosine hydroxylase (TI!) indicates the existence of do--

paminergic, noradrenergic, and adrenergic neurons; the
presence of dopam i ne-beta-hydroxy lase (DBH) indicates the iap are-a pos;trr,-ni
presence of noradrenergic and adrenergic (but not dopami tt .PInfut-i ~doy:'
nergic) neurons; the pre'sence of phenyl ethanolamine N- dot's d&ral. ouct- of th, ntich,i- dth.-trw
methyl transferase UINAM indicate-s the presence of adre- diats
nergic (but not dopamninurgic and noradrenergic) neurons. dlSR1 dorsal) ui:ro-htii rtk rt-gifin

Therefore if a group of neurons shows immunoreactivitv to ds dr~i strip
S itti I ,ai l r-i cil.ir riul,-iis

al tre ct(chlan- ' nhsizing enzymes (ii. 111
and PNNMT u, then those neurons can be considel(red to he I, If ml-ial I,11:1 1ina l fat Ictus
adrenal ine -coot a in i ng; if a group of ne-uirons shows i minti- ni riTS tIiiji jiiwu-t-us (f fit. nut hto of tht- t ract ti-
noreactivity only to I Iand Wi)ll then those ntiurons can rcn I .1ri1tsi-ui-is(i h

be considered to be oora(l i-i-na i ni--c', I ini nig; aind a group it o.rog-i itsI,.,, h i~lisot
of neurons showing only TI! (aInd not 1)1111 and PNNMT) O'S nuch-us, ftic, tractti s,,ta~;riu,
imminoreactivity is most probably dopamninergic. PGtI paraug.:..ni ,-I1iilr reticular OiICI(US

It is necessa ry toi have i nfi ,rmat ton ab ou t all thIiree cate rN w pit, it ' Itit,n,.I-ainti N rit.-iI I tr -n-ft-re.-

cholaiine-s~nthevsizing enye in seia section to bv I'll .r-nrciarr-a'Ill t r.,- i ar s.t~sI-sabeto determine the neurochfimical iditYl of catecho TS rt'~,i~..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ C i -: . '...''..\**/******.***%**-.
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Computer reconstruction -0.3, -0.25. 0.05, 1.31, 1.5, 1.9; TH -0.85, -0.6, -0.4.
-0.15, 0.05, 0.3, 1.3, 1.75, 2.2, 2.8. At high magnification of

The overlay drawing was made to fit the surface of a the dorsal medulla (including the nucleus of the tractus
digitizing tablet. The drawing was laid on the digitizing solitarius) the following rostrocaudal levels were examined:
tablet, and an origin and axis were determined as follows. (a) levels ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 (TH 0.1, DBH 0.15, PNMT
In sections caudal to the obex, the lowest point of the 0.2); and (b) levels ranging from -0.25, -0.15 (TI -0.25.
central canal was taken as the origin (a) and the highest DBH -0.2 and PNMT -0.15).
point of the area postrema on the surface of the medulla
vertically above it in the region of the area postrema was
taken as the second coordinate point (b to define an axis on A
the midline. The magnification of the section was also re- ,S
corded. The provision of two coordinate points enabled def- APil .- C
inition of an axis on the midline through which alignment
adjustments could be made and through which the sections
could be rotated in various planes during the computer data
manipulation and processing. This procedure allowed the
information to be input rapidly at low power magnification. 3,
An outline of the total section as well as lines delimiting "

the borders of major regions, particularly fiber tracts and
nuclei, were input as separate line segments for each sec- "
tion in the series (Fig. C n addition, points corresponding'..
to positions of cell bodies were input into the computer .
through a digitizing tablet and stepping motor stage. Indi- ,./ .. -

vidual labels were assigned to groups of cells within indi-
vidual subnuclei so that a subsequent analysis of a single l,"

cell group could be performed. Every section stained with *

the same antibody was drawn sequentially, and the rostro- * ,.. . I J
caudal position of the section was marked. Graphic system
software allowed the two-dimensional plots of individual
sections as well as groups of sections to be visualized to- .. . . .
gether in one image. The data files could be manipulated
and scanned in a variety of directions to create an enhanced , ,
appreciation of the location of cell bodies in relation to one
another (Smith et al., '81; German et al., '82,'83; Reis et al.,
'82; Schlusselberg et al., '82a,b).

These procedures provided us with newly synthesized
visual summaries of all three catecholamine-synthesizing B
enzyme-containing cell groups (TH, DBH, and PNMT) and
enabled us to accurately determine the presence or absence ,

of any of these enzymes in any region of the medulla. This 100,
method of simultaneous visual imaging provided us with '
accurate information about the location of catecholami.
nergic cell populations in the brain stem. This was particu- "as , .
larly important in the A2 cell group where the population -4. It

contains all three types of catecholaminergic neurons, and ' .
therefore the analysis required the accuracy provided by 17-...
the computer.

RESULTS W. ' ir

The main purpose in this paper was to convert informa-
tion about the location of catecholamine-synthesizing en- .. l .

zymes into data regarding the position of different .'1 \. . -. ...
catecholamines in the medulla oblongata. This required '.S,..., ",.:.d :
analysis of catecholamine-synthesizing enzyme-containing -. -,.
neurons in the medulla by means of the computer with the " - ' .
aim of visualizing the spatial location and distribution of
different groups of dopamine-, noradrenaline-, and adrena, "
line-containing cells. "

The distribution of catecholamine-synthesizing enzyme.
containing cells was plotted in the rostrocaudal and medio-
lateral direction at low magnifications and in relation to Fig 2. A I.ine drarng of T11 immunort active neurons, nerve fil-,rs.
cytoarchitectonically distinct subnuclei in the dorsal me. and pretermnmal pruc'-et,i, in the. dor1sal n,.dullal a level -0 15 mii caudal
dulla at high magnifications. to the otiii, x Thi, draing wa' n.d, , from an t-terI aif a photomnont.iog 1B

Coimput.r plot of the a , ., s.tion Cell hldir-. are indicated ais raiehd Iriuan
The following levels were examined at low magnification: gleu. arid major nucler boundariv., are ploitt.d Grid mark- on th X ard Y

PNMT -0.8, -0.7, -0.5. 0.1. 1.6. 1.85. 2.05; D111 -0.75, ax . 10"m'

%€
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' !eurons showing TH immunoreactivity are coded green, dopamine (D) neurons: (1) the medial and dorsal part of the
Poll immunreactivity is coded blue, and PNMT immuno- area postrema (ap), (2) the caudomedial pole of the dorsal
reactivity is coded white in this analysis. motor nucleus of the vagus (dmnX), and (3) the periventri-

cular region (PVR). These neurons are located at levels

Visualizagion of all the catecholaminergic cell caudal to the obex (Figs. 3A,6). Notice the mixture of TH-,groups in the medulla DBH-, and PNMT-containing neurons in the other subnu.

All three types of catecholaminergic neurons (dopami- clei of the nTS.
nergic. noradrenergic, and adrenergic) show TH-positive Analysis of noradrenaline neurons in the .42 cell
immunoreactivity. Therefore we examined serial sections group. These are cells showing 'I'll (greenl and DBIt (blue)

%I at !ow magnification showing only TH-positive cells (Fig. but no PNMT (white) immunoreactivity. The analysis of
h 2). 'igure 3A and B show reconstructions of sections in the these sections at a glance shows the following. Area pos-
S coional plane showing TH-positive cells. Figure 3A is a trema contains noradrenaline neurons in the dorsal and

view from the rostral side and Figure 3B is a view from the medial part (note that this population appears green (THII caudal side. In both figures the sections are viewed at a tilt and blue (DBH). The second population of cells in the area
of 300. Figure 3A shows the distribution of the different postrema consists of adrenaline-containing cells which are
catecholamine cell groups; in the foreground the Cl and C2 labelled with TH, DBH, and PNMT, shown here as green,
r- l groups are located in the ventral and dorsal regions, blue, and white cells. The dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus
respectively. In the background the Al and A2 cell groups is heavily filled with dopamine-containing cells shown here
aro visible in the central and dorsal regions. respectively, in green (Figs. 6,7). Note the absence of blue and white cells
Figure 3B, which is a view from the caudal aspect, shows in this figure. The medial nTS appears to contain primarily

_ the Al (ventrall and A2 (dorsal) cell groups in the fore- noradrenaline neurons. The neurons appear green and blue
0- ground. The complexity of the A2 cell population is imme- and not white. The dorsal parasolitarius region (dPSRil

diately obvious, which consists of the region just dorsal to the medial nTS,
Figure 4A and B show sagittal views of TH-positive cell contains primarily adrenaline-containing cells (green, blue,

groups. These lateral views were produced with a 300 tilt. and white). This also appears to be a mixed group with
Figure 4A shows the caudal sections in the foreground and adrenaline- and noradrenaline-containing cells. The dorsal
4B shows the rostral sections in the foreground. Four major strip region (ds, which contains green, blue, and white
observations can be made from this figure: (1) the dorsal A2 cells, appears to be predominantly an adrenaline-contain-
and C2 cell groups do not appear to be a continuous column ing cell group since the most dense population of cells is
of cells; (2) the dorsal A2 cell group shows a distribution stained white. The dorsal nucleus of the tractus solitarius
pattern that is very different from the dorsal C2 cell group; (dnTS) also appears to contain primarily adrenaline-con-
(3) the ventrally located Al and C1 cell groups form a taining neurons. The intermediate nucleus (nil located be-
continuous column of cells; and (4) the rostrally located Cl tween the 'S and the rest of the nTS complex also appears
cell group has a distribution pattern that contains scattered to contain adrenaline neurons although there is definitely.
cells and is thus very diflerent from the Al cell group which some degree of mixing. The TS itself contains an occasional
contains compactly arranged cells. adrenaline neuron.

, Figure 5 shows reconstructions of coronal sections show- Analysis of adrenaline-containing neurons in the .2 cell
ing the location of all three catecholamine-synthesizing en- group. These are neurons staining with all three catechol-
zvmes ITH, DBH, and PNMT). Figure 5A shows a three- amine synthesizing enzymes: TH, DBHt, and PNMT. How-
dimensional reconstructin of a view from the caudal side ever, since neither D nor NA neurons stain with PNMT,
(without any tilt). The most obvious result that this imag- the presence of PNMT can be considered to be specific for A
ing gives is the location of two bilaterally symmetrical cell neurons (Goldstein, '72). These neurons are coded white in
groups on the ventral medulla, two bilaterally symmetrical this series. Figure 6 shows the adrenaline cell group. Fig-
cell groups on either side of the midline in the dorsal me- ure 6 shows a caudal and rostral view of the adrenaline
dulla. and a third group of cells in the midline (in the region neurons. A new population of adrenaline neurons in the ds
of the area postrema). Figure 5B shows the same group of and dnTS which is quite separate from the previously de-
sections with a 30* tilt. Now immediately, five populations fined (Dahlstr6m and Fuxe, '64) A2 group can be seen in
of cells come into view: (1) a caudally located ventral bilat- the foreground.
eral cell group (All); (2) a rostrally located ventral bilateral In summary, at the level of the obex in the A2 cell group
cell group (Cl; (3) a caudally located dorsal bilateral cell there is a mixture of all three CA neurons. The adrenaline
group (A21; (4) a rostrally located dorsal bilateral cell group neurons are located in the ds and dnTS, the noradrenaline
(C2); and (5 a caudally located unpaired cell group in the neurons are located in the ap, mnTS, and ncom, and the
midline. This figure shows the usefulness of this method of dopaminergic neurons are located in the ap, caudomedial
visual imaging in revealing the precise location of these dmnX, and PVR. The A2 cell group extends from -2.7 to
different populations of cells. +0.3 mm and has dimensions of 0.4 x 3 mam.

Figure 6 is a three-dimensional reconstruction of a series Coronal sections in which the distribution of DBII-im-
of high magnification drawings of the dorsal medulla show- munoreactive neurons is plotted are shown in Figure 8.
ing the location of all three catecholamine-synthesizing en- This catecholamine-synthesizing enzyme (DIl) is present
zymes in the various subnuclei of the nucleus of the tractus in noradrenaline.,in at(lr(naline.c(intaining neurons. Thus,
solitarius and adjacent regions of the dorsal medulla. Figure 8 shows the location of the combined population of

Analy. is of dopamine-containing neurons in the A2 cell adrenaline and noradrenaline neurons. Figure 8A is a view
group. These are cells showing Ti-positive (coded green) from the caudal side at a 300 tilt and shows the presence of
immunoreactivity, and no DlM (coded hlue)or PNMT (coded two paired cell groups in the foreground (caudal): the Al
whitep immunoreactivity. Figures 6 and 7 enable us to cell group in the ventral region and the A2 cell group in
visualize three regions of the dorsal medulla containing the dorsal region. Notice the absence of l)Bll.positive cells

A J. A 'P
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Fig~ 4 A 'Thriecdrensional ..ieAs of Tif inrnunoreactives neronts in the in A cointaining~ 'I'll-mmunotreartive ninarsri, viewtA fmi~n the right side,.

nlsdul!.3 obluingaia Thiw T)I pips i ni cl. art, coded green The. Mctions are with a 30' latiral tilt rostriff rhv ri.stral -A-tioifs deift (if figasre, aii;jr
Vli'%%Vd frOwn thi- IVt sliulc 'A 1it, ., ., , .jud.ldawial tilt 'It, cauwdal end pronminintly (rid marks, f,(1 pmn

apim-art' pronentlY in thi twurigruund Iright of Iaguorvi B. Sections shwn'
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Fig 10 A High magnification setions of INi dor. -,! mtdiilL- showing ainfe syNrthesizing enzynws is similar. indiciting that nw-i oft he nutirons(from right to leftw T11l igneehl. 1 fl) hue)-. and PNNMT lIshitl in)"iuno. in these populaitions are adnot-irigic I , 1)111 . anid PNMlTTpiistivIe B.reactive neurons at a level I mm ra,.tral to the ohsx The swit1 is from the Frontal view, with a 30' tilt. of the .stCtions shown in A Grid barsright lateral aspect, with a 30' tilt. The major nuclear 6,uindairies are J0 m.
indicated by solid lines Notice that the distribution of all three catechol.
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in the midline region of the area postrema. A second paired In order to appreciate the view or the concept of the
group of cells in the background is visible: the C1 (ventral separation or conversely, the overlap or the rostrocaudal
group and the C2 (dorsal) group. Figure 8B is a view from extent of the cell group from a series of classical neuroana-
the rostral side in which the paired Cl and C2 groups can tomical drawings, there is a need to examine each of these
be clearly seen in the ventral and dorsal regions, respec. drawings simultaneously to construct a mental image of
tively. The Al cell group is a homogeneous population of where the cell groups are located. The combined data bases
NA cell extending from -2.5 to+0.2 mm with dimensions from different sections and the different views subse-
of 1.3-2.7 mm (cells staining blue only). Compare this fig. quently synthesized by means of the computer eliminate
ure with Figure 9 to determine the location of the noradren- the need to section the brain in all three planes to obtain
aline cell groups. Figure 9 shows cell groups with PNMT different visualizations.
immunoreactivity. Since neitherdopaminergic nor noradren- Computer-generated rotation of the orientation ofthe sec-
ergic neurons contain this synthesizing enz)me PNMT- tions allows one to separate out different cell groups and
containing cells can be considered to be synonymous with permits the visualization of functionally distinct and im-
adrenaline containing. Figure 9A is a 30' tilted rostrolat- munocytochemically distinct neuronal populations (Figs. 8,
eral view of coronal sections showing the location of PNMT- 9). Figure 5 also shows that the computerized rotation and
immunoreactive neurons. Figure 9B is identical with 9A tilting of the serial reconstruction of cells is an extremely
except that in 9B the boundaries of the lateral reticular valuable tool in the separation and identification of differ-
nucleus LRt and the paragigantocellular reticular nucleus ent populations of neurons. This method requires only a
(PGil on the ventral side and the tractus solitarius ITS) on few seconds of viewing for the entire picture to be inte-
the dorsal side have been plotted. The following features of grated by the human brain and offers a great advant:ige
adrenaline-containing neurons are obvious at first glance: over classical neuroanatomical drawings. The expense of
Ii the majority of adrenaline cells are located rostrally; (2) publishing color plates can be con-idered to he a mujor
they appear to be localized in the dorsomedial and ventro- disadvantage of this method of analysis. llowevcr, the cost
lateral regions but are not clustered in very distinct re- of eight consecutive pages (one signature) in The Journal of
gions; and (31 a small paired group ofadrenaline-containing Comparative Neurob, gy does not significantly exceed the
neurons can be distinguished in the caudal dorsal medulla cost of a single color plate. The savings in medical illustra-
which does not appear to be a part of the more rostrally tor charges alone offsets this cost, thus making the publi-
located C2 cell group. This also does not belong to the more cation of this 'ita cost effective and affordable to most
caudally located A2 cell group. This region has been exam- neuroanatomical laboratories provided the computer sys-
ined at high magnification in Figure 10. tern itself is shared between many users.

Figure IOA is a three-dimensional reconstruction of three The nucleus of the tractus solitarius and the related re-
consecutive sections showing (from left to right) Tl-, 1)BH-, gions of the medulla oblongata provide an ideal anatomical
and PNMT-positive immunoreactive cells, respectively. All location; where a large number of monoaminergic nerve
three sections show identical locations of immunoreactive cells are distributed, use of computer reconstruction may
neurons indicating that this region is predominantly adre- enhance conceptual analysis as compared to classical neu-
nergic. The location of adrenaline-containing cells in the roanatomical drawings. In the two preceding papers iKalia
dorsal strip (ds) region can be clearly seen. et al., '85a,b) we prepared a series of very accurate draw-

DISCU'SSION ings. These anatomical maps were stored in the computer
and later could be retrieved, rotated, tilted, viewed from

The results of this study demonstrate that catecholamin- different angles, overlapped, or viewed individually. Thus
ergic neurons are organized according to cytoarchitectonic multiple drawings of different neuronal populations of cells
boundaries and rostrocaudal location in the medulla ob were plotted.
longata. The A2 cell group, previously considered to be a In the present paper the computer aided the visualization
homogeneous noradrenergic cell group, constitutes a heter- task by estimating where a population of transmitter-iden.
ogeneous population of neurons containing a variety of cell tified neurons were present. This was based on visual over-
types and all three types of catecholaininergic neurons. In lap of different groups of immunoreactive neurons.
this section we shall first discuss the strengths and weak- In the medulla oblongata there exist three populations of
nesses of the three-dimensional computer reconstruction neurons: dopaninergic, noradrenergic, and adrenergic neu-
technique %% hich was used to analyze this complex data. In rons. Immunocytochemistry of this system does not directly
the second part of this discussion we shall examine the provide us with information about the neur,,chenical iden-
significance of this new data in light of our understanding tity of these catecholaminergic neurons. Rather, we get
of medullary catecholaminergic systems. information about the presence or absence of the catechol.

amine-synthesizing enzyns from % hich we have to deduce
Thtc-dinmensiona| compter reconstruction the existence of the neurotran.-mitter. This system, there.

Use of three-dimensional computer reconstruction has on- fore, requires a number of steps in the analvsis, most of
abled us to view the catecholaminergic cell groups in the which are based on a simultaneous visualization and
medulla oblongata in a unique manner. The ability to ma- synthesis of this data. The individual position of neurons
nipulate the data in a variety of different ways makes showing immunoreactivity to the three catecholaine-syn-
possible an accurate analysis of neuroanatomical systems thesizing enzymes ('H, I)BIt, and PNMT) was defined in
in a way that physically cannot be done by artists. The use three different planes by the computer, enabling us to ana-
of color coding in this series has further permitted us to lyze the data in a variety of ways.
study multiple types of data simultaneously in the same
section with or without representation of nuclear bounda. The overall organization and heterogeneity of
ries. In these studies, the task of determining what pattern medtllary cateclolarninergic neurons
of immunocytrochemically identified cell groups corresponds Quantitation of catecholaminergic cell bodies as well as
to what specific neurotransriitter cytom is facilitated hy three-dimensional reconstruction with stereotaxic coordi-
the use of color computer gr;)hs. Computer reconstruction nates as shown in this study have helped answer a number
of the distribution patterns of transmiter-identified neu- of questions. Where in the threedinensional space are
rons aids in the conceptual analysi., of this sy.-tem. adrenaline neurons in the nTS located? Where in the three-

VL
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dimensional space are dopamine and adrenergic neurons A('l(NOWLE I G M E.NTS
located? Do the CI and the Al cell groups overlap, and if
they do what is the rostrocaudal level at which they over- This work was supported by USPIIS grants HL 30991,
lap? Do the Al and A2 cell groups overlap, and if so what HL 33632, and 1-1. 31997, and American Ileart Associat Ion
is the level of the overlap? What is the extent of the overlap grant 81-978 to M.K., USPHS grant INIAAA 390 and DA -

and do these cell populations merge and continue at the 2338, and a grant from the Biol. Humanics Foundation to
same level in the mediolateral plane or do they diverge? D.JW. and USPHS grant MI-I 25504 and Swedish Medical
W~hat is their relationship to other nuclear groups? These Research Council grant 14X-04246-lOB to K.F It is a pleas-
questions have been answered by the analysis presented in ure to thank Kaveri Kalia for secretarial and technical
this paper. assistance. We are grateful to Marc Le-bowitz, Mike Leddy,

The present results demonstrate that the medullary cate- Pau lie Tartagli a, Mark Brooks, and Karen Gazzard for

cholaminergic neurons are organized in a complex manner their expert as., istance .%ith the photonmicrographs.
that is not based either on cytoarchitecture or rostro-
caudal location. The homogeneous neurochemically distinct ITE1'RATRuIE CITED
cell populations of cells such as the Al (noradren-
ergic) and Cl (adrenergic) appear to consist of subpopula- Btorisn, IIILand SC Wang 11949. Functional 1-cahization of central coor.
tionsof neurons which cannot be separated functionally on dinating mechanisms. fur t me-.i in the cat J Neurophy.siol 12 305-

the basis of cytoarchitectonics alone. Clearly, connectivity 313.

studies need to be done to study these systems in greater Dahlstrom. A.. and K. Fuxe (19641 F% idence for the existence of monoamine
containing neurons in the Central nervous s%,,t.,m I Dt monstration of

detail. The heterogeneous catecholaminergic cell group (A) inonoamninis in the cell bodies of brainote'm neurons Acta I'hvsiol.
in the caudal, dorsal medulla, on the other hand, is of S&and 62,Sppl 2121 1-55

considerable interest since this region is known to contain Falck, B. and N A Itillarp 1196~2 Or the cellulir 1,oZilization if cat.-Chol

functionally distinct subpopulations of neurons (Kalia and amines. in i-rain Acta An;,t 3.1 277 27 9

Mesulam, '80). Gernian, D.C., D.S Schlusseflwrg. B A MceMillen. K *Mcl)rmott. W K

Thus the observations regarding specific dopamninergic Smith. and Di J. W,.ndsard 19S21 A4% inietri, ,in humar, !-rain I pa
mine receptor binding Relatiinship to 3dinien-ional rec,truction of

neurons in the mid-line of the area postrema. the periven- midbrain dopamnine neurons N-urose i Abstr 8 310 3.
tricular region, and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus German, D C_ K L McDermott. M K Sdrnghera. D S Schliis-lberg. W K.
might be of considerable physiological significance since Smith, VA. Woodard. S G Special'-, and C B Saper i19,31 Three
these regions are known to be related to the emetic system dimensional reconstruction oif &pinn neurtns in the mouse Strain

of the medulla. difti !-ence: in regional cell dvn'.itivs and p!,,srm~jnoy Neuresci Abstr.

The noradrenergic neurons in the A2 cell group have 9 1150.
know toexis sice 164 Dahltr~i an Fue). ow. Goldstein, M (19721 Enzymes ins ilsed in the c~~lesof cattcholamnine

been knw oeitsne16 Dllt~iadFx) o. biosynithesis In RN Ubell .id, Methods in Neurichvniidr% Vol 1.
ever, the detailed pattern of distribution of these noradren- New York Plenumi Pre-ss. pp 317-340.
ergic neurons in the various subnuclei of the nucleus of the Ilokfelt, T., K Fuxe. M. GA~indt, and 0 Joh.mns,in 11973' Evid,-rce for
tractus soilitarius and adjacent regions of the dorsal med- adrenalince neurons in the rat 1,,ain Acta IT s %,iol iSnd R!42 -r-25A

ulla indicate that this noradrenergiL system is involved in Ilokfelt, T,K Fuxe,MN G'ldstvin. and j,:..-o 197 :cmunohisto
multiple visceral functional effects tKalia and Mcsulam, chemical evidence for the ex:.-ttnce of adreniahne neurons in the rat

'80). brain Brain Res 66 235-251.
'8).Kalia. NM, K Fuxe, and NI G;ld,tiin 119lriai R.e niediila obli'ng.tai 11

The finding that adrenergic neurons (TH, DBII, and Nrderi ui. ev ~s~i]peiiia rsi 1lm

PNMT positive) are located in the A2 cell group is new. Trhe Neiirol. 2:1.1 I;l :332

clustering of these adrenergic neurons in the dorsal strip Kalia. N1 , K Fume, and N1 ;.'ll-ttin li5t.R.t! niedillai obhsigitAi Ill
region and the dorsal subnucleus of the nTS indicates that Alrentrgic ncurn,. nurv( Fibers and js rtvinmiia Iir-is-c, J (Xnit,

these neurons might be related to cardiovascular effects Neiirol 233.133:3 319

since carotid sinus nerve and aortic nerve afferents are Kalia., ,I K Fuse. T Itmokf.-lt, 0 LIhans-n. R Lang. D G('.an, C Ctwli.
knwnt trmnteintisrein Kaiand Welles, '80). and L. Terei-nus (19S4i D istrition of nt-r. l-ltiItiii mnorvact i e

knon t temiatein hisreion(Kaianerve- itsrminals withimn the simlmnuclei iif the nucleus (if the trictus
Finally the adrenergic, the C2 cell group, which was ilit;irius (if tht rat J. Comp Neurol 222 409l 114

originally described by lI6kfelt et al. ('741 as being a "conm- Katia, M ,and NM M. Nesiilamn 19S0. Srains~ mn ;ormections if sn-ir% and
paratively small group," is in fact a large cell population motor coilimnints oif the vigms nerve in the cat I1 1.ar% nizeal, trachem

(Fig. 9) scattered over a large region of the nmedtulla, cover- bronchial. cardiac and gaistnoistinal bimches J. (Xnip Ni-uril

ing a number of nuclei in the rostral part of the dorsal Ka -i.i3 46dHV elsm POBa nse- i50ioso8hei r i ev

medulla: the medial longitudinal fasciculus, the dorsal mo- in. th, atd A Ntud uesing etr,nthein hu~ijmdmins fthe is~rit fer

tor nucleus of the v'agus, and the preposituis hypoglossal h.,rsuradish permx'sew Brain R"x PS .123-32

nucleus. The morphological characterist ics of this cell group R,, Dj1 R H Bi non. 1. W Tie-ker, and T If Joh 19q2) Quimitititise

are very different from those of the A2 cell grotup artd thus inmmunewtchercnmstr' tof tIro-inv h.%lr. ,i - in brain In V Cl-in

cannot be considered to be a rostral extension of that c-ell Pal. adid RtPla\ -iws, Csthnmci Mthii in Nemur-riat-oi New

population. In addition the analysis in this paper revealed York. Alan R Li.i- Inc, PP 20" 2-22r,

a distinct separation between the C2 and A2 cell groups. Schlusselln-rg, 1) S. W K Sinith, 130G Cult-c. mind 114.1 Wistisird 19 "2.1, A

In smmay, he srikng eatues f tree-in~nsinal computer system for semui utomnatic cell re-cignition in ni-urinatimic
In smmay, he trikng eatresof treedimnsinal studies NVUrisei. Abstr. 8 644

computer reconstruction of the location of catecholamine- Schlusse-Iberl. I) S. W K. Smith. MI H Beis B Culter, and 1) J Windi

synthesizing enzy-mes in the medulla oblongata reveal the wmird (1982b) A general %stvtin fur computer hised aciqumitwn. analysis

existence of a number of new features of medullary cate- and display ofm-dicis ige data Proc ACNI IS-25.

cholaminergic neurons. The morphological complexity, de- Sithi. W K.. 1)S Schlus"-lherg. and 1)1 JVwoodsiard i1"I I A computer

tailed organization, and precise localization of this syslt(Im 0tmfrnuontiimi aaauusto.anlss n ipa
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A Renal Countercurrent System in Marine Elasmobranch

Fish: A Computer-Assisted Reconstruction

Abstract. Computer-aided techniques were used to reconstruct the complex renal
tubular system in the dorsal kidney region of a marine elasmobranch fish. the little
skate (Raja erinacea), from a series of light micrographs of serial sections. It was
established that five individual segments of one nephron, consisting of two loops and
a distal tubule, are arranged in parallel within an elongated closed tissue sac.
Capillaries, which form a network around these nephron segments, enter and exit
this sac at the same end. This anatomical arrangement suggests that a complex renal
countercurrent multiplier system may be important in fluid regulation in these fish.

Typically, marine fish are faced with acea) and spiny dogfish (Squalus acanth-
the problem of dehydration due to the ias) were fixed with buffered glutaralde-
high osmolality of the surrounding sea- hyde by vascular perfusion (8). We used
water (I). Marine elasmobranch fish ap- 118 light micrographs of serial sections
pear to resolve the problem by maintain- from the skate to outline and sequence
ing high urea concentrations in plasma 2945 tubule contours (outer circumfet-
and tissue, thereby elevating the osmo- ence of tubules) of the sectioned nephron
lality of their internal milieu to nearly as it completed its course within the
that of the surrounding seawater (2). An dorsal region of the kidney. The same
extremely small fraction of urea is ex- photographs were used to outline the
creted (3), and studies of the kidney have cellular peritubular sheath that sur-
been done to determine how this urea rounds bundles of these tubule segments
conservation is achieved (1-5). Howev- (9). Because a complex computer-gener-
er, the extremely complex configuration ated image was expected, the profiles of
of the elasmobranch nephron has imped- the blood vessels accompanying the tu-
ed physiological studies of the anatomi- bules were not entered into the comput-
cal site of urea reabsorption and of some er. The course of these vessels was sim-
of the cellular mechanisms that are in- pier than that of the adjacent tubules and
volved (63. This nephron complexity is it was traced in the same serial sections
evidenced by the fact that elasmo- by light microscopy.
branchs are members of the only verte- The architectural complexity of neph-
brate class (Chondrichthyes) in which rons in the dorsal region was greater than
the nephron configuration and epithelial what could be reconstructed by tech-
%equence along its length to the collect- niques such as wax modeling. For the
ig duct are not known (6, 7). computer-assisted reconstruction, we

We used computer graphics to study used a hierarchical data-base design that
nephron configuration. A three-dimen- accommodates the complex branching
sommal reconstruction of the tubule in the nature of biological structures and per-
complex dorsal region of a marine elas- forms coordinate transformations neces-
ms*wanch kidney show% that parallel tu- sary to convert serially sectioned biolog-
hula r gment% from a %ingle nephron are ical materials into three-dimensional dis-
tigtdly wrapped in a cellular sheath that play coordinates. Solid modeling algo-
alwo entow', a capillary network around rithms were used to generate the video
the tubule% Thi% anatomical arrange- images (10, I1).
minm presumaNy ha% the potential of Beginning with the urinary pole of the
fa ,,eatmez a physological countercur- renal corpuscle, we traced the course of
"ea sV~sem the ncphron as it first entered the bundle

I hkrivemv of little skates (Raja erin- zone in the dorsal region of the kidney

- .m- I3S
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tmg. 1. Diagrams of elasmobranch nephron in Collecting duct
the bundle zone (dorsal) and sinus zone (yen- a Capiaries Peritubular
tral). The dorsal kidney surface is parallel to I ,A sheath
the top of the page. (a) Simplified diagram Collecting duct "

showing renal corpuscle (RC) and four highly
stylized nephron loops (Ito IV). A penwbular
sheath surrounds the countercurrent system PC
of nephron segments (loops I. Ill. and the Peritubular v
distal tubule) and anastomosing capillary sheath
loops in the bundle zone. Small arrows indi- A'
cate the direction of tubular fluid and blood Distal tubule ii ,

flow. (b Schematic drawing of the pathway of
the skate nephron in the bundle zone (dorsal) .
and in the sinus zone (ventral) showing some RC .. o
of the nephron complexity. The entenng
limbs of nephron loops I and Ill and the distal Blood sinus C

tubule (a) pierce the peritubular sheath near Capillaries Blood sinus Bo sin
the renal corpuscle and extend to the opposite (/)
end of the sheath. Close to the renal corpus-
cle. the five tubular segments (loops I. Ill.

and the distal tubule) located in the bundle
zone are covered by the pentubular sheath
and run parallel to each other. To emphasize this distinctive course, they have been drawn side by side tn one plane and not assembled into a bun-
die, as they actually are (Figs. 2 and 3). The tubular bundle and surrounding pentubular sheath then become consoluted. The parallel course of
the tubules is lost since the loops wrap around each other. For simplicity. the opposite end of the pentubular sheath, where the distal tubule
emerges, has been drawn away from the renal corpuscle on the far right side of the diagram. The distal tubule pierces the sheath at this point to ,.I
join a collecting duct. whereas the two other nephron segments loop back and retrace their path, finally exiting the sheath where they entered it
Capillanes also enter and exit the pentubular sheath at its renal corpuscle terminus and form an anastomotic network around and within the
tubular bundle. A histological section perpendicular to the plane of the drawing and along the line A-A' is shown in Fig. 2. In the sinus zone.
loops Ii and IV meander in large blood sinuses.

and made the first of four large loops "
(Fig. I). After forming a first dorsal loop. MO ,. It
the tubule turned and exited the bundle r .
zone to reach the sinus zone in the e
ventral part of the kidney. There the •

nephron formed a second loop (loop II in
Fig. 1). returned to the bundle zone. and 4 -11
with a third loop (loop Ill in Fig. I) . ,'"
returned to the sinus zone. Finally. after
a fourth loop (loop IV in Fig. 1). the • -._

nephron reentered the bundle zone and.
as the distal tubule. it joined a collecting ,,
duct in the subcapsular region. In the LIM
bundle zone. both loops I and III (each
composed of two limbs, one ascending e
and one descendingi and the carly distal
tubule are close together (Fig. la). This
bundle of fiie tubular segment, all from
the same nephron. was wrapped by a
cellular pentubular sheath separating
them from other pentubular sheaths
leach containing lto ncphron ltoops and -
an earl) distal tubule I deri-ed from other T"
nephrons IFigs. I and 2). The peritubular ,'.
sheath (F-igs. I and 2) was obscrscd to hc
an elongated closed sac formed h sever. i%

Fig 2. lal Photomicrograph of dor,al skate
kidnes surface howing a field oft numerous S eundhV %e
tight,) intertwined nephrin segmen,. 111, .4".
discrete tubular bundle,. are outlind. wilth I'l I
nephrons visible through the pIrfuhultr
sheath. The tubular hundki here coirrsponds 1
to the reconstructed tubular bundle shown in
Fig. 3d. Ib Photomicrograph of eposx resin section cut through the dorsal region of skate kidne" in a plane similar to that along A-A' in -ig lb
Three regions of the same tubular bundle and surrounding perntubular sheath larrotiihcads) in the bundle ,one are shown On the upper left .Are
five cross-sectional nephron segments and capillaries Isniall white areas between lubule of the straight pirt of the countercurrent sstem On
the upper right. the tubules in the peritubular sheath are looping bauck so that those tn the right are continuous with those on the left (,art Just
below this. on the right. the ,heath farrowheads) encloses capilllaries and the five tubules cul in a conoluted pan of the tubule bundle S.
individual tubules in the sinus lone. Arrows indicate the dorsal kidn.y cipsule ,Magnification, , 2t K1
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al investing layers of squamous cells that domly with other nephron segments in part of the peritubular sheath was slight-
surround the tubules. Freeze-fracture large blood sinuses (Figs. I and 2). ly more than 3 mm long (3163 pm) in the
and thin sections have shown tight junc- In our reconstructed images of the skate, as determined from the recon-
tions between adjacent squamous cells skate nephron (Fig. 3), this bundle of five structed path length. The nephron seg-
of the pertubular sheath. This peritubu- tubules (ascending and descending limbs ments within the convoluted part of the
lar sheath was penetrated on one end, of nephron loops i. i1l, and the early sheath also became somewhat convolut-
near the renal corpuscle, by entering and distal tubule as diagrammed in Fig. la) ed as they wound around each other, and .
exiting tubule segments of the two neph- and the surrounding peritubular sheath the strict parallelism observed in the
ron loops and distal tubule and by capil- (Fig. 3) continued in a straight course straight part of the sheath was not main-
laries that formed an anastomosing net- from near the renal corpuscle just under tained (Fig. 3). The total path length of
work around these five tubule segments the skate kidney surface for approxi- nephron loops 1, I11, and the early distal
(Fig. I). At the opposite end, the peritu- mately 0.25 mm (285 iLm). The tubules tubule were 4902, 8247, and 3636 I~m,
bular sheath was pierced only by the within the straight part of the peritubular respectively (12). Capillaries observed in
exiting distal tubule. In contrast, the sheath were arranged in a parallel fash- the histological sections entered and ex-
segments of the nephron in the sinus ion. The peritubular sheath then became ited the end of the peritubular sheath
zone of the kidney were less organized convoluted, twisting back under the along with the tubules, as shown in Fig.
and were not surrounded by a peritubu- straight portion of the sheath and making I b. The capillaries formed an anastomot-
lar sheath but instead intermingled ran- several additional turns. The convoluted ic network around and within the tubular

Fig. 3. Computer reconstruction of skate tu-
bular bundle in the bundle zone (dorsal re-
gion) and its pertubular sheath. All segments
shown are pan of the same nephron. The dark
blue calotte-shaped structure is part of the
renal corpuscle close to the urinary pole. For
better visualization of the tubules, the remain-
der of the renal corpuscle [dashed line in (al .
has not been reconstructed here. The straight
part of the countercurrent system is upper-
most in each photograph, as is the dorsal
kidney surface. In these reconstructions the
terminus of the peritubular sheath is in the
lower left comer of each photograph. (a)
Loop I (see Fig. a). The ascending (entering)
limb is light green and the descending (exiting)
limb is dark green. The arrow is in the ascend-
ing limb, close to its starting point from the
urinary pole of the renal corpuscle, which is
hidden in this perspective. After emerging
from the renal corpuscle, the tubule goes left
and then turns sharply right and runs along
the straight part of the countercurrent system.
At the upper right, the ascending limb bends
back and after numerous convolutions turns
to become the descending limb. The transition
from ascending to descending limb occurs at
the lower left of photograph. The limbs are
tightly wrapped around each other as the
descending limb retraces the path of the as-
cending limb. The arrowhead is in the final
part of the loop after it has exited the peritu-

bular sheath. (b) Loop Ill. Its ascending limb (coming from sinus zone) is red and its descending
limb (going back to sinus zone) is orange. The arrow and arrowhead are in the beginning segment
and the final part of the loop. respectively. The basic pattern of this loop is the same as that of
loop I. Loop Ill is the most complex, repeatedly turning and wrapping itself tightly together. The
transition from ascending to descending limb occurs at the lower left of the photograph, which
corresponds to the terminus of the pentubular sheath (d). Wc) Distal tubule. This nephron segment
has ascended from the sinus /one (Fig. la) and starts close to the renal corpuscle (arrow). It
enters the pentubular sheath where it extends in a straight path as the early distal tubule. It turns
several times as it extends to the terminus of the bundle (arrowhead). It does not loop back to the
renal corpuscle but pierces the sheath at this point. where it continues as the late distal tubule
(outside of the sheath) until it merges into a collecting duct. Only the initial pan of the late distal
tubule has been recorded in this photograph. (d) Composite of loops I. II. and the distal tubule
forming the tubular bundle. All tubule segments have the same positions as in (a) to (cl. The
tubule segments are in a parallel arrangement along the length of the straight pan of the
countercurrent system (uppermost in photograph). Each outlined bundle of Fig 2a corresponds to
a reconstructed tubular bundle shown here. (el The pentubular sheath surrounding the tubular

bundle. The renal corpuscle has been removed and is outlined by dashes. 'he perspective is the same as in (a) to (d). The closed end of the sheath
meat the renal corpuscle is pierced by the five tubular segments: enterng and exiting limb% of loops I (light green and dark green) and Ill tred and
orange) and the entenng distal tubule (blue). where the straight part of the countercurrent system begins. The early distal tubule (inside the
sheath) exit% the sheath at its terminus in the lower left corner of the photograph, where it becomes the late distal tubule. After the straight pan of
the countercurrent system (upper night) the numerous turns of the tubular bundle are more easily visualized by the large sweeping turns of the
Peritubular sheath. Capillaries are not reconstructed here but would enter and exit the pentubular sheath near the renal corpuscle as shown in
Fig. lb.
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3.3.5
bundle as they extended to the end of the presence of such a system in both birds sively identified. Although a peculiar parallel

artangement of some nephron segments wassheath. Serial sections of the shark kid- and mammals mainly facilitates the abili- reported in earlier studies (5 .7). each proposed
ney, although not used for computer ty to form an osmotically concentrated model of this part of the elasmobranch nephron

has been inferred either from partial injection ofgraphics, showed tubule bundles (each urine (14). The precise fluid and solute nephrons or from time-lapse cinematography,
wrapped by a peritubular sheath) com- transfers that occur at each segment in which does not allow determination of the exact

location of tubules that may appear to be adja-posed of linearly arranged nephron seg- the elasmobranch renal tubular system cent at the low magnifications used. All of the
models have therefore been significantly differ-ments and capillaries like those in the have not yet been established, and we cnt (2. 5 7). Thus. the tubular site for this urea

skate. cannot specify, on the basis of anatomi- conservation has awaited more detailed mor-
phological analysis.This parallel arrangement of tubules ca reconstruction alone, how a counter- 7. E. Borghese, Z. Zellforsch. Mikrosk. Anal. 72.

and capillaries has the potential to oper- current mechanism would work, Ultra- 88 (1966); P. Deetjen and D. Antkowiak. Bull.
Mi. Desert Isl. Biol. Lab. 10. 5 (1970); P.ate as a countercurrent multiplier sys- structural studies indicate, however, that Deetjen and J. Boylan, ibid. 8. 16 (1968); R. T.

tem. The complete countercurrent flow the tubular epithelial cells are diverse Kempton, J. Morphol. 73, 147 (1943); ibid. Ill,
217 (1953); E. R. Lacy, B. Schmidt-Nielsen. R.system consists of a straight bundle of within the various segments of the tu- G. Galaske. H. Stolte, Bull Mi. Desert ist. Biol.

five tightly packed tubules from a single bules (15) and have the potential for Lab. 9, 54 (1975); K. Thurau and P. Acquisto,ibid. 9. 60 ll969).
nephron, three of which pass in one active transport of solutes. Integration of 8. Fixed renal tissue was embedded in epoxy resin.

and I-ilm-thick sections were stained with tolu-direction and two of which travel such information into a realistic model idine blue and photographed with the light mi-
counter to that direction. Among the for fluid and solute transfers is an objec- croscope.9. There was an average of 5.7 xm of tissuetubules there is a system of anastomos- tive for future studies. between successive photographs, which were
ing capillaries that also run the length of ERIC R. LACY 1enlarged approximately 250 diameters.

10. The outer contour of each tubule profile in eachthe tubular bundle. Both tubules and Department of Anatomy, Harvard photograph and of the peritubular tissue sheathencased by the pertubular Medical School, Boston, in every fifth photograph was traced on a digitalcapillaries are egraphic tablet with a hand-held stylus. The tab-
sheath. Massachusetts 02115, and Laboratory let drove a user-defined cursor for digitized

images which were stored in a 16-bit minicom-Tubular fluid from the glomerular ul- ofElectronmicroscopy, Hannover puter (Data General Eclipse S/130); this was
trafiltrate travels in the same direction in Medical School, 3000 Hannover. interfaced to a microprogrammable graphics
the ascending limb of the first loop (I) as Federal Republic of Germany processor (Adage 3000) for rapid image con-struction and analysis. Microcoded programs
tubular fluid in the ascending limb of the ENRICO REALE were used for rapid vector generation and

smooth-shaped polygon filling of high-resolutionthird loop (1ll) and the tubular fluid in Laboratory of Electronmicroscopy, images (1000 by 1000 pixels). Video graphicsthe distal tubule (Fig. I). Countercurrent Hannover Medical School images were used to align contours from serial
sections. The graphic data base was used to

flow occurs in the descending limbs of DANIEL S. SCHLUSSELBERG reconstruct long tubes from individual contours.
both dorsal loops (I and !I1). The dual WADE K. SMITH A set of contours was then subjected to asurfacing routine, which generated triangles be-
character of the system, in which the two DONALD J. WOODWARD tween the contours (1). By combining output of

a lighting algorithm with perspective calcula-countercurrent flows are parallel to one Department of Cell Biology and tions, polygon fill. and Z-buffer hidden-surface
another, is unusual. Presumably fluid Physiology. University of Texas Health techniques, we constructed a view of the three-

dimensional surface of the skate nephron. Pho-within the space contained by the peritu- Science Center, Dallas 75235 tographs of the three-dimensional images were
bular sheath is shared by the exterior of made directly from the video screen. See Com-Refertisaebnexrpoter Graphics World (Pennwell, Tulsa. Okla..
the five enclosed tubules and capillaries. gtay 1983) and Electronics Imaging (Morgan-

Similarities to mammalian kidney I. H. W. Smith, Am. J. Physiol. 9, 296 (1931). Grampion. Boston. 1983). pp. 26-32. for color
2. _ , Biol. Rev. Cambridge Phil. Soc. II, 49 illustrations of a range of familiar biologicalstructure suggest that marine elasmo- (1936). objects imaged by these methods.

branch fish may employ renal counter- 3. Marine elasmobranchs have mechanisms that I!. H. Fuchs, Z. M. Kedem. S. Uselton. Commun.allow their body fluids to be nearly isosmotic ACM 20. 693 (1977).
current mechanisms to achieve osmotic with seawater, thus preventing major fluxes of 12. All segments at the nephron in the straight part

water into or out of their tissues. Although both of the peritubular sheath were 285 gm long sincebalance. The mammalian kidney is ar- sodium and chloride ions are abundant in the the five tubules were in strictly parallel align-
ranged so that descending and ascending plasma, they are excreted in equally high con- ment. Loop I did not extend to the terminus of

centrations (1). Urea and, to a lesser extent, the peritubular sheath, whereas loop Iit (Fig. Ia)loops of Henle and collecting ducts share trimethylamine oxide account for most of the not only extended to the terminus of the peritu-extracellular fluid in the renal medulla, elevated osmolality of the internal milieu of bular sheath but was continuously wrapped
these fish (2). Urea is conserved since about 90 around loop I and the early distal tubule; this

which contains a network of descending percent of that filtered through the glomerulus is accounts for its length of more than 8 mm. The
and ascending capillaries. In these fish, reabsorbed within the nephron (2, 4). Plasma early distal tubule took a virtually straightconcentrations of urea range between 300 and course in the convoluted part of the sheath andthe peritubular sheath probably seals 600 mmol per kilogram of water, depending on is thus only slightly longer than the sheath itself.the species, and the final urine concentration of 13. J. R. Clapp. Am. J. Physiol. 210. 1304 (1966); W.each bundle of five tubules and associat- urea is only about 50 mmol per kilogram of E. Lassiter. M. Mylle. C. W. Gottachalk. ibid..
ed capillaries from the rest of the organ, water U1. 2, 4). Although both active transport p. 965; F. Roch-Ramel. F. Chomety. G. Peters.

and passive diffusion have been postulated as ibid. 215. 429 (1970).thus forming a discrete anatomical unit, underlying this tubular urea absorption (2. 5). 14. K. Schmidt-Nielsen. Animal Physiology: Adap-
This may create some functional similar- t process has not been analyzed in detail. tation and Environment (Cambridge Univ.

4. I. T Kempton, Biol. Bull. (Woods Hole, Mass.) Press. New York. 1975).
ities to the conditions within the main- 104. 45 (1953); E. K. Marshall, Physiol. Rev. 14, 15. The following successive segments beginning atealian renal medulla, in which there is a . 133 19341. the renal corpuscle can be observed in eachH. R. von Baeyr and J. W. Boylan. Bull. Mt. nephron: i) the neck segment consisting of
net reabsorption and subsequent recy- Desert Is1. Biol. Lab. 13, 121 (1973); J. W. cuboidal cells with numerous cilia;(ii proximal

Boylan, Comp. Biochem. Physiol. 42.27 (19721; segments with epithelial cells characterized bycling of urea (13). However, the renal P. Dtjen. D. Antkowiak. J. W. Boylan. Bull. brush border; fin) an intermediate segment, with
countercurrent multiplier system in Mi. )e sert 13. Biol. Lab. 12, ,8 (1972); H. six morphologically distinct portions; and (iv)

Stolte, R. G. Galaske. G. M. Eisenbach. C. the distal segments (early distal in the pertubu-
mammals, which has the capacity to Lechene. B. Schmidt-Nielsen, J. W. Boylan. J. lar sheath and late distal ri the connective tissueproduce a hypertonic urine as well as to Exp. Zool. 199. 403 (1977); B. Schmidt-Nielsen, outside the sheath). The distal segment merges

K. Ultrich. G. Rumrich. W. S. Long. Bull. Mt. into the collecting duct, which extends to larger
reabsorb most urea, must be significant- Desert 11. Biol. Lab. 6. 35 (19661: B. Schmidt- collecting tubules.

Nielsen. B. Truniger. L. Rabinowitz. Comp. 16. We thank C. Colette, L. Trakimas. F. Kohler.ly different from that of the elasmo- Biochem. Physwol. A 42, 13 (1972). '.i. Pugh, and B. McOwen for technical assist-branch kidney, which conserves urea but 6. The elasmobranch nephron is one of the most ance. Supported by the Alexander von Hum-
complex among vertebrates (4, 5). Tissue mac. boldt Foundation and the National Institutes ofdoes not produce an osmotically concen- eration and tubular lumen dye injection studies Health (grant AM-0%345) tE.RL.), Deutsche

trated urine (1, 2). Furthermore, finding have provided some details of nephron config. Forschunggcmeinscha1 (Sonderforschungs-
uration. but the highly tortuous path of the bereich 1461 1E.Rt, the Biological Humamcsthe anatomical requisites for a renal tubule has made a complete description of the Foundation iD.J.W.t, and by the National Insti.

countercurrent multiplier system in elas- nephron ditficult. This in turn has prevented lute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism tD.S.S.).accurate tubular fluid sampling by micropunc.
mobranch fish is surprising in that the lure since the puncture site cannot be conclu- 7 September 1984; accepted I November 1964
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'I es m o f It? 5, 4#rC d'I4c- (eJl)

Brain Size

Harry J. Jerison

The gross weight or volume of an adult mammalian brain is a natural

biological "statistic" that estimates fundamental between-species

"parameters" of structure and function. Among the relationships that have

been discovered, the best established and most important is between brain

weight and the surface area of the cerebral cortex. It shows that brain

size may be used to estimate the total neural information processing

capacity of a species. Other quantitative features of the brain that are

related to brain size include the number of cortical neurons, average

cortical thickness, average neuron density, extent of axodendritic

arborization, neuron/glial ratios, and various neurochemical measures.

These are between-species relationships. Individual differences in

brain size within a species are usually unrelated to fundamental structural

and functional differences, except during early development or when there

is pathology. As Darwin discovered, however, domesticated animals usually

have smaller brains than their wild progenitors, and in recent years small

and large brained populations of mice have been successfully bred to

provide important information on the genetic controls of brain structure

and correlated behavior.

Ecological and energetic constraints a limit brain size and

neural processing capacity. But within those constraints there are

important variations among animal species, W.. tLs-o -Lti " --.

v o have been studied in both living and fossil species.
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SUBHEAD, Individual (within-species) differences in brain size9o
Human brains reach about s%-per cent of adult size, which is about

1300 g (standard deviation about 130 g), by the age of five. At birth the

human brain weighs about 350 g. Neonatal cranial circumference between 32

and 36 cm is considered normal; smaller or larger heads are usually l

associated with mental retardation due to microcephaly or hydrocephaly.

For incompletely understood reasons, the brain shrinks about 10 per cent

during senescence. Cell death is involved, but the loss of neurons has

been confirmed in only a few structures, such as hippocampus, which are too

small a fraction of the entire brain to account for the entire weight loss.

It is likely that some of the shrinkage is related to dendritic 4
degen era ti on . 4-I ' ' I ,

The coefficient of variation of brain size is ..Ug-ly -less 10 per

A
cent in mammals. Male human brains average about a standard deviation

larger than female human brains, a difference that may be related to body

size differences; sex differences in brain size occur in most species in

which there is significant sexual dimorphism in body size. Differences

among populations of the same species can be produced by breeding programs;

realized heritability of brain size in mice in such programs has been about

-- 0 .6.

SUBHEAD Brain size as a natural statistic

Cortical surface area (S) in mammals is related to brain size (El as

shown in Fig. 1. The line is a principal axis fitted to the data for 48

species of

,figure 1 about he re

, • -, . • . .T -* - . .- -. : . . . :. r .: :.. ;'WI;
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mammals. Its equation (as a power function) is:

S = 3.74 E0"91  (1)

The correlation between the logarithms of cortical surface and brain weight

for the data of Fig. 1 is r = 0.995, or 1.00 to two significant figures.

So high a correlation suggests an almost deterministic relationship.

It is, therefore, important to note that some of the small differences

among species evident in Fig. 1 are statistically significant. For

example, on the average, humans have somewhat less cortical surface than

expected, and dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) have more. The value of the

exponent in Eq. I (the slope of the line in Fig. 1) is also important.

That it is 0.91 (+.02) rather than 2/3 means that there is a change in

shape in larger as compared to smaller brains, and the high correlation

means that the change is orderly. It is reflected in the appearance of

convolutions. The human brain is less convoluted than expected in mammals,

and convolutekess is primarily related to brain size rather than to

something like intelligence.

About 95 per cent of the variance in the volumes of 15 major brain

structures (such as cerebellum and diencephalon) in mammalian species may

be accounted for by a gross brain size factor. Brain size may thus provide

useful estimations of the volumes of these larger structures by between-

species regression analysis, and deviations from the estimations may be

used as indexes of specialized developments among species.

Among microscopic and molecular measures of the mammalian brain, the

average number of cortical neurons per unit of volume has been reported to

be a function of the -1/3 power, and the acetylcholinesterase concentration

decreases with the -0.2 power of brain size. The average length of
dendritic arborizatlon and the average number of glial cells per unit

!' '' w w m", "m S -. "p."." " " , .1 -S ' P
l
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volume have been reported to be functions of the +1/3 power of brain size.

There is a growing consensus that the neocortex is remarkably uniform 9

in its structure in that the number of neurons under a given area of

cortical surface may be the same throughout the brain in all mammalian

species. (Primate visual cortex has about twice as many neurons per unit 0

area as do other cortical areas, but it appears to be the only exception to

the generalization. Visual cortex in other mammals investigated thus far is

similar to other cortical areas In their brains.) Such uniformity is m
consistent with current evidence that much of the neocortex is organized

into structurally similar functional columns. Taken together with the

relation between the thickness of neocortex and brain size, the uniformity 0

implies a neuronal packing density, between-species, that varies with the

-. 14 rather than the -1/3 power of brain size (data on motor cortex). The

margin of error for the lower exponent makes it possibly consistent with 0

data on acetylcholine, but not with older data on neuron density. The older

preparations may have been inadequately stained, or differential shrinkage

during fixation may explain the inconsistency. The trends in the older and

newer studies are the same, of course, although the numbers are not.

SUBHEAD'}Brain size and processing capacity

Structural uniformity of the neocortex and the surface/ volume data

displayed in Fig. I are evidence for a close relationship between brain

size and information processing capacity. The analysis is a kind of

syllogism. If we consider the unit of processing to be a neural columnar

module, the brain's capacity to process information should be proportional

to the number of modules. Since the number of modules is proportional to

the cortical surface area, and since cortical surface area is determined by

brain size, processing capacity must be determined by brain size. Because
II
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the analysis is statistical rather than deterministic, it may be better to

state that brain size "estimates" rather than "determines" processing

capacity.

Processing capacity in the brain can be factored into two components,

one related to body size, which is the "allometric" component, and the

other a residual that remains when the allometric component is factored

out. Statistically, the analysis is like a regression analysis, in which

brain and body weights for many species are graphed and analyzed to

determine how these measures are related. The regression equation can

define an "allometric" factor for a group of species, and the residuals

represent encephalization factors for each species. The residual has been

used directly as an "encephalization quotient," which can rank species in

"extra" processing capacity.

SUBHEAD Allometry, encephalization, and brain evolution

Brain and body weights for the major living classes of vertebrates are

indicated in Fig. 2, as minimum convex polygons about the data of each

class. The graph may be thought of as a map of evolutionary opportunities

in brain/body relations that have been realized in living species. ( A few

of the many available fossils are shown to illustrate important evolutionary

trends.) The polygons are regions in "brain/body space" occupied by living

species that are at various grades of encephalization and summarize the

present adaptive radiation of vertebrates.

Figure 2 about here

The angular orientation of the polygons, easily imagined as clouds

containing data points distributed about regression lines, express the
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allometric factor, and these are evidently about the same for each group.

The vertical displacements of the higher from the lower sets of polygons

indicate the extent to which birds and mammals are more encephalized than

the lower vertebrates.

Mappings such as those in Fig. 2 are the framework for interpreting an

extensive fossil record of the evolution of the brain and the body.

"Fossil brains" are actually endocranial casts for which the cranial cavities

of fossil animals were the molds. When such casts are made from the skulls

of living species, they look like freshly dissected brains, showing the

major gyri and sulci in all living birds and all but the largest brained of

living mammals. They are equally revealing in fossils. They are less

revealing in lower vertebrates, but are almost always good enough to enable

one to estimate total brain size. Hundreds of "fossil brains" have been

discovered as natural casts or prepared from fossil skulls, and they

provide a record of the actual evolution of the brain. Body size can be

estimated from other fossil skeletal remains, and brain/body size data are

available for most of the 500 illon year history of the vertebrates.

Added to the record on living species it .i possible to m4*e trace the

actual history of the vertebrate brain and its encephalization.

Some of the implications of the data on living species are evident in

Fig. 2. For example, it is clear that the basic brain/body allometry is

similar in the five vertebrate classes that are represented. It is also

clear that at least two major grades of encephalization have evolved which

distinguish birds and mammals as "higher" vertebrates and the other three

groups as "lower" vertebrates. Interestingly, data on sharks and other

cartilaginous fish, omitted from the graph, actually overlap.lower and

higher vertebrates. Sharks are relatively large brained compared to other

-N
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classes of fish. Jawless fish, such as lampreys, are unusually small

*k brained compared to other fish.

The major conclusions from the fossil evidence are the following:

1. The present lower vertebrate grade of encephalization evolved in

the earliest bony fish, amphibians, and reptiles between 350 and 410 so:

million years ago For these vertebrate classes encephalization has

remained stable until the present. Since about 2/3 of living vertebrate

*species are members of these three classes, a "lower vertebrate" grade is

the vertebrate norm.

2. Variations in encephalization are known within lower vertebrates.

*The most interesting, perhaps, is that carnivorous dinosaurs were

significantly more encephalized than their herbivorous prey. In no sense

were dinosaurs "small brained." Their brains were essentially normal for

reptiles (Fig. 2).

3. The earliest birds and mammals -jw had evolved to a higher grade

than their reptilian ancestors, representing at least three or four times

*as much brain as expected for reptiles of comparable body size (points x

and a in Fig. 2). The data are from species that lived 150 million years

ago, and mammals may have become encephalized 50 million years earlier.

'C 4. Within the mammals there is a good fossil record of the brain, and

the history of most orders is consistent with long periods of stability,

occasionally "punctuated" by rapid evolution to higher grades. Many

familiar species, such as dogs, cats, horses, and hogs, are "average" with

respect to encephalization, but there are extremely successful living

species (opossum, hedgehog) that are at the same low grade as mammals of

150 million years ago -- with brains about 1/4 the size in average living

mammal s.

CU _41 K
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5. Primates have been brainy throughout the known history of their

brains, the past 50 to 60 million years, perhaps doing with their brains

what many other species did by morphological specializations. However,

encephalization in primates apparently followed rather than accompanied

their invasion of major new niches.

6. The highest grade of encephalization is shared by humans and

bottlenosed dolphins. The human sapient grade was attained about 4

200,000 years ago, whereas cetaceans may have reached their highest grade

18 million years ago. As a phenomenon of the past three to five million

years, hominid encephalization may be unique among vertebrates in its

recency.

Most of the evolutionary enlargement of the brain is explained by the

evolution of larger bodies and brain/body allometry. Encephalization has

not been a major phenomenon in most vertebrates. On the other hand, its

appearance in many different and distantly related groups is evidence of

some Darwinian 'fitness' for this complex adaptation.

The behavioral correlate of encephalization may be thought of as

behavioral capacity, or "intelligence." It is a general rather than

specialized capacity, based on the evolution of different brain systems in

different species. The evolution of encephalization, therefore, implies

the evolution of a variety of intelligences in animals.

MAJORHEAD FURTHER READING
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Legends for Illustrations

Figure 1. Cortical surface as a function of brain weight in species of

mammals. Data in small polygons at upper right are on humans (H) and

dolphins (D, Tursiops truncatus). Other labeled points are a killer whale

(K, Orca) and an Indian elephant (E). This is a very heterogeneous sample

of species, including insectivores, rodents, primates other than humans,

ungulates, carnivores, edentates, marsupials, and monotremes.

Figure 2. Brain-body relations in 623 living vertebrate species enclosed

in minimum convex polygons for the data of 5 classes. The samples are 309

mammals, 180 birds, 46 bony fish, 40 amphibians, and 48 reptiles.

Additional data labeled by lower case letters are the four species labeled

In Fig. I (d, e, h, and k), 2 dinosaurs (Tyrannosaurus, t, and

Brachiosaurus, b), a 150-million year old mammal (Triconodon, x) and the

earliest bird, also about 150-million years old (Archaeopteryx, a). Note

the conservative picture of encephalization suggested by the data: The

C dinosaurs would extend the living reptilian polygon but would not force

either an upward or downward displacement, and the earliest "higher"

vertebrates were either at or only slightly below the lower margins of the

living mammalian and avian polygons and already above the reptilian

polygons.
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The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
to appear, 1985.

From Medical Images to the Biometrics of Form

Fred L. Bookstein
Center for Human Growth and Development

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

Within biometrics there is a subfield, morphometrics, for
analyzing the geometric forms of organisms. Throughout biology
and medicine it is useful to know whether two samples of organs
or organisms have the same typical form, and, should they
differ, to describe their differences; to indicate the shape
changes involved in a cycle such as respiration or heartbeat,
or accompanying growth over a lifespan; and to characterize the
typical deformation that is a deformity or disease, and its
response to therapeutic intervention.

Morphometric studies like these draw information from two
sources: biological homology and geometric location (Bookstein,
1982). A biological homology is a spatial or developmental
correspondence between individuals, a correspondence among
definable structures or "parts*-separate bones, nerves,
muscles, and the like. In the context of morphometrics it
becomes a homology map, a correspondence not of parts to parts
but of points to points. For any choice of point or curve upon
or inside any particular form, the homology map associates
biologically acceptable counterparts, the homologues of the
point or curve, on all the other geometric forms in the data
set. Morphometrics studies the empirical geometry of
homology-variation in the relative locations of sets of
homologous points over a sample of forms.

We generally sample this homology map at landmarks, points
whose correspondence from form to form is determined with
relative ease. The particular nature of the landmarks used in
a study varies with the biometric context: the abutment of two
bones, the origin of a valve, a reliable "corner" of sharp
curvature, or a metallic implant or marker.

In this essay I shall review recent work (Bookstein, 1984-
1986; Bookstein et al., 1985) dealing with the analysis of
changes in landmark configurations interpreted as homology
maps. This thrust, the construction of shape change as
deformation, was first suggested by D'Arcy Thompson in 1917,
but its practical application required high-speed computation
(Bookstein, 1978). There are two themes to be elaborated. The
comparative information we seek can be extracted in a
particularly efficient way by the algebraic manipulation of
syetric tensors. And this information may be displayed
intuitively, even aesthetically, by computer-generated
quantitative diagrams faithful to the data.

Prospectus. I begin by discussing the basic unit of
morphometric analysis-the shape change of a triangle oflandmarks-and demonstrate its use for describing a normal
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human heartbeat. This approach is extended to landmark
configurations more complex than triangles by the method of
biorthogonal grids, which aids in the interpretation of some
canine coronary data. Passing from consideration of single
shape changes to the statistical analysis of large groups, I
explain how to study populations of shape changes by
multivariate statistical procedures. Examples include a
simulation of texture change and studies of growth and of
deformity in the human head. My concluding remark emphasizes
the unexpected simplicity of the biometric information that we
ought to be extracting from images. B

Principal Strains Computed from Triangles of Landmarks
The basic unit for the study of biological shape change is

a homologous pair of triangles of landmarks, Figure la. In the
absence of other information we may take the homology map
sampled by these limited data to be geometrically uniform, as
indicated clearly in the transformation grid after the style of
D'Arcy Thompson (1961), Figure lb.

The visual impression this leaves depends on the
orientation of the square grid upon the starting form; but this
orientation is arbitrary and irrelevant. We draw the
transformation more judiciously by its effect upon a collection
of lines in all directions, Figure lc. The deformation we are
studying, driven by the displacements of those landmarks at the
corners, deforms these segments into others which divide the
edges in the same fractions. That is, the deformation takes
edges to edges, median lines (dividing the opposite sides in
the ratio 50:50) to medians, and so on.

To fully describe a change of form, it is sufficient to
know ratios of lengths of corresponding lines in the two
triangles. These dimensionless ratios are called strains or
extensions. It is easiest to compute them implicitly: they are
the lengths into which originally equal lengths-diameters of a
circle-are deformed. Let us draw a circle, then (Figure ld),
and the oval into which the uniform shear takes it. Under the
assumption of homogeneous (linear) transformation, this oval is
an ellipse, precisely. Being an ellipse, the image of the
circle has two axes of symmetry, which lie at 90 degrees. One
is the largest diameter of the ellipse, one the smallest. The
diameters of the circle which transform into them are likewise
at 90 degrees.

Recall that the diameters of the ellipse embody the strain
ratio as a function of direction. One of the axes of the
ellipse is therefore the direction of greatest strain, the
greatest rate of change of length, and one is the direction of
least strain. The diameters that were mapped into them are
determined by corresponding fractions of intersection along
edges of the triangles. In Figure le we have drawn these
diameters, and in Figure If a sketch of their straightforward
measurement as transects across the triangles. These axes are
called the principal axes of the deformation, and the rates of
change of length along them are the principal strains.
Together they completely describe the change in form of this
triangle of landmarks. The area of the triangle changes by the
product of the strains-l.14x0.62 a 0.707-while the most
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3.5.4

sensLtive descriptor of shape change is the proportion between
lengths measured in these two directions, which changes by the
factor 1.14/0.62 - 1.84. Note that we are not "measuring" the
triangles separately at all. The shapes themselves have merely
been archived; no preconceptions of specific variables have
interfered with the technique's construction of optimal
descriptions of change.

The analysis of shape change in this way is not new. The
geometrical object just introduced is a representation of
homogeneous deformation that is familiar to the mathematician
or engineer: a syetric tensor formally independent of any
choice of coordinate system a priori. In this form it appears
frequently in mathematical discussions of growth and in
cartography, geology, and other sciences of position. In the
present application, the "interior' of a morphometric triangle
is not a homogeneous biological substance but an arbitrary
mosaic of tissues, fluid, or air. The shape change of this
abstract interior provides the most useful description of
changes in the configuration of its vertices, the real
biometric data.

Two Analyses of One Cardiac Cycle
The description of shape change by symmetric tensors

provides a very interesting visualization of a single human
heartbeat. The data for this example (Figure 2), taken from a
published figure (Ingels et al., 1981, Figure 3), locate nine
tantalum screws implanted in an otherwise normal human left
ventricle during coronary bypass surgery. The view is 30
degrees right anterior oblique; the apex (bottom) of the heart
is at marker 5; the base (where the left ventricle empties into
the aorta) spans markers I and 9. 0

The method of Figure 1 was used to describe the
deformations from diastole to systole of various triangles of
these implants. From the computed tensors derives the report
of Figure 3, in which the principal strains for the deformation
of the triangles shown are drawn within their forms at
diastole. The coordinate systems of the separate
configurations are irrelevant to the conclusions we draw. •

Figure 3 shows that triangles 3-7-6 and 3-6-5, totalling
half the area of the ventricle, contract nearly uniformly (by
some 31%±2% in every direction). The displacement of marker 4
from marker 7, along the normal to the ventricular contour at
marker 4, contracts at the same 304 rate. Relative to the
uniform contraction, marker 4 is displaced only tangentially,
away from marker 3 and toward marker 5. (Some of this
heterogeneity is surely due to twisting of the heart about the
projection plane.)

This same contraction of about 31% persists quite far from
the apex. In triangles 2-3-7 and 0-3-7, which overlap in
Figure 3, the maximum contraction is at this same rate. The
minimum contraction in these triangles, 19% or 22%, can be
thought of as a weakening of the 324 by a superimposed
extension of markers 2 and 8 outward.

Consider a basal triangle joining markers 2 and 8 to the
midpoint of the aortic valve, M in the figures. As the apex of
the ventricle contracts, the base expands under hydrodynamic

4
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ressure. This top triangle contracts across its base by 24%
the same 30%, perhaps, corrected for the apparent divergence

of the translations at 2 and 8 just noted); but its projection
along the axis of the heart increases by 35% from end-diastole
to end-systole. In proportion to the general change of scale
by .68, this height has doubled.

These aspects of the description may be abstracted into
the nearly symmetric scheme of Figure 4. Superimposed on a
uniform contraction of 31% are outward displacements at markers
2, 1, 9, and 8 as shown, together with a lateral adjustment at
marker 4. Note the rotation of the axis of the heart relative
to the aortic valve ring.

Blorthogonal grids foz the same data. The method of
triangles computes one tensor per three landmarks, a tensor
supposed to apply homogeneously to every point inside the
triangle. However, these triangles overlap-they represent a
single coherent set of points, a polygon. The method of
biorthogonal grids (Bookstein, 1978; Bookstein et al., 1985) is
appropriate for such extended configurations.

The method begins (Figure 5a) by computing a smooth
deformation-a version of D'Arcy Thompson's Cartesian
grids-extending the boundary correspondence inward so as to
homologously relate the interiors of our two polygons of
implants. The deformation is displayed by its effect upon a
mesh of points which is square in the top (diastolic) form; the
positions imputed to these points after the 'deformation" which
is the heartbeat make up the distorted mesh inside the bottom
form. These two meshes correspond point for point, as can be
seen by comparing their relationships to the implants, points
whose homology from diastole to systole we know quite reliably.
The position and orientation of that starting square grid,
although arbitrary, do not affect the subsequent computations.
Like the deformations of triangles, this is an abstract
mathematical model of homology. It does not describe what is
'really there' but instead expresses the change of boundary
form in a convenient diagram.

From the derivative of this map a principal strain tensor
can be computed at every point (Figure 5b). These are the
infinitesimal directions corresponding to those in Figure le as
applied to *very small' triangles. Just as for triangles,
these directions, perpendicular inside both the diastolic and
the systolic polygons, bear the greatest and least local rates
of contraction of mathematical myocardium. Curves can be
constructed (Figure 5c) which run parallel to one arm or the
other of the crosses at every point through which they pass.
These curves constitute a grid orthogonal in both forms, before
and after deformation: a coordinate system not beholden to
features of the forms separately but customized for the
particular shape change which is cardiac contraction. Like the
mesh points of Figure 5a, the locatiohs at which similarly
placed curves of the grids intersect, top and bottom, are
computed homologues: they correspond exactly under the map.

The gross deformation which is the heartbeat is described

by the lay of these curves upon the forms, by the principal
strains (rates of contraction of length) and their gradients
along the curves, and by the products and quotients of the pair
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3.5.7

of principal strains at every point (every intersection of
curves). In Figure Sc, these strains, indicated vithin the
diagram of diastolic form, are the actsal contraction ratios,
length in systole divided by length in diastole, for the
abstract line-elements upon which they are drawn.

With marker 4 treated as equivalent to all the others, the
heartbeat no longer presents the aspect of uniform contraction
anywhere. Rather, there is clearly indicated a long axis of
least contraction, from M at the base to a point betveen
markers 4 and 5. As we saw in Figure 2, the strain in this
direction is graded by a factor of 2, from a compression of
some 304 near the apex to expansion near the base. This long
axis is one of a system of parallels filling the interior, all
shoving this same gradient, all slightly curved. Perpendicular
to this system are the short-axis curves of greatest
contraction, likewise graded from 15%-254 near the base to
better than 40% near marker 4, as in Figure 3. Everywhere the
little grid rectangles become narrover faster than they become
shorter.

The smooth biorthogonal description in Figure 5c is as
simple as the discrete analysis of Figure 4. It expresses the
same observed change of configuration using a different
geometric idiom. For instance, marker 4 now appears to
participate homogeneously in a shortening of the septal wall
2-4, a shortening less marked than the long-axis shortening
along the free wall from marker 7 to marker 5; this asymmetry
is equivalent to the rotation of the valve ring with respect to
the heart axis noted in Figure 4.

Localizing Occlusion in Two Experimental Dogs
A principal theme of experimental cardiology is the

measurement of coronary occlusion or myocardial infarction from
images of the cardiac cycle. In the course of research into
the regional analysis of these phenomena, we implanted sets of
seven lead shot about the left ventricle (LV) of two
experimental dogs. The shot lay in a plane perpendicular to
the left anterior oblique (LAO) projection. Each dog was
fitted with a balloon occluder of the left circumflex (LCx)
coronary artery; dog 3 bore a second occluder, upon the left
anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery. Our biometric
polygon is sketched in Figure 6.

Dog A. We imaged dog A in his baseline condition and
after sixty seconds of LCx occlusion. For each of the
following grids, three consecutive contractions, diastole to
systole, were averaged. The contraction at baseline, Figure 7,
is represented by a nearly homogeneous grid. In the direction
of maximum contraction, the ratio of final to initial length is
nearly constant at 0.80 (that is, 20% shortening).
Perpendicular to this is the nearly homogeneous direction of
least contraction, here at a rate graded from 0.85 (near the
apex) to 0.97 near the aortic valve ring.

Figure 9 shows the effect on the heartbeat of occluding
the LCx artery. Although the shape of the chamber at diastole
has not altered, that at systole has, and so the grids have
changed. The occlusion has slightly warped the principal
strains of contraction. Far from the region of presumed

7
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occlusion (arrov), the rates and directions of contraction
appear unaltered. Nearby, they seem to be systematically
weakened in both principal directions.

Each of these contraction patterns may be represented by
its Areal Ejection Fraction (AEF), the difference betveen 1.0
and the product of the tvo principal strains at every point.
That for the baseline contraction, Figure 8, is quite even
except in the vicinity of the apex. The other AEF, for the
mean contraction under LCx occlusion, bears a steep gradient
from upper left to lover right.

Because the shape of the polygon of implants at diastole
has not altered substantially, ve are able to map the effect of
occlusion as an AW deficit computed as the numerical
difference betveen the baseline AEF and its value under
occlusion, mesh point by mesh point. The map of AZF deficit
for this occlusion, Figure 9 right, bears a clear maximum at
the center of the myocardium served by the LCx artery.

Dog B. A second dog vas affixed vith seven shot in
comparable positions and vith occluders of both the LCx and LAD
arteries. The shot vere imaged in LAO projection in a baseline
condition, during LAD occlusion and recovery, in a second
baseline condition, and in LCx occlusion.

This dog's baseline contraction, Figure 10a, vhile as
homogeneous as of dog A, shovs a more robust contraction
throughout the image. The biorthogonal grids for contraction
during occlusion, Figure lObc, are disorganized relative to
that at baseline. Each grid bears a singularity at vhich
contraction is by the same fraction (a mere 7-8%) in all
directions. The singularity for the LAD-occluded beat is near

the septal vall of the chamber; that for the LCx-occluded beat,
in the middle of the free vall. Far from the occluded region,
the tensors look like those at baseline.

The Areal Ejection Fractions for the tvo occluded
conditions again demonstrate steeper gradients than the
baseline AEF. The AZF deficit plot for the LCx occlusion,
Figure 10b, is the same as for dog A, indicating the same focus
for the myocardial disturbance. The deficit plot for dog B,
Figure 10c, shovs the vholly different regional emphasis of the
LAD occlusion.

atatistical Analysis
To this point I have spoken of form-change as if it vere

studied one comparison at a time, visualized as a symmetric
tensor, and reported. But one can exploit the tensor formalism
much more systematically: it can be made to support all the
themes of ordinary biometrics. One can compute averages of
shape changes, and investigate their variances and covariances
or their dependence upon outside factors. Any of these may be
tested for statistical 'significance* in the face of the chance
variation inevitable in biological studies.

The tit betveen tensors and biometrics is based upon an
aspect of Figure le already noted in passing. Recall that the
ratio of measured lengths in the principal directions of a
shape-change tensor is the shape variable that alters most over
the course of a deformation. To pursue the implications of
this assertion, let us agree to superpose all the homologous
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3.5.11
triangles AAW of a population in a common position. By change
of scale whenever necessary, ve shall arrange that landmark A
is alvays put down at the point with Cartesian coordinates
(0,0) and landmark B at (1,0), as in Figure 11. In effect ye
are plotting the triangle MAC in a shape coordinate space
composed of real and imaginary parts of the complex number
(C-A)/(B-A).

Consider any shape variable that can be computed from this
triangle of landmarks ABC. Figure 12, for instance,
illustrates the variable LACE. Considering A and B to be fixed
in position, any shape variable is constant on some curve
through C; the angle LACR happens to be constant along the
circle through A, C, and B. Neighboring curves, in this case
other circles through A and D, correspond to neighboring,
nearly equally spaced values of the shape measure.

In a small region of this plot, this set of curves can be
approximated by a family of parallel, equally spaced straight
lines, Figure 12b. The shape variable varies fastest
perpendicular to these curves, in the direction of the axis D,
the gradient of the shape variable. The smaller the variation
in a population of triangles, the better a shape variable is
characterized by the direction of its gradient.

Nov consider tvo points 0 and QOdQ in this space, Figure
13, corresponding to the distinct shapes of two triangles. If
every shape variable is a direction in this space, we must be
able to find the particular shape variable optimal for
describing the difference of these two triangles-the ratio of
distances along the two directions of principal strain. This
shape variable, which is a pair of directions in the original
landmark space, is a vector in shape coordinate space, the
vector connecting the shape coordinate pairs locating the
triangles.

One can easily pass back and forth between the
representation of shape change by principal axes and this new
representation by vectors. The construction (Bookstein, 1984a)
is shown in Figure 13. Draw the circle 8 to pass through 0 and
QOdQ with center on the real axis. Let the points at which N
intersects the x-axis be denoted (N,0) and (X,O). The angles L
WQX and /y(OdQ)X are each inscribed in a semicircle; hence
both are right angles. Because the X's are on the real axis,
the linear transformation represented here, which leaves (0,0)
and (1,0) fixed, also leaves the X's fixed. Then under this
transformation the lines NO and ZO correspond to the lines
W(OdQ), X(OdQ). Because these directions (i) correspond
under the transformation, and (ii) are perpendicular in both
forms, they must be the principal directions of the
transformation to which the construction refers-axes of the
ellipse, directions of greatest and least ratio of change of
size.

For small changes of shape, the circle through 0 and QOdQ
may be approximated by the circle through 0 with tangent along
the direction do there. Then the directions we seek through 0
are at ±S degrees to the bisectors of the angle between d and
the real axis, Figure 14. Furthermore, if s and t are the
strain ratios in the two principal directions, we have, to
first-order terms, s-t a idQI/Im 0. This is the anisotropy of

11
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the transformation, the greatest divergence of specific rates
of change (difference of loadings) in any pair of distances.

In this way, tensor biometrics can be applied to whole
populations of triangles. The statistical analysis of
triangular shapes becomes the statistical analysis of scatters
of points in the plane, for which ordinary multivariate
maneuvers are quite adequate. It is easy to prove that this
algebraic machinery is practically independent of the choice of
baseline; it is also straightforward to restore to this
analysis the information about size that was divided out when
we reduced the triangles to their shape coordinate pairs. See
Bookstein (1984b, 1986).

Example 1: Simulation of Change in Texture
As a first demonstration of the statistical analysis of

deformations, consider the texture in Figure 15-a scatter of
ellipses lacking all landmark information. The ellipses are
randomly oriented with axis-lengths varying randomly and
independently about a ratio of 2:1. The display in the figure
was simulated, but might as easily have represented second-
order moments of detected cells or other inclusions in an
extended scene.

Each ellipse may be characterized by its shape-the ratio
of lengths of its axes-and its orientation. Instead of
thinking of them as shapes, however, let us treat each one as
the deformation of a circle, so that it may be represented by a
vector: its effect on one vertex of an arbitrary but fixed
triangle. In effect we are inverting the construction of
Figure 1: given the axes and the ratio of strains, to find the
vector of displacement of a third point when size is adjusted
so as to hold fixed the two other vertices of the triangle. By
this tactic, an ellipse of anisotropy 6 and principal axis at
angle 0 to the real axis is plotted as a vector having polar
coordinates (6,20). The scene of ellipses is thereby
translated into the scatter of vectors shown in Figure 16. The
design of the original simulation is plain here: the ellipses
lie near a circle of radius corresponding to the expected
anisotropy and independent of orientation.

Figure 17 is a modification of Figure 15 by a.uniform
stretch of 25 in the horizontal direction. The transformation
has modestly changed both the shape and the orientation of
every ellipse in the scene. Although the result does not
appear notably different in directionality, the deformation
involved in its construction can be unambiguously detected in
Figure .8, the scatter analogous to Figure 16. In this new
scatter, the circle is plainly off-center: the average vector
of deformation representing the ellipses has been displaced
from (0,0). This means that there is a oorrelatlon between
orientation and shape In this new population of ellipses.
Ellipses which were aligned up-and-down are now fatter; those
which were aligned left-and-right are now longer, hence
skinnier. The correlation thus explicitly embodies the
additional deformation we have applied to each individual
ellipse of the scene.

12
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Example 2: Craniofacial Growth, Craniofacial Deformity

Naturally our interest is concentrated in deformations of
real landmarks rather than simulated ellipses. In this same
manner we may analyze populations of deformations of landmarks
by conventional statistical methods applied to constructed
points in the shape coordinate plane. The examples following
are extracted from previously published analyses of
radiological images of human craniofacial form (Bookstein,
1984b).

Cephaomet:ic data. Most craniofacial biometrics begins
with x-ray images of bony crania and jaws positioned for
exposure in a standard fashion. The subject's head is placed
some six feet from the x-ray tube and a few inches from a film
cassette; the central beam of x-rays, perpendicular to the
film, passes through his ear holes. In the images vhich
result, edges of anatomical structures can be reliably traced
in a conventional abstraction of normal anatomy, schematized in
Figure 19.

The data for these examples involve landmark locations
from cephalograms taken annually in the course of the
University of Michigan University School Study (Riolo et al.,
1974). The full sample is of about one hundred Ann Arbor
schoolchildren followed over various age ranges in the 1950's
and 1960's; for a subset of 36 males, there are serial records
of the four landmark locations at ages 8 years ± 6 months and
14 years t 6 months.

The landmarks to which I shall be referring are Sells, the
seat of the pituitary gland in the middle of the base of the
brain; Nasion, the deepest point in the curvature of the
profile at the bridge of the nose; Anterior Nasal Spine (ANS),
tip of the bony palate, just under the nose; Menton, point of
the chin; Gonion, the lateral corner of the jaw, often visible
in photographs of jut-javed males; Sphenoathmoidal Registration
Point (SE), the intersection of two shadows (the greater wing
of the sphenoid bone and the anterior cranial base); and
Basion, the frontmost point on the foremen magnum where the
spinal column enters the skull. The first six of these
landmarks straddle the splanchnocranium, that part of the head
which deals with breathing, smelling, and chewing rather than
with protection of the brain. The locations of these points
are manually digizited from pencil tracings of the original
x-rays; I know of no means for locating cephalometric landmarks
automatically.

Notmal growth. The morphometric study of normal
craniofacial growth can begin with the large triangle joining
the landmarks Basion, Nasion, Menton for the 36 normal Ann
Arbor males observed at ages 8 and 14. We fix Basion at (0,0)
and Nasion at (1,0), representing the shape of this triangle in
these boys by the shape coordinates Q of Menton. The shape
change of this triangle from age 8 to age 14 is read in
displacements dQ of these coordinates. There results the
scatter of vectors dQ in Figure 20. (The "pinheads' locate the
earlier of the two positions.) The heavy black vector,
connecting the centroid of the earlier shapes to the centroid
of the later shapes, represents the mean shape change over this
six-year period.
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This mean shift of shape coordinates corresponds by the
construction of Figure 13 to a pair of distances, along the
directions of principal strain, that might have been measured
directly upon the x-rays as indicated in Figure 21. The
baseline of this triangle, along the cranial base, grovs
least-by a mean fraction of 9.1% over this six-year period.
Perpendicular to it is the direction of greatest average
grovth, by 17.5% over the same period. This difference of
rates-evidence of a mean shape change--is hugely statistical
significant. It is, furthermore, substantially correlated vith
net size change-the more one of these boys grew, the more his
chin tended to grov 'vertically," away from the cranial base.

There is some statistical regularity to the vectors of
change in Figure 20. Chins beginning tovard the left or the
right (that is, relatively back or forvard of the average
position) tend to stay left or right; chins beginning
relatively high or lov (short faces or long faces) do not
appear so predictably stable in position. Analogous to the
tensor of shape change ve have just been discussing, there is a
tensor for directional dependence of shape stability, vith
principal axes of its ovn. variation along the horizontal
shape coordinate of Q is most predictable, vith an
autocorrelation of 0.89 from age 8 to age 14; variation along
the vertical shape coordinate is least predictable, vith an
autocorrelation of 0.62 only. That different shape variables
may be forecast vith different degrees of accuracy is important
in studies assessing the effects of orthodontic therapy. That
it is so-called vertical change vhich is least predictable is a
consequence of the dependence of vertical change upon size
change noted in the preceding paragraph. Because the size
change of an adolescent boy is essentially unpredictable, those
aspects of shape most dependent upon size change vill naturally
be themselves the most variable. This analysis is extended to
additional landmarks in Bookstein (1986).

ChazacterizIng Apot's syndrome. The same design ve
applied to the longitudinal data of the heartbeat can be used
for any other matched design. In particular, ve may construe
craniofacial deformity as deformation. Any instance of a
syndrome may be measured not as a form but as a deformation of
the 'normal,* specifically, of the age- and sex-matched
University School Study normative mean. For example, consider
Apert's syndrome, exemplified in Figure 22. It is one of the
craniofacial agnoatoses, vhich generally manifest premature
closure of the intracranial bony sutures about the maxilla and
frontal bone. Apert's syndrome, or acrocephalosyndactyly,
shovs deformities of the extremities as well. Facially, the
syndrome typically include a high, bulging forehead and a short
maxilla (upper jav positioned much higher and further back than
normal. Landmark configurations for patients afflicted by this
syndrome vere lent to me by Dr. Joseph McCarthy from the data
bases he maintains at the Institute for Reconstructive Plastic
Surgery, New York University.

Six landmarks bound the facial region of interest in the
study of Apert's syndrome. Assemble them into a polygon:
Sella-SER-Nasion-ANS-Menton-Gonion. We averaged coordinates of
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the landmarks in the cephalograms of the patients and of the
matched Ann Arbor normal children.

Figures 23 and 24 display the mean deformity of these 11
Apert's cases as the mean deformation into the typical case
from the normal mean form. Figure 23 uses the diagrammatic
style of the interpolated Cartesian grids, while Figure 24
summarizes the same homology map by its biorthogonal grid pair. S,
Some dilatations are indicated, too. In this context, they are
ratios of abnormalitg of length segment by segment: deformed
length divided by homologous normal length.

The grids show an anteroposterior compression in the
typical Apert's form that dominates relative normality of
vertical dimension. Lower face height is slightly larger than
normal, in consequence of the open-bite induced by the 7'
syndromes. There results, throughout the front of the face, a
disproportion of some 30% with respect to normal shape. The
grids are slightly tilted in the vicinity of wasion, where one
linear dimension appears to be most abnormal: the distance from
ANS to SE. A more detailed analysis (Grayson et al., 1985)
demonstrates that the point SE is nearly the seat of the
syndrome; it is displaced within the shadow of the cranial base
by more than half its normal distance to the line Basion-
Nasion, perhaps in response to hydrostatic pressure from the
developing brain.

An assortment of such separately optimal proportions can
be submitted to any protocol for multiple discriminant
analysis. They are particularly suited to the path-analytic
discriminant model of Bookstein et al., 1985, Section 4.3.

Concluding Remark
The medical study of human anatomy, whether in the atlas

or in the clinic, used to pursue two purposes jointly: the
depiction of the *normal,* its mean and its variants, and the
authoritative specification of anomaly. Each of these is
explicitly a comparative theme. In the modern equation of
medical image analysis with computerized image processing,
unfortunately the theme of comparison has evaporated, replaced
by display of a purely geometric scene. The biological
component of these images is suppressed, especially the
information needed for morphometrics: the locations of named
(homologous) parts oz points in a series of forms.

Without this information, we cannot compare form
intelligentlg. We cannot make up for its omission by any
manner of enhanced display. Rather, once a gray-scale image is
processed for the extraction of modest biometrical
information-the locations of a few carefully selected
landmarks-the pixels or voxels are best entirely scrapped,
replaced by a pair of abstract polygons, or polyhedrons, and
their geometric and statistical derivatives. Tensor
morphometric analysis of geometric data supports all the greatthemes of clinical anatomy-normal means, normal variation,
characterization of anomalies-whereas the gray images, however
much more realistic, wholly fail to do so.

In my view, there are two or three orders of magnitude too
much information in medical images as they are currently
displayed. The main need in medical image analysis today is

17
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not for image processing at all. Rather, ve should concentrate
our professional energies upon algorithms for the detection of
landmarks (aids to human search, or prescans for human
corroboration) and for the flagging of abnormal parts of an
extended scene. For studies of form, the remaining gray-scale
information is simply to be discarded; for studies of function,
it can be analyzed only in the coordinate system supplied by
the biometrics of form, the tensor morphometrics proposed in
this essay.
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regions eight look as in figure 2a. Of course. because data ace principal oes.

supplied osly at the caners, chat is displayed must represent n During the course of any change. there appear translations
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"
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Tensor PieOs sd Nrphgeses.

Cited It leaves all points of thet line fied.) &C ,ii C AD

iterpreting the locations of points A. 5. C as cepleI

nLmbrs, e can orite this construction as the replarocent of 
[(-B) 6A - (C-A) I0]

point C by . (Cyclic pecoutation of a, 3. C. referring iS-Al'

Foist A, for instiace, to the baseline 5C rather than C to 0a. 
Reverting to a vector notation, Figure 4b. the tontribution of

replaces this ratio by one Of the associated cross-ratios 
IxA.yAI. the variation at A, is scaled and rotated by the

Straofoceation taking [:,0] to C-0 r-rlst: the contribution of

--"- L -j 1
0
.y

0
) the variation at D. is Scaled and rotated by the

NR cransfocmation taking (if) to A-C - 1-r.-ol. For Srll chaies.

e one this foraliso to explore the conseguence of SA: factor S-A is almost constant and can be dropped. Then S

pernorhing ten verticno for the displacenet reported an a third. hone. foe the coordinates of the norealized point C.

Ssppoas that landnaerk A. 5 of aADC have shifted by vectors xC N fP f b 0 IFP)

lxA.yAl. 1xs.y31. Even If vertex C of LAIC is fixed in this Yc A(5) * VAI(CI) * X,(S) y
0
(-r) . III

coordinate ostem, Figure 40. ne can interpret the shape

toopanent of the deformation of aASC as a displacement inputed to IfI. Vector CompoeetS of Shape Change for a Ouadcilateral

C olter regrs-ecivg on A and 0 as if they had been fixed Instead.
To S our b , the e coordinate syset This section shoes hoe to geralize ften triangles to

;lace point A at 10,C) before its shift. and point n at [1.). 
quadrilaterals the interpretation of tnapa change through

Point A has thu tren ttIfted to point A' * [xA,y], and D to D' dioplacement: Instead of displacing vrtices one at a tir, we

[Il.8y1. Assuma C is fined at the paint [ps] in this tiae thee two at a tine a

coordinate synte,: oe wish to compute the displacement it Soperponition on the diagoal. It is convenient to begl

ndergoes oh en ueregister A' at A ai:d f' on 5. we lil assune eith a starting Configuration of landnarts that is exactly

that the displaceents hI', DO S are bath s.all, to that wn ca square. Th diagonal of a square divides it into too triangles 2

ilnore oll second and higher paers of the x's and y'*. whose vertices Sre endpints of the other diagonal. The shape

we have change of the configuration of fouc points in a square may be

represented by the simultaneous displaceent of hoj these

vertices when the other diagonal is fixed t baoth ends, as in

:sary 5. I; January ?f, 1930 g
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Figure ha. The pair of vectors £ and S together represent the xr x" I (me * G
)

shape change with reference to -t particular diagonal oe have YU * e - (Y£ ' YG)

selected. in other words.

W. hane specified one diaonafl as *fixed, responsible ft £ t G 0 i * *

te dtspla:Oeents of the remaining too vectices. we night as That Is, the vector sum of the four Inputed dlslacements, two

sell hane reversed the roles o! the two diagafls1, Figure Sb. each correspnding to the liming of each of the teO diagonals. Is

Egatic's If) permlt us to corpute the nectory F. N chich nould esatly zero. The dingroe of four ectors thus hears no set

have resulted had we done so. For the Cyper triangle, se us* shift component (Figure Sc). p

,., . f, far the Soeer. The cconesnt a,mryr, we nay also verify, by a different ncela. , th

1x..y0 1 of r and 0 are thereby set forth in tesms of the -

eorponento Ix..y). IG.yC of 5 and G Vp - Vg - -

XN - Y - 'YG This nay be rewritten n terns of Cartesian coordinates at 4r to

Z C X G 
the set we are presently using:

S " -1. (2 "-iXE) * ('f-yr) 0 (-YG*G) (-m
5
-tYhI O

X, " E 7 " I " (YE'Xr) (Nr'yr) *('-. i". ) 0-.i.

00 - 1 -4

S yr 
"
G y hatin, the 't . o. pent' of change representing exponson or.

contraction ebout the center of the square is exactly zero, od

! this nay en rey saeft the i s'n are chigo t ice over, tir j the 'net rorportent representing rotation ab ut the Center is 01.

eight eordinats Ifour two-vectors t, F. C, 8I instead of the likewise exactly nelo.

see tou eoordinates rathe'atlcally required.
Te corponeets. There are tsn other syn-etries to be

tse Identities. Kanipulation of the- eouatisns lei~s to eatrutred fron this Coupled set of vector equations. Supoes, in

several interesting ntserwetionS. We vole first that, by Virtal for instance, that Z - C 1ow, yyr as in Fig.re Go. ty

' it
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T eSO r ie ds and lt ~htor giis 
Te nsor F ie ld s and Hor phogene s is

deolrmatioas of the quare with tG . roil . 0 represent pusa for

u"niform, or ix.cgeneWs) Shlejw . those transformations which ae

VYF y 
•  

CG the sae on both sides of (either) diogonal. The

• .hS is. 1i twO op posite vortices eta idenltically translated with characterization* of F Ord H as r~tated vcr~ions of 9 cc G rarely

respect to the other diagonal, then the eedpaints of that eapress the effect of A 9. sn;e in baseline direction without

diegcsal show aenqual and opposite translation with respect to change of baseline length.

the diagonal joining the Elest pair. The situation is therefore now for any vectorS I, G whatever, it is the case that

a motion of either diagonal with respect to the other without

change at angle. We ill all this case pure fr nslatfon or the 
£(tGl 1t-cI

AgW4iy iroorlonaS fransforatt fion; it wilt occupy our attention G •(tQ) - G)

throughout the reminder of this essay.I thi y e decoepose a snail deforooton of the equate into

i n s t e a d o f s p e c i f y i n g 9 * 0 . e m i g h t i n s t e% d c o n s i d e r t t h ei 
t h e c a p o a ct e a t o e d era inat e p h e e n d a e o t h e

case 9 w -0: oppos se corners of the square displaced 
equally and the pe tas to deforeations, is d p ace Shebr and the tc htr

cpositely tter egistration upon the 
other pair Of vertices.

Sabsittii me * O, yr. -- y, in equationht 2. we obtain other by G, the pure shear component of the 
pair displaces ore

corner by ,(-G1, the opposite corner by the epposite

*r "'yc * translation: the pure translat;or co'ponent displaces each of the

Yr a E pair Of O oPite corners by jc*GI. By the identities relsting

all YE * o, 0 end F. H that were establishe atove, the magnitude$ of

YH -'E these too copusets are invariant under change of the choice cf

Hence F is a gn cloCkwise rotation of E 1.r 90' 
coonterlockise diagonal.

rctation of C) and H, which equals -F. is a W0 the general starting guadeilanarai. Up to change of site.

retation of G for W c unterclaCkwise rotation of E), 
igur e fib.w have reduced a li d qfor at drs c a quar to fo o spe ifsi

Is tra displacenents representing thcnn dafotfatiens, the tomponents: pure shear, pure translation, pure shift (which is

origins of vectors i and F (or I and G) are at equal and opposite dentically zero), Ord Pare rotation/ripasian (also Identically

distances fro their covt'un diagonal of reference. eni the zero). The deformation of the general quadrilateral snifests

displacetentos iputed to them by the detorration ore likewise tho gave four cOmponests. Let us. for instance. compute t,,

equal aid e;;osite. It iullows Irecall Figure 3r) that the

January 25, 1904 
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picture of a pure shear for the qu3dvilatersi of Figure 7 itop). 
disptacCMent at the endmpints of just wo diagonal.

Tensotheicase ofdthe purelyeiesoTensoeofselenpaneet, pigaroefas

Suppose the northvest corner is displaced by a vector I in he case Of the purely inhol~gous component. Figure f&,
is rather less fasillar. Pert ill dcscsihel it only in twrns of

relation to the nowtheast-soathcst 
diagonal. The sector

expressing the effest of this a.-.* shear upon the southeast a displacement: translatien O the diagonals with respect to each

corner is sntipirallol to • with a length given by the ratio of other. without rotatio.. For eOplanetion of biological fos -

the signed distances ot these two corners to the other diagonal. 
rhange-rsrphogenei¢ theoy or earphonrtricse cost Pss to

There results the vector C as drawn. Stere we to register this the transformational point 0! v and rode, this pur*~translation of diaganala as venerated by a m oth defornatlon

Sae Shear upo the nOrthnst-southoast diagonal Insted, 
no

would have rotated th baseline cloctile by 60& (the angle relating the interiors.

t e diagonalsi. and thus rotated the apparent 
Consider, then, the task of rodejlis the rapping of the

distvee tre i es~) 
a Ca.s Io 

e 
will *it t te lftan o

displaceoent vector by t70 conterclockise with respect to the 
square into the kite. Figure a. I will refer to the left rid nI

60501SPe. The vectors F. R representing displacqments of the the square. the one apparently increasis; in size, as the

haselsee.vThe nertnrOtF. 
T gepresentiog dispnecqnnetttl of the

other te corners ore align-d in this now direction, and their 
wOlf fe 101f, and the right end, decreasing In sine, an the

lengths are propartional to the distances of t hne corners from rXgtlvo 0010. Tie diagonal wil te Called the AJIW axis: the

ether, the conrwlpr aefo. lonn rips of t~e quadrilateral to

their b.allinn diagonal. We may verify all this by noting that

the two euAdrilanerolS drawn in dashes in rige@ 7 are exactly the kite ought to express the aspet of otronslation. in a a..,e

similar. analogous to the little ectur- i. C of Figes ha: relative

eatenson Or cT-pression of iength aleng the pelar axis. Le-;:s

iv. The rarely Inhocoganeosa Ttrasn etatte as s stopping measured along the vertical diagonal wiii be. on the average,

ne discussion of triangular cosfigurations in Part 
11 Unchanged.

shoed cey to pass between twa Codee of d.seriptioni change as a 
The deformtions to be Constiered arc. like the sguare ara

defeation. des:rlnd by a fsynntric) tennor, end change as a 
kite forms thenselves, sy.etric alound the polar aeis.

relative displateirnt of leItnd-ars, describeS by a (baseline- 
Enerych-ne on this tIs of sy.retry, t e principal cross

depeondeoil vector. This equivalence was estendcj to the describing tte defor ation by Its derivative cust be aligned with

horo;enears cerpnent of quadril,teral thipe transo itions. til horizontal an-i netical, the ;olar aai, ittlif -oi its

to scale r0e, e, for Instance, a ho-geneoun shear of the equare perpendicular. At the rlhl. the ftoroettal r-Split is INC

0igha to Interpreted Os equal J opposite vectors of minor prinzipil train, t_-ira rd by the vertcal qasi-S'tatlS;

January 8. 19t 'a January 23. 19l It
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he11 left. the boriseetal expansion 1.Is i ajoor iifipal Square onto the kite have S sat1SfaCs~ry SjCetry h. the Square J

in .ThiA oni o a ole eg huscataed y go aswe assis positioned and scaled an in Figure 9.. with diagonals of

meal. T~s ujo strin as hancotaed y 9 Iength 2a centered at the point 11,01 and aligned horizentally
1'- around the fores (and by too- as o pass 360' around the d rill . Th bit Shares the vertical innpulen diagonal
Wore-i anaogy to the ninding nunher nf a nectar field. this theough 11.01 and' aIin-these points are fined by the

featra iylie a hogolrityinsie). reonrmaton-but its horizontal diagonal is shifted by the
The rntation Of fto* principal direction by 90' may b tne ol a2 the fraction a~/2 nf diagonal length. at either and.a

:IOC:1S cc ounercockwse foud th to ofthe oco meThe isniqu.) projection nhich nap, the four cornae of this
Lbetched in Figure III In one case, nhich will be typified by aqua.. onto the corresponding four corners of this bit. bas the
the projection rappinq. th. dirnections of greater principal equation
*train at the, top and bottom corners of the quadrilateral pass

eroiataly through the negatine pole of the form. In the .x' ~ 0 2 o.
otha ease, typified by the Ilia mapping, the positin a-3

dilatation fingers upons the psitive pole of the tocn. -- e eoolly verifies that this rapping. a liftear fractional

Analysis of saps Iron either class involne$ a single transformation, leanes 11.1a] final and tokos ii1W.01 to

parameter a characterizing the nognisttie of the relative 1'rlt 2o].~ hs drawn in Figure ta. the rap looks like an exarpla

translatiot of endpnints embodying the deforrastion. Is tern, of of familiar folnai"once perohectino.

tee square starting form. a cay be imagined a convenient multiple The Affine derilto of this Projection at any point (ial

of tho shIft is either endynoet of either dia-gonal. staled to the is given by the matrix

engnth of the Square. for both the classes of raps alc us

standard faces bolo , there in only one distortion and noe 
I/a

biorthogonal grid for the entire fUnily of' traoritoations. The1 :

starting square cots eat a greater- orI leueizl d area. (operating fros the left on tolumn, vectors). At the positive

depending oni the nalue of a, frov thin single grid. f1-.]ticarohnos rI5 -

Projection. The reader will retail that projections. a all directions, but primarily hsrIoontally. en the negative pale

fariliar Class Of mappings. hose all straight lines Of the plane Cl'a,l3 it becoes dial[ { .yJ ]-oine in all

into stragl linen. are linear in the extended plane of

boniogennoun coordinates. etc. The equoations for projenting the
Jlonnsry 20. 1904 17
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directions. bat primeafill horizoontally. The cap thus oepllfien Y2

ther qualiattive problem which interests an. the rotation of the he sFgr b hsgi ftnc sa f;taaoei
doihawt pincpa train, by. This ani of conss is0' arto the fheeroei

domiantpricipl srainby 0* s w pas 15o aoun th los.oust itself he the biorthogonal grid pair (both coorinateP

from the positive to the ncqatine pale. meshesli for tb. mapping. The action of the tap is simply to
ror apliratlrns9 to corphogenetir enplan.,ion ne will find

ost interesting the behavior of this cr1Ping near its Ccflfia interchange. for all bet, thn ellipse through JA.01 sith the

point. the point at nhich the derinatlo care comubination of byprfn 1 throhf/O. Tepit ntef-nn0 h
retation and change of Scae. Mt guch points, evn though thSb.S ah t tifniyo h achdhproa

principal strain values are well -defined. they sre equl$ the l.In *tonro: xs saitimtndb h i

pru lpa a.aI do not exst. so that A eronlal geonitrie trensforeatinnf in palrticular, the center (1.tl of the square in

peoratl is Unrei. A plane rippieg has a conformal pointletfxd Th tp:attpcOal i o
1 on ~-2 li oeractn o 1 h 0oa a btefde ih r ai

wherever its elfin. derivative tukes the foem s . Lt. of any biorthogonel crein paint to the conformal point. 1.
spontie with diagonal taro$ aq4ual. For Oh. projection. this is particular. at the ands of the nonpolar axis. the principal

the cane only at the point 11-02,01. strains are nearly at 4
5
' to their oren~esat the positive

?he pro~ctl 13 of square into bin. nab derived by a or negative pole$. As in the left sketch Of figure II. the

combination of translation, reflection. and cnallng from the direction corresponding to the nor pnsitive strain points

canonical innolutory projection Io~y.Z1-14,.l Or, in approximately to the negative pole, and vncm nrha.
Carl*$,., 'cerdinates. It con be shon that the general projit Of quadrilateral

onoquadrileteral has exactly the sane hiortho~onal grid pair as
A atis highly synnetw ta osavple In other wnrds, op to rotat ion

In this neriun 1.,1 in an 01riCsinfo~rJofI pII at which angles and change of scala. enery projection of one quadrilateral &,to

are chage if. sense hut net in maiole the coolformal point is aoother can be observed as the effect of this specific irnolut ion

at -1on 6 so'. ccnfigcral of four starting torerl. Every

ft ray hr verified by direct substitution that thin na projection. whether the contiguation of d.npitacrti it

presere$ the grid of Cenfocal conics Onernetnts Is pure these. pare 0 ransiot~ inn o a tobueation, ban

o ninl conforeal paint anJ ctl-er 1hsolc~in.24  itlrennt

January .finsir 20.Ig0
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anticntormal point: and its grids are confocal conics incut that a pair of quadrilaterals is as in figure ICa. While projection

pair of points. ilecauce projection leaves straight lines deals with the quadrllateral a aot of lour p ints in any

straight, all finite angles veasured at the contorcal point are order, bilinear rapping requires that one Select four edges from

snchanged. and all measured at the anticovt:isl paint ore raiy the SIX possibilities. The transformtioan sill be linear on

0eersed in sense; is this role the paint ias hen asefal to these four edges, but not along the ethen teo, those Serving as

yhsteqeoe.eet:sts tor so~e tin.) If the ccnfcr:al Paget lir the diagonal of the contucion. Choose any point (xNy

within the interiors at the forts, the qcils hve I asp%;t of interior to this quwdtilacecat. aed considt the set of all

t is tots. If it lies outside, then evcrypanere eve directioe of Ctrailht lines theough it. ach line divides each edge of the

t:aant dinates. and the geld ray be te as a scooth war-ping uadrilaterol in sooe ratio. we are interested in the lines

of a rectangle. Figure 2. These cases are l au:ed on the through Cx.yl which divide one pair Of opposite edges io the zen

c&noswtal confecal plot at in Figure 9c. eatie. For the general quadrilateral (no edges parallel) this is

a quadratic criterion which results in a single pair of lines

The bilinear mapping. Projection tases straight lies into shrasgh Cx.yl, lying on the point as drawn, For squares, the

et.aight lines but is highly nonlinear In its treatsent at length lines e seek are just the linen through IoyI purallel to the

along cost lines. The homogeneous ahear we seek to escape sides.

lis*ene takes straight lines to Straight lines. and furt ecrore The inage o! the point Lw~yl under biliner espping is the

i s linear along every line of the piane-vhih is why it lack3 intersection in the other form of the lines that divide the
Interest for the reyhngeeatinist. A Conpeonier be 1..es thvsv hcologous edges in the Ge pair of ratio. in the Figure. for

yarees is needed:. a cipping chat in linear on te odgs ef teinstance, line AA' divides edges PP2 and PP, In the ratio 1:2.

qudritaterot. hut that neverttelen ss lowstrtesional and line D' divides both edges PiP3 and PP, in the ratio 1:3.

differences is deCI..tiealwty. in particar, ter catrel tie find the Paints which divide the edges of the opposite torn in

ints where the atlint derinatine is isot-c. the nae ratio: C(eSp. CI divides QQ
2 
iresP. Q

3
Q0
4  in the

&e class of rp• sa-isfying these requ:rvrrt-s is the 'ctiO S-1 and ; lers. D') divides G
10 3 

rSp. Q
2
QI) in the ratio

sillo.r favliy. While analytically altost as Saipye as te 1:3. Then the point Ix,yl at the intersection Of Am' and 11' Is

;:ojection. tiey ate nevertheless fairly -fashia: to the capped to the point at the intersection of CC- and CD'.

a;;lied geoeter. and so I shall explain their a!gebraic and The analytic gemetcy of thie construction becomes clearer

qeoretrir properties in some detail. whes the quadrilateral PtP
2
P
3
P
4 
that we selected (that Is. the

The fuoental appearance of the bi;lincr rippng relating

..f 3. 19h; 0 January 28. 19a4 21
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Set Of four edgs chosen eat a! sti) is circ.i.s.ibed ass-.: fIY)[aQIOwf -- )O00] w Y[(o
1 eti0

1 1
J

pafraboa,. Figure 10b. The quadrilateral 0QO0D2, may ikisoe be tnyanding. we ee that the nap tests lyi to the paint

cicu-scrlted about a parabola of its o n. seau e of piu so!sfl-e l-ylQ 0 elf-Y 0  - y

are similar. up to a change of scale we r-y treat t e e;s;u of

P*s an the polygon of O's s cirzuescribed about t:e sat -a weighted average of the four isage points correspndir, to
parabola. the four corners of the egaure, each seight given by the product

It is an old theoren !ha o: any three taigeits so a of the distances fros 19y) to the pair of grid lines through the

pacassla, every other targtnt is cut by the three in the sen diagonally opposite corner of the square.

adime ratio. It foleuw that the lines we seek throug
i 
a-, Our particular concern is the bilinear rap worrespondiny to

point Ie.y) ace 5irply the unigie pair of ta-e ts to tlco the purely inhomogeneous transforration (pure translation).

yaautta threugh 1l.Y . If - sign ca-h edge of the square noto kite, The algebra ot this cap is tirplent under a

qiadrilateral a coordinate by its intersection with any Iuin Standardizwtion somewhat ditferent frt that of Figure gm, which

tangent to the parabola (!o: eacnlo, the ve:tes ta;oe:. F:gure simplified the algebra of pcojeetln. Sagardlese of the
SacS. then the bilinear cap is ine n separately. on the Parameter aol the kite, place the corners of the starting square

coordinates of the two tangwvts th.roulh Ixy). at 1,21), The image qtsndrilateral for traneforations h ving

Per startin, tesG l c -iCh are et.a:tly 4qare
, 
a diffvr,,t shilt parameter 0 Ohifts the ain diagonal (the pols mail) by

ehataCtericatiov ef this rap is availabie, ere hirch is oS ton the nector S-[.-t , a S traction a of its length, Hence, -hile

-se .sc-urer graphics: thy e r rp Is cn srplest the ends of the nnpolar a1|, 1-1) and 0l-). ore left fied.

bD dl-'o frncftc's for tIe square. ss;nse czrn.es 001. !1.), the point I--i) is rapped to I-l-a.- , and likewise t1.11

10.11. 11",11 of a square are r*:,vl into r.ns Qg
3  

' ;,'. to T lai-lf. the hilinvar ephin for this Fair of
C,,resertiey, The nerticil line throi-h a seIt ley) ivni'n quadrilateruln is shosv in Figure f1,: its equation iS

the nqgare is the eveneeticA of the point uQ+1-1-1Qni Ce yJ--sl.,J- .tie'IyS xv

try edge with the pnint o~sf~l3 n thn ntno :fjt. the Iii1
horlnlval lin tn'rouh 1leV intersects thi- 3ain at t09 ;civ a The derivative of this Map toy be fuovd by direct

feanvine y of tp ..
I troI t , no tstt p.P, faint culalt ion Ot by bili niur mi'in ot its derivtines at tne fosr

corners; it roy ho nrlttv i, rtriw fasas

January 15, V3 22J
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from 1#2& to I-la along the polar axis. and the derivetive

, -wlw porpendicular to that eals is constant at 1. The liege of the

[-r I-ax] center [0,0] of the square is not the Istersection of the

diagonals Of the kits. but tther the point t-V.-al displaced

from (0.0 by halt as ouch as the endpoints of the major diagoral
vheteser the determinant I-alx-y) of this matrix is positive.

whenever a is less than 0.1. this will be the case throughout the are displaced ira thi starting loci. Notice, to*, that the

tqoe. roeat . the too eges Q11001  
molnor diagonal in not left StaigSht under this sapping; It is

•~~~~~~~~~ rsr. o - S I v dIs 1 1 l0~ a' the kite 140

nQpped (cf. Figure Ito) into the arc of a parabola.
On te | ineIse tu~elie) SOtha th i~ Oi OftheThe repeeatltha Of this sapping by the sy.etrtc terser

point (1.1) is undefined. The projection nap likewise had a lire

of singularities, the real'asis; while for projection areas near 
id corresponding to its derivative is shown 1n Figure ll. As

Ce pss anor the upper half of the aguare tree 11.13 to (-1.-1],

the line *blo- sp.- the bilinear nap Squashes the. flat. 0psovrteuerhlofheqaefom[.1o
the major principal strain for the bilinear POp rotates in a

At 3-1,-I) the derivative of the biltear rap is . .pposite to that for the projection. At the ends of the

L J nonpolar isis, the principal strains see again St shout 45
e 

to

representing an increase in 
size in all directions except 

the

those St the endpoints of the polar axs; but the greater
sonpular •sam: then the polar asia hears the Imajor principal

1 principal $train points toward the Positive, not the negative.

strain. at 11,11 the derivative 1 e IJ prestos a decrene pole. This is associated, naturally. with the linearity the

of size in all directions except the nonpolar axis: the polar billnnar rip enforces on each edge of the quadrilateral

a&i here bears the minor principal strain. Thu the qualitative separately.) a

behavior of this nap, like that of the standardized projection.

suits the irprt of the purely inhomogeneous transformation: the 
Grids Roar the confrmal poai of the biliomp. That*

major principal strain rotates by 901 as we travel halfway around is a Conformal point located where I-Cy- t-ax, OX -ay,

i.e. 10.01. The behavior of the biorthogonal grid cystee around
the starting square.

Notice that along the polar axis. axis of syrsetry Of the the conlatnl point ay ne clazsitied foohstoin. ISIS,

scene. the bilinear oapping bears a different nonlinearity frco pp. 103-10) by studying the lines through the conformal Foint

that Of the Frijection. The image of the point re.x] is thet are thenselves incluled in the biorthogonal grid. For

22' projections, there is only one such line, the Voler ac ttsOlt.
[a-a-o'.nj-a'J'o the derinatine ot this nap iS linearly graded

For the bilinear cap. ne con see that there nust be to others.

J.anary 28. 1984 N January 21, 1904 2S
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Figure lic shoes a lee positons of the principal cross along S 
4OWx)MA

2 
. (a4)K.)1 0 I 0 0

circular path Iron positive pole to negative pole. At the where A * y/X. the Slope of the direction out of the conformal

positive pole, the ajor strain Ais paoses through the conferral point. S.
2 ']

point. As both strains are rotating clockwise along this ear [x'y] a (0.0]. the eqtton reduces to 
2  

41 a I * 0

€outerclocklist circuit, soon the 2ino strain axis Oust seep with roots -2tn4. lot these values are the tangent and Cotangent

threugh the conoronal pot; and shortly aftevacd the Cunor of 10e. These roots ore at exactly 260* to the root X1 already .

strain rust Pass through that point again; and. finally. the located along the polar axis. so that near our conformal point

minor strain again-but by then e have arrived at the negative the biorthogonal grids have perfect heligonal syanetty. &A ox

pale of the farm, novs esay free 0, the orientation of these roots rotates

This Intuitive deduction can be verified analytically slightly, All this Is visible In the empirically coputed

kthout euh diffiCuttl* Onet the pttntipal strain .111 pass biorthgontol grids for this bilinear rapping. Figure lid.

through the €onforrl point whenever the aftins derivative map at The general bilinear tap of the square. whether or sot

Ie,y) leaves orthogonal the line-oele"nts x.y) and (-V.x) upon purely inhomogeneous, corresponds to the map of sme starting

the sare. the iJlgles of these directions upon the hits are square according to the Cartesian grid of Figure lie and texn A
biorthogonal grid of Figure Il1. Purely inhoaogeneous maps of

1Y -,1 :r 2j various para reters a orre.pond to square* of varies. niews &tct

the common conferral point 30.0 of the eappirg; the troller

1"o1 1:0. J -y.e .,l ogn..e. hae .. smaller shift Ps-o .ter.. Transferee . ith a

• I j 1-0 s-ar '.nr Jhomogeneous component Shift the starting square a..? fre, the

he rlght-taSnd sides ere ;eependiculat whenever their dot product conformal point 10.41t it the shift Is great oough, the

e anirn there res.lts a single equation in x and Y, 
conforml point will pass outSide the boundaries of the starting

sqoare. sod the grids that result sill have the sirpptr topol oy

4400elly li' ~xnafr 5 of the distorted rctangle oith are potenity alwas dostet.

vie tut of this equation iS a* y, the polar asis. Ts otier Figure 2c. for the general bililese rapping, which does nt

9ee roots satisfy begin with a starting lotr precisely "qusre. the form of the

Mlto*I Jyl "4.se.tx n y 9
2  

0 grids nesr the singularity ray be shoen to be *sartly the nro..

Sits$ 2 Ja.ae ry 28. 1904 0?
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V. Tenon: Fields *nd wNrphogenetwc Lwplaatioe:
ANay fion the Singularity, there is an additional twistin, of So" speculations

Spital turn ng ot the system. Putative norphog."s based on reactioa-difuion meodals ore

Tie genece difference bet. thaveapplegs. The frlative chemical Concentrations. Scalar fields having a well-

qualitative distinction bre.en these te Classes of determined value or valus. in principle, at every point of a

bohavior around the conforal point is stable against Changes of region. The oily singulati.es they are likely to have av. to

form of either the starting or the finishing quadrilateral and 8roe. In the denominators of ratios. Gradients. along with

Stable, so, against changes of detail in the Interpolated related concepts such as phase. are vector fields having a

),ecology rip. When the direction of the major principal Strain direction and magnitude at every point; singuleelti.. arise whore

eorOtates in the passage eran the positive pVale to the negative the magnitude is zero. for there the direction in undefined.

pole of the torn, figure Ob left. the conformal point bears a Syroetric tensor fields, as depicted by a biorthogomal grid, bear

eifngarity with a Single strain trajectory through it. Io its Lv. perpendicular directions and L- magnitudes at every point.

vcinity. the grid stem reseobleo a conforal system at ellipes end their singularities are of a different topology than those of

and hyperbolas near one fcus-v-htch. in turn, resebles the the loner-order fields. While at the singularity of paler

parabolic coordinates o: classical mathenatical physics, Figure . trdlstenndint•zion is defined. at tho singuloity ef a

lb. Whom the rajor principal strain counteroatotws as we goes synnetric tensor field we see preferred directions defined in a
lb. When she rajorw y.incipel starwn ordnnetrstatnooas on pans

from the pisittse tO the negative pole. Figure 8b right, the geometritally new way. Whle polar toordinates hene only the one

conformal point Supports three sy:ain trajectories. (yor the topological form of singularity, the sy r-tclc tensor field hes

proaection the additionat tua Nore imaginary: the isotropic lines two different forns: one with a single preferred direction, the

y/X - -7-1 other with three.

To these diftonrett tenses ot the rotation of the principal I believe it is tine for a ejor rethiniing of the whole
h::a7hse di e;.tsesso na he:: un~ioo hen:: ch sth ;:s:osofCP thwdayrt

rajor wtrain currespcd diforent behaviors of th" apping along notion of eorphogenoetic feld. Current metaphors. &ulh as arc

teboundary. Th. biliner mapping Is uniformly linear a. each .- a:$ in the discussions of €opr~tboundary formation

edge separately. the projection na;ping is nonlinear along each elsewhere in this eotthn Itdftor-trnnfl. tacitly assume

edge, graded fro. positive to negative as a.* m.5zs ...y fro, Eophoens which ate either scalar or vector field%. Discussions

:lhe Fositive pole and tro ngative to positive as one posses of singularities are therel
7 
impowerihed and eoylpoations of

away fro. the negative ple. euerinental findings rode defective to an unknown extent. For
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In spite of the bitsrcation. Thin phenoaron ssggests a Codel
tensors ago as real as scalars and vectors: a cell or tissue 

has

menehlatl integrity, after all, so that 9 structurally *eeded bearing ten chennels of information. one for direction and one

ion sptist gradient independent of directine:; the model of a
orientatto, could as easily be a strain 

axin (tensor) as a

gradient (nerto:) or rhemical concntration (fscalar). strain trajectory seems wefl-suited, as this construct ray hane a
eangularaty of dnrct~on ohale its nucerseol nagestude is

I hawe eo evidance in hand that this possibility 
is in fact

the car- know of no attempts to measure a ceal tensor field behaning quite property. The hitatton 5! a Fait of digits.

then. might be viewed as the sFittleg of tte positive-rignt Voend catch ,ts singalarites to organizing centers for goosing

r nfloefechc phenooena. But I would nevertheless draw j y of Figure 12b in t vicinity of the rthobolwn

singiularity.
leader's attention to four popibln op, lcations of 

tensors in

An alternate rodel for this '- bifwrcation is availableeorrhcgoentic enplanat.ons it) the Opoentrical bifuratlon of

sial grasee:s of growth; 12) the orientation and onatOnital using She other goneric singuarity. the cnn with triple

tyatetry. Utder the hillvear saro. . two ad a eft eges of ttn
boundary grow trIatively core than the other t lA efect, gray

13i tee eorrese cf the three-root sinjailaoty from over the other tno e'ife the n~dth ci the systee an Paltoaned

juxtaposition o two one-root siegalratite and 14) the

constant. This re r-rbes the ect.ol tjitnaton in theuncrsenta of teorqonc:atlon fcoo a onc-lar-snc e wising
regenerating ent l::o: nhlle the Ilb -a-t-us a fairlyhrngeea.a and in.':-. ;eenous v:mr:n: 0! nhangt.

constant .i0th after ar;.tatonv. 2C actisely i.crease an

S. sifuecation of axial gradsent%. Convrntionl length, a cop ef opitheltun at the vr-. tfe .oaj Coo. san

cer.warrent Irtls lo.ate .scs by rencane or catastrophes ceases to graw. 1n the literatare of tms rhenteenon, tPe cap

within the interior a:r; woes Fcdwled to have ro natural has been con-idered an irdcer of stfnrenniatnon slightly

po;afrty. But in tt. ctuJY of grnoing systeos, which are subject pronaral to itself. Dut it mold as tell lndne the bmlir:ating

at all times to re.i ratersal Otraies, the rmdel of tenor field of Fsiaro tc. to that vondteing protocartilage

snngslaritcs of tentor fields PJy be .- I. core appropriate to n finds itsel eith vultpl yrn;il:1 directiovs rather tnn the

eelaratin of tte physical hracrcl-a ttrouture Which result. previous sinile aeil orientation.

for instance, In ro.yeneration 0f the neot tcb (Daflstcin and

Co-r|y. In prop.) a logtu.inl axis bifurcate., figure 12, 8. the 61-gtwlarty ef hum lan ia 11 uth. In the
Corral greTt" of the hut cra ... . 'l laterallr. F Ist iI.

•s ta ¢sss.ve dig|ts ar,,ear. The rensltaej bifarcafed fields
there Is an *yporr.,t st ilarit, in te niitviy of the tlr&

still ;",.; |Ot-a * i the eri I a-,,% fr'-laity is maintnlcd

:anuar i, inca IQ January f. 194 I
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terrce (pituitary tonsal-an oppurct ;7.cat center.* The sane deornutios of the Cranium carries Dore isfocrmation theean oare

pattern as seen in cnoparizcons ci :unr..ot wth oait shpe scalar suenery of relative rates of increase Of a size measure in

throughout the anthropoid primcatez i .ocstn. :S78). Using the Various regiOnS.

::*:e, mt on a . :at~ theCa"3. tenargence of a three-too: singularity frc, the

ntt for the head as a tn-caoned of lc .Or;e canter, a sort of justaposition of two oe-rent singularities. Figure 143 models

team con-foroal Foist haod in teasurtenot zf :-;len at a distance..tetobscsnuaiisa h tenser field. that Iron the

rathr tan n te lcal trutur o!a t -r ic~. Te Sntaprojection and that from the bilinear mupping, using a motion Of
osthurea ater rejected this notion (renas C: . 1331, in viewncati"udrcniin 9hr~na oaiyadvria

M it sttisicallepeciion In y wr, etratio wa inconstraint, The location Of chn singularity is at the open
error. The lotus they eatracted nas of r4rp .;eetic circle, the -constraint' fnhich is merely our easore Of scale)

.ficnce hoeve, thir a-hcaiical"!* lakelby errons to the tee Isednarkls held at feelutively Constant
geometrical language for disericinaton; the tersor interpretation -sparing, We nay then sketch the principal sase of the grid

coresonin the thepreeri. as a nyttem of polarities
The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Crepodn trdiioa tnhaut ciths njra euns n or
The radtioal xplaatin @ t s Sntra chngein ormradiating appronlcately front the ningularity at the rester. The

is te psitve alo~try0! -tt awSWith-:;~t o th brin.ones of the grid coeresponding to the bilinlear mapping, On the
$;tter. hoaever, that the inear:aot unit o! thntirn;ulority Is 'other hand, appear to radiate instead fros the Positive end
not oriented ae~tersponsterierty. al n -tco ;zdie . at all. henegative poles sepae~aey.

shape, Change alon ths ni ler a ~szr C _ cpetnt ci when no jutopone two of these parabolic orgavicing fields.

ser oigtothe ho-thceaaaccn I froh geouch, the asI iue1b nbtenthe two attracting centers emerges

cuvenent of ohs ions furword. out A r undec t"y train-cuss, rho the aspect of the bilintear fietd faith its direction reversed).

principal strain trajectory thrc;h the si T'Aarity irstead runs hr eeo he oiiegadet a!c hnto f ta

cure an lest vertically. fto, a role:n in the toerhoad don to thewod,(a th wfi ftofelsC hWtha ine

insert ion of the cpimal cord. T.ois iuT;nsts addLtinnal, rather PN1vdd ~ ln t.me rc c il 11 t

different expianations ef the cet.:atiot1 of the crarge, figure tie demnstrates this explicitly. aneraging the tno

::p:.atons erh~s as~catc wit t~ orintaioncenteted naps by the elastic algorithm of lohn3ten (0975).

ho vsua sysem r te meho~t,31d-t" 0 themusle.There is a classic see af vuephogonetic enperinents to which
of mantcation. l. any 'st., -'- detca.ed ze-rf G! this opnvrootionl is directly relevant. when une abuts two save-

January 25. 104d 32 Jasuaey 23. 9,04 33
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Ihomogeneity is seen only is the gentle turng of the grid
sided embryonic chick sings on th" sane so,-e of thn embrye, or :oe.Fgr c n h hlo rdet iig:,o

Scottlies Figur newt andl the~p thaos gradent along theoctiethr
graf cn set 1m otepsto oe sve e~rvraiensit, terenesliseurity rather than polarity.

and Olhe riddl ed on 10 wincered t ! o at to el siug htes, I suggest a tirc-deprsdcnt admixture of this homogeneity as
on h i~coei ee- . -aay: etwn ewe n alternative to current explanation$ of crucial Staging eventsa

two right nintfs. or nice vernal. 7hvte eCyv::rents have, lovg is narphogevesis. catastrophe eeoielt presume a scalar parameter

been adonsprttes tofitracc ofpalar that in curled pest the pont at chits solutions of a variat ion

ceor1tnatcs. Bat en the tensor oc0.thy aepraiate hice-atic equation change thnir topological properties. Is the tenser

toddl is vat intercalat ion of a coordivate. tat. irreversible "udel, the critical points represent not bifurcation Of global xI

bifartat. ten of aPolanity. pininicing criteria bet spatial competition of gradient patterns. .

If a fall axis of thoe iaaul oiotee s iSBifurcatios can arise directly (rem the nun of two tensor fields,a

established 1perhaps an the reni.. of s re renan-re prnceto-l each Cuotant over time, if the ratio of their relative strenvgths

an nt atensr cauvnist. t# s-3te fildcaries. Biological proceasses oftent proceed by independent nine

will induce a aperical ;jar of &.ositane grzaits at 120' for scales. suggncting a libely site for a putative 'ratter

every initial Center. This Seers 60 re a 'I' tagleStive eerphogeno regulating the Comination. variation Of the nisture

retaphee for the productiof ll~gatecal nrouoa by of fields over tine is egainalent to a drift of the Ctnferral

6.n#Atatiuv. a prams for wN'rh there in osrtatly no point is geometrical space, when it encunters tissue, then and

o~t..-toy rtht~stz O-Il. here govetric ranilicatloet of structure ray begin. This model

a. Timing of rnergunmnatin as adnietire ef ccmpoveete. Iis at least an cue I a s thoe requiring son linear engul40Atv

CnnmSooe this set of speculation5 by reea,.l frey Poet III the of the entire oystvn. for "jneotion of gluol critical points.

Z.0 cr-;tooets. ho-o9ngeenss #cd i.,ongervn-s. of qodrilateral resonanccs. end the likn.

trnsfrrtioee. Underr erither hilirvor ro;pt.f t. projectirt, Achee11elgees. The writing of this essay ws supported by

the portly 0ncoeno!tataoo a :1cAf nansfetd a&I grants DE-hS4t0 to Fred L. eootntein and bc-03i10 to

eunfoerul point precisecly at its coocee. L.u.;iaceeent of the pohrt C. mapers. The Fortranl progrum ftOT which produced the

Confetral paint it equinalnt ta aug-ensr; t-n tra-clereotlos by sreetir tenner fieldn and the blcrthnaenal grid$ stu'caniningl

a honogeocoan ccrpevvsnt. Vbh er chit c.y-e'-t as sufficiently tg ws uvnrwritten by the preceding grants avd also by Hi.I.r.

strog, he ~nfrralpoit i lipiarl ;;-o*,tsdathegrunt tOC ?t-212 to Fred L.. loaostein. Part V tevefitrd by
haandafy of the region ne are srt oa s ata the icliace of

anuary January 20, ig9t l
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Captions to, rlgorns taetfo.

Fig.,. 1. Two garden-varicoy oddities of orthogonnal coordinate figure 4. propagation of 8.poren . ) PosnOs A and Ian ..
systems. Isea text.) (a) A bticrlar quaftle coordinate shifted is a connd~nAte sttr, holding C fired. (b) The

system. (Froembocer, t894.) (b) Parabolic coordinates. effective shift Of C she, -n mn171.t- on nSt Shifted A &-nd
figure 2. nerasen-tation of a horology cevp by * syninetrie tdrnsor a by rotation end eenscalicg. in the Jjgvee. ISO. material

field. (o) The *Carteslan grid.' after Thompson (196t). ,repesentsno rp~let nultsplicti-n,

snothly Inrttrlating ther crrespondent@ Of corners around IFigure S. Vinyfane-ncnn of corners o a tetaea

the boundary and throughout the interiors of the fares. W. DWIal Pit fioed. toreen t and G diltlared.

(b) 'Me tensor fild for the napping: Its symistrized (bI) D~i . C2 foed. tco"n. F s.n "i displaced.

stits derivative, point by Faint. The length of each Win-r h. -he two or-'-eetn of stae .; I.,ee- o ~ann
censs ame In dran proportinnal to the principal StraiA (d) *1 1 pmeiy iJtnrneon tnantfoenatto. tan ta
along It. (4) lit blarthnsa grid pair, a collectin of CfthOst riat-o of ofte d-go-al wnth respect no tteothner.
ititogrl cuittoOf the tonnon field of (b). Interectios (b) Fine tjigectn har. A
at omr.e are honologous, left to riqht, according to the figue . lkntrA of a ,. shear Cr-atentfea ena

cop In Ia). ant Sre at 9l ...errhee in both forms. A t-n Start- tel aoagrentral

principalttroals aee indrcatni. ratio* of lengths Fig.-s A. Vt.J-Y n .ne -swr ,,i the kite.. 1 fat yeettes.
rigqtitft. conrespning ti t0e seseains of arn ever 5tih faInt. -d ...e .. nt--,n in tn. nest. b hite re g I

they lie. Frnshse I~t .. e f ntat anfe the -tic Vri-nipti ,train

lian* J. EsP-esiomi of detart .to, nssn by a d.isinenent ." t
t
n farat fi the tani......no the nnasepole.

with rtsreot to a bsie. (.1 N- .....trai2 deore,,t ion. r-tO~e S. Pfncnntin of the s;ti re enns the nine. (@I Placoret -

after Thoepilon. 1b) The tensan repnnonnlei this -1 1i-1 tee A.ls. and CArtesiaa .1r1d of the ntrrts.11a
i.troatan., i's- aint t p-n p. axes of the elipe , TN. -114-1na Fint and birhgnlgrid ofo. tna

Into n"'m a -itli in -enl (CI t-epeiin 1 ntI r-t, at it. in) fanny VirOnstinn is disyliiie*. oP to
triangles .... a .n.o vaa, e A rt-1). nf 'cal. It a ito-. *I ntl.n n on M hi grid.

toea scale fltotI fr, the displaceent victor. felt ton l$.1%rt dinit r~stot ad-,n Of the ,odr ,:erlletCotttt ti, f ' dspi r. tn-t.1 I'm- the It R9,81 rates. 74e ttao of (n.Y) It the irttrnerion n
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the other quadrilateral of joins of the points dividing human colvarion. (Free tooketelk. IS?8. Fig. VII-IO.) Note

tlIe edges in the sess raises. M) QuOadrilaterel$ In the one-root singularity.

genesl position can be circumseribed about a parabola. Fierse H. sifurcation of polarities Iron 3sutapositieo of

The lines through Ix.y) in fram. (a) &re the tao tangents singularitie ics ) sketch of the te basic singularities.

through |xy) to this parSbola. (C) The bilineer sap to bI The structure of a three-root singularity appesrs

linear. separately. on the coordinates of the intersettons betveee successive one-root centers. (c) Sioulation of

Q! these tongents with any fied tangent to the parabola. this bifurcation h reltive diSplcotent Of sight

Figors 11. Silinear ran;ing of the square onto the kite. homologous points. Left, the rapping: right. Its grids.

(a) Plscement of forms for s-.2., and Cartes:ns grid of the

capping. (b) The symmetric tensor field representing this

cap by its afine derivative. (c) Why there must be three

lines through the conforal point that lie on the

hiorthogonsi grid. (See text.) (d) The biorthogonel grids

for the capping in (a). with coca principal strains

indicated. (e) The full bilinear tableau fo: the entire

half-plans (cf. Figure 9c), and its single biorthogonal

grid. () In the napping from square to qarileteral, the

pretrece o: a homogeneous component displaces the conformal

n;.nt fis the center of the square. Changes in the value

o a alter the Scale at ehich this single grid bears the

transforoation is question.

figure 12. Sifurcation of the develcping vrtebrate limb

skeleton. (a) Typical findings. (b One eojel: jump to

another branch of the projective singularity. (c) Another

model: development along all eftol polarities of the three-

raot singularity.

Figure 1). Siorthogonal grids for the observed rrsath of the

-0
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3.7.1
SURFACES IN COMPUTER AIDED GEOMETRIC DESIGN:

A Survey with New Results

R. E. Barnhill
Department of Mathematics
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

Abstract

"Surfaces in Computer Aided Geometric Design" focuses on the representation I
and design of surfaces in a computer graphics environment. This new area

has the dual attractions of interesting research problems and important

applications. The subject can be approached from two points of view: The

design of surfaces which includes the interactive modification of geometric

information and the representation of surfaces for which the geometric

information is relatively fixed. Design takes place in 3-space whereas

representation can be higher dimensional. "Surfaces in CAGD" can be traced

from its inception in rectangular Coons patches and Bezier patches to

triangular patches which are current research topics. Triangular patches

* can interpolate and approximate to arbitrarily located data and require the

preprocessing steps of triangulation and derivative estimation. New

contouring methods have been found using these triangular patches.

Finally, multidimensional interpolation schemes have been based on

tetrahedral interpolants and are illustrated by surfaces in 4-space by

means of color computer graphics.

Running title: Surfaces in CAGD

Key words: Surfaces Coons patches
Interpolation Bezier patches
Approximation Triangular patches
Design of surfaces Contouring
Representation of surfaces Multidimensional surfaces

Computer graphics

To appear in Surfaes in Computer Aided Geom(tric Deosign '8.1.

R. E. Barnhill and W. Boehm, editors, North-lolland (1985) and

in the .joura wmputer Aided Geometri c s)(sign.
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Page 1

PREFACE

This article is a survey of an emerging subject, "Surfaces in Computer

Aided Geometric Design". The purpose of this article is to present some of

the fundamental concepts of our subject and to provide pointers to other

work, enabling the reader to pursue the subject further. (In our subject

many of the results are very new and others are "folklore", making

scholarly study difficult.)

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

Sianiiicance of Surfaces in CAGn

Most scientific representation of information requires approximations

at some level. The approximation might occur at the level of equations

that model the ohysical reality, or at the level of the numerical solution

of these equations.

As in any science, for creating surfaces one has some quantitative

data (such as scientific measurements) and some qualititative information

(such as intuition of a "good" shape). The quantitative data can be

thought of as "hard" data such as given positions and tangents. The

qualitative data may he thought of as "soft" information such as the

desired shape. The philosophy for the construction of surfaces can be

either interpolation or approximation. Interpolation means that one

matches the given data exactly and approximation, a more general term,

means one nearly matches the data. This dichotomy is discussed at some

length in P. J. Davis' (1975) book.

InterDolation and Approximation.

At the most qeneral level the tools employed to create surfaces
include differential qeometry, numerical analysis and computer graphics.

nifferential geometry is used to define surfaces. The spirit of

numerical analysis is used to define surface interpolation methods to
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display surface forms efficiently by means of computer graphics (Barnhill,

1983b). Computer graphics itself is an important research area which has

undergone much growth in the past few years (Newman and Sproull, 1979; Foley

and Van Dam, 1982). Computer graphics illustrations play a central role in

understanding and evaluating surfaces. A graphical capability that is

tailored to surface schemes makes possible an immediate presentation of

results with minimal interaction by the user. This wedding of mathematics and

technology makes the subject more useful and more difficult.

History: Surfaces in Computer Aided Geometric Design

The representation and approximation of surfaces in a computer

graphics environment may be considered to have been launched by two

pioneers: S. A. Coons and P. Bezier. Coons'(1964) surfaces and Bezier's
l

(1966, 1967) surfaces each consist of a network of "patches" which have a

rectilinear topology. Coons' patches match exactly certain information

(namely, whole curves of data). Bezier's surface methods have the different

flavor that some data are matched exactly and the rest are approximated.

Thus Coons' patches are a form of interpolation and Bezier's patches are a

form of approximation which corresponds at a high level to Davis' dichotomy

of interpolation and approximation. Specifically, Coons' "blending

functions" are the basis functions for Hermite interpolation and Bezier's

blending functions are the basis functions for Bernstein approximation.

Barnhill (1982) briefly surveys Coons patches and Barnhill (1985) and Farin

(1985b) are preparing extensive surveys of Coons and Bezier patches,

respectively.

Both Coons and Bezier were working In engineering environments when

they discovered their patch methods. In order for mathematicians to analyze

their methods, the underlying structures of the methods had to be
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recognized. As we shall see, their basic methods have been generalized and

imDroved in various ways.

W. J. Gordon (1969a) discovered that Coons' patches have the powerful

underlying algebraic structure of forming distributive lattices. Gordon

described Coons' patches as Boolean sums of lower-dimensional "projectors"

which were themselves interpolants to lower-dimensional information.

At ahout the same time "Gordon surfaces" (Gordon, 1969b, 1969c)

consisting of a network of patches were created. Gordon surfaces blend

together a given rectilinear network of curves. The blending can be

achieved, for example, with univariate Lagrange interpolants or

internolatory splines.

A generalization of Coons' original patches was also necessary for

those situations in which four-sided topology cannot be assumed. Barnhill,

Rirkhoff and Gordon (1973) initiated triangular Coons' patches for the case

of arbitrarily located information. This innovation created many new

surface possibilities. These triangular methods have a more complicated

data structure through which they solve the more complex problem of

interpolation to more general data. Subsequently additional triangular

patches have been discovered (Barnhill, 1983a, 1983b; Nielson and Franke,

There has been a parallel set of developments for Bezier's methods:

1) Gordon showed how Coons' patches could be analyzed mathematically. The

corresponding discovery for Bezier's patches was done by Forrest (1972) who

showed that Bezier curves and surfaces could be considered as Bernstein

polynomial approximations. This recognition has made possible the

discovery of many important features of Bezier appoximations, such as the

convex hull property and the variation diminishing property.

,%
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2) The analogue to Gordon surfaces is a network of rectangular Bezier
a'

patches: tensor product B-splines were discussed by Gordon and Riesenfeld

(1974).

3) The analogue to the Barnhill, Birkhoff, and Gordon triangular Coons

patch is the triangular Bezier patch which, for an arbitrary triangle, was

discovered by Farin (1980)2. Farn's generalization has opened up many

possibilities for the creation of new triangular interpolants as

well as useful descriptions of known triangular interpolants. In fact,

the Bezier method has become the starting point for generalizations that

develop piecewise polynomial schemes with desired geometric properties, as

is mentioned by several authors in this Volume.

The history of Coons patches and Bezier patches is summarized in

Figure 1. (The idea of this Figure was conceived jointly with G. Farin who

also made the drawing.)

Place Figure 1 here.

Caption for Figure 1: The history of Coons patches and Bezier patches.

Computer Aided Geometric Design

The term "Computer Aided Geometric Design" was invented by R. E.

Barnhill and R. F. Riesenfeld in 1974 to describe the mathematical aspects

of Computer Aided Design (hence the word "geometric"). The term first

appeared as the title of the symposium held at The University of Utah and

the subsequent book published by Academic Press. Computer Aided Geometric

Design focuses on design. In order to recognize the need for a new

emphasis on representation and to focus on surfaces instead of curves, the

new term "Surfaces in Computer Aided Geometric Design" was coined by
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Barnhill, Boehm and Farin in 1981.

Surfaces in Computer Aided Geometric Design

A number of additional significant changes, central to the direction

of the field, are embodied in the new name, nSurfaces in Computer Aided

Geometric Design." Let us make these explicit here.

1. The research focuses on surfaces, not on curves. .

2. The surfaces, moreover, need not be built up from curves.

3. Geometric data for surfaces can be arbitrarily located.

(Surfaces used in practice have usually been based on

rectangularly structured tensor product data.)

4. Multidimensional surfaces are investigated.

ENVIRONMENT

Scholarly Environment for a New Subject

Disciplines that have strong technological components tend to be v
pursued in fragmentary ways with each problem treated on an ad hoc basis.

"Surfaces in CAGD" is an example of such a discipline. The subject can be

made more scientific and integrated by means of research, training of new

professionals in the field (Keyworth, 1983), collaborations, research

symposia such as this one, books, and journals. Several books have

summarized the research in this area: Computer Aided Geometric Design,

edited by Barnhill and Riesenfeld (1974), Surfaces in Computer Aided

Geometric Design, edited by Barnhill and Boehm (1983) and the Surfaces

issue of the Rocky Mountain Journal of Mathematics, edited by Barnhill and

Nielson (1984). The new journal, Computer Aided Geometric Design, is

devoted to recent research in this area.
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SURFACES

Choice of Surface Form: Applications

Surfaces in Computer Aided Geometric Design have many applications,

including fitting experimental data, tables of numbers and discretized 0

solutions of differential equations; the design of aircraft, cars, and many

other objects; and modeling human organs and robots. The term "Computer

Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing" (CAD/CAM) is used to describe 0

some of these applications, particularly in engineering. The choice of the

surface form depends upon the application, that is, there is no single

solution for all problems. The variety of applications is so great that 0

there cannot be a universal panacea. For example, the surface form used to

model the human heart is unlikely to have the correct properties for

modeling a car body. Consequently, we shall consider several families of

methods in both interpolation and approximation senses. We use the term

"surface modeling" to describe all applications since in all cases the

mathematics describes a physical model.

Design and Representation of Surfaces

"Surfaces in CAG" has two mai" categories: the Design of Surfaces and

the Representation of Surfaces. Design of Surfaces involves making

interactive changes in surfaces and displaying the surface in real-time.

Representation of Surfaces involves using information derived elsewhere and

of viewing the surface in order to understand its properties. These two

categories have some common and some different features.

The features common to both Design and Representation include:

1) Some smoothness is desirable. (This smoothness might be CO, C1, or
2p

C2 continuity or might be "visual continuity" of some order.)

2) Shape fidelity must be satisfied. (This may be somewhat vague,
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such as a designer's idea of "sweetness" or a geophysicist's view

of what a surface should look like.)

3) Methods may be either local or global. (With local methods the

evaluation of the surface depends only on nearby data.)

4) Computer graphics are useful.

Features that differ for Design and Representation include:

1) The data can be modified and, possibly, augmented for Design. The

data for Representation usually are fixed and are expensive to

obtain, e.g., results from wind tunnel tests. (However, the

representation used can affect the design of the experiments.)

2) Design surfaces are usually in three-space ("three-dimensional

surfaces"), but Representation can take place in n-space.

3) Finally, Design involves computer graphics allowing real-time

modification so that the designer can get immediate feedback,

whereas Representation involves viewing surfaces in order to

understand them but not necessarily to make interactive changes in

them. These functions may be seen as editing surfaces and viewing

surfaces, respectively.

Coons patches and Bezier patches

We now discuss Coons patches and Bezier patches. As mentioned above,

patches can be either rectangular or triangular. Let us begin with

rectangular Coons patches. The first case is the bilinearly blended Coons

patch which interpolates to four curves as shown in Figure 2.

---------------------------------

Place Figure 2 here.

Caption for Figure 2:

Four data curves for the bilinearly blended Coons patch.
------------ e m ---------

. . . . . . . . . . .. . .

U ;
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Gordon pointel out that this patch can be written as a Boolean sum of

linearly ruled lofting interpolants, more precisely, if

P1 = P1F = (1-u) F(O,v) + u F(Iv)

and P2 is defined analogously, then the Boolean sum defined by

Pl G p2 = Pl + P2 - P1 P2

interoolates to the four boundary curves. We observe the nice interplay

between algebra and geometry here: one can build up the idea of the Boolean

sum by looking at PI' P2' and P1 P2. thus using geometry, and then

verify the correctness of the solution by direct substitution, thus using

alqebra.

Next let us consider the bicubically blended Coons patch which can be

built un algebraically in an analogous way, namely, by means of the Boolean

sum of univariate orojectors. The projector P1 is given by PlF =

ho(u) F(O,v) + hl(u) F(l,v) + 1iO(U) F1 ,0(0,v) + ''l(u) F1 ,Oil,v)

where the blending functions ho, hl, WO, and W1 are the cubic

Hermite basis functions and F1,0 means partial derivative with respect to

u. The projector P2F is defined similarly in the second variable v.

The term P1 P2F involves the following data:

positions tangents J

tangents twists

The twists, which are (l,l)-derivatives, can cause problems in using this

oatch. Solutions to this prbblem are given by Gregory (1974) and by

Barnhill, Brown, and Klucewicz (1978). An application of their research to

reducing surface oscillations by varying twists is given by Brunet in this

Volume.

We recently created the multidimensional compatibly corrected C1 Coons

, . ,.-.,,- ... ,.w *-...,wq... ..-..- .. .-.
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patch for a higher dimensional representation problem (Barnhill and Worsey,

1984). The generalization to C2 Coons patches is discussed by Worsey in

this Volume.

Coons patches are "transfinite"; this term, introduced by Gordon (1971).

connotes that whole curves of data are interpolated. These data can be

discretized leading to finite dimensional interpolants some of which are

called "serendipity elements" in the finite element literature. An example

is the discretization of the bicubically blended Coons patch to the standard

16 degree of freedom bicubic patch obtained by replacing F(u,O), F0 (U,O),

etc. by their respective cubic Hermite interpolants.

Trianqular Coons Patches

Triangular Coons patches were initiated by Barnhill, Birkhoff, and

Gordon (1973) who considered the C1 case with the corresponding cubic ,

Hermite projectors along parallels to each side, that is, P1 is the cubic

Hermite lofting interpolant along parallels to side 1 etc. The "BBG

triangle" is a family of interpolants formed by taking Boolean sums of the

three lofting interpolants PI, P2. and P3. Twist incompatibilities

inherent In all Boolean sums must again be resolved in order to produce

suitable schemes. Little (1978) made the very important step of

generalizing the "BBG" schemes to an arbitrary triangle (Barnhill and

Little, 1984), a key concept being a calculus for functions of barycentric

coordinates.

Other transfinite triangular interpolants have subsequently been

discovered, including Nielson's radial schemes (Nielson, 1979), Gregory's

symmetric schemes (which are generalized to n-dimensional simplices in this

Volume), and Brown, Dube, and Little's convex combinations. Recently

Alfeld and Barnhill (1984) constructed a C2 BBG scheme. Finally, Little has
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devised a trivartate C1 BBG scheme (Barnhill and Little, 1984).

Bezier Patches

Bernstetn-Bezier approximations have recently become very popular and

no fewer than 1/4 of the titles at this symposium contain Bezier's name.

Bernstein-Bezier patches interpolate some data and approximate others.

This representation is described by a "net" of "control vertices", where

the vertices of the net are the coefficients of the Bernstein basis

functions. (See Figure 1 in Farin's article in this Volume.)

Bezier patches (like Coons patches) can be either rectangular or

triangular. Rectangular Bezier patches are tensor products, so their

properties follow from the univariate case. (For additional information

on tensor products, as well as on CAGD in general, see Boehm, Farin, and

Kahmann, 1984.) Therefore, we shall content ourselves with a brief

introduction to triangular Bezier patches.

A necessary tool for the construction of a triangular interpolant over

an arbitrary triangle is the concept of barycentric coordinates. The

barycentric coordinates of the arbitrary point P in a triangle with

vertices 1, 2, 3 are given by bi = A1/A where A is the area of the

triangle and Ai is the area of the subtriangle opposite vertex i, i -

1,2,3. This geometry for barycentric coordinates appears in Figure 3. The

definition of barycentric coordinates implies that they are non-negative if

P is in the triangle and that they sum to one.

Place Figure 3 here.

Caption for Figure 3:

Geometry for the barycentric coordinates of the point P.

---------- mm ------
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The triangular Bernstein polynomial is given by

n! b1 b'1 bk V!1 2 3 ijk
i+j+k=n

where the Vi,jk are (vector-valued) "control vertices." Imposing

continuity between Bezier patches is important. This continuity has striking

geometric interpretations, for example, to obtain C1 continuity certain

quadrilaterals must be planar. See Figures 2a and 2b in Farin's article in

this Volume for the C and C cases, respectively.

Interpolants for CAGD are most convenient if written in a form in

which the data occur explicitly, i.e., "cardinal" form. The Farin

qeneralization of Bernstein-Bezier approximation is particularly useful for

finding the cardinal form of interpolants, both old and new. We mention

several useful polynomial triangular interpolants whose cardinal

forms have been found explicitly using Farin's methods: the Cl

"Clough-Tocher triangle" (Clough and Tocher, 1965; Farin, 1980), the CI

quintic "macro-triangle" with C2 data at its vertices (Strang and Fix,

1973; Barnhill and Farin, 1981), a C2 Clough-Tocher triangle discovered by

Alfeld (1984c) and a C- macro-triangle (Zenisek, 1970, 1973; Kolar et al.,

1971) given explicitly by 14helan (1985) and by Rescorla (1985). We expect

additional interpolants to he discovered using Farin's methods. We think

that the reason these methods enable interpolants to be more easily

analyzed than earlier methods is that the effects of specifying the

geometry or the algebra are readily apparent, e.g., the first row in a
Rezier net concerns continuity, the second row Cl continuity, etc. For a

comparison between Bezier and Coons methods for finding one interpolant see

'arnhill and Farin (1981).

a'
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In order to apply smooth triangular interpolants for interpolation to

arbitrarily located data two preprocessing steps are needed: 1) triangulation

of the domain data sites and 2) estimation of derivatives needed by the

interpol ants.

Triangul ation

Trianqulations of a given set of points are not unique. Moreover,

several triangulation methods are known. We recommend the following

alqorithm which is due to Little and to Petersen:

1) Specify the houndary, the default being the convex hull.

9) Create an initial triangulation.

3) Optimize this triangulation using Lawson's exchange algorithm

with the criterion rin max angle where the minimum is over all

triangulations and the maximum over all angles in a

triangulation T, that is, minimize maximum angle.

all triangulations T

For additional information on this algorithm, see Barnhill (1977), Lawson

(1977), Barnhill (1983a), and Barnhill and Little (1984).

An example is shown in Figures 4a and 4b. A specified (curved)

boundary, including holes, and specified data sites to be triangulated are

qiven in Figure 4a. The triangulation resulting from the Little-Petersen

algorithm is displayed in Figure 4b.

Place Figures 4a and 4b here.

Captinn for Figures 4a and 4b:

Triangulation: The boundary and datn sites are specified.

Then the data sites are triangulated with the boundary maintained.

----- ---- ----
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Estimation of Derivative Data

Users ordinarily supply only positional information. Most surface

methods require some derivative data which must usually be created. A

survey of the topic of derivative estimation is given in Stead (1984).

Three useful possibilities for the estimation of derivatve data are the

following:

1) "Triangular Shepard's Method" (Little, 1983; Piper, 1983) is of the

form Z w. L.F where w. = A.! £ A
1 i i j

A. = /ild i2di3 ] , L i F is the linear interpolant over the

ith triangle and dik is the distance from a fixed point to the kth

vertex of the ith triangle, k = 1,2,3.

(The original "Shepard's Method" is given in Shepard, 1968.)

2) "Hardy's Multiquadrics" (Hardy, 1971; Franke, 1982) are a family of

schemes one example being . c. Ed? + RI.
1 I

3) The coefficients of an interpolant are computed by minimizing a
(nonlinear) Ounctional such as the L2 norm of the second derivatives

(Alfeld, 1983).

A note on splines and norms: Splines can be constructed as the solution of

variational problems, more precisely, as interpolants of minimum norm in

the relevant function spaces (de Boor, 1978). The Sobolev seminorm

involving second derivatives, that is, the norm used by Alfeld above, is

also used to find the "thin plate splines" discussed by Franke (1985) in

this Volume. A similar but different norm for surface approximation is

used for "surfaces under tension" (Nielson and Franke, 1984). Additional

examples are the rectangular nu-splines of Nielson and the tau-splines of

Haqen in this Volume. (Yet another norm is used in Nielson, 1980.)
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Contouring

Contouring, rather than finding a surface per se, sometimes is the

actual problem to he solved. (Recall that a contour of, say, w = F(x,yz) is

the set of (x,y,z) whose image is a given w.) Examples of contouring include

maps, silhouette edges, and hidden surfaces. Little (1981) created an

adantive subdivision and degree lowering algorithm which Petersen (1983, 1984)

implemented. Intrinsic use is again made of Farln's representation of

polynomials over an arbitrary triangle, in particular, the convex hull

property of this representation. Little suggests starting with a cubic

polynomial over a triangle and reducing its degree to linear polynomials

over suhtriangles, since linear functions are trivial to contour.

Petersen's adaptation of the algorithm to surfaces in 4-space is used to

generate the three-dimensional contours shown in Figure 5. (A different

application of this general degree raising and lowering algorithm, namely,

to finding hidden surfaces, Is made by Arner, 1985.)

The two test functions in Figure 5 are the monomial F(x,y,z) = xyz and the

"triqononetric function" g(x,y,z) = cos(3.14x) cos(y-0.5) sin[3.14(z-0.5)].

Related, different color pictures are given in Barnhill and Stead (1984).

Place Figure 5 here.

Caption for Figure 5:

Contours of two four-dimensional surfaces. The contours are coded by color.

Notice that a contour can have several branches.

Four-Dimensional Surfaces

We have recently been asked to consider "surfaces" in higher-dimensional

spaces, for examole, the data may be of the form (x1,y1,z1 ;Ti) where

x,y,z are the usual 3-space coordinates and T represents the corresponding

M11*~
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temperature, that is, the functional relationship is assumed to be of the form

T = T(x,y,z). The function T is a trivariate function and the corresponding

surface in 4-space is called a "four-dimensional surface" for simplicity.

Problems that may be usefully interpreted as higher-dimensional surfaces occur

often in applications, although the user may not be aware that "surfaces" are

involved. Higher-dimensional surfaces that we have encountered include the

above temperature problem as well as some five- and six-dimensional combustion

problems with Rosemary Chang at Sandia Laboratories, trivariate metallurgical

problems of alloy-mixing with Don Orser at the National Bureau of Standards,

and the oblique wing problem with Sarah Stead at NASA-Ames. The rationale for

multivariate approximations, as well as additional examples with particular

emphasis on Department of Energy applications, are given by Barnhill and Chang

(1979).

We focus on four-dimensional surfaces here. In order to construct

four-dimensional surfaces, we suggest the following high-level algorithm

(Barnhill and Little, 1984):

1) Triangulate the domain data into optimal tetrahedra.

2) Create necessary derivative information at the data sites.

3) Interpolate smoothly to the dependent variable (e.g., the Ti)

using the tetrahedral interpolants of Barnhill and Little (1984),

Alfeld (1984a, 1984b), Farin (1985b), or Gregory in this Volume.

4) Render the resulting four-dimensional surface, perhaps using its

(three-dimensional) contours. We index these contours by color, as

illustrated in Figure 4. Additional examples of this use of color

are in Barnhill and Stead (1984).

In one special form of this general problem the domain points lie on a

(known) three-dimensional surface. We recently considered an aerodynamic

. , -. " " " " " " "W". . . ,--,'. '.,".- ,---'# '..' -" - *,..- .'w - " ."" '',"".- ." , ., ,'.' ''''w 'w'',' ,'''',
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problem with Stead at NASA-Ames (Barnhill, Piper, and Stead, 1984, 1985)

that exemplifies this variation. In this application the problem is to

represent the pressure at any point on an oblique wing, given the pressures

at points with a certain "structure." Thus the pressure "surface" is

defined on the surface of the wing. Additional information on this problem

is given in the paper by Barnhill, Piper, and Stead in this Volume.

Mul ti staqe Methods

"Multistage methods" utilize the successive application of several surface

schemes to solve a given problem. We first read this idea in Schumaker

M(176). It has been developed by Foley and Nielson (1980), Stead (1983), and

Barnhill and Stead (19804). An elementary example of a multistage method is

the composition HS where S is a Shepard's method (Barnhill, Dube, and Little,

1983) and H is tensor product Hermite interpolation. This example illustrates

why multistage methods can be useful:

1) S interpolates the given arbitrarily located data, but S is global

which implies that Its value at a point can be affected by data far

away. Localizing a global interpolant directly is expensive, so S

itself is unsuitable.

2) Given the surface corresponding to S, the tensor product H can be

applied to S. We note that H could not be applied to the original

arbitrarily located data because H requires rectilinear data as

input. However, H has the advantage of being a local approximation.

A reason for using a tensor product approximation such as H is that

rendering a surface requires many evaluations and, moreoever, the

evaluation sites are frequently on a rectilinear grid, e.g., many

plotting routines require evaluations on a rectilinear grid.

Ronlean sums are multistage methods which can be used to achieve

f1 ze oiz
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Interpolation and polynomial precision according to the Barnhill/Gregory

Theorems (Barnhill and Gregory, 1975). These theorems have been used to

construct interpolants with desired properties by Barnhill and Gregory

(1975) and by Poeppelmeier (1975) with further applications given in

Barnhill, Dube, and Little (1983) and to Foley and Nielson's (1980) "delta

sum iteration."

Future Research: Open Research Questions

We conclude our survey by presenting some open research questions that

appeal to us. This list does not exhaust our field's rich possibilities

for future research.

1) Rendering of 4-dimensional Surfaces.

Many problems are equivalent to finding four-dimensional (or

hiqher-dimensional) surfaces. We render our resulting

four-dimensional surfaces by means of color-coded

(three-dimensional) contours. Alternative possibilities for

representing the fourth dimension in a wide variety of prcAitems are

needed.

2) Tetrahedral Interpolants.

Smooth interpolants defined over tetrahedra are currently being

developed. BBG transfinite interpolants with their discretizations

and n-dimensional radial Nielson interpolants are given in Barnhill

and Little (1984). A transfinite interpolant formed by means of a

convex combination of BBG projectors is presented by Alfeld

(1984a). A C1 Clough-Tocher tetrahedral interpolant was discovered

by Alfeld (1984b) and a second by Farin (1985b). Gregory's

triangular "symmetric scheme" (another convex combination of
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projectors) has been generalized to n-dimensional simplices by

Gregory (1971, 1985). (See also tlansfield, 1976.)

These tetrahedral interpolants need evaluation and testing,

part of the problem being to find suitable trivariate test examples.

3) Surfaces Defined on Surfaces.

The task is to use knowledge of the known domain surface to create

suitable hiqher-dimensional surfaces defined on this domain. We

cited our NASA oblique wing example above to illustrate this class

of problems. A second interesting example is interpolation defined

on a sphere (Lawson, 1984).

4) Optimal Triangulation of Tetrahedra.

There are two principal classes of methods for "triangulation" of

points in 3-space into tetrahedra: 1) the min max or max min

alqorithms, one example beinq to maximize over all triangulations

the minimum over all tetrahedra in a triangulation of RI/RC where

R1 is the radius of the inscribed sphere and Rc is the radius of

the circumscribed sphere (Petersen, 1983; Barnhill and Little,

lq84) and 2) the Delaunay triangulation corresponding to the

Dirichlet tessellation (Bowyer, 1981; Watson, 1981). 3 These two

classes of methods have not been compared for tetrahedral

triangulation. For planar triangulations they have different good

and had points: 1) the min max criteria are based on error bound

analyses such as Barnhill and Gregory (1976a, 1976b) and Gregory

(l75).4  However, converqence of the algorithm is difficult to

prove for some examples. 2) The Delaunay triangulation of points

in the plane has been shown to be equivalent to (certain) max min

criteria (Lawson, 1977; Slbson, 1978). Max min criteria are not

4.
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optimal according to the above error bounds (Caution: Max min

criteria are optimal according to earlier, less sharp error bounds

involving factors such as l/sinn (min angle) where n-i is the order

of the method.) However, Delaunay algorithms always converge. The

min max algorithms are, in fact, examples of Lawson exchange

algorithms, which find local optima. Dirichlet tessellations produce

global optima. These classes of methods must be studied further in

order to determine when each is useful.

5) Monotone and Convex Surfaces.

Many physical phenomena involve surfaces that are monotone (in some

directions) or are convex, an example being the modeling of

equations of state. The corresponding representation problem is

given some monotone or convex data, find a monotone or convex

interpolant. Standard interpolants need not be monotone or convex

even though they match monotone or convex data. Fritsch and

Carlson (1983) have used bicubic interpolants defined over

rectangles which are monotone for monotone data. Fritsch gave a

Progress Report at this symposium. Gregory and Delbourgo (1982) have

constructed monotone curves to monotone data which show promise of

generalization to surfaces. Finally, convexity of the Bezier

polygon can imply convexity of the Bezier approximation. This idea

is investigated for triangular schemes by Chang and Davis (1984),

Chang and Feng (1985), and Barnhill and Whelan (1985).

6) Visual Continuity.

Visual or geometric continuity refers to the perceived smoothness

of a surface instead of to parametric continuity (which is an

artifact of parametrization). Nielson (1974) initiated visual

. .~ -°p
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continuity for planar curves with his polynomial alternatives to

splines under tension which are parametrically C1 but not C2 but

for which "d2y/dx 2" is continuous. A generalization of Nielson's

nu-splines to torsion continuity is given by Hagen in this Volume.

The definition of second order visual continuity for space curves

is currently under discussion. One possibility is curvature

continuity, an example of which is Farin's (1942b) B-spline-like

scheme. Another possibility is curvature vector continuity

proposed by some of the students in the Math CAGD class

at the University of Utah in 1984 and by Barsky and DeRose (1984).

We think that these definitions do not cover all cases (Barnhill,

Jordan, and Piper, 1984).

First order visual continuity for surfaces is tangent plane

continuity and was considered by Coons (1964) and Bezier (1967, 1972).

The definition of second order visual continuity for surfaces is still

being developed. One possibility is continuity of the Dupin indicatrix

(Kahmann, 1983).

7) Closed Surfaces.

General closed surfaces are not images of planar domains and so

extra care is required in their construction. Herron (1979, 1984)

and Farin (1983) have developed "domainless" triangular

interpolants for modeling closed surfaces. Very little is known

about the construction of general closed surfaces.

8) Rectangular and Triangular Patchles.

Truly general design systems include both rectangular and

triangular patches, but these different types of patches are

difficult to blend together. "Domainless" interpolants such as
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those developed by Gregory (1983), Gregory and Charrot (1980), and

Farin (1982a) are useful in blending rectangular and triangular

patches.
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Footnotes

* 9
1 Bezier and de Casteljau (1959, 1963) independently developed equivalent

curve and surface schemes now known only under Bezier's name.

2 Bezier patches over equilateral triangulations are given by Sabin (1976).

3 An algorithm for Delaunay triangulation in the plane is given by Green

Sibson (1978).

4 These error analyses are built on the work of Sard (1963).

These footnotes correspond to the following pages in the manuscript:

1 page 2

2 page 4

3page 18

page 18

4 .
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ABSTRACT

0

This review summarizes concepts of neuronal form as based on

understandings of global parameters of neuronal dendritic arbors and their

emergence from segmental parameters. Furthermore, evidence is provided

for determinants of dendritic arbor parameters suggesting the sources of

intrinsic controls defined by genetic expression of individual neurons

and by extrinsic controls subtended by determinants of interactions

between neurons.

A simplified model of arbors is used to define the segmental

parameters that give ries to the global arbor shape. this model consists of

two factors: 1) the dividing up of a total cross sectional area for

dendritic processes that can be generated by a soma. Secondly this cross

sectional area bifurcates until a limiting terminal cross sectional area is Q

reached. Between the soma and the terminals segments of variable lengths

distribute the cross sectional area between the bifuractions. The cross

sectional area for each arbor can be modified between the soma and

terminals as changes in the relative amount between the daughter branches

or can be decreased or increased as taper along segments or at bifuractions

(branch power), segments can be ordered according to the number of

terminals that each segment has distal and is useful to make analysis

of segment sizes, defining branch pattern classes, and in naming

arbors for reconstruction. This model generates three categories of
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segmental parameters, size (cross sectional area and length),

orientation, and pattern of segments which in turn define the emergence

of global parameters for arbors. Global parameters being much more

difficult to define are best described in terms of parameters emerging from

segments.

The determinants of shape parameters are from a complex interaction

of intrinsically and extrinsically defined genetic expressions and from

epigenetic influences that can alter the course of genetic expressions.

Intrinsically, there appear to be four parameters that are determined

intrinsically by the genetic expression from within an individual neuron.

These are the Total amount of dendritic cross sectional area that a

neuron can generate, the limit on terminal segment final bifuractions size,

tapering from the soma to the terminals as segment taper as branch

power and total volume that can be generated by the arbor skeleton.

Numerous other parameters are determined by genetic expressions being j

subserved between neurons as interactions between specific neuronal

types as well as with glia. These parameters are distribution of total

cross sectional area for dendritic processes into stem segments of arbors,

distribution of segment cross sectional area between daughter segments, length

of segments, orientation of segments and pattern of segment

interconnections.

Globally, these interactive parameters generate much of the neuronal shape

seen in dendritic arbors and are guided by underlying constraits determined j

intrinsically by each individual neuron. These are due to specific

subcellular structures. i

U
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The subcellular elements that are responsible for the

Intrinsically determined parameters of dendrites are neurotubules and

neurofilaments. Neurotubules generate the skeleton on which other

subcellular elements are supported. The number of neurotubules that

can be generated by a soma represents the basis of the total cross sectional

area of dendrites that can emerge from a soma. The smallest terminal

segments that can be supported appear to be the result of a minimum

number of neurotubules. The total volume of the arbor seems to be

represented by the total amount of assembled tubulin generating length and

cross sectional area to generate volume. Finally, the negative taper

produced along arbors is related in part to the occurrence of

neurofilaments.

f 
I 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Neuronal form is determined from sources both intrinsic and

extrinsic to each neuron (Rakic 1974). Those determinants, having an

intrinsic influence, stem from within individual neurons and are primarily

genetic in origin (Fig.l). This intrinsic driving force acts specifically

through subcellular structures directing form internally through chemical and

physical factors of development while outwardly specifying interactions for

extrinsic control.

Extrinsic factors have both genetic and epigenetic sources. The

extrinsic-genetic source arises by genetic expression from neurons and glia

and directs interactions between individual neurons and also between neurons

glia (Fig.l). This extrinsic-genetically determined order augments intrinsic

expression of neuronal form through molecular interactions from two sources.

These molecular interactions affect growth generating neuronal arbors and

forming neuronal circuitry. This expression also provides maintenance

connectivity well as directs plasticity due to functional and perturbative

influences on the system.

The epigenetic influence, on the other hand, arises from environmental

factors that impinge on the events of development or affect the adult

complement of neurons and glia (Fig 1). For example, in development, the

surrounding neuronal elements can invade the territory of other neurons by

their expansion through growth. This can also be viewed as a passive

genetic action. Other factors that impact neuronal form are physical and

chemical interactions which affect the macromolecular organization.

C
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X-irradiation and some kinds of chemicals influence genetic expression by

reducing neurogenesis of specific neuronal types. These disproportions in t

neuronal types are also produced in conjunction with malnutrition, and viruses

(See Hillman and Chen 1986 for references).

In determining factors responsible for the emergence of shape of neurons

and their arbors, generation of specific pertubations with analysis of

parameters of shape are useful tools to characterize factors as being either

intrinsic or extrinsic determinants. Parameters that have minimal change are r

the least likely to be influenced by the environment and is most likely to

have an intrinsic origin (Hillman 1979). Thus a useful approach is to

analyze parameters for their invariance (Hillman and Chen 1984) following a

series of perturbations. When a number of parameters change but a related

parameter does not, the latter has a higher likelihood of being

intrinsic. One such example is the constancy of total contact area of

postsynaptic membrane specializations while the values for number and size of

individual sites were altered reciprocally following various degrees of

deafferentation (Hillman and Chen 1984).
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2.0 PARAMETERS OF NEURONAL SHAPE The overall shape of

neurons and their arbors have so far defied quantitative characterization

due to a lack of concise descriptors for specific shapes of arbors.

Nevertheless, the basis of global arbor shape can be defined in geometrical

terms by parameters for size and orientation of segments in a relative

coordinate system. Segmental parameters yield readily definable global

parameters for: volume, surface area, and total length of processes (Fig.

2). Another major parameter of global arbor shape is branch pattern. This

is represented by the connectivity of segments forming arbors and is

definable as branching pattern irrespective of the arbor size or

orientation.

A method of ordering segments of arbors for their position on the arbor

now makes it possible to give a complete description of any neuron.

Analysis of neuronal form by morphometric measures of segment

parameters is currently the only effective means of establishing the rules

for describing global shape of dendritic arbors. There are 3 principal

categories for segment paraieters: the relative size of segments (diameter

and length), the relative orientation of segments to each other and to the

soma, and the relative connectivity pattern of segments (branching

pattern, Fig.2).

The size parameters of segments are represented by the relative scaling

of length and diameter for all segments throughout the arbor. Diameter is

best considered as cross sectional area for segments along the arbor. The

length of segments can be expressed as the separation of bifurcation points or

as the path length that processes follows.
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The direction of segments originating from the soma and from bifurcations

gives rise to global orientation of arbors around the soma. This domain is
further defined by segment length and the direction of segments from
bifurcation to bifurcation. The direction between bifurcations can vary as

tortuosity that can be expressed as a difference in vectors between

bifurcations as compared to the direction along the path that the segment
encounters. The fundamental orientation parameter of segments, however, is
best expressed in terms of the direction between the soma and the first

bifurcation or between bifurcations.

The relative connectivity pattern of segments is the arrangement of

segments in the arbor yielding global branching pattern of the arbor and has
been called topology (Berry et al. 1965). Branching pattern can be defined

by a method of terminal ordering of segments establishing connectivity

relationships (Hillman et al. in preparation).

The relative size dimensions of the soma and the dendrites form a major
part of neuronal shape. These together with descriptions of orientation and

pattern of segments makes up essentially complete arbor representations that
geometrically define neuronal shape. A working model of arbors can serve as a
basis for determining parameters most likely involved in arbor shape.

-J
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3.0 NEURONAL ARBOR MODEL

An understanding of factors defining dendritic arbors globally

can be gained from 5 concepts of arbors. The first is that the soma

Intrinsically defines a potential for emergence of a process or a number

of processes. This potential is expressed as the specific amount of total

cross sectional area for processes that can be generated from the soma (Fig.

3). The cross sectional area can be contained all in one process or divided

between many of them (Fig 3).

A second part of the model is that each process emerging from the soma

has a stem cross sectional area that is distributed by bifurcations of

each segment and by their length until a limiting terminal segment

diameter is reached (Fig. 3). This distribution of the cross sectional area

as length generates the cylinder component of this model.

A third part of the model is that the cross sectional area can be

altered ih a number of ways along the course of processes from the soma to

the terminals. First, the cross sectional area can increase or decrease

along segments and is called segment taper (Fig. 4). Secondly, a taper

may occur across bifurcations (Fig.4) and is classically known as branch

power (Rall 1959). These two parameters markedly alter the number of

bifurcations needed to reach a limiting terminal diameter.

A third parameter for cross sectional area is the distribution of

the cross sectional area between the respective daughter segments called

daughter-branch diameter ratio (Fig 5). The cross sectional area can

be equal between the daughter segment or one can be as small as the cross

70 
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sectional area of a terminal segment. This parameter markedly alters

the shape of neurons as a primary determinant of branching pattern of arbor

shape. A final part of the model describes the orientation of

processes. The projected direction of each stem segment arising from the

soma establishes the direction of the arbor. At each bifurcation, the

directions are altered and together with length generate a spread resulting

in the spatial domain of the arbor.

Much of the difficulty in correlating models of neurons to actual

neurons results from changes in cross sectional area between the stem and

the terminals. Both length and diameter vary from segment to segment yielding

patterns that are difficult to define. A means of ordering segments

for establishing the variability along the segments composing the arbor is

available as terminal ordering of segments (Hillman, Gelbfish and

Chujo).

A method of placing order values on segments is useful to analyze

arbors and correlate arbor shape with subcellular structure. Each

successive level of segments from the terminals to the soma are labeled with

values that represent the number of terminals that are distal along the arbor

at any segment level. This method, called terminal ordering, is very

useful for comparing segments of essentially the same cross sectional area

for various segmental parameters. These order values also are used to

define a numerical nomenclature of branching patterns providing a means to

reconstruct branch patterns at a later time. Most importantly, the A

values can be applied to a scheme for classifying branch patterns according

to their asymmetry and thus they establish up to 8 types of branching

patterns. Neuronal classification can be generated from branch patterns and -

other types of parameters that numerically distinguish one type of neuron

from another.

-
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4.0 INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SEGMENTAL PARAMETERS AND ARBOR SHAPE

r

An understanding of the contribution of segmental parameters

to global arbor shape is essential for a meaningful conceptualization of

neuronal form. Global parameters of arbors emerge from a combination of

intrinsically determined segmental parameters and interactions with other

neurons and glia. The shape of neurons can be further modified by

epigenetic influences affecting genetically-defined interactions and

sometimes even by intrinsic control. The latter occurs in conditions

where specific neuronal components may be destroyed or fail to develop 1*

(Hillman and Chen 1984).p!
The emergence of global arbor parameters from segmental parameters

is from a combination of intrinsic control and interactions which both

contribute restrictions on dimensions that arbors can obtain. This

produces a complexity that obscures the source of factors determining neuronal

form. The determinants can subtly define aspects of shapes through their

interactions that must be critically tested to distinguish intrinsic

sources from extrinsic or epigenetic sources.

Analysis of the relative size parameters of component

segments reveals strong interrelationships between segmental parameters

in generating global shape of arbors. The parameters of diameter are: 1)

stem segment diameter, 2) terminal segment diameters, 3) segment taper, 4)

branch power, and 4) daughter branch ratio. Together these parameters

express the distribution of cross sectional area from the soma to the

terminals. Segment length is the principal length parameter which

Lzw' 4.
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interacts with diameter to yield the foundations for volume, surface

area, total length, and branch pattern. The orientation of the stem

segment from the soma and successive branch angles defines the

orientation of the arbor. The interrelationship between orientation

and size parameters are not readily definable.

4.1 Size Parameters of Dendritic Arbors

4.1.1 Stem Segment and Terminal Segment Diameter.

The generation of single or multiple stem segments from somas

reflects an invariance that is related to soma size ( ). This is

seen in the relationship between the combined trunk cross sectional area

and the diameter of the soma. A strict relationship is seen in comparing

a number of different neuronal types (Fig. 7 ). A plot of soma diameter

to that for the combined-trunk cross sectional area generates a

definative 1:1 slope for motoneurons alone. Pyramidal cells and granule

cells fall on the same line as motoneuron. Purkinje cells have the same

slope but have an offset representing a difference in gain.

The meaning of this soma diameter to the combined-trunk cross

sectional area relationship remains obscure but may represent a coupling

of single dimensional element of the soma to the cross sectional area of

the processes. The logical dimensional relationship is the number of some

substructures that generate the combined-total cross sectional area for

all processes arising from the soma. The likely structures are

Neurotubules (see below). At another dimensional level, the volume of

the arbor is related to the area of soma structure such as the surface of

-
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the nucleus, plasma membrane, endoplasmic reticulum, etc. Thus, the

total amount of cross sectional area that a neuron can produce is limited by

the active area of some subcellular structure.

The cross sectional area of stem segments represents much of the extent

of the arbor since this area must be distributed to terminals. Therefore,

the number of bifurcations on the arbor reflects the cross sectional

area of the stem segment. Furthermore, the cross sectional area

of terminal segments influences the total number of bifurcations in the

arbor by specifying whether or not a bifurcation can occur. Thus, stem

and terminal diameters determine the size of the arbor by limiting the

number of segments that make up the arbor.

4.1.2 Branch Power and Segment Taper

Two cross sectional area parameters, branch power and segment

taper, alter the relative size of the arbor by affecting the distribution of

cross sectional area across bifurcations and along segments lengths (Hillman

1979). Both represent parameters of taper and can be positive or negative.

Positive taper results in larger branch patterns because more bifurcations

are needed to reach the limiting terminal diameter. For example, the

numerous terminals generated in Purkinje cells result from a positive taper

for segments and for bifurcations. Arbors with large stem segments such as

motoneurons have few bifurcations because of a large negative taper.

This occurs along segments and to a degree at bifurcations. The amount of

sharply localized change in cross sectional area occurs the bifurcation as

compared to the segment taper over the measureable length involving the

bifurcation.

boaI
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The most marked segment taper is seen in the stem segment and in

terminal segments. The latter may occur because limits for bifuracation are

met but the process continues to extend for some distance and looses some of

its substructure.

4.1.3 Branch Pattern and Diameter of Daughter Branches.

The analysis of segmental parameters shows that branch pattern of

arbors is highly related to the ratio of cross sectional area

distributed between the pairs of daughter branches. The pattern of

branching can be near symmetrical but often has a degree of asymmetry that

ranges to nearly maximum. The maximum asymmetry is produced when the ratio

of the daughter branches are the greatest, le. the size of the smaller

segment is equal to a terminal branch and the side branches can no longer

bifurcate. Equal distribution of cross sectional area allows continued

bifurcation to the same amount for all branches. The result is a symmetry of

the arbor. As the ratio becomes more asymmetrical, the branch pattern

is more asymmetrical. Intermediate patterns of branching occur

from intermediate patterns of cross sectional area symmetry and from a

mixture of ratios from the soma to the terminals. These patterns have

distinct functional implications as based on cable properties of dendrites.

Branch pattern has been impossible to describe because of a lack of methods

specifying the order of segments along the arbor.

IF . I~
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A classification of branching pattern was recently specified by Pelter

and Wehr based on ambilaterality ( ). An alternative method using

terminal segment ordering (Hillman 1986) provides a means of ranking

arbors, naming them, and classifying types of arbor patterns as based on

symmetry. Using the terminal ordering method, a symmetry index can be

generated for any arbor. When the symmetry index values are applied to a

numerical scheme for classifying arbor types, the amount of branch pattern

asymmetry is defined and the arbors can be placed in one of four or eight

classes of branch patterns.

4.1.4 Segment Length.

Segment length varies considerably though each neuronal type has a

range for each segment level between the soma and terminals. For

example, Purkinje cell terminal segments are uniformly short as are the

claws forming granule cells. On the other hand, pyramidal cells have very

long terminal segments and may continue to grow in aging (Buell and Coleman

Length of segments separates the bifurcation points and

interacts with cross sectional area as a component of taper. Length is

also a major counterpart of orientation for indivdual segments. The

extent of the arbor as total length is generated exclusively through length

while the volume and surface area of arbors are formed in combination with

cross sectional area. The distribution of length for segments of various

cross sectional areas can be a major factor in regulating surface area

and volume relationships.

b
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The intrinsic control of length is unlikely produced at the segmental
level. Rather, length is indirectly controlled as total length through volume
of the arbor occurring as an interrelationship between cross sectional area
and length. Most evidence points to total arbor volume of each neuron
as being controlled intrinsically. This is logically a product of
subcellular structure (see below).

4.2 Orientation.

The orientation at the segmental level is represented by three
major factors: direction of the two ends of segments emerging from the
soma, direction between segment ends from the parent segment, and change in
direction between the two ends of the segments as tortuosity. A parameter
for the latter can be obtained by comparing path length with vector length
between the ends of the segments.

Orientation of segments is determined largely by interactions with
other cellular elements. There are, nevertheless, predisposing forces
that are dictated by each neuron. These are seen as the tendency for side
processes of growth to emerge at right angles to other processes and
emergence of the parallel fiber axon from the two opposite ends of
the premigratory neuron.

:1
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5.0 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARAMETERS OF ARBOR SHAPE

AND SUBCELLULAR STRUCTURE

Substructural elements (in conjuction with extrinsic factors) play

major roles in defining branch patterns and the relative size of segments.

Microtubules are best known for their role in dendritic shape while

neurofilaments are the major constituents of axons. Additionally,

internal membrane structures, endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria

influence neuronal shape as less regular elements that add volume and

indirectly augment shape. Together with associated proteins and cytoplasmic

fluid, these subcellular components form segments giving rise to arbors

through bifurcation to form patterns. These subcellular components are the

skeleton for a number of segmental parameters whch together generate defined

global parameters of arbor shape.

5.1 Neurotubules.
S

Neurotubules form a base for process extension as a skeleton that

provides stability to length ( Yamada and Spooner ). The longitudinal

orientation of neurotubules and their cross sectional spacing suggest that

the neurotubules form the axial core of process development and long

term stability. Thus, neurotubules form the volume core of dendritic

arbors by generating the cylinder-basis of processes. The distribution of*
neurotubules through bifurcation and length affects volume distribution

along the arbor, thus affecting the surface area of neurons globally.
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Reconstruction of microtubules indicates that they are continuous

rather than consisting of short segments telescoping in dendrites (Table

1). Microtubules can be considered to begin in or near the soma and extend to

or near terminals. A few may have beginnings away from the soma or end

before a final bifurcation 9Fig ). In dendrites, the microtubules have

relatively uniform patterns with exception of spiny dendrites of Purkinje

cells and the predominante neurons of the striatum. The loose pattern has no

regular arrangement and the density is lower due to numerous mitochondria

and in some cases prominent endoplasmic reticulum. In large dendritic

segments without taper, neurotubules density is closely maintained throughout

the cross sections of a large range of segment sizes. The relatively 0

constant density of neurotubules in dendritic arbors of various sizes in

the absence of filaments reveals that tubules are the principal elements

defining the cross sectional area of all dendritic arbors (Filaments

can add to this dimension; see below).

Analysis of the stem segments of Purkinje cells ( having only one

dendrite emerging from the soma) reveals that a consistent maximum

number of neurotubules emerges from the soma. This is seen as a

plateauing of the neurotubule number in dendritic cross sections as the

Purkinje cell soma is reached (Fig. ). Each neuronal soma appears to

have a definative number of neurotubules which form the core for cross

sectional area of processes as they emerge from the soma.

The distribution of the total number of neurotubules arising at

the soma and extendind into a number of processes forms the basis of

multipolar neurons. These can emerge in different directions from the soma

to give an array of soma-arbor patterns.
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At bifurcations, the microtubules are clearly separated into bundles

having sizes that match the cross sectional area of each branch (Hillman

1979). Although a few neurotubules may continue for a short distance

within the larger straighter segments at bifurcations, they soon loop back

and exit into side branches. This strongly suggests that neurotubules play a

role in determining the ratio of cross sectional area (daughter-branch

diameter-ratio, DBDR; daughter-branch cross sectional-area ratio, DBCSAR) at

bifurcations. Therefore, since the branching pattern of the arbors is

determined by the ratio of the cross sectional area between the two arbors,

neurotubules must have a role in branching pattern. The actual determination

of the bifurcation site and the dividing up of the cross sectional area

(directing of the neurotubules into the appropriate process) is an

interactive event. Nevertheless, the force to bifurcate appears to be

intrinsic with generation of filopodia as pilot elements that test the

immediate surrounding region for interactive elements. The selection of

these filopodia is then made interactively.

Another major role of neurotubules in determining arbor shape is a

limitation on the diameter of terminal segments. The minimum number of

neurotubules that can be divided between two segments appears to be in the

12 to 14 range. This limit produces terminal segments that contain a

range of neurotubules from 3-4 up to 12 or13 (Fig. ). Those terminal

segments that have less than 10 either were subject to a minimum number at

the final bifurcation or have lost neurotubles as is evident from the marked

taper in long terminal segments. The diameter of terminal segments

just after the final bifurcation point is, thus, highly determined by

intrinsic factors limiting the minimum number of neurotubules.

J*
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An example of such limitation on neurotubule number is seen in the

clustering of neurotubules when quantitating them in terminal segments of

Purkinje and pyramidal cells. A maximum of 12-14 neurotubules appear to be

the optimum number at the base of the final bifurcation. Fewer occur along

the course of terminal segments, however, they would represent the

number obtained from bifurcations of the 24-28 neurotubule group. A taper

over the length of terminal segments is common and adds to this decrease

yielding some areas of terminal dendritic segments with as few as three

neurotubules. For example, dendrites can lengthen with aging (Buell and

Colman 198 ). Currently it appears that 3 tubules constitute a viable

limit for dendritic processes. e

5.2 Neurofilaments.

In neurons that have much taper along their processes,

neurofilaments interact with the regular pattern of microtubules to expand

the cross sectional area at the base of the arbor. The gradual loss of the

filaments or their colessing to fewer number alters the density of

microtubules between the base of the arbor and the more distal dendritic

segments (Hillman 1979). This rapidly reduces the expanded cross sectional

area from the base, distally, so that fewer bifurcations are needed to

reach the limiting terminal diameter. The change in total cross sectional

area between the soma and the terminals occurs as segment taper and as

branch power less than 2/2. It must be assuamed that the associated A

proteins of neurotubules and neurofilaments are additional elements that

support cross sectional area and may be also a major factor in taper along

segments.

S
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5.3 Endoplasmic Reticulum and Mitochondria.

The amount of cross sectional area capable of being generated by

neurotubules and neurofilaments and their associated proteins is augmented by

the presence of endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria. In Purkinje

cells, a combination of subsurface membrane reticulum and lattice sheets of

reticulum perforated by neurotubules form a major constituent of the main

dendritic arbor. The reticulated network channel follows the plasma

membrane to form a cylinder that is bridged across the diameter by a

continuous lattice of membrane channels. The density of this reticulum is

so extensive that some sheets of the membrane channel appear perforated by

microtubules since the lie within the minimum distance of the channel

enclosing membranes.

In spiny branchlets, mitochondria add considerably to the cytoplasmic

mass, however, the lattice organization is lost. The endoplasmic reticulum

extends from the subsurface reticulum to into the spines to form a complex

folding within the head of the spine. In pyramidal cells this has been

called the spinous apparatus.
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6.0 INTRINSIC VERSUS EXTRINSIC CONTROL OF NEURONAL FORM.

The intrinsic control of neuronal arbor shape is evident in only three

segmental parameters and in one global parameter of arbors. These segmental

parameters are limited to cross sectional area and are: total amount of

cross sectional area of the stem segment, limiting cross sectional area of

individual terminal segments, and taper along segments. The generation of

the 3 parameters is primarily from substructures, neurotubules and

neurofilaments which constrain the cross sectional dimension of arbor

segments.

The principal subcellular effect appears to arise from the total

number of neurotubules and intermediate neurofilaments together with

asssociated proteins that space these structures. These alone appear to

generates a relatively predictable cross sectional area for each type of

neuron. This invariance in cross sectional area related to the number of

neurotubiules arising from the soma is carried into each of the stems

of arbors. However, the dividing up of this maximum number of neurotubules

into individual arbors is not determine intrinsically by the neuron.

Stem segment diameter is largely a product of interactive forces that

control process growth through directing of neurotubules into selected

filopodia arisiing from the soma during development. The final number of

neurotubules at the terminal bifurcations appears to be a limit to the

ability of interactive forces to divide up a small number of neurotubules.

The final number of neurotubules to support a process appear to be

intrinsically determined by a limit of three neurotubules.

Taper is generated when large neurofilaments are present. These

intrinsically determined structures may in combination with some asssociated

proteins generate an enlargement of the arbor segments near the base.

.w, '
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The total amount of assembled tubulin may may control volume through

cross sectional area in combination with segment length. The total length

of assembled tubulin as segments arranged in dendritic processes may be

intrinsically determined. This would explain strict relationships between

the size of the soma and the volume of the arbor.

40
Much of arbor shape is determined by extrinsic interactions with

processes of other neurons as well as by epigenetic influences from

the surrounding neuropile (fig. 1. Cross sectional area of individual

stem segments arising from the soma and ratio of cross sectional size

between daughter segments are interactively controlled.

The intrinsic control of length is unlikely at the segmental level,

however, most conceivably length is indirectly controlled as total length

through volume of the arbor. This occurs in the interaction between cross

sectional area and length to yield volume. Most evidence points to total

arbor volume of each neuron as being controlled intrinsically. This is most

logical from the stand point of subcellular structure.

Surface area of neurons is generated by the distribution of the volume

through positioning of segment length along various segments having larger or

smaller cross sectional areas. Length of segments is primarily determined by

interactive factors. Neuronal masses and fiber bundles form barriers

that influence shape of the arbors in a passive mode. Other barriers are the

vasculature and brain surfaces formed by pia and ependyma. The

physical presence of somas and processes of both neurons and glia contribute

to tortuosity of processes and some case postions of entire groups of

neurons.

Q
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SUMMARY

An understanding of intrinsic and extrinsic (interactive and epigenetic)

control of neuronal form requires correlations between substructure and

shape parameters for neuronal somas, dendrites and axons. Descriptors of

neuronal shape are the size of the soma and the size, orientation and

patterning of segments making up the axonic and dendritic arbors. The minimum

essential parameters for describing the soma-dendritic pole of neurons are

the diameter of the soma, the total cross sectional area of all dendritic

segments emerging from the soma, the cross sectional areas of individual

stem segments of arbors, the limiting cross sectional area restricting

further bifurcation, and segment length.

Additionally, the shape and size can be further elaborated by

changes in cross sectional area occurring between the soma and the

terminations of final segments for each bifurcation path. These size

changes are taper (segment taper and branch power), and the ratio of

cross sectional area distributed to the two daughter branches. The length

of segments can be expressed in 'two useful parameters, bifurcation to

bifurcation distance and segment path length. The orientation of segments

from the soma to the first bifurcation and between bifurcations provides

the principle directions of the arbor with a tortuosity parameter expressing

deviations that the segment takes between bifurcations. The complexity

of the arbor Is largely the result of variations in parameters for

length, taper, and ratio of cross sectional area for the various

segments. A complete description requires a means of labeling the segments so

that the variations can be properly defined for all parts of the arbor.
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Based on the variability of these parameters in various neuronal

types one can conclude that neuronal shape parameters are intrinsically

controlled by the neuron through: 1) total cross sectional area of stem

dendritic segments, 2) a minimum cross sectional area of terminal dendritic

segments, 3) taper of dendritic arbors occurring along segments and across

bifurcations, and 4) total volume of dendritic arbors of neurons.

The subcellular structures that are most responsible for these

parameters are neurotubules and neurofilaments. In the stem segments of

arbors the invariance in the total number of neurotubules projecting from

the soma define the core of a relatively invariant total cross sectional

area of the combined stem segments. The ability of neurotubules to

distribute into two smaller bundles, until they reach a limitation on

their number, repesents the basis of the bifurcation principle. The

result is that bases of terminal segments are in a range of diameter

that supports a neurotubule core from 12-14 down to 3- 4 neurotubules.

Further reductions from 12 to three tubules appear to occur with loss

of tubules and results in taper commonly found in terminal segments.

Some neuronal types have bundles of intermediate neurofilaments in

their dendrites. These cells also have a taper along the segments and

across bifurcations. Intermediate neurofilaments appear to be altering the

distribution of cross sectional area from the base of the dendritic arbor

to terminals by displacing the relatively regular arrangement of neurotubules

in the segments near the base of the arbor. In distal segments, the

filaments disperse among the neurotubules and the density of neurotubules

increases.

I
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A fourth intrinsic affect is related to the volume of the arbors. The

total volume of dendritic arbors is closely correlated with the size of

the soma. In dendrites, the core for this volume appears to be determined by

the amount of assembled tubulin in conjunction with spacing produced

by associated proteins that generates the neurotubule spacing.

I The intrinsic determination of neuronal shape is also influenced

by other subcellular organelles such as ER and mitochondria. The axial

stabilizing effect of the neurotubules and associated proteins serves as a

pliable skeleton on which filaments and aother elements may be

interspersed if present.

The EE interlaces along the axis of this skeleton as continuous

channels adding to the cross sectional component. A major channel

follows the plasma membranes and is bridged across the diameter by channels

that interconnect as both a axial and coranal lace. Elaborations of the cross

sectional area of processes occurs as spines which are composed of an

extension of the continuous endoplasmic reticulum channel and a

microfilament matrix. Mitochondria are interspersed along the axis in varying

densities but do not enter true spines.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1. Diagram showing a proposed relationship between intrinsic,

extrinsic and epigentic factors affecting neuronal form. The intrinsic

influence is defined largely by the genetic codeon expressed through

subcellular structure. The extrinsic control is genetically expressed

through interactions with other cellular components. Passive or indirect

genetic expressions also occur as barriers that alter the spatial

domain. Epigenetic influences from the environment further affect the

interactive expression through sensory input and direct effects on the

cellular elements such as by preventing development or eliminating

cellular components. Interactions may be affected by direct effect on

chemical constituents necessary for interactions.

Fig. 2. Global parameters of dendritic shape and their derivation from

segments. The 3 major parameters of segments are cross sectional area,

length and orientation. These can be defined in a general coordinate system

which completely describes the arbor in a global sense. A set nof global

parmetes that completely describe arbors has not yet been defined.

reI
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Fig. 3 Diagram showing generation of neuronal processes from a soma as

total cross sectional area and its distribution to terminals by

bifurcation. In this model, cross sectional area for generating dendritic

processes emerges from the soma as a single process or is divided between

a number of processes. In either case the total cross sectional area is

constant. The distribution of the cross sectional area to the terminals is

made by bifurcation. The terminals have a limiting size that resticts

further bifurcations. The total amount of cross sectional area reaching

terminals is the same if taper modifications does not occur along their

course.

Fig. 4. Arbor taper represents changes that can occur in the cross

sectional area between the stem segment and the terminal segments. This may

involve length as a segment taper or possibly sharp increments at

bifurcations and is defined by branch power. The cross sectional area can

become larger (positive taper) or it can decrease (negative taper). Both

positive and negative tapers can occur on the same dendrite.

Fig. 5. A second major variation in cross sectional area occurs at

bifurcations as a differential in distribution of this area between the

two daughter segments. The degree of this differential alters the

number of bifurcations that are needed along each path from the soma to

terminals for attaining the limiting diameter.

I.
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NEURONAL SHAPE.
DENDRITIC PARAMETERS & SUBOELLULAR DETERMINANTS

p .4.. 1;: - DETERM1INANTS
Soma Shaoe Subcellular Structures
S.iz 

N tucleus . ER . Filaments .Tubules
Total Arnor Am-ount Totat - TubulesArbor ?Juroer Distributing Tubules to Arbors0

Dendrite srtave segment Parameters Subcellular structures
Size Stem Diameter Total * Tubules & Filaments

leimmfnal Diameter Minimum * Tubules
£Talef 

Filament Distribution
Daughter Diameter Ratio Tubule Distribution
Seq-ent Length

8fat'cr1.ig P Ittern 2;,i..-r Diameter Ratio Tubule & Filament Distribution to Segments
Ofrientation ZSrM.i t0 Stem

FP3rcnt to Branch
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INTRINSIC DETERMINANTS OF DENDRITE SHAPE
Number of Neurotubules Generated by Neuron Total Dendritic Cross Sectional Area

Minimum Number of Neurolubules to Bifurcate Minimum Diameter at Terminal Segment Base

Neurohslament Number & Distribution Segment Taper & Branch Power

Total Number of Assembled Tubulin Molecules Total Volume of Dendritic Arbors

INTRINSIC FORCES INFLUENCING ARBOR SHAPE
Formation of Numerous Filopodia Generates 20-30um search area

Substructural Invasion of Generates Dendritic Segment
Extrinsically Selected Filopodia Generates Bifurcations

Figure 12
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P.0. Schmitt and 7.0. Worden. MIT Press: Cambridge,

* Massachusetts and London, 1979. 3.9.1

27 Neuronal Shape Parameters and
Substructures as a

Basis of Neuronal Form
D. E. HILLMAN

ABSTRACT Computer technologi has provided a means to dependent on the development of microscopic tech-
record neuronal arborizations in three dimensions and to niques. In particular. new staining methods and re-
analvze the data for fundamental parameters of neuronal finements in light optics ushered in a morphological

0 shape. Quantitative values for the elements comprising the
cvtoskeleton correlate with the parameters of shape and revolution in the latter part of the nineteenth cen-
subcellular structure. tury. At this time. using cerebellar tissue, neuronal

Seen parameters are needed to define the fundamental cell bodies were first seen with the light microscope
aspects of dendritic shape. The basis for this assumption is (Purkinje. 1837). Later. groups of cell xdies were
that the cross-sectional area of a process that emerges from found in various regions (Deiters. 1865). Although
the soma is divided suaccessivelh b% branching until a lim-
iting terminal diameter is reached. Branch points ser%e to the subsequent visualization of a network of processes
define segment length, branch poser. daughter-branch ra- lacing throughout the brain (Schulze. 1871) was in-
tio. and segment orientation. Tapering may occur between strumental to the development of a concept of the
branch points, form of neurons. the key development was the dis-

Underlying neuronal shape are prominent structural covery of the Golgi technique, which first allowed
components of arborizations (tubules and filaments) com- ver t of hevGo l en st aoed
prising a cytoskeleton that may be involved in maintaining visualization of individual neuronal somata together
the diameter of dendrites. This is evident in some neuronal with their processes (Golgi. 1874).
tvpes where microtubule densitv is constant throughout the An early concept, held by the reticularists, viewed
arbor and the branch power equals two (cross-sectional area the nervous system as composed of a syncytium of
is preserved along the extent of the arbor). In motoneurons cells 'nd fibers. This concept was largely due to the
the branch power equals 3/2. Here both filaments and
tubules shape the dendritic processes. Filaments produce developtent of the redted silver reaction, which
a geometrical tapering of the tree (beginning at the soma. revealed within the cell processes fibrillar material
the cross-sectional area is decreased at and between branch that apteared to form a continuous meshwork con-
points). nectin. tie various neuronal elements (Apithy, 1897;

The determinants of form are discussed in relation to Bielschousk%. 1902).
the variability of the fundamental parameters. It is shown
that stem diameter, segment length, daughter-branch ratio. It was not until the Golgi technique had been ap-
and orientation are considerably variable and thus are most plied to numerous areas of the nervous system that
likel% determined through interactive influences during a compelling case was made for the existence of neu-
development. Total stem diameters arising from soma. rons as independent cellular elements (Ramn v Ca-
branch power. segment taper. and terminal diameters are jai, 1909. 1911). This view was initially stated by Wal-
much more tighth constrained and may be largely deter-
mined by the intrinsit influences acting through the sub- deyer (1891) and K6lliker (1891) as the neuron
cellular components of the cell. doctrine. The strongest support for this concept came

from the work of Ram6n v Cajal (1911), who dem-
Introduction onstrated not only that the nervous system was com-

posed of several cell types. but that particular types
O'R PRESENT concepts regarding neuronal form have of neurons were characteristic of given regions of the
evolved over the last 150 years and have been largel' nervous system. This work also revealed that the

meshwork previously described actualls consisted of
I. t. 11t.L5t.t.% Department of Physiology and Bioph~sis. an overlapping of many orderly, treelike processes

, New York L'niersit. Medical Center, New York. NY 10016 emerging from the cell bodies.
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The final demonstration that the nervous system Loos. 1965). M anv nerve cells could be reconstructed
was composed of' individual neurons and was not a in the computer and rotated and displayed front any
continuous network came with the advent of the elec- viewpoint. dissimilarities as well as consistencies in
tron microscope. The high resolution of this instru- the shape of neurons could then be full%. appreciated.
ment revealed that each neuron was a separate cel- Even here. however, the need to view neuronal cir-
Italar entity and that "contact sites- were actually cuits in three dimensions-as in holograms-became
separated by extracellular space or synaptic clefts apparent. Thus. as the tools we have for "seeing"
without continuity of the neuirofibrillar material (Pa- neurons improve, what we see changes because our
lay. 1956). Throughout this history, a vast amount of' concept of neuronal form changes.
inf'Ormation has been collected regarding the dif'fer-- Although the term "form" is often used by mor-
ent neuronal processes and the circuits they. generate. phologists, what is usually meant is "shape." How-

Neurons and neuaronal circuits were initially under- ever, in this paper "shape** is used in a geometric -

stood and displayed in drawings b% such people as sense and refers to the three-dimensional olutine of
Ptariij (1837). Golgi (1874). K6lliker (1891). Ra- each cell including its processes. Shape is independ-
mill y (:4Ja (1909. 1911), and Lorente dle N6 (1934). ent of content and size. "Form" is used in an archi-
Although drawings remain a principal way to depict tectural sense and ref'ers to the combination of shape
neturons. this method has obvious drawbacks (Figure with structure (form is also independent of size). I
1). For example. a true three-dimensional image call- introduce these definitions here because, with the
not he' obtained, and the size of the cells can only be refinement of techniques. the quantification of neu-
approximated. Methods have theref'Ore been dlevel- ronal shapes and their Underlying cytoskeletal ele-
oped ito describe nerve cells quantitati-elv (Bok. metits is now possible. thus, for the first time, we can
1436a. Sholl. 1953) and to displa% these constructs in truly speak of neuronal fiorn. Developmental studies
three dimensions (Mannen. 1966). (Rakic, 1974; Berry and Bradley, 1976b) show, how-

An important advanic along these lines was madec ever. that the shape of nerve cells is influenced not
when (ompuiter techinology was applied to) the anal- only by intracellular structural elements but also by
%sis of neuronal morphology (Glaser atic %'an der- the environs of the neurons during development:

that is. a study of" neuronal form must consider on-
A B ogenetic influences.

Thus, with a quantitative description of neurons in
hand, we can proceed to explore both the ultrastruc-
tural and the dlevelopmental basis for cell shape. Fol-

JY lowing this thought, this paper has been organized in
- three parts. First, from the mass of quantitativ-e in-

formation available on cell shape, the fundamental
parameters of form are extracted (i.e., those meas-

E urements essential to providing a complete descrip-
tion of a neuron). Next, the number and distribution

of the subcellular structures underlying these param-
~eters are determined. Finall%. this information is used

to establish which factors in ontogeny determine the
values of the various parameters, utilizing a quanti-

Fn(.tRI I 1Illustiations of tictirovial denidrilt arborizat ifils tative determination of variance within the parame-
hi R,.nion % (-ai.l (A) P'ramidali art' latipflar with ters. The amount of t'ariabilAt is used as a key.
a sitlich apical dridrite ( ). uid wi gil vs rise' to lbran( lung together with the vast amouttof inf'ormation cotn -
paitrii t hat difle ic Iim basal arbors (a). (Bi T he litilianl cerning the developmental process. to establish (al-
Pmtkin itc* dl hias m maj.oi iru iti ks (her n min al ian lot-ills
us asalkI him fii e onl(,'lt). A. i e'labo'ratc' a rborinatimi~ that togh tentati velv) which o-f' these parameters niav
spreads inl a single. plaiit. thrugh at'e Ilolt' illat lase 44(I be cietermitiec by intrinsic and which by interactive _

tltic£reb(iltmm has tnore ntilleris terminial, and b it (extrinsic) fiactors.
pointslal thnainud.1l c'll. (C) Mto~enettron ccudrit's haic
large steins.ind it's himic i points. D) I'lc'siall (cui eda, Quatii o ernl opoon
grainile tell tijtialli has% oril 3-6 deaiciriaes. ushid i e-nd i niahno uurnlior/ooi
djlas ie Lcfo rynatioiir. (F) I'lie siLtea'e (el ha~s lo ng term ii ia

detidritit *.eginc ils. ( Fromu R.,nii~ % (%ia 109: h'igirc's Although the p~olymnorphiic characte'r of neuronial an--
$9. anal 129: Ramoni %(ajai. 1911: Figuires 23 and 2.1.) borizat ions has long been known, thu quantitative
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analysis of these elements has been attempted only FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETERS OF NEURITE SHAPE
recently. Among the first to develop techniques for
the quantitation of neurons were Bok (1936a) and T

Sholl (1953). These early methods were modified and D Diameter of Stem
used extensively in studies concerning the effects of
various perturbations on neuronal shape (Eavrs. t segment Length "

1955; Clendinnen and Eayrs. 1961. Schad and Groe- sA

nigen. 1961; Coleman and Riesen. 1968; Schade 7 Dometer of Terminals IL
and Caveness. 1968) and have since been altered to

rn ching Potwer
eliminate certain artifactual results (Colon and Smit. - ran,.n .

1970, 1971; Berry, Anderson, Hollingworth. and 0 Ro,oftDaugher brach Diamer,,

Flinn. 1972). A recent advance has been the use of t

computer methods to record and analyze neurons: A Segment Toper 

following the pioneering work of Glaser and Van der
Loos (1965). these methods have been elaborated and Spatial Ortentation of Stem and Branch Segments

a number of approaches developed (see Brown.
1976; Lindsay 1977a). Network analysis, an entirely Dstribution for Variation of the Fundomental Parameters

different and very fruitful approach, has been used F,.ItiR 2 Neuronal shapes can be defined b% seven varl-
by Berry et al. (1975) to define branch patterns and able parameters that describe the form of neuronal arbo~r-
their progressive change (e.g.. during development). izati(ns. ariations in the distribtion of these fundamental

The application of these techniques has generated parameters over the tree produce differences in tree types

a large literature in which neuronal shape has been as sell as the individual characteristics of netrites.

measured in multiple ways. In an attempt to unify
some of these results, a set of parameters has been These parameters describe dendritic trees in the fI-
established. The criteria are that each parameter lowing way. The base of the tree. the stem segment
must (1) be easily measurable, (2) be consistent with (with diameter D). is divided at the first branch point. ,0
and meaningful to the development of electrophys- Here the stem length is determined and two daughter
iological models. (3) be useful for comparing differ- branches formed. (Trifurcation sites occur, but so
ent types of arborizations, and (4) be nonredundant. infrequently that they will not be considered here:
Finally, the full set of parameters must be sufficient see Berry and Bradley, 1976a.) At each successive
to describe the shape of neurons. These parameters branch site. segment lengths (L) are determined, and
would then serve as a fundamental basis for analyzing the diameter is reduced until the terminal diameter (T)
and evaluating numerous more complex aspects of is reached. The division of the cross-sectional area of
neuronal morphology, a parent segment into daughter branches is described

In the following section, each of the parameters by two parameters, thebranch power (it) and the daugh-
will be defined and the techniques utilized to obtain ter-branch ratio (R). Branch power relates the cross-

- them described. Then the distribution of these pa- sectional area of the parent segment to the total cross-
rameters in several cell types will be presented. sectional area of the daughter segments. The daugh-

ter-branch ratio is the ratio of the cross-sectional area
of the two daughter branches. Between branch

PARAMETERS or NEURITE SHAPE From an analysis of points, the diameter may decrease as a segment taper
the length. diameter, and spatial orientation of the (A.A). Also at branch points the three-dimensional
dendritic trees (see Figures I and 2), the following orientation of the segments is defined b% the direction
fundamental parameters have been abstracted: of the segments with respect to the soma.

I. stem diameter (D). The sizte of the (lendritic tree is governed In the
2. terminal-segment diameter (T). stetn and terminal dianeters. branch power, segtnent
3. segment taper (A4). taper. and segment lengths- shape is defined b% all %

* '4. segment length (L), seven parameters. Variations in these parameters
5. branch power (n), contribute to the variety and complexit% of neuronal
6. ratio between cross-sectional areas of daughter arborizations.

branches (R). ,
7. spatial orientation of segments (inluding branch TiaRri;-Di.%mES OX. t. Rt(;oxsrRtriox At) PA.,RNt- "

angle). rit EVX'RA(:'io-N Three major approaches are (tit-
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3.9.4 -

renth in use for tracking neurites in dye-injected or gions of the dendritic fields of Purkinje cells, moto-
Golgi-impregnated neurons. The first, designed by neurons, and pyramidal cells were analyzed for mi-
Glaser and Van der Loos (1965) and adopted by crotubules and neurofilaments. These records were
Wann et al. (1973), employs a fixed cursor located in quantitated on an image-analysis computer and re-
the center of the microscopic field while the X, '. and corded with reference to the diameter of the respec-
Z coordinates are obtained by operator-controlled tive dendritic profile.
stage movements and focusing. The second approach
employs a movable cursor in conjunction with stage THF: FUNDArI-NTAL S"APt_ PARA VIl-tRs

displacements. This method facilitates the manual Stem diameter (D) The diameters of stem dendrites
tracking operations (Llinis and Hillman. 1975; Hill- range from over 10 #m to less than I #m. This range
man. Llinis. and Chujo. 1977: Paldino and Harth, is largely due to the variable diameters of individual
1977a: Lindsay, 1977b) and was used to develop a primary dendrites in muhipolar neurons (Bok
semiautomatic method (Garvev et al., 1973; Coleman. 1936a,b; Haggar and Barr. 1950: Chu. 1954; Bok.
West. and Wyss, 1973: Coleman et al., 1977). The 1959: Balthasar, 1962), The sum of these diameters
last approach records the structures by interactive or shows little variability (Table I). Furthermore. for a
automatic extraction of the perimeters from profiles number of multipolar cell types, this summed cross-
of neurons and their processes in serially sectioned sectional area was found to bear a consistent relation-
preparations (Levinthal and Ware. 1972; Reddy et al., ship to soma size (Figure 3). This is in agreement
1973: Selverston, 1973; Levinthal. Macagno. and with Rail (1959). who found that motoneuron stem
Tountas. 1974; Glasser et al.. 1977: Hillman. Llinis, diameters (represented by the sum of their diameters
and Chujo, 1977). This modern version of the wax to the 3/2 power "'combined trunk parameter") cor-
sheet reconstruction method (Born. 1883) not only related well with soma surface area. The significance
allows viewing from ever% perspective (Hillman. Lli- of this finding lies in the relationship between the
nis. and Chujo. 1977). but also provides the necessary summed stem cross-sectional area and the volume of
data base for an analysis of global parameters such the dendritic tree (see below). The diameters of cells
as surface area, volume, and process lengths (Glasser with only one stem dendrite are less variable (e.g..
et al.. 1977; Hillman. Llinis. and Chujo, 1977). see Purkinje cells, Table 1): although this parameter

In our approach, the Cartesian coordinates and has a similar correlation with soma size. the dendritic
diameters of neuronal somata and their processes cross-sectional area is somewhat smaller.
were recorded with the aid of a graphics computer Terminal diameter (T) As illustrated in Figure 4.
interfaced to a light microscope (LlinAs and Hillman. the minimum diameter of terminal segments is
1975; Hillman. Llinas. and Chujo. 1977). The system sharply delineated (there are very few segments
has been specifically configured to provide maximum smaller than 0.5 um). Furthermore, although termi-
resolution, 0.2-0.4 pum, in X and Y. Data points are nal diameter is the least variable parameter (Table I).
defined for the origin of the dendrites (at the soma), two groups are found, the first with a mean diameter
changes in the course of the process, branching sites, of 1. 1 1im, the second with a mean of 0.76 pm.

.terminals. and cut ends (for alignment to subsequent Segment taper (AA) In a number of cell types. the
sections).

The data consist of the soma diameter and thelength, diameter, and spatial orientation of each den- FIta'nE 3 The sum of cross-sectional areas of all stem
dendrites that arise from the soma shous a correlation to

dritic segment. Analysis programs extract and corn- the soma diameter. Granule cells. piramidal cells. and mo-
pare values from the data file for parameters of dif- toneurons form a series of somas with increasing diameter.

ferent cells and cell types and compute values for the and when plotted as the square uith the cross-sectional area

global parameters of arborizations (e.g., total length. for the sum of energing dendrites, a strict correlation is
o nio Md. The slope of this relationhipf at is 3!2. indi( ating

volume, and surface area). Fitiall%, this information that this dendriti( cross-st'tt onal area is proportional to a
is displayed as bar graphs or point plots. The exam- spherical vollume related to til sotina. A second patallel
pies included in this paper were obtained from an slope (h) is formed h% Ptirkilnit" ells, I hus intltiplmar neti-
analysis of rat and cat cerebral pyramidal cells. cer- r, ns have more (ro%%-sectiiotA area emferginig from a soma

ebellar Purkinje, stellate. and granular (cells. and tin- uil partit tilar site than loi Ilufipl]a ell( of comparable sit.
toneurons sat t [lht's data are ctoristrnt %%lith the relatonshil|) of the "corl1-

•(see Figure 1). Analysis the light-micro- hiiie(l trtitik paranetet" to soma strltt' area (Rall. I1%9.

scopic level was based on Golgi material. while Soma .tiltctl hliclel obt.alncd h% (ml)titerilc( intel

sublellular structures were studied from electron active rt Ii(Iing of (olgi iii 'alatnPS ttnpubhliAlcd ie-

micrographs. In ultrastructural studies, the entire re- stilts.
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3.9.5
TABLE I

Parameters of form

Cross-sectional area (tM 2 ) Diameter of Length (gm) Daughter- pp

Individual All stem terminal Terminal All Branch branch
Cell type stem dendrites dendrites segments* (gtm) segments segments power Taper ratio

Pyramidal 12.8 = 13 76.8 "t 21 1.17 - 0.34 120 t 59 70.8 -± 65
(100)a (26) (29) (49) (91) %

Apiral 1.99 ± 0.79 marked" 2-6
dendrites (40)

Basal 1.11 ± 0.33 2.28 ± 0.89 not evident <2
drndnies (29) (39) ra

Purkinje 109.3 - 14 109 ± 14 1.04 = 0.30 15.2 1 10 11.6 ± 9.2 2.36 ± 1.2 none (ex- lo%%
(13) (13) (29) (79) (79) (51) cept stem) and

high

Granule 1.51 ± 0.79 5.48 ± 0.94 0.66 ± 0.25 4.58 ± 3.7 10.7 ± 8.4 2.58 ± 1.8 not evident low
(52) (17) (38) (81) (78) (71)

0.76 - 0.29
(32)

Stellate 2.75 ± 1.35 11.0 ± 3.4 0.73 ± 0.30 23.9 = 29 31.7 ± 23 2.24 ± 1.2 not evident low
(49) (31) (41) (100). (72) (53)

Moto- 88.4 ± 56 886 ± 71 - - - 1.69 ± 0.48 marked' low a'.

neuron (64) (11) (28)

Mean values ± S.D. Numbers in parentheses are coefficients of variation, defined as the standard deviation as a percentage
of the arithmetic mean.

As measured near the final branch point.
a Test assumes a normal distribution and is actually inappropriate for these skewed distributions.
,Unpublished observations.

C See Barrett and Crill (1974a) and Lux. Schubert, and Kreutzberg (1970).

n=2 n:3/ 2  a b n1

10000 /

-Motoneuron

Total 1000. ,Pyramidal Cell

Stem Segments
Cross-sectional Area - Purkinge Cell

(Km))' too /(Monkey, Col, Rat)

OGranule Cell

10 S'

10 100 1000 10000

Diameter of Soma Squared
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3.9.6

50- PC Py GRAN -STEL

Numbe Wf N=136 0 N=125 100- N=260

5050

500

.5 1.5 2.5 .5 1.5 2.5 .5 1.5 2.5 .5 1.5 2.5

Terminal Diameter (itm)

Ritit. 4 Diameters ol'terminal segments are consistentli along their course while granule and stellate cells for the
constrained b% minimal and maximal limit%. Purkinje (PC ) most part lack spinelike structures. The diameter was re-
and pyramidal WPY) cells tend it) base somewhat larger corded on Golgi-impregnated neurons near the final bi-
terminal diameters than do granule (GRAN) and stellate furcation. (Hilltman. -linis. and lberall. unpublished re-
(STEL) cells. These difkerentes ma% he related to the fact sults.)
that Purkinje and pyramidal (ells hase numerous spines

diameter of the dendritic process decreases between determine the branch power it, defined as the expo-
branch points. Taper varies between cell types; a nent that satisfies
marked taper has been found in some cells while
others show none (see Table 1. Lux, Schubert, and DR= 1d,.(I
Kreutzberg, 1970; Barrett and Crill. 1974a).

Segment length (L) Marked variations are found in where D is the diameter of the parent dendrite and
the length of dendritic segments (Table I; Figure 5; d, is the diameter of the 7th daughter dendrite (Figure
see also Smit, Uylings, and Vied maat-Wansink, 1972; 6). This equation describes a geometric relationship

*Berry and Bradley, 1976b; Lindsay, 1977c). The between tree branches and has been found to be of
*shortest segments result from trichotomous branch- great importance in describing the cable properties

ing in which the daughter branches arise very close of neurons when bo~th geometric and electric factors
* together (Berry and Bradley, 1976a). In contrast, ter- must be brought together (Ral. 1959).

minal segments can reach from 30 jm to over 200 A first step in developing the equation for branch
* rm (Bok. 1936a: Peters and Bademan, 1963). Inter- power is to determine the input conductance of ant

mediate and stem segments have a smaller group individual dendritic segment. When considering eke-
range. Pyramidal cells are tunusual in that their ter -_____________________________

* niinal-segment length is drastically different from FKR6 woranpwerus: =/2nd =.

that of other segments. The 3/2 power lass, postulated h% Rill 095t9). was helieved
Since the distribution of segment lengths over the to be important foor tonsration ol electrical bharge for

tree varies widel%, this factor no doubt contributes to elect ronic spread from distal parts of the detadritic tree. Itn
the range of shapes as well as sizes of dendritic trees. contrast, a conservation of itoss-setotial area resualts f rot

Branh po'E'r(n) ree hapeis i~uened b square lass %'hen the voltume remains cotstant throughoutBranh Pwer n) ree hap is nflence b) the dendritio tree. The equivalent volume and orquisalent
*changes in the cross-sectional area at branch points, electrical s~linders are illustrated for ea Ii rule. Surface

One way to assess if such a change has occurred is to area (not sho% n) would he considerably inc reased.

482 D. E. HILLMAN
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3.9.7

where R. is the resistance across a unit area of mem-

200 brane and R, is the specific resistance of the internal
200 medium.

Segment Length .. In order to facilitate the treatment of electrotonus
low) in dendrites. the tree was collapsed into a uniform

* cylindIer. In order to perform this simplification.

100 however. passive electrical properties of cables dictate
that the input conductances on each side of a branch
point must be the sanme. so that charge is not lost.
Thus

15 
4 irent = duhir, (3)

Segment Diameter Combining Equations 2 and 3.

(RR"2 '" =(RmRi) I~ (4)
FKGI-11 5 Segment lengilis are %Ariable within dendriti
tree%; ho'ieser. there are charatterisfit limitafieons on te s ta
maximum lengths. Here in an example of pvramzidal-teli o ta
dendrites. stem segments anti intermediate segment% ex-D32
tend tip to 50-60 jm (dots) A~hile terminal seginti. - j- 2. (5)
(squares) exteed 20g) jun Note the tonstrained diarnett'r
range of the terminal segments. The dliameter% %'ere re- This has come to be known as the 3/2 power rule.
corded near the final brant h point. and ihe terminalJ stg- On the basis of published photographs of" Golgi-
ments %%ere defined h% the Strahier ordering method. imrgae oncos.Rl(15)fudtt

the 3/2 poiier rule, denived from theoretical consid-
trotomc properties of neurons. It is common practice eratiol). did indeed hold for this cell type. More re-
to idealize axons and. therefore. dendritic segmients centlv, Lux. Schubert, and Kreutzberg (1970). Bar-

as uifom cyindrs.rett and Crill (1974a.b), and our own studies (Figure
The input conductance G of a cylinder is prpr 7) have verified these first measurements.

tional to the 3/2 power of the diameter d: Similar measurements for branching in pyramidal

G - (RmRjY 1 2 d32 . (2) and Purkinje cells do not support the 3/2 power rule

Branch Power Rules

d2  d3
Conservation of Electrical Charge Conservation of Area

stall Thme. Mal-*% Povier Lo. Square low

Structural Equivalente Electrical Equivalent Siructural Equivaolent Eletg*,col Equivalent

(Volumel 1VtolI., a
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3.9.8
1°°. BRANCH POWER

(PYRAMIDAL AND PURKINJE CELLS)
MOTONEUIRON

N.Ia

so

! da 2. d 3

1 2 3 4

Branch Power

Ft'iI 7 Histogram |or branch power in motoneurons.
The values of branh power for individual motoneuron
branches fluster near 3/2. Branch pouer iuas obtained b'
solving the branch power equation b successive approxi- d2

mation (Newvton-Raphuon algorithm). The spread for the
smaller population of the branch powers is primarils due FitGRI 8 In pyramidal and Purkinje cells. branch power
to the sensitivill of the method for very large daughter- was determined by a graphic method for solving the power
branch ratios. Data recorded from (olgi preparations of equation. Plots were made for a 312 poiwer and fur a poer
rat spinal cord. of 2. It was found that. on average, a least-squares fit. for

a power of 2. had a slope of one (this illustration). Thus
d + A,. where d, is the diameter of a parent and d2(Table 1; Figure 8), but rather approximate a sqluare I d' +dxhr ,i h iace taprn tdd

aid d3 are the diameters of its daughter branches. (Rat
rule. In these cells charge is not conserved across pyramidal and Purkinje cells.)
branch points. The important point to be considered
here, how ever, is that in cells following the 3/2 power
rule, cross-sectional area is reduced at branch points, and the branching n,,mber at each level is almost
but in those following the square rule, cross-sectional constant from the stem to the terminal segments (Fig-
area is conserved. The functional significance of these ure 9B). Thus a "bushy" tree is produced (compare
power rules is beyond the scope of this paper. (For Figures IA, B and 9).
a detailed discussion see Jack. this volume.) Although mammalian Purkinje cells also have close

Daughter-brandh ratio (R) The ratio of the diame- to equal bifurcations throughout the tree, numerous
ters of daughter-branch processes at each bifurcation smaller daughter branches are also found on large
defines the daughter-branch ratio R (the usual range dendrites. This interspersion of small-diameter
is 1-10). Equal daughter branch diameters (R = I) branches (R > 2) results in a very dense arbor.
are seldom observed: values of 1.5-4 are more often Spatial orientation A complete description of den-
found. Clearly this parameter (together with branch dritic trees requires defining the tridimensional ori-
power) alters tree shape at branch points. For ex- entation of each segment. Of the man, schemes de-
ample, at a bifurcation having a daughter ratio of 4, veloped toward this end. two are particularly useful:
the larger-diameter daughter branch will require the application of principal-component analysis
many further bifurcations to reach the terminal di- (Brown. 1977) and the use of polar coor(linates (Pal-
ameter than will the smaller daughter branch. If this dino and Harth, 19771)). Other methods in use only
disparity is common, the entire pattern of branch approximate or describe limited aspects of the three-
distribution is affected. From this relationship alone dimensional relationship of processes (see, for ex-
it is evident that daughter-branch ratio can have a ample, Uylings and Smit, 1975; Lindsay. 1977d). We .

deep influence on tree shape. Specifically. pyramidal- have instituted a simplified spherical coordinate sys-
cell apical dendrites have very high (2-6) daughter- tem very similar to that used by Paldino and Harth
branch ratios and therefore have nuterous unequal (19771)). This system is capable of defining spatial
bifurcations. This produces a relatively narrow tree relationships with sufficient accuracy to catalog the
growing from a single thick trunk. In contrast, the position of individual segments and is at the same
basal dendrites have a daughter ratio less than two, time flexible enough to he used to define the position g
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A.
1 I

16d 2as 

Led B2 1.9 pI1.6

63 31.1. 1.0 -

1..1

1.0 1.0

Apical Dendrite Basal Dendrite V'1

FIc.URt. 9 Daughter-branch ratios var% cotisitentl% over "Topologi:al tvpe- refers to branching pattern% irresp--
various tree types. Topological patterns are displayed ac- tive of length. dianeter. and orientation. According to the
cording to Berr et al. (1975) for each reconstructed den- dendritic model this relationship in neurites can he modi-
drite. The numbers at the bifurcations are daughter-branch fied by four fundamental parameters: branch power, seg-
ratios. In apical dendrites of pyramidal cells (A) the bilur- ment taper, terminal diameter, and daughter-branch ratio.
cations of the main stem have very high daughter-branch The most marked influence is that of the daughter-branch
ratios (2-6?. Basal dendrites (B). on the other hand. have ratio; the other three parameters are relatively consistent
daughter-branch ratios less than tuo. We believe that this within cell types and thus do not significantly alter the
factor is most important in determining topological type in number of branch levels necessary to reach the terminal
neuronal form. diameter.

of an entire neuron including its dendrites. soma. related with the diameter of its stem (Figure 10B). r

and axon. Thus the location and extent of a great Thus the distribution of each of these parameters
number of neurons can be compiled for comparative among individual dendrites can be discerned by

analysis. (This method is discussed below.) measuring the diameters of the stem dendrites. The
correlation of global parameters with soma size is to % %

GLOBAL PARAMETERS The combination of certain of be expected as all these parameters ultimately reflect

these fundamental parameters (e.g., segment length the amount of cytoplasm and membrane in the den-

and diameter) forms a new set, that of global param- drites. These are composed of molecular entities
eters. These parameters are important because they which must be maintained by the machinery of the

go beyond specific aspects of shape to provide infor- cell factories located, for the most part. in the cell

mation about the size and orientation of trees. It is soma (Llinfss and lberall, 1977).
at the level of global parameters that (ell form is most Surfare area The dendritic surface area is the larg-
clearly related to function. est interactive part of the cell. comprising more than

Volume Volume is a measure of the size of the 8 0 /- of the surface in some neurons (Mannen. 1966).
dendritic tree and has a close correlation to soma size Furthermore. dendrites have recentli been recog-

(Mannen. 1966). In fact, all measurable global pa- nized as having presynaptic (Shepherd, this volume)
rameters (surface area. summed segment length, as well as postsynaptic and nonsynaptic (Kreutziberg,

maximum continuous length) are correlated with this volume) interactions. The surface area then re-

soma size (Sholl, 1955; Mannen, 1966; Gelfan. Kara, flects the capacity of a cell to receive (Rail, 1970) and.

and Ruchkin, 1970). Likewise, we have found that in matt cells, to contribute inputs.

the volume of each individual dendritic tree is cor- Lngth The length of dendritic processes has been
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3.9.10
A B

10000. 10000

1000. 1000.

Total Length . '.. total Volume
1um 00. (1) 00,

lo. lo.

.1 1 0 100 1 1 10 100

Stem Dometer Squared Stem Diameter Squared

( um), (aml'

FaLRi 10 Correlation Itor stem diameter with total length resents a single tree from a granule, stellate. or pyramidal
and volume ol individual dendritic trees. Each point rep- cell. (Unpublished results.)

measured in a number of ways (Sholl. 1953: Fox and perturbations (Clendinnen and Eayrs. 1961; Schadt
Barnard. 1957: Schade and Van Groenigen. 1961; and Van Groenigen. 1961; Peters and Bademan.
Glaser and Van der Loos, 1965; Mannen, 1966: Gel- 1963; Colonnier, 1964; Mungai. 1967; Wong. 1967;
fan. Kara. and Ruchkin. 1970; Wann et al.. 1973; Schad6 and Caveness, 1968: Smit, Uylings, and Vled-
Hillman, Chujo, and Llinis, 1974; Lindsay and Schei- maat-Wansink. 1972; Smit and Uylings, 1975; Cole-
bel. 1974). One of the most useful measurements is man et al., 1977; Lindsay, 1977d; Paldino and Harth.
the maximum continuous dendritic length (Gelfan. 1977b). Despite the important contributions of this
Kara. and Ruchkin. 1970) since, when this value is recent work, a universal method capable of defining
combined with the process direction (with reference spatial relationships with sufficient accuracy to cata-
to the soma). the vector quantity spread is formed. log and compare neurons and their locations has not
Information is then available concerning how far and been developed. We have instituted a simplified
in which direction a cell sends its dendrites. Used in spherical coordinate system, similar to that recently
this way. length is the only global parameter to com- used by Paldino and Harth (1977b), which may meet
bine size with another aspect of neuronal morphol- this need (cf. Peterson, 1955).
ogy. Furthermore. when length and diameter are According to this scheme, the primary reference
combined with orientation (see below), a complete point is the soma center, around which an imaginary
description of the shape and size of a cell emerges. sphere is drawn. The intersection of a dendritic proc- t,

Orientation Orientation, as a fundamental param- ess with the surface of the sphere is defined by lati-
eter (see above), describes the location of dendritic tudinal (range 0 to 180 degrees) and longitudinal
segments and processes with respect to each other (range 0 to 360 degrees) coordinates. The application
and to the soma. As a global parameter, orientation of this system to a cortical pyramidal cell is illustrated
first places the neuron with reference to major brain in Figure 1I. In this example latitudinal coordinates
landmarks (e.g., hippocampus, corpus callosum) and greater than 90' indicate that the dendrite projects
then in the context of neighboring structures (e.g., away from the pial-glial surface (Figure I IB). Lon-
other neurons, glia. blood vessels). From a functional gitudinal coordinates less than 180* indicate that the
viewpoint, the most important of these structures are processes project caudally.
the neighboring neurons, for these comprise the cir- Essentially this method utilizes two common ref-
cuit in which the cell functions. erences to yield two coordinate points for each site

There is an extensive literature demonstrating the of interest. The orientation of dendritic stem seg-
specificity of cell orientation in both laminar and nu- ments and segments at branch points can be defined,
clear structures (e.g.. Ram6n y Cajal. 1909, 1911; thus facilitating descriptive comparisons and catalog-
Lorente de N6, 1934; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). ing of spatial orientation. (The cell body itself is Io-
Other studies have been most valuable in determin- cated on a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
ing precise shifts in dendritic projections following system which is fixed for a given brain or region.)
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FIGURE I I A spherical-coordinate method for defining that extends above the equatorial zone. 90' , projects toward N
orientation and comparing dendritic branching. Two ref- the surface and has an (La) angle within the 0-90' range.',
erence axes are established in order to limit the number of Those below the equatorial zone have angles between 90'
coordinates to two for each segment. One reference is an and 180. Second. the orientation of these dendrites around
axis that might. for example. extend from a surface of a this north-south axis are made by longitudinal (Lo) coor-
laminar structure perpendicularly into the depth of the dinates that range from 00 to 36W0 4C). The zero reference
nervous tissue. This axis passes through the center of the for the longitudinal coordinates is related to another com-
soma. tree base, or branch point and represents the center mon landmark such as an afferent. efferent. or identifiable
of the sphere (A). The orientation of the dendritic seg- dendrite that is consistently limited to the same side of this
ments relative to this axis is defined by two coordinates: north-south axis. It is important that this reference reflect
First. a latitudinal (La) coordinate extends from 0 to 180. the convolution and the curvature of the cortex so that
representing a north-south relationship (B). where north accurate comparisons can be made beteen the tells.
is the surface of a laminar structure in the brain. A dendrite

Topological 1),pes Each dendritic tree can be cate- patterns. The most variable of these (next to stem
gorized according to its topological type (Berry et al., diameter), daughter-branch ratio, makes the most
1975). The assignment of a tree to a particular cate- significant contribution and )lays a major role in de-
gory depends on the patterning of its segments and termining the topological type of a dendritic tree.
is independent of their length, diameter, or orienta- This approach to categorizing neuronal trees has
tion (Hoopen and Reuver, 1970). The four funda- been used to compare the probability for the occur-
mental parameters determining the number of rence of particular branching patterns in normal
branch points (stem diameter, terminal diameter, adults (Berry et al., 1975) with the probability of their
branch power, daughter-branch ratio) influence these occurrence in animals at various stages of develop-
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ment (Berry and Bradley. 1976b) or following alter- been forthcoming regarding subcellular structures
ations to the adult nervous system (McConnell and that may be correlated to nuclear or somatic size.
Berry. 1978). In axons. microtubules and neurofilaments have

Arborizational taper Taper in neuronal branches is been the primary focus for analysis (see Schmitt.
extremely important because of its significance in 1968: Wuerker and Kirkpatrick. 1972). Most quan-
electrotonus (Rail, 1959, 1962). A means of evaluat- titative studies of these structures have been limited
ing this factor is to determine the power relationships to correlating tubule and filament number to axon
for each arborization. This parameter expresses both diameter (Friede and Samorajski. 1970: Zenker.
branch power and segment taper as a power for the Mayr. and Gruber. 1973). However, there have been
entire dendritic tree and is given by the relationship two attempts to determine whether axonal tubules

branch or are lost. after they leave the soma. by com-
MR = di, + d" + + •+d,, = dr,. paring the number of tubules in the axon after it

i =emerges from the central nervous system with the
where D., is the diameter of the stem and d,, is the number in the telodendron (Weiss and Mayr. 1971:
diameter of thejth tree terminal. The approach is a Zenker and Hohberg, 1973). These studies are not
modification of Rail's (1959, 1962) branch-power in agreement, and further investigation is needed.
equation and is a means of approximating changes Qualitative descriptions of filaments and tubules in AS
in cross-sectional area for the entire tree. The solu- dendrites of pyramidal and Purkinje cells (Wuerker
tion of the power equation is generated by software and Kirkpatrick. 1972). cerebral cortical cells (Peters.
for a method of successive approximation. Further- 1968, 1971). motoneurons (Wuerker and Pala%.
more, the difference in cross-sectional area between 1969). and Clark's column cells (Smith. 1973) hase
the stem and the sum of the terminals can be coin- found that when dendrites are viewed in (ross sec-
bined with length to establish tree taper. Hillman and tion. tubules are evenly dispersed but filaments are
Gelbfish (unpublished observations) have determined usually found in groups (Figure 12). Also. the den-
the arborizational taper of basal dendrites of pyram- sities of these elements vary among cell types.
idal cells and produced encouraging results. Further In studies counting both filaments and tubules, we
work will determine its usefulness. have verified these findings for three cell types (Fig-

ure 13A. C: Table 1i). Specifically. pyramidal- and
Structural components of neuronal form Purkinje-cell dendrites maintain a constant microtu-

bular density (Figure 13A whereas a second pattern
Having established basic parameters of neuronal is found in motoneurons. Here the tubule densit
shape, we can ask what intra- or extracellular ele- decreases sharply toward the base of the tree while
ments provide the structural basis for neuronal form. the smallest branches have concentrations close to
The most general hypothesis is that of Porter and those found in pyramidal-cell (lendrites of similar
Tilney (1965), who suggested that the subcellular ele- diameter (Figure 13C).
ments form a structural core underlying the shape of The distribution of neurofilament- also depends
cells. Basically it is assumed that cell shapes deviating on cell type. Motoneurons and pyramidal cells have
from a sphere require an intracellular scaffold or a relatively constant filament density. In fact. in most
framework. Thus elongation of cells would require motoneuron processes, filament density surpasses
the support of a cytoskeleton composed of specific tubule density (see Figure 13A. B). Purkinje cells. for
subcellular organelies (Tilney and Porter. 1967; Ya- the most part, lack neurofilaments.
mada. Spooner. an(I Wessells, 1970). Following the
utrastructural identification of microtubules and
neurofilaments by Schmitt and (;eren (1950). inves- Tsit II
tigators have suggested that these elements may he
the principal components of this cytoskeleton. Mi rotu|)ule, Ntari aflanents

Cell tvpr (pill') rill
ll) T/F ratiti

StUCUt.L't.AR STRUCTRFs Quantitative anahsis (f Pyramidal 70.8 4.99 14:1

neuronal ultrastruture has been limited, for the PurkilicW 28.4 1 -

most part, to the soma and axon. Studies determining Motoneurlo 38.6
soma size and the nu(leus-to-(ytoplasn ratio ale the bawsC 31.9 1:1
most numerous (Bok, 19361),. 1959; Sholl. 1955; Gel- tl1ttlal 100 2.5:1

fan, Kara, and Rutchkin, 1970). L.ittle information has 1. 11mrotu|iblles; F. fleliTofilalnntlt%.
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*:0) &1 studied will be considered sequentialiv. beginning
r ith.~,~, the simplest case-the Purkinje cell.

~,,Ini Purkinje cells. microtubule 'numbers increase
*1*. .~With segment diameter and maintain a constant. al-

~ ~ ~though relatively low, density (28/jim2l). This cell con-

tains almost no neuroifilaments; therefore the tubules

SA 6Ab , . n establishing segment diameter (Figure 13B), Py%
pa ramidal cells have a higher dlensitv of tubules

?. ~ (71/i 2 and also contain neurofilaments. Although
theI t bt e-t- ilaen raiois14: 1. the filament densit v

01 &:.V .. * .- is farl constant, an(1 both these elements doubtless
-. *. ~:~. *.~ * * ~ contribute to determining the segment diameter in

* j '~w ~this cell type (Figure I13B).
do ~ The most (omplicated case isthei motoneuron.

A, Her tuue*es decreases with Increased seg-
metdandebu'ir is a significant number of

I&*a ~ filaments ndtheir dnivis constn Fgr13. %~"" Again, at least one element, tht' (rFigurent caD[

~ be clearly correlated with diameter.
Fic Rlt 12 Distribution of tubules anid filaments Ii ; lilt- This correlation between segment diameter and
tonicuron dIendrite. Here an (Icc tron inix r oi ph fr m the( cvtoskeletal elements suggests that these structures
%entral horn of the( spinal c ord deii nsraixs the gerreral may- provide the framework for denldritiu processes
clistribititioti of mu ~rotubtilcs and netirofiIainients in ( r,)%% ads a otiuesgiiatvt eemnn
section. Preparation staijied %%ith urtsI at (tate arid hvad som otriitsgnfatloderiin
citrate. (0. tuibules: F. fda inenis; FR. smo'o th endop3;)lrii( the diameter of the branchies of detidritic trees. While
retli uiluin.) thlt observation that the total stein c ross-sectional area

is proportional to soma volume is intriguing (see Fig-
CORREI.ATIONs, Bvrwft N SHIAPE: PARAMI-wTV14% ANt) Lire 3). very little can be said about this relationship
SUBC1uAXLAR COMlPONENTS One of" the ma jor clues- since little is known about the ultrastructural basis of
tions generated by these findings is whether mic ro- soma size.
tubules and neurofilaments. or indeed other cellular Terminal diameter There are two aspects of termi-
organelles. represent components of aI structural nal-segment (liarneter that bear further considera-
framework that helps define the shape of necuronal tion: (1) the( sharp lower size limit, and (2) the dif-
somata and processes. This is a problem we are just feIrence between terminal segments with spin%
beginning to explore. and the following results are branches and those without. First, the clear and (on-
the first from an approach that promises to P~lay anl sistenit relationship between segment diameter aii(
important part in our studN of neuronal form, tubule numtber suggests that the smallest diameters

Stein diameter The clearest correlation between c-%- may. in famt reflect the( spac needed to containl a
toskeletal structures and parameters oif form is foutnd ceIrtain number of' tubules-the numnber required to
with stem diameter. In fact, this is true for the di- maintain the process. This suggestion find% support
ameter not just of the stem, but of all segments. For in the observation that terminal% beating spines at( %
this reason all segments, including stein atnd terminal wider. Preliminary studies of electron nl( rograplis
segments, will be considered here. There is a clear itidicate that thiese proc esses do riot conitain more it]I-
correlation bet ween number of iniicrot ubtiles and] bides but have mnote etidoplasmici reti i ltnvi than] do
necurofilametts atid segmnent (diameter in Pu rkin je thec narrower terminal pro~cs)5*.
cells (Figure 12). pyramidal cells (Figurve 13AX). and Scgmt-rif tatw? Although the( tapering between
motoneurons (Figure I13C). lIn order to utiderstand bratnch points decreases the ptr (ess sulfat e area, it
the relat ionshiip of mui rot tibules atid neurnof ILI inents red ii( es the( lprodess vc luime es% en moire. Thus,.ias a
to segivent diatmeter. one must conisiderl tiot orlil t (. segment taperis eithi thle de',i o of tile c sti skelet al
increase itt thet number of t hcse elemnents with in- cv ieits1 Iin ist increase o t fit n urnbe must de(-
cre'ases in d iatncter. bll also (1) (fhatnges in thet den uoth creamse. Th'lese. result s suggest that the Later mas% he
(of these elemlents atid (2) the( rain of ini tot 111u1 I to t lie case anid t hat taptting is ass imeatd wit i a de-
neurofilatntit densitN ([able 11). Thle tilt-(-(-cell t "r's crase in niten rolia inectt nu tubet. AlthIough this. re-
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PURKINJE AND PYRAMIDAL CELL DENDRITES

A.
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quires further investigation. I have found that while these instances the stem taper is correlated with the
cells with the most marked taper-motoneurons- extension of Golgi complex and rough endloplasmic
contain the highest densit% of filaments (38.6i/ M 2  reticulumn (see Peters. Palav, and Webster, 1976) into
this density remains constant as the diameter of proc- the base of the arbor.
esses decreases. Bra nch power The finding of cell types obeying the

The ultrastructural basis for the unusually large 3/2 power ruile (motoneurons) and the square power

taper seen in motoneuron (Barrett and Crill. 1974a) rule (pyramidal and Purkinje cells) is especially inter-
and pyramidal-cell stem segments is different. In esting if one considers the distribution of microtu- -
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FUGURIF 13 Microtubule and filament densities and their hypothesis that microtubules (together with neurofil-
correlation to branch power. (A) Tubules (broken lines) aments in pyramidal cells) are important determi-
within Purkinje- and pyramidal-cell dendriti trees follow nants not only of process diameter but ultimately of
a constant density throughout the range of tross-settional branch power and dendritic volume.
profiles for different parts of the arbor. Pyranidal-tell tr- oernd dent a o le x
bules have the highest density while Purkinje (ells are Motoneurons present a more complex case in that
somewhat less concentrated. Filament densit% (solid lines) neurofilaments and microtubules must both be con-
in pyramidal cells is nearly uniform. The Purkinle-sell fi- sidered. Because these cells have a branch power of
aments are not prominent or lacking and thus ouild not 3/2. the cross-sectional area and volume of each proc-
be quantitated. (Compiled from data by Hillman. Gelbtlsh. ess are reduced at branch points; that is. the dendrit
Llins. and iberall.) (B) The diameter of a bifur(ating tree
(right) and an equivalent cylinder (left) are illustrated for tree must be represented as a tapering cylinder (Fig-
a branch power of 2 (e.g.. pyramidal and Purkinje (ells). ure 13D). (Note that this is a geometric rather than
Note that as the segments bifurcate, the diameter decreases an electrical representation of the cell. Furthermore.
while the equivalent cylinder maintains the same diameter the total membrane surface area increases toward the
over the tree; thus cross-sectional area is conserved. The
subcellular filaments (solid lines) and microtubules (hroken dendritic terminals: thus volume and surface area

lines) maintain uniform tubule and filament con entra- must be considered separately.) Neurofilaments
tions. (C) Filaments (solid lines) in motoneurons have a probably determine this taper. since their numbers
uniform density throughout the extent of cross-sectional must decrease toward the periphery if their density
profiles for dendrites of different diameters. In contrast, is to be kept constant. Tile filament number is prob-
the microtubules in the same profiles decreased n densitr
for profiles with larger diameters. Note that in tile larger ably reduced gradually between brant h points. and
profiles. the densities of filaments and tubules are nearh this is reflected in the taper found in tile individual
equal. It appears that filaments take over the role of main- segments (f' these cells (see Lux. Sthubert. and
Raining diameter for the base of the tree. Tile sultellular Kreutzberg. 1970: Barrett and Crill. 1974a,.
structures were quantitated in tilt- ventral horn of the rat InI tnotoneurons the findings that the mitrotubule
spinal cord. (Compiled from unpublished data In Hillman density is increased at branch points and that n =
and Gelbfish.) (D) The diameter of a bifursating arbor .b.

having a 3/2 power and taper (right) and its equi.alent (i.e.. the volume decreases at branchesi support tile
cylinder (left). The redustion in diatneter at each bifur(a- view that the number of mi(rotubules is constant in
tion for branch power 3/2 is significanth greater than that this cell type. This proposal finds stpport in the work
which occurs for branching with a power of two (B above), of Weiss and Mavr (1971) who studied mitrotubule
In the equivalent cylinder eah branch point results in a n
decrease in diameter and thus in cross-sectional area Fr f numbers eronans acd
the two branches illustrated, the first level represents the found that tubuk- numbers were constant across
diameter for a cross-sectional area from two daughters. branch points. They concluded that tubules begin at
while the second represents this equivalent diameter for the soma and extend to the terminals uithout branch-
four daughters. As shown in C. filament density remains ing or being lost (this may not be the case in all -

constant, thus they end (D. solid lines) or condense into an
fewer structures for each branch level. Tubules (broken m()toneuron axons: see Zenker and thohberg. 1973).
lines), on the other hand. converge centripetally or. (on- Hence. our results suggest that tubule numbers are r
verselv. decrease their density toward the base. constant in the dendrites of motoneurons and piram-

idal and Purkinje cells (in the last two cell types. "

tubule density and process volume are x)th constant).
bules and neurofilaments, and their relationship to Thus both those cells in uhi it tilt- dt'ndriti oltluinie
diameter, in these neurons, can be modeled as a uniform cylinder (p% ranidal and

Consider first Purkinje and pyramidal cells. Since Purkiije) and those in which it is best nodeled as a
the cross-sectional area is maintained throughout tile tapering cylinder (mottleturons) hase cvtoskeletal
arborizations (n = 2), the trees can be modeled as elements whose densit is stonstatit througlhout tile
simple, uniform cylinders (Figure 13B). (The simpli- dendritic tree: tubules ill tilt fortie' (ae. filaments
fying assumption that branch pover is cotnstant in the latter. Cytoskeletal 'lemetits (.it t hers-fore he
throughout the tree has been made. Our data show closely correlated with tihe dialnetcr of dendritio.

a large amount of variability-see Table I and Figures processes and %sith their volule. In last. although
7 and 8-but this is probably sline to the technical there is tio dirtl evidence that these struttuites
difficulties encountered in determining the diamteters terinine" tile siis' of dendrites. I um osald support this
of small segments.) This finding, coupled with the viesi point rather than its (inSelse (i.se. that thilt sie 
observation that the microtubules the major den- (f the dendrites determines their oltents).
dritic cytoskeletal elements in these cells, maintain it Finall h, I wvtuld pllpost that tilt- reason hlament

constant density throughout the tree, supports the densit% (not tubule dtnsity) is tmaintained in taxring
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trees is that microtubule numbers are held constant shape parameters will not be determined entirely bv

in dendritic trees and therefore cannot serve alone intrinsic or by extrinsic factors but will. rather, result
as the shaping scaffold of tapering processes (al- from their cooperative interaction. Nevertheless. cer-
though they can provide structural support). tain parameters may be dominated by one or another

Daughter-branch ratio This parameter is essentially of these factors.
one of diameter (daughter-branch ratio is a ratio of Because consistent aspects of cell shape are likely
diameters); thus the arguments for the ultrastruc- to be controlled by the genome (for example. through
tural basis for segment diameter are applicable. The the synthesis of subcellular components), one expects
relevant question here is whether the cytoskeletal ele- that cytoskeletal elements and those shape parame-
ments contribute to establishing the ratio itself'. Al- ters that they influence will be determined largely by
though Weiss and Mayr (197 i) determined the dis- intrinsic factors. One approach to testing this reason-
tribution of these components between daughter ing is to search for invariances or constraints in shape
branches, they did not report the diameters of the parameters within cell types. On the other hand. var-
branches. and their data do not shed any light on this iable parameters are more likely to be dominated by
problem. There is, in fact, reason to believe that ul- extrinsic factors and would reflect the lack of uni-
trastructural elements contribute to the cytoskeleton formity usually found in the environment immedi-
as an underlying base for the daughter-branch ratio. ately surrounding each developing cell. In this type
This question bears further study, of analysis one must keep in mind that a uniform

Segment length and orientation The orientation and external field (such as is found in the cerebellum) can
length of dendritic segments are both parameters for be responsible for the consistent spatial orientation
which there are, at this time, no direct ultrastructural found in some cell types (for example, the planar
correlates. character of the Purkinje-cell dendritic tree).

In pursuit of this line of thought I have included
Developmental determinants of thefundamental (when appropriate) the variance of the values ob-
parameters of shape tained for the fundamental parameters of shape (see

Table 1). 1 would suggest that those aspects of cell
The ontogenetic process that gives rise to form in the shape that show the least variability (e.g., sum of
CNS has been studied extensively for over 100 years cross-sectional areas of stem dendrites, terminal-seg-
(Boll. 1873). From more recent studies it has been ment diameter. branch power) are controlled by in-
proposed that the major factors operating during trinsic factors and that those that vary widely (e.g..
development fall into two classes, those conttolled segment length and orientation) are controlled by
directly by the genome of each cell (intrinsic factors) extrinsic factors. %me support for this hypothesis
and those arising from interactions between cells (ex- can be found in the published studies of neuronal
trinsic factors) (see Rakic. 1974. 1975; Berry and development that are described below.
Bradley. 1976a.b: Lash and Burger, 1977). In neu-
rons. intrinsic factors control cell division and the elon- PARAME;TERS DOMINATED BY INTRINSIc( FACTORS

gation of the cytoplasmic structures and membrane These and other investigations (Rail, 1959: Lux,
into elaborate ramifications. As shown in culture, iso- Schubert, and Kreutzberg, 1970; Barrett and Crill.
lated neurons and neuroblasts branch and form ar- 1974a) have demonstrated that some parameters of
borizations characteristic of neurons (Bray. 1970, form show little variability.
1973). Extrinsic factors. arise from the specific inter- Although the size and shape of the soma are two
active properties of glia (Guillery, Sobkowicz, and of the most constant features of cells (Bok. 1936b.
Scott. 1970: Rakic. 1971. 1974) and nerve cells. Of 1959) and represent the basis of cytoarchitectonic
particular importance is the arrival of the afferent classifications (Campbell, 1905), the underlying ultra-
plexus (Morest. 1969a.b) and the subsequent lorna- structural basis for soma size is, to date, unknown.
tion of synapses (Skoff and Hamburger, 1974. Although neuronal processes are not as constant as
Vaughn. Henrikson, and Grieshaber. 1974). In ad- the soma. there are three aspects that are relatively
lition. fiber bundles, blood vessels, and brain surface invariant and about whose ultrastructural basis some

areas passiv.l% influence the shape of developing speculations can be made. The factors are (i) the sum
neurons, of the cross-sectional areas of the stem processes, (2)

A major (ltiesti(n here is whether correlations can the terninal-segment diameter, and (3) branch
be found between the parameters of forin and the power. These three parameters of tree shape, and
intrinsi( or extrinsic developmental factors. Certainly segment taper as well. are all measurements of di-
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ameter and thus probably depend ultimately on the ance of numerous filopodia). adult cells have but one
number of cytoskeletal elements such as neurotubules dendritic tree (Ram6n y Cajal, 1911, 1929). This sin-
and neurofilaments whose synthesis and organization gle tree may result from the strong influence of a
into a cytoskeleton is presumably controlled by the climbing fiber (Kornguth and Scott. 1972). Following
genome of each cell and little influenced by external the capping of one pole of the soma by this afferent
factors. (Ramon y Cajal. 1911. 1929: Bradley and Berry.

Studies by Yamada and co-workers (1970) showed 1976), the only successful process extends from this
that microttibules were essential to neurite length- pole. Subsequently all available microtubules and
ening. When microtubule formation was stopped by neurofilaments have but two pathways-the single
application of colchicine, all processes failed to ex- dendrite and the axon.
tend and some retracted. Thus the microtubules were In contrast, pyramidal cells migrate away from
believed to form a structural framework which was their strong afferent (and in doing this. away from
necessary for the elongation and stabilization of the cortical surface) (Ram6n y Cajal. 1929: Rakic.
newly formed processes. 1972). In this process the soma moves "downward." e

The role of microtubules in determining the three leaving the future apical dendritic process in its wake
parameters listed above has not been addressed. One (Rakic, 1972). After arriving at its destined cortical
might speculate how the volume of a cell dendritic level, multiple afferents interact with certain filopo-
tree may be established genetically through limiting dia to direct the basal dendrites (see Schadi& and Van
the number of tubules, filaments, or other cytoskel- Groenigen. 1961: Figures 4 and 5).
etal elements. In the simplest case, tubules alone are In the same way. cells developing in a completey
considered. One may propose that a cell generates a isotropic field (e.g., the spiny cells of the caudate P.
given number of tubules (composed of a fixed nucleus and central inferior olivary cells) have spher-
amount of tubulin) which continue to the terminals ically radiating dendritic trees (Scheibel and Scheibel.
without dividing. If a constant tubule density is main- 1955: Fox et al.. 197 1).
tained, then regardless of the topology of the den- Segment length There is also some evidence from
dritic tree, the total volume of the tree is predeter- developmental studies that segment length is largely
mined by the number of stem microtubules and their determined by extrinsic influences (Berry and Brad-
density. The conditions listed above are not unreal- ley. 1976b; Bradley and Berry. 1976). Developing
istic, for our results indicate that they are met in at cells express the potential to branch by producing
least one cell type-the pyramidal-cell basal den- numerous filopodia: however, the establishment of
drites. In light of this suggestion, it is not surprising one of these mobile fingers into a stable process. with
that the sum of the stem segments is correlated to its own growth cone (see Tennyson, 1970). is de-
soma size (Figure 3). since the stem-segment diame- pendent on its successful interaction with surround-
ters merely reflect the number and density of their ing structures (Vaughn, Henrikson. and Grieshaber.
microtubules. 1974). Once process status is achieved, the length of

each segment depends on the sites at which one or
PARAMETERS DOMINATED BY EXTRINSIC FACTORS more filopodia are again stabilized as processes. and
There are four fundamental parameters of form that these then extend further, each with a growth cone.
show considerable variability: (I) the number of den- This continues until a mature neuron is formed.
dritic stems emerging from the soma, (2) segment Thus the selection of filopodia determines the initial-
length, (3) segment orientation, and (4) daughter- segment length, the number of daughters at each
branch ratio. These parameters are determined by branch point (Berry and Bradley, 1976b). and ulti-
the interactive influence (extrinsic) of properties of mately the orientation (see below) of each segment.
the interacting elements. Added to these influences These initial-segment lengths are not fixed (Berry'
are passive factors, and Bradlley. 19761), but can be altered as other de- .R

Stem diameter The diameter of individual stem seg- veloping processes enter the area (e.g.. afferents and 1.41
ments and their distribution over the soma surface the (dendrites of surrounding neurons). Under the €
vary considerably from cell to cell. There is some influence of these processes the segment lengthens.
support for the proposal that this feature is deter- largely, it seems, to provide room for these fibers.
mined by the interaction of the developing cells with The interaction between the filopodia and the str-
the environment. For example. although matnnalian round occurs throuigh induction from syna)tic afier- '.
Purkinje cells show a marked potential to form more ents (Morest, 1969a.bI) Vaughn, Henrikson, and
than one dendrite (as demonstrated by the appear- Grieshaber, 1974) and by surface recognition of il- "%
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opodia by other surrounding structures (see Guillerv. segments is a measure of the angle and direction of
Sobkowicz. and Scott, 1970: Rakic, 1974. 1975; Berry each segment at the branch point. An additional pa-
and Bradley. 1976ab). rameter, segment taper. is needed in those neurons

Spatial orientation The spatial orientation of seg- exhibiting a decrease in segment diameter between
ments, and ultimately of the entire arborization. branch points.
seems to be dominated by extrinsic factors. in this Variations in neuronal form (characterized by dif-
context the selection of filopodia determines the di- ferences in the shape of the soma and of dendritic
rection of successful processes (although certain pref- arborizations) result from shifts in underlying intra-
erences may be provided intrinsically). For example. cellular structures. These structures compose a cy-
the highly restricted directional growth of the Pur- toskeleton that stabilizes elongation and provides a
kinje-cell dendritic tree (Figure 1) is largely con- structural base for dendritic diameter. Microtubules
trolled by its interaction with parallel fibers to form are a fundamental component of this cytoskeletal
synapses (Rakic. 1974). Similarly. tissue-culture stud- core and extend, without branching, from their ori-
ies indicate that the achievement of the unique shapes gin at the soma to the dendritic terminals. Further-
of nerve cells, which we recognize as dendritic and more. by maintaining tubule density, the total cross-
axonal trees, are highly dependent on the external sectional area (volume) remains constant from the
interactions of the cells during development. Al- stem through all the terminals. In some cell types this
though some studies show that there is a tendency volume decreases toward the terminals. Here fila-
for branching in the absence of specifically organized ments in high density appear to increase the cross-
afferents (Pomerat et al.. 1967 Privat and Drian. sectional area at the base of the tree. This decreases
1976) and that isolated cells form characteristic ar- the tubule density for the same region, yet the fila-
borizations (Bray, 1970, 1973), forms typical of the ment concentration remains constant (filaments are
area of origin of these cells do not occur unless their lost progressively as the total dendritic volume de- 4 l
normal afferents are present (Wolf and Dubois-Da- creases distally).
laq, 1970: Privat and Drian. 1976). During development, the sculpturing of this cvto-

Daughter-branch ratio Little work has been directed skeletal core into arborizations takes place through
toward understanding the determinants of daughter- an interplay between intrinsic influences provided
branch ratios. The selection of the dominant filopo- through the subcellular structures and interactive in-
dium is determined by developmental interactions fluences that occur between the neuron and its sur- t,
with the surrounding field (the influence of afferent round. The following summary is presented to bring
fibers is especially marked: see Morest, 1969a,b: together some current thinking on neuronal form.
Berry and Bradley. 1976b), and this seems to be a Three fundamental parameters (sum of the stem
promising direction in which to look for the deter- diameters, branch power, terminal diameter) show
minants of this parameter. little variation and are believed to be primarily con-

trolled by intrinsic factors during development. ": -

Conclusion and summary These parameters have a strong correlation with sub-
cellular structures. Segment taper is probably also a

Utilizing computerized three-dimensional recording member of this category. In contrast. individual stem
and analysis, I have described the shapes of arbori- diameter, segment length, daughter-branch ratio,
zations in the nervous system by means of seven fun- and segment orientation all show significant variabil-
damental parameters. The basis of this model is that ity. The developmental process that organizes the
the stem and succeeding segments are successively subcellular components into the cvtoskeleton accord-
divided by bifurcations until a limiting (terminal) (Ii- ing to these four parameters is predominantly con-
ameter is reached. Thus stein diameter and terminal trolled by interactive (extrinsic) influences.
diameter are two fundamental parameters. A third Soma volume reflects subcellular structures whose
parameter, segment length, is the distance between number is determined by the genome, which in turn
branch points. Three other parameters are related to constrains the total available volume of all dendritic
branch points, First, branch power measures any struitures of a cell. This volume is constrained by
change in the cross-sectional area across branch components of the cytoskeleton. basi(ally tubules.
points. Second. daughter-branch ratio (the ratio of The stem diameter of each dendrite is determined
the diameters of the (laughter branches) represents by tubule numbers, possibly from a total pool (in
the distribution of cross-sectional areas between some cells filaments are all added factor). "Fhe distri.
daughter branches, Third, the orientation of these bution of this cross-sectional area between individual -.
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A menu-driven user interface for a physician's imaging console

.ean-Bernard Massicotte. Ronald E. Wurtz, Richard W. Benster. E. Klingenberg

Contour Medical Systems, Inc.
1931-A Old Middlefield Way, Mountain View, California 94043

Abstract

Manipulation of several sets of two-dimensional cross sectional slices of computerized
tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR) data and the mental integration of such a large
volume of information are major problems encountered by radiologists and surgeons in their
attempt to make diagnoses. Contour Medical Systems has developed a physician's imaging
console and a user-friendly interface intended to make this information immediately avail-
able and to facilitate image analysis. In this paper we will focus on the development of
this user interface.

Introduction

With the development of increasingly powerful medical imaging scanners, an urgent need
exists for providing radiologists with more support to process the large volume of generated
data (either CT or MR). Contour Medical Systems has developed a workstation, the CEMAX-1000,
which alleviates this lack of support and responds to physicians' needs to store, archive,
view, process.and analyze image data. The major innovation of this tool is the integration.
into one system, of a high-resolution computer graphics system, a menu-oriented interface
using a digitizer tablet for cursor control instead of a keyboard, and a large bank of
high-level functions intended for extensive image analysis. Substantial effort was put into
the development of this easy-to-use interface, wherein'each function is initiated exclusive-
ly by cursor selection from color menus.

Basic concepts of user interfaces

The standard interface in medical imaging consoles uses special keypads for the selection
of menu items, a keyboard for text input, a trackball or joystick for control of cursors
on images, and one or two medium-resolution grey scale screens for display. Outside the
medical world, image processing systems using high-resolution (up to 1024 lines x 1280
pixels) color graphics displays have been well established for a long time. However.
functions are still selected via keyboard commands of varying complexity with the associa-
ted problem of memorizing the commands. Moreover, dedicated function keys, as used in both
medicaj and CAD/CAM fields, either impose restrictions on the number of functions available
per menu or lead to complex multi-key sequences for one selection(l).

Completely flexible interfaces, with all control done via menu-buttons on the screen,
became popular with the introduction of systems such as Xerox STAR (2) and Apole LISA.
In these systems, the logical sequence of menus, called a menu tree, is not bound by any
physical keypads and can be of arbitrary complexity. Menu items are selected by moving a
cursor on a desired menu-button, using an input device such as a mouse, a digitizer tablet
and stylus, a touch-sensitive screen, or a similar locator device. In the case of the
mouse, as is used in the Xerox STAR and Apple LISA, pressing a button on the mouse itself
signals the selection of the menu item.

These flexible menu trees paved the way for easy-to-use interfaces. The organization
of the menu tree, and of each menu. as well as the text or icon related to each menu-button,
are designed to provide explicit structural information of the system to the user. With
such a self-explanatory interface, the user requires little or no training, which is
considered a prime advantage of menu-driven systems(3).

These emerging concepts of easy-to-use menu driven systems, together with the special
problems in the manipulation of large amounts of image data, underlie many of the design
decisions in the CEMAX-1000 user interface. Some of the overall decisions will be outlined
here, with details presented in subsequent sections.

The most important decision in the design of the user interface was to implement only one
interactive input device, the tablet, and one interactive output device, the screen (see
Figure 1). The tablet is used jointly with a puck instead of the standard stylus. Although
similar to the mouse in appearance and functionality, the puck has a small coil which
generates a magnetic field detected by the tablet, giving absolute position with respect to
the tablet, while the mouse, via its rolling balls, gives a position relative to its initial
arbitrary position.
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4.1.2
Tablet and mouse are equally efficient as an input device(4), However, at the time the

system was designed, the digitizer tablets available seemed more reliable than the mice,
eventhough this point is now debatable. It was the only motivation behind the selection
of the tablet; either could be used.

The combination tablet/puck because of its accuracy, its simplicity and its full
flexibility in terms of freedom of motion, makes the selection of menu items fast and easy,
which is an important factor in the design of a good user interface(4). These properties
of the tablet made it preferable to the trackball and the joystick. Finally, touch-screens
were rejected for several reasons: arm-fatigue caused by reaching for the screen during
long viewing sessions, the low spatial resolution of the finger when used as a pointing
device on the screen, and the difficulty of drawing on a vertical surface like a screen.

A draw-back to the current design, a consequence of the interface's simplicity, is the
lack of a totally flexible text input facility for keeping personal comments or annota-
tions to image files. Currently, basic annotations to certain images are possible by
using menus with selectable keywords (for example, images reconstructed in arbitrary planes
are classified with selectable words such as "saggital" and "coronal", chosen from a menu).
This text input function lacks flexibility because of its limited vocabulary and its limited
scope. However, its simplicity is appealing and its efficiency is easily improved by use
of a larger bank of words.

Several techniques are available to provide a more flexible text input facility. One
makes use of graphic representation of a keyboard for a selection of alphabetic characters
via the tablet. A keyboard can also be implemented by means of a voice recognition device,
where the letters of the words are spoken. Word recognition is faster but again, the
vocabulary is limited. The last solution is the traditional keyboard. However, its use
should be limited to text input exclusively, with any kind of program control being reserved
to the menus, because the keyboard is an unfriendly input device to the untrained user.

The second important decision in the design of the user interface was the selection of
the single screen, instead of the dual screens common in medical imaging consoles, in order
to minimize eye-movements and to simplify hand-eye coordination. The screen has a high-
resolution rectangular format (1024 lines x 1280 pixels) and is partitioned into two regions.
A square area (1024 lines x 1024 pixels) is used for image and patient information. A
narrow strip of this image area is reserved for display of a metered bar, for interactively
setting various parameters such as image contrast, viewing angle for 3-dimensional disDlay.
etc. The second region is a strip (1024 lines x 256 pixels) on the right, used for menus
and basic instructions, where cursor hits are used for menu selection. While moving to
deeper layers of the menu tree, the user goes through a sequence of nodes. The menus are
laid out to show the current menu (ie a list of selectable commands) as well as this
sequence of higher-level nodes, giving the user the freedom to backtrack easily to higher
layers at any point. An on-line help facility is also available on each menu through a
help button, giving basic instructions for the functions currently available. Figure 2
shows an example of the menu, with selectable functions, help buttonand two menu-buttons
for access to higher levels.

Figure 1. The CEMAX-1000 workstation Figure 2. Example of a menu with 2
The puck is used jointly with the pop-up buttons at the top, the title
tablet to control the screen cursor, of the menu, the currently available

functions and the help button. .
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Lastly, the design recuired the selection of formats for data nresentatIon In the i'.1.3

and text area, to be used across all the major functions. For example. -:hen only textual
information is to be presented, the entire 1024 x 1024 window is a scrollable text display.
When viewing text lists, cursor hits are used to select an item from these lists, for
example, to select a patient's data set. For viewing images, the image area can be used as
as collage of small or large windows, depending on the user's need for a quick overview of
several images or a more detailed study, one image at a time. When viewing images, the
cursor hits in the image are used for initiating numerous image analysis functions.

Access to the data base

CT image data stored with standard format on magnetic tapes are the data input to the
workstation. Currently, magnetic tapes coming from most major scanner manufacturers can be
read by CEM.AX-1000. The reading of the tapes as well as any subsequent storage operations
like deletion of data sets of images, archive and restore from/to cassette, is inititated
from a menu button. All internal data management is automatic and invisible to the user.

One the data are read, the user can display a scrollable text list showing all patients
currently on the disk as well as some information relevant to each patient such as run
number, the time the scan was done, and number of images stored per patient. The user
selects particular data sets for data analysis by highlighting numbers of this list through
cursor hits. The selected members are then dsiplayed in reverse video (see Figure 3).
Unlike most other systems, there is no need for a keyboard to enter a file access number,
making the selection faster and virtually error free.

Figure 3. Patient directory showing a
selected data set. The selection is
done via cursor hit.

Use of the projection-views for slice selection

On most systems, including the CEMAX-IO00, selection of a data set is followed by a
quick viewing of some slices in order to locate a tumor, an organ, a fracture, a malforma-
tion, or whatever motivated the scanning of the patient. The radiologist may have to step
through many slices, without knowing exactly where the slices are with respect to the whole
volume of data. To help this search, conventional consoles sometimes display a so-called
"reference image" (like a SCOUT, used by GE, or the SHADOW-VIEW used by Technicare for their
MR imaves); annotations on this reference image show the location of the slices. However,
since the reference images are generated prior to the scanning operation, they do not
correspond to the true data set and are not the best representation of the volume of data.

In contrast, every time a patient's data set is read or edited, the CEMAX-lO00 automati-
cally creates, using the original data, its own reference images, called PROJECTION-VIEWS.
The projection-views are digital reprojections of the original slices meant to simulate
conventional antero-posrerior and lateral x-ray Images (see Figures 4 & 5). They are done
by projecting the intensity values of the whole data set onto a plane, similar to real
x-rays travelling from the source, through the body, to a detector plane. A proper scaling
with some interpolation is done longitudinally In order to give true pronortions (since the
set of slice data is usually not isotropic), followed by some contrast enhancement to
improve image quality.
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Figure 4. Projection-view showing Figure 5. Projection-view showing
an antero-posterior view of a skull, a lateral view of a skull. rA

The projection-views are useful for a quick visualization of the entire dat set, showing
the spatial extent of the data, a silhouette of the patient with some internal structures
(such as bony structures and sometimes organs and tumors), and also bad slices if any (like
transversally shifted slices due to patient motion). They are also useful for 7eroing-in
on the slices of interest: once the physician has located a particular structure or organ
on a projection-view, he can select a plane via cursor hit, resulting in the automatic
display of the corresponding slice. The functions "up one slice" or "down one slice' are
then used for fine tuning. Up to 8 slices can be displayed at the same time on the screen,
using this kind of interaction (see Figure 6).

Furthermore, by rotating the cursor line on either the projection-views or on a trans-
verse slice, the user can define a plane for creation of a reformatted image. Through this
interaction, possible orientation of the cutting plane are parallel to the longitudinal
axis, (or cephalo-caudal axis), parallel to the lateral axis, or parallel to the antero -
posterior axis. A sagittal cut is obtained with a longitudinal line on the antero-posterior
view; a coronal cut is obtained with a longitudinal line on the lateral view (see Figure 7);
an "oblique" cut is obtained with a tilted cursor line on a projection view or on a trans-
verse slice (see Figure 8).

Figure 6. The "MULTI-FORMAT" menu, Figure 7. The "REFORMAT" menu, with
with 8 slices displayed simultaneously. a coronal cut of the skull. The 'VA.

Moving the cursor line on the projec- cursor line on the projection-view
tion-view results in the automatic is used to define the plane of the
display of the corresponding slice, reformatted image.
The 2 lines displayed on the projec-
tion-view show the range of slices
displayed.
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Figure 8. The "REFORMAT" menu, with
a cut done at an oblique angle. The
cursor line on the slice, in the lower
left corner, define the plane of the
cut.

Other interactive tools for image analysis

Once a transverse slice or a reformatted image is displayed, the user can move on to
more extensive image analysis by using some of the interactive tools available in the
system, such as tissue highlighting.

For tissue highlighting, the user selects interactively the width of the window of
intensity values to be displayed on the screen, as well as the level of this window, This
interaction is done by moving the cursor along the metered color bar. Grey scale as well
as color can be used, depending on the user's preference.

By defining a region-of-interest on an image, and by picking a destination window, both
via cursor hits. the user can magnify any portion of the ima e if be needs to look at
small details. Similarly, he can select pieces of images an display any subset of them
simultaneously, to facilitate the viewing of pertinent images. Another feature allows the
user to magnify any portion of an image to life size, sometimes essential for planning
surgery.

The CEIAX-I000 also provides a set of meaurement tools. For example, after having
located a lesion or other relevant structure, the physician might be interested in making
some size measurement, either for pre-operative planning or simply for diagnosis. He can
overlay a grid on any transverse slice or any reformatted image for a quick evaluation of
sizes. The exact distance between any 2 points is obtained simply by selecting two points
via cursor hits.

Volume of structures are also available if "surface extraction" of desired tissues
(lesion tissues or bony tissues for example) has been previously performed on those
structures. The first purpose of this surface extraction operation is to reconstruct a
three-dimensional solid model of an object by finding its outer surface, or contour.
Figure 9 shows examples of 3D images obtained using this technique.

The contour-finding algorithm is automatic, but requires the user to define some initial
parameters interactively. First, with the "tissue highlight" function, the user must define
the range of intensity values (in Hounsfield units) corresponding to the object to contour.

The algorithm uses intensity thresholding to separate the desired tissues from other tissues.
Second, the user can define the volume of data to process, instead of using the default data
set. Restricting the volume to a box fitting only the desired object is essential to avoid
contouring undesirable tissues. The "slice-range' function and "region-of-interest" func-

tion are used for this purpose. A contour coming from a slice is stored as a series of
linked vectors. The resulting set of contours is saved in a contour file for subsequent
processing and three-dimensional display.
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Unfortunately. extraction of a structure is not alwavs succesful when neighboring tissu..
have similar intensity values. To alleviate this problem, the user can define an irregular
region-of-interest (as opposed to the rectangular region-of-interest), by drawinR on each
slice, via the cursor, a region delimiting the area to process. Thus. flexibility is
gained at the expense of not being able to do automatic extraction over the whole slice
range.

Because of the accuracy of the 3D solid models generated by extracting surfaces from the
transverse slices, sets of contours have subsequently been used to machine the models from
synthetic material for pre-operative planning and for implant purposes. A molding process
with a two-part mold is used to create life size models of the original object. The two
half-molds are machined from a wax substrate then assembled and filled with a resin-based
polymeric material, or a bio-compatible substance (if intended for an implant). The mold
is removed once the inner material is solidified, showing an accurate reproduction of the
object (see Figure 10).

Another feature of the CEKAX-1000 allows the user to contour a series of uniformally
separated reformatted images, instead of the original slices (see Figure 11). Contouring
the data at an angle is essentially equivalent to a rotation of the object in space. some-
times useful to observe the object from angles impossible to reach using the standard
contours. The other and quite important benefit of using reformatted images for contouring
is the creation of an isotropic data set, resulting in smoother surfaces. The higher
quality of the 3D images fully justifies the longer processing time introduced by the
reformatting step and by the resulting larger number of slices to contour.

Figure 9. 3D images of hips and Figure 10. Milled models of nortion
femur of patient with congenital of a mandible and a femur. The
hip dysplasia. The metered bar mandible is used to design a subneri-
on the left is used to define the ostal implant. The femur is used for
orientation of the object, pre-operative planning.
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4

Figure 11. Contouring of a series of coronal images,
The box on the lower left image defines the volime of
data to be processed while the horizontal line shows the
position of the current coronal image. The bright
regions on the reformatted images correspond to the
extracted tissues, in this case, bone.

Conclusion

CEMAX-1000 was designed to provide physicians with a friendly and easy-to-use workstation
for =anipulation of large volumes of data and for extensive image analysis manipulation
and analysis not possible or easily done on existing medical imaging consoles. The key
elements of CEMAX-1000 user interfaces are the combination digitizer tablet and screen
cursor used for all com.and input, the high-resolution screen for all display output, the
menu-oriented control, and the logical and easy-to-follow sequence of events.

Other distinguishing characteristics of the CEMAX-1000 system include the selection of
a patient's data set by highlighting members of a scrollable text list, thus eliminating
the need for a standard keyboard. Also included is the ability to create with the original
slices a set of sophisticated reference images, the "projection-views", to access slices
in the data-base. These projection-views give quick visualization of the true data set,
facililitating access to a particular slice or a reconstructed image in an arbitrary plane,
as well as facilitating the definition of a volume of data for the contour-finding algo-
rithm. Further interactive analysis can be performed using tissue highlight with grey scale
or color, copy and magnify of slices or reformatted images, distance and volume measurement,
and reconstruction and display of solid objects.
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4.2.1

AUTOMATED MACHINING OF CUSTOM ANATOMICAL MODELS

USING A SMALL SCALE INTEGRATED FACILITY

John C. Vogel, Ph.D.
CONTOUR MEDICAL SYSTEMS

.Abstract
0

The design and manufacture of models of anatomical objects in a
small-scale, low cost, automated machining center is accomplished
using data acquired via computed tomography scanning. The data is
thresholded and contoured to produce spatially organized polygons
representing three dimensional shapes. The polygon boundary repre-
sentations are the database for interactive modification using
computer aided design (CAD) tools, two and three dimensional display
and automatic conversion to tool path commands. The set up and
implementation of a small computer integrated manufacturing (CIM)
center to profitably produce complex custom 3-D parts requires
careful consideration of data representation, communication, and
verification issues to effectively handle the high data throughput. S
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4.2.2

AUTOMATED MACHINING OF CUSTOM ANATOMICAL MODELS

USING A SMALL SCALE INTEGRATED FACILITY

Introduction

Recently, orthopedic and plastic surgeons have begun to use
models of patient anatomy and custom designed implants to plan surgical
procedures and perform reconstructive surgery (Ref. 1 - 4). The use
of models decreases the uncertainty, time, cost and patient trauma
required in those surgical procedures. For example, models are used in
pre-operative planning to determine the placement of specific cuts or
to select among different prosthetic devices. In another instance,
the operation to take a dental impression, prerequisite to making a
mold and from that an implant, can be eliminated. Any of the various
computed tomographic scanning devices can supply the three dimensional
data used to make corporeal models. Digital scanning (either x-ray or
magnetic resonance) is becoming more prevalent; there are several
thousand installed scanners in the United States alone.

In a typical application, the region of interest in a patient is
scanned using one of two digital techniques, that of x-ray computed
tomography (CT) or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The output of
either of these methods is a relatively large data file, on the order
of 10 to 20 megabytes, containing, typically, 50 cross-sectional slices
of data (Fig. 1) with one to two millimeter spacing and pixel size.
Each pixel value represents the density of the tissue integrated over
a small volume (voxel) of space.

,*

Typical slice of computed tomography data
Fig. 1
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4.2.3

Post-processing of this data is important to extract all the
information useful to the physician. One company producing such post-
processing equipment is Contour Medical Systems, Inc. (CMS) which
markets an imaging console, the Cemax 1000 (Fig. 2). This imaging
station reads in and selectively thresholds the data on a slice-by-slice
basis. Edge detection algorithms generate contours files from the
thresholded data. The individual contours are combined and used as the
basic data structure for the display of various views of the reconstruc-
ted three dimensional object (Fig. 3). In addition to obtaining the
object description from automated scanning, the physician can design
arbitrarily shaped objects using the supplied CAD software, for example,
the models and implants shown in Fig. 4.

CEMAX-1000 imaging console

Fig. 2

?S

Three-dimensional images of reconstructed skull

Fig. 3
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.1p

Samples of various models and implants made using the CEAX-lO00

Fig. 4

There is a variety of different options for displaying the scan
data and any edited or created objects. First, the individual scan
slices can be viewed showing a particular cross-section of the region
of interest. The contours found by thresholding and doing the edge
detection can also be viewed on a slice-by-slice basis. Equally as
important, the contours can be combined together to form a three
dimensional representation of the part and displayed in 3-D (ringstack).
Alternatively, an image of the object can be displayed using depth
encoding where the brightness of a pixel is proportional to the dis-
tance from the observor. Shaded images using real-time light source
can also be displayed.

The availability of this boundary representation database naturally
suggests the manufacture of physical models of the desired region.
Due to the arbitrary shapes involved, the total custom nature of the
models and the relatively large amount of data, it was necessary to
maximize the degree of automation and "automatic processing" of the data
in the design and manufacturing process. This paper presents a descrip-
tion of the manufacturing process as it stands today, followed by a
discussion of the technical issues and engineering trade-offs necessary
to achieve an economic benefit from the manufacture of "quantity one"
complex three dimensional parts. Management questions, such as recruit-
ing technical people versus hiring consultants, are not discussed.
Particular emphasis is placed on the systems issues for a low cost
($300,000), small scale CIN facility.
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System Description 
4.2.5

The computer integrated facility developed to support the
objectives of low cost and rapid turnaround is discussed in this section.
This includes details of the specifics of the design process, manufac-
turing equipment and software; discussion of why this particular confi-
guration was chosen is reserved for the following sections.

All data processing is done on the Cemax-l000 system, a Multibus
based computer with a Motorola 68000 central processing unit and Unix
operating system. The system includes a 9-track tape drive, 160
megabyte streaming tape cartridge for archiving, three RS-232 ports and
the imaging console. The console is a high resolution color graphics
device 1024 x 1280 x 10) with a puck for user input via menus. Up to
three standard RS-232 terminals can be attached to the ports, or as in
the process presented here, a numerically controlled milling machine
can be connected in place of one of the terminals. Because the Unix
operating system is multi-tasking, the Cemax-lO00 can, for example,
simultaneously drive the imaging console, a terminal and the milling
machine. The mill is a Bridgeport R2E3 with three translational degrees
of freedom.

The entire process is menu-driven via the puck and on-screen menus.
The data is read from the tape, thresholded and contoured, and displayed
using the buttons on the puck to make menu selections. Several alter-
native algorithms are available for viewing the resulting contour files.
The individual contours can be shown (or modified), the contours can be
stacked and viewed ("ring stack"), and shaded or depth-encoded images
can be produced. Modification of the contours is performed using the
puck, the edited contour file can be redisplayed at any time for visual
verification of the changes. The polygons are edited using typical CAD
functions; an important option for implant design is the "mirroring"
of individual polygons or groups of polygons about a user defined plane.
This function is used when there is damage to only one side of the body.
The mirroring capability helps the designer achieve a better fitting
and more aesthetically pleasing part by using the undamaged side of the
body as a template for the damaged side.

Further verification of the designed prosthetic is done using the
metrics embedded in the software which provide, for example, measure-
ments of angles and distances between points. Once the contours have
been generated and verified, both quantitatively and visually, the
process moves away from continuous user interaction and becomes self-
automated. The present system produces models using two-part molds,
and so requires two surfaces, the matching halves of the mold. The
Cemax-1000 outputs a pair of visible surfaces to disk to form the two
halves of the mold. This new way of automatically producing a tool
path is discussed in more detail in a later section. At this point,
the contours are converted from a closed polygon representation to a
2-D array format where the values of the entries in the array represent
the depth of the surface.
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Post-processing of the tool path is carried out in two steps. The
first is to smooth the data, eliminating the effects of the discretiza-
tion due to digital scanning techniques; the second is to generate a
mill file from the smoothed data suitable for output to the Bridgeport
mill. The smoothing is done using a weighted-average filter which
operates over a small neighborhood of three points. The visible surface
file is viewable on the Cemax-lO00, with limited user interactivity,
for verification of the results of the smoothing operation. The
smoothed data arrays are then processed to produce the mill files them-
selves. Milling can require more than one pass, and, optionally,
different sizes and shapes of tools. Interference checking is performed
at this point using, in part, an approximation to the surface normal.
The tool path itself can be displayed graphically to verify the result
of the intervening step (Fig. 5).

A tool path generated automatically using.
the visible surface algorithm

Fig. 5

I.

,'.

A typical mold in the process of being milled

Fig. 6
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The Bridgeport mill is driven via a RS-232 link at a serial rate
of 9600 bits/second to mill the two mold halves out of machinable wax.
(Fig. 6). The size of the data files, typically 1/2 to 1 megabyte,
and the large number of straight line segments typically 20,000 to
40,000, necessitate rapid handling of the milling commands. The data
is sent out in the form of a'series of Cartesian coordinates triplets
which the Bridgeport interpolates with linear segments. The milling
out of the two mold halves taken anywhere from 5 to 50 minutes depending
on the size and complexity of the part and the spacing of the original
scan data. Most objects require between 20 and 30 minutes, per half
mold. Indexing holes are manually added by the operator. Following
the milling of the two halves, the mold is assembled and a two-part
self-curing polyethylene model material is mixed and poured (Fig. 7).
Alternatively, the anatomical part itself (the positive) can be milled
out of any of the available biocompatible materials.

W

A mold and part after milling and forming

Fig. 7

Issues in Implementing "Paperless" Design and Machining Centers

The following sections address some of the fundamental issues
revelant to the manufacture of complex shapes using extensive computer
integrated manufacturing. The biomedical application outlined above is
used as an example. The specific numbers cited are based on our expe-
rience and are revelant only for this particular application. Actual
throughput of data and parts production rates are given in the last
part of this discussion.
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Four topics are discussed: computer hardware requirements, database
integrity and verification, data representation and management, and
the actual model throughput achieved in practice. The second and third
topics are primarily concerned with software development and use.

I. Hardware Requirements

Central processing unit requirements can often be met more effi-
ciently by a combination of a relatively low-cost "central" processor
and the appropriate co-processors, than by a single large expensive
general purpose processor. The CPU in this case acts more as a central
switchboard than as a classical computing engine. For instance, super
micros based on 32-bit microprocessors can perform many of the house-
keeping chores while number crunching is done on relatively inexpensive
numeric processors with price/performance ratios surpassing 1 million

0 floating point operations per second (1 MFLOPS)/$10O. Disk input/out-
put (I/O) can be offloaded to "smart" disc controllers, decreasing
effective disk access time by caching or other techniques. Increasingly
sophisticated graphics processors which handle many of the "higher"
level functions, such as shading, reduce the need for a powerful, but
expensive, central processor.

Distributed systems tend to be bus-based. The primary advantage
is flexibility; the main disadvantage is the limitation due to the bus
bandwidth, the speed with which data can be moved through the bus.
However, new bus architectures with higher data throughputs, equivalent
to that of present day minicomputers, are becoming available. For
instance, a 68000-based system running on a 10 MHz clock can support
enough bus throughput, memory and peripheal devices to simul)taneously p
run several terminals, one milling machine, and a single graphics device.
For numeric processing, a 15 MFlops, $15,000 array processor is avail-
able. In the future, more multiprocessor and true parallel processing
systems will become available, one of the objectives of current systems
must be to retain the flexibility to incorporate such advances; bus-
based systems offer one such way.

System resources necessary for a complete, but low cost machining
center include, beside the CPU and mill itself, core memory, the hard
disk(s), graphics subsystem, archiving and communication tools. Core
memory requirements are somewhat offset by a fast hard disk and a vir-
tual memory operating system, which treats the hard disk as part of core.
However, performance deterioration Is noticeable when core memory drops
below the amount needed to maintain the program and associated data
fileb in memory, (2 - 3 megabytes in the Cemax-l000) due to the greatly
increased disk I/O required. The hard disk system must have enough
throughput and capacity for 4 to 5 in-process designs (at least 100
megabytes, excluding operating system and software overhead).

. iA
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4.2.9
The hard disk and system bus must be able to display images relatively

quickly. For instance, a hard disk transfer rate of 1 megabyte/
second results in a one second display time for a typical 1024 x 1024
x 8 high resolution display assuming, unrealistically, no other current
processes. The CPU and graphics subsystem must be able to maintain
sufficient speed to the graphics display and puck to update the console
at an ergonomic rate. This does not usually present problems with 2-D
based systems, but becomes more difficult and expensive with 3-D. A
rough erline is that user I/0 activity must occur every few seconds.

The archiving of data is an under appreciated task until a user
can not find some "old" data. The primary issues are cost, access time
and reliability. Magnetic tape, in the form of a 1/4" streaming cas-
sette tape, each of which store 67 megabytes, is one fairly low cost
solution. This medium has the advantages over 9-track tape of speed,
more compact storage, and lower cost per megabyte. This solution is
appropriate where data sets are on the order of 10 - 20 megabytes, not
too many data sets are on each tape and any data set can fit on just
one tape. Retrieval time is on the order of 10 - 20 minutes. For
much larger data sets, the storage medium should be scaled to fit a
small integer number of files per tape. For very large (greater than
100 megabytes) data files, optical disk technology supplies write-once,
read optical disks with one Gigabyte storage capability. This solution 0
is presently more expensive than the mature tape storage technology.

The manufacture of complex 3-D objects requires large data files
necessitating trarffer by all electronics means to increase reliability,
throughput and reduce clerical error. This requirement also includes
the milling machine instruction files which are too large for facile
handling by paper tape since each part is to be machined only once.
In practice, all electronic communication means using either a central
facility controlling all the hard disks, archiving devices, and milling
stations, or a decentralized facility using multiple independent smaller
systems connected via a high speed network, such as Ethernet.

For the custom medical prosthetic application outlined in the
system description, the second alternative was chosen for several rea-
sons. First, the initial capitalization costs were much lower starting
with a reasonably inexpensive Multibus system. Second, the in-house
capability can easily be expanded by adding more systems as necessary
and interconnecting them with the Ethernet network. Expandability can
include any graphics device, specialized processor or milling machine
that can communicate via Multibus, Ethernet or RS-232C protocols, a very
large fraction of all such equipment. Further, it was recognized that
it is inefficient use of CPU cycles to share a single processor among
slow terminal I/O and high demand disk access and graphics jobs. Small,
cheap CPUs should perform terminal and mill I/O, specialized processors
should perform disk I/0, graphics and numerical processing.

1
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II. Database_ Integrity and Verification ,A

1.
Maintaining database integrity and verification is defined as Vl

keeping errors out of the database, either factual or conceptual, by
periodic checking of the contents of the database. This is obviously
a very important concept, particularly where many different people
and/or programs are changing the database. As more and more of the
manufacturing process is sped up and automated the potential increases
for fast propagation of errors, with a proportionally greater chance
of misuse of resources. In addition to the checks built into any system
to ensure the prevention of the introduction and propagation of errors,
specific concepts must be incorporated into a CIM system to deal with
the computer issues. Designing an integrated manufacturing system to
prevent, detect amd correct errors includes: removing human interven-
tion from the data stream. designing software so that illegal operations
and operations that create "impossible" situations are not possible,
and allowing for .verification of each step in the process in some quali-
tative or preferably quantitative way.

'P

Removing human handling of the data, for example, in the form of
keypunch input, helps eliminate clerical errors. This is not to say,
obviously, that humans do not interact with the data, but that the
interaction takes place on a "higher" level than specific numbers.
Human interaction is most productive at the "object" level, i.e., entire
parts, or easily conceptualized subsets of those parts. For example,
cross-sections of the objects, or contours are suitable subsets of an
object. Examples of ways of avoiding direct human input of numerical
include automatic acquisition pf data via scanners, blue-print readers,
analog-to-digital devices, and CAD software. where dimensioning and
other specific numerical data tasks are done by computer.

Well designed software can, to some extent, aid in the elimination
of errors by making certain operation illegal, or, at a more sophisti-
cated level, check the results of operations to make sure that they do
not create any "impossible" conditions. An example is the design of
a medical prosthetic on a contour-by-contour basis; there must be some
connectivity between adjacent contours or the cross-sections will not
form a single object. The software must note if the designer has
created this situation and inform the user of the immediate problem.
"Impossible" conditions in the software or hardware, such as error
conditions that might invalidate an operation, e.g., disk I/O errors,
must also be detected when possible and reported to the user with an
explanation of the possible impact on the processes in progress.

Verification of a design can involve many different criteria, for
example, fit, stress analysis or some other measure. In designing
medical implants, frequently the most important criterion is the physi-
cal goodness of fit. In the Cemax-lO00, the fit is checked by
graphically overlaying the implant on the original bone. Another good
check of the fit is to generate a graphical image of the intersection
of the implant and the original bone to check for overlapping or voids.

U,
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Verification of the correctness of the original data and subse-
quent operations on that data are naturally of great concern. At first
glance, obtaining the data from a remote source using an automated
digital scanner might obviate the need for initial data verification,
but unfortunately, this is not the case. The data is obtained with a
variety of different devices, any of which can be poorly maintained
and operated. So checking of the new data is done as the data is
reformatted into an internal standard data format. This format is the
same regardless of the source of the data. Maintaining a common format
eases the burden of programming and checking of certain simple para-
meters.

Once the data is inhouse, most of the responsibility for data
integrity at the level of individual bits is on the hardware. Common
approaches to maintaining data integrity at this low level include
error detection and correction memory and check sums. As mentioned
earlier, operations on the data at a higher level (e.g., thresholding
and contouring) are checked visually by actual display of the data as
objects. For implant modelling, the u~tJimate test of the process is
actual experimental verification of fit.

11. Data Representation and Management

Representation

The two most popular ways to represent three-dimensional objects,
boundary representation (B-rep) and solids geometry (CSG), both
present a set of trade-offs from the programmers and users' points of
view. For instance, using true solids modelling simplifies the data
representation for objects that can be modelled as logical groups of
certain primitives. Surface representations are more convenient when
the objects modelled are of arbitrary complexity. We chose B-rep for
this reason; human anatomy is not readily modelled using simple 3-D
primitives. Alternative ways of representing the data, such as oct-
trees and complete voxel representations, are much more memory and
computation intensive (Ref. 5 - 6). However, they do have the advan-
tage of being algorithmically simplest and therefore easiset to
implement in hardware. In the future, these two methods, especially
the latter, will have increasing application.

Boundary representation itself encompasses a wide range of
different methods, from surface patches for smooth objects to planar
polygons for faceted approaches. Note that most boundary representa-
tions are converted into planar polygons before display to increase
display speed. Contour files, or modelling the objects as a seris of
ordered cross-sectional slices, are the standard within Contour Medical
Systems, since they are a natural representation for tomographic data;
but have not historically been of wide spread use in the manufacturing
engineering community. However, they do have the advantages of
relatively compact storage and straight forward implementation.

AL
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Data structures are of fundamental importance, not only from the
viewpoints of display and ease of modification, but from the programmers -.
viewpoint, the simplicity of various algorithms and the efficiency of
storage. Avoiding the obsolescence of the chosen data structures due
to software or hardware advances, or changing requirements for the
system is paramount. At CMS, the contour method of representation is
universal, i.e., for display, modification and milling, and has so far
proved adequate. There are potential serious limitations to this B-rep
scheme; multi-object interference calculations, connectivity, and the
forced homogeneity of the material. However, they do allow arbitrary
precision, quick shading algorithms, and rapid interactive modification.
The display and modification of the database are easily handled using
available computer graphics algorithms. However, tool path generation
generally proves to be a more difficult problem.

In order to maintain a high throughput of parts, a new method
of. tool path generation has been implemented which minimizes the
difficulty for complicated 3-D parts. Instead of using software to
calculate the tool path from basic geometric information, which is
extremely difficult for arbitrarily shaped 3-D objects, the algorithm
uses the computer graphics algorithm of visible surface generation.
The user interactively selects the orientation of the part to obtain
the view of the object which maximizes the amount of visible surface
generation. The visible surface, the actual part of the object shown
on the display, and the corresponding surface from a diametrically
opposed point of view, are used to form two arrays of tool locations.
The array represents the height of the tool above the surface (the
intensity of the image at that point if depth-encoded shading has been
performed). This is a general purpose algorithm which can be applied
to objects with arbitrary resolution, by interpolation, with the chosen
accuracy depending on the quality of finish desired.

Management

Data storage, retrieval and management issues can be important
depending on the specification for the system. For instance, 10
megabyte files can be archived to tape in 20 minutes, and retrieved at
the same rate with relatively low-cost streaming tape drives. If
quicker access times are required very high volume magnetic or optical
disks are needed. Large magnetic disk drives for long term shortage
are not economical when the data throughput as on the order of 50
megabytes/CNC/day. Optical disk technology presently offers very large
read-only storage systems. Read/write optical storage is in the not-
too-distant future. An alternative to storing the entire files on
magnetic disk is to store only summaries of the data. This data and
data files with the production information can be automatically entered
into the relational database system and used for the extraction of .
statistical, billing, and part tracking information.
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One of the best methods of managing the revelant part data is
relational database management software, which is available for a wide
variety of hardware and operating systems, including super-micros.
The software management functions should include modules for part
tracking, report writing, database querying and user access to software
tools for customizing use of the system. Relevant criteria for selec-
tion of database manager include expandability, speed, size of files
allowed and flexibility. One other important feature is the generality
of the software, it should be able to run on and communicate between a
wide variety of different computers. 0

Relatively large amounts of data can be facilely handled after
applying some of the ideas outlined above. As an example, at Contour
Medical Systems we are presently using scan data files which range from
8 - 20 megabytes. This data is compressed to roughly a few hundred
kilobytes by the process of thresholding and contouring; it expands
slightly when converted to mill format which average 1/2 to 1 megabytes.
All processing and data communication is electronic -- the traditional
process of drawing blueprints, converting blueprints to papertape for
the CNC, and then machining, would take much longer. For example, a
typical time budget for a single part is as follows:

Typical time Typical size of file
in process used in process

Read in 9-track tape 30 min. 10 megabytes
Threshold & contour 20 min. 10 megabytes
Generate & output surfaces 5 min. 0.3 megabytes
Smooth & make mill file 15 min. 0.5 megabytes
Mill both mold halves 40 min. 1.0 megabytes
Pouring 10 min.

2 hrs.

Note however, these times represent computer run-times, not man-hours
or even CPU hours. Since the system is multi-tasking, several processes
can be run at once. The bottleneck, in fact, is the ability of the
milling device to process the mill files and make the mold halves. The
data throughput for a typical system must be as high as 40 - 50 mega-
bytes for an 8-hour day for economical operation.

Conclusion

A relatively low cost super-micro based system was implemented to
achieve the completely "paperless" design and machining of custom thera-
peutic parts. A large degree of automation of the entire process was
necessary to obtain high throughput of data. The description of
arbitrary 3-D parts uses a boundary representation scheme based on con-
tours of the desired object. Contours are a universal data structure,
independent of their origin whether from thresholded data or obtained
from interactive input by the user, which lend themselves to a relative-
ly compact representation and to efficient display, design, and milling
algorithms.
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The special nature of. the data acquisition, i.e., via automated scanners
eliminates the burden of manual data entry. However, the same issues
of data verification and management apply to this environment, and in
fact, become more critical due to the reliance on automatic processing
and the speedier propagation of errors. Maximization of computer auto-
mation as applied to the production of "quantity one" cast parts has
resulted in a financially feasible turnaround time of two hours.
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4.3.1 ,

International Engieerg
in Compt ig and Processing

Mrvine

in cooperation with

Department of Radiological Sciences
University of California, Irvine,

University of California, Irvine Extension

A three-day workshop on Physics and Engineering of Computerized Multidimensional Imaging
and Processing will convene at the University of California, Irvine between April 2 - 4, 1986.

Since the inception of these workshops, the first one held in Irvine in 1979 and the subsequent one at
Pacific Grove in 1982, two important areas of imaging have progressed substantially, namely the
emission computed tomography (ECT) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging. In the
ECT area, progress in single photon tomography is so great that this modality is currently accepted
as an important clinical tool. The spatial resolution capability of positron emission tomography is
now approaching the ultimate limitation imposed by finite positron range and emission angular
uncertainty. More recently NMR imaging has become one of the most significant advancements in
biomedical imaging research and commercial development. It is now believed that industrial and
governmental agencies have already spent over a billion dollars on the NMR related research and
commercial development. NMR imaging is now accepted not only as a clinically useful imaging
modality but also as a new diagnostic technique which will naturally expand into many other areas
of physical and biomedical research such as the study of fundamental metabolism of living organs by
in-vivo observations of the phosphor kinetics. The advancement of this technique which is sometimes
known as the 4-D NMR imaging poses a challenge to create yet unknown NMR imaging methods.

Although the main emphasis of the meeting will be in the area of medical imaging, contributions in
other non-medical areas are strongly encouraged. Indeed, the techniques and methods developed for
medical imaging could, in principle, be applied to other areas of physical and biological sciences
with appropriate modifications. Some of the most recent non-medical applications being in the area
of synchrotron radiation microscopic tomography and electron spin resonance (ESR) tomography. In

this meeting, we would like to solicit papers and ideas on multidimensional imaging techniques,
associated signal processing methods, computational strategies for 2-D, 3-D and 4-D image signal
processing and new application areas. Throughout the meeting, we will not only attempt to
scrutinize the established techniques but also seriously search for new directions.

We believe that the previous two meetings held here have set the tradition to review the field with
great depth and iwradlh. %s such, die nrxt mecting to be hcld in 1986 is expected to be useful for
the experis awd iii ai,!i0on sc' the fimtlre direction fi the field by cross fertilization of ideas.
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4.3.2

It is interesting to reninmbcr the trends of the two prvious meetings that were held. In the first
meeting, the major eimphasis was on the image reconstruction algorithms, X-ray CT, emission CT,
and ultrasound. NMR was discussed by Dr. Lauterbur from SUNY-Stony Brook. In the second
meeting, emission CT, especially various PET devices, dynamic X-ray CT, and NMR were the
dominant topics. In the second meeting, however, NMR was clearly identified as a new and
definitely useful diagnostic modality.

In the forthcoming meeting, we predict that NMR will be a major topic, while emission CT, both
PET and SPECT will also be treated as active, important areas. We hope that some new unknown
exotic techniques and ideas would also emerge at the meeting. The last goal could only be achieved
through the active participation of the attendees and by interaction of other related scientific fields.

Contributions are encouraged from interested authors who are planning to attend the Workshop.
Each author should submit 3 copies each of an abstract and a 500-word summary. The abstracts

____must be on a separate sheet. The summary will be used as a basis for paper selection for
presentation and publication in the proceedings. -

Z.H. Cho, Ph.D.
0. Nalcioglu, Ph.D.
TE Budinger, M.D., Ph.D.

Abstract and Summary Deadline: Received by November 1, 1985
Send three (3) copies of each to:

0. Nalcioglu, Ph.D.
Department of Radiological Sciences

University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92717, USA

Telephone: (714) 856-5904
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ma; processes. New scientific tech-
niques such as PET provide one means
to combine basic and clinical research to
achieve these goals.

Pobm n~o Tomography: Hun=aTn PET Mebo

Brai Functio and BiohmisUTy Tohe seofPE to obtain quantitative

Michael E. Phelps and John C. Mazziotta integration of three major components:
compounds labeled with radioisotopes.
the positron tomograph and tracer ki-
netic mathematical models. These have

The study of human brain function and disease. For example. surgical therapies each been reviewed (2. 3) but ame briefly.
its alterations with disease remains one can resupply nutrients to deprived tissue discussed below.
of the most challenging and intriguing by revascularization or can remove Wl- Labeled compounds. One of the at-
scientific issues of our time. Advances in tered processes by tissue resection. Drug tractive aspects of the PET technique is
brain research are increasing our under- therapies are targeted at chemical reac- that the compounds of interest can toe .
standing of the biochemical nature of the ion sequences that have been perturbed labeled with radioisotopes of natural ele-.
brain and are demonstrating that the by disease. resulting in altered mood ments of the biochemical constituents of
earliest and most specific changes occur- states and neurological dysfunction. In the body. For example. natural isotopes
ring in diseases of the brain ame those addition, local determiunations of bio- of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are re-.

placed with the short-lived radioisotopes
carbon-it. nit'-ogen-13, and oxygen-iS.

Summary. Positron vmission tomography (PET) is an anal.tical imaging technique Fluorine- IS is used as a substitute for
Viat prpvdosa wa of~ mtttwa" itn %%v rrsaur',wr,. of the0 Uruluticau UItnWoU hydrogen- Thesi: isoope an : decy

an4 rates of specific biocheical reu'Alors. This abilty ol PET to rneasure arnd riage the emission of positrons (antielectronsi
dyremic bichoniaty builds a bridge batwn fte baic and clinical neurosceences that combine with electrons to produce
ftinded an lie commnajlty of go types of mereet madle. Cinsia findings two S 1-kacloelectron volt puano rays.
ot PET in humans; ame suggesting hypotheses ftht can be tested ngorouajy m fte which are emitted 1W apart, which easi-
basic ocienca laboroly. ly Penetrate the bead, and which then

alwexternal detection. The only radio-
isotopes of these elements that can be

that disturb its underlying biochemtical chemical processes could provide more detected outside the body are positron '

processes. Unti! recently, we have had objective evaluations of therapeutic re- emitters. Because carbon. nitrogen, and
little direct aeccs% to the local biochemis- sponses. better prognostic indicators, oxygen are the constituents of virtualI%
try, of the iving human brain. Inferences and improved differential diagnoses of all biomolecules and drugs. in principic'.
about the chemical status of the brain ame diseases that are clinically homogeneous an unlimited number of biologically 1K-

typically made by chemical assays of yet have diverse chemical alterations, tive substrates can be labeled with thewe
blood. cerebrospinal fluid, and urine or Equally important to the study of hu- radioisotopes without disrupting their
occasionally through biopsy procedures. man diseases of the brain is the need to biochemical properties (3. 4).
With the de'.elopment of positron-emis- develop a better understanding of the Various chemical and bicisynthtic
sion tomography or PET (1) these distur- -striaiture. organizationiaiid chernicl ba procedures have been used to label more ,

bances. along with the study of normal iR-sf hiriiidJ cerebral funcion. AlihoaigK than 200 biological substrates and drugs P%
cerebral function can be investigated in there is a rapid pr'ii'dffr knowledge with these isotopes. these labeled corn- 6

humans (2. i). occurring in this area from animal. isolat- pounds constitute a large potential ft-
Knowledge concerning the biochemi- ed cell, and biochemical environments, source for development of bioassay '

cal basis of human disease should aid in corresponding direct investigations of methods with PET (4) (Table 1). This list
developing earlier (when cointainment or the living human subject are needed. includes labeled amino acids. carboxylic '

reversibility of disease is more proba- This, in pan, results from the fact that
Michael E. Fbelp is Jesaife, Jooes Sm'oo Pres-

ble), aore specific, and improved thera- there are anatomnical areas and physio- so md mr Divison of Nula Mcine and
pies. Therapeutic interventions for hu- logical functions found only in the hu- Dophvucs. Dwatnent at Raoosic-al kwoce
sm brain disorders attempt to remove, man brain. In addition, identifying and aence Of Ne~,wolop and assm nan pto ci-

block, or supplement chemical processes treating diseases of the human brain re- eacsUCLA School aMedmae and the Laborb-

of the brain that have been altered by quire a better understanding of its nor- 9=4'l.Caaoei



4.4.2
acids. amades. amines. mimices. alcohots. connigwauons for tesc cooiparncnuau uua n%.ji ux agus u,, wc
saprs. bydantoiins. steroids. and their models are obtained froms knowledge of and metaboilism of oxygen can be deter. a
derivatives as welb a, specific substrates. bemodynamic. transport. and biochemi- Ouned.- Ass a racnion sequence becomes
metabolaes. analogs, and drops. Rapid cal systems more Complex. tie number Of compLr-
semtautomated techniques have been For example. a simple two-compan. ments will increase . Some principles anc
and continue to be developed to met the mental model is used in the measurement aspects of tracer kinetic methods and
needs of PET. as required b) the short of oxygen metabolism with 15 The their use in PET are as follows
half-lives of these isotopes (2 to 110 firt compartment is the plasma anid the 1) The tracer (that is. the labeled com-.
minutes). Although we discuss only second is tissue where the oxygen is pound) is very low in mass compared to
compounds labeled with 11C, IN. 150. metabolized to water. The rate of trans- the compound being traced. such tha-
and '"F. there are also positron-emittinig port from the Anrt compartment to the there arm no significantl mass effects that
isotopes of Rb. Fe. Mn. Na. K. P. Br. second is described by a rate equation would produce physiologic perturbations
Kr. 1. and others. altering the system under stud). The lots

Positron tomograph. The tomograph Tal .Prilhto opud aee ih mass of these tracers allows PET meca-
consists of an armay of radiation detec- osTablemi u riaiocoudslble surements of reaction rates of substrates
tors that arm placed circumnfereatially PitOmtiIraoucde.with concentrations of less than a fes
wround the head and record the emission Cerebral blood flo%% picomoles per gram. However, one can
of -v-rays from the tissue distribution of H21.0 C(. - K.C 3  "-aee also increase the mass of the tracer corn-antipyrime lt'CQalcobols. "IF-labeledpositron activat.. Data collected in this ethanol pound to make measurements under
imanner ofwe crssetoonal dtribution Cerebral blood volume physiologic loads (for example. drug ef-

imae f te ros-sctona dstibuio "CO. C"50. "Ga-labeled EDTAt fects).
of tissue concentration of radioactivity 2) When the rate of the reaction being
according to the principles of computed Cerebral tissue pH studied is not changing during the mea-
tomograph) (1). This provides a quanti- l"CIDMO. 1CO2  surement (steady state), the net reaction
tative. noninavasive measurement in hu- Transport and metabolism rate of any one step in a nonbrancbmng
mans analogous to the well-known inva- Og'en sequence is equal to the net rate of the
sive techniques of quantitative autoradi- 02 hl ecinseune u.ma
ography or external counting of resected Glcoe 2-cs O.admeaoie surement of the act initial rates of a
tissues samples in animal studies. In the l"CldeOXy-D-glucost. I' ClE-glucose, reaction sequence with a labeled sub
invasive techniques. 'C and 3H are 3-O-1("Clmethyl-D-glucose. ["Ciactate. strate can be used to assess the net flux
commonly used. whereas in PET "1C. -pyruavate. -acetate. -succmnate. -oxalo- of the entire pathway. Alternatively.
IN. "50, and "F are used. This quanti- acetate substrate analogs that isolate one or a

tative tissue assay capability of PET L-JI)Nwgutamate. -a and ..-glutainune. small number of steps in a complex reac-
provides the means for implementing -alanine. -aspantate. -leucine. -valine. bion sequence can be used to measure
tracer kinetic methods used throughout -isoteucine. -methionine the net reaction rate of' the whole se-
the basic sciences. Amino acids: " C-labeledquneSicthaalgmy avTracr kieticmodes. Te thrd mjor L-"Claspartae. -lutamnate. -valine: quneSnc th aalgmy avTraer ineic odes.Thethid mjor D..-"Calanme. -leucine. 4tryptophan. somiewhat different reaction kinetics
component of PET brings together prin- -1-amicyclopntane carboxylic acid, from that of the natural substrate, car-
ciples of labeled compounds that trace -1-amumoyclobutane carboxylic acid rection terms based on the principles of
hemodynamic. transport, ad biochiemi- Free Fatty Acd competitive reactant or substrate kinet-
cal processes, as well as the tissue ra- icalmic "c. -cth aid heac acs are used to transform the measured
dioassay capabilities of the tomograph acid rate of the analog into the corresponding
with mathematical models of reacto Mleuadifsn value of the natural compound. These
sequences to provide a framework for MGaCUIUIe EDTA. '2Rb are fundamental principles of the fields
calculation of the rates of processes un- of biochemistry and pharmacology. The
der study. These models, when applied Proteini synthesis deoxyglucose model of Sokoloff et al. (5i
to labeled compounds (tracers) are called L-Il-"ClleUC~ne. -mecthiomine. -phenyl- is an example of this approach, anW-

traerkinti moel. Te odes ep al anine. L("C-metlyllmethonine under the assumptions of the model has
sent mathematical descriptions of trzs Receptor systems been shown to provide accurate esri-
port or biochemical reaction sequences. lDflsrmrie.(Cspco mates of cerebral glucose utization
Each segment of the sequence is de- 17"Br) and 17*Br-p-bromospiperone. rates. Except for Fag. 6b all data on rates
scribed as a c patet and differ- l"Fhalopendol. ("Clpunozide. of glucose utiizaton in this article were
ential equations describe the movement l"Clmeth'.lspir'erone. L-l"Cldopa. obtained with the use of .1-deox%-:. -

of the natural substrate or labeled corn- j&'6FJ-fiUOr-L-dop&, I "Flfluoro-o-gucose (FDG 1. which, like
pounds (or both) between these conpan- Clneitpin, "CQ 2-deoxy-D-glucose (DGii (5). has~ beer,
ments. For example. A *2 B *2 C repre- Benzodiazepine shown to be an excellent substrate for
sents a reaction sequence where A. B. l"Clflunitrazepamn. ("CQdiazepam, hexokinase. and like DG. does not un-
arid C we compartments. Measurement I"*Flfljioro valium dergo further reactions in the glycolyic
is made of the flux between compart - Opat pathway during the time course of the
ments which ini turn is used to deterimine ("Clmorphine. -hern.-cafna PET measurements 46-8l. -

the rate at which the reaction sequence Adrenerzic 3) Although measurements of chemj-
proceeds. These compartments can be ll"Clnorepinephrine, 1"Clpropanolol cal substrate concentrations are provid-
separated by membranes where facihitat- Anticonvulsants ed by kinetic tracer methods, their uase
ad. active, or passive diffusion may oc- 1"Cjvalproate, I"C)diphenybydaatoin for determinations of chemical reaction
cur or may represent the separation of OConveriid to0 o * ufwt aftef mhl.ai rates is more important. Rates of'a rear-
chemical reactants and products. The lo ?PQND. quanuctedinyi beozale tbon can change without changes in sub-

9W ~SCIENCE. VOL Ll



ate onnceetaa wn the open sysiin Fix, at thew ale' time% and also pro- tiflerent species. thug. appropriate value.
of.- the brain (and Ow whole bod% i vodes. a method lot uivcst*gawig this re- kir the species under =ud% must be usmed '

Changes il tinvi substrate concentra, action pathwas C'. 9. (51 Although LC' ha' been shown to he -Ab"
tion awe also Wn specific to the ma-gn The lumpec constant iLCi its the deox stable dunnS vw-nou' state!. suct. .0 ~ ~

tud ordirctin o chnge inrat'. f glucose model is a tertr based on the change% in bloo leadaihs
reactions. principles of competitive substrate kinet- induced hypometabolism 0Ij. and in

4; While the chemical form to which ics. and accounts for the differences be- chronic human tschemia (9j. it predict- ,

the label is attached is known at the time tween glucose and deoxyglucose aii- ably chisnges when the rate limitn step
it is intravenously injected or inhaled. ties for the transport can-ir system and shifts from phosphorylation to tasport .,

the positron tomopupgh only measure,. hexokinase. The value of LC has been such as an severe hypoglycemiua (101 and \
the kinetic changes (changes in time) of -shown to be regionaIl)- invanant in the status epileptacus (l0al In these cases
tissue concentrations of the label spatial- brain buw of a different magnitude in LC will increase, and the resultant calcu-
ly throughout the brain. In order to con- la-ed values of glucose utilization will be
yen these images of tissue radioactivat% subject to considerable error if this effect
concentration to measurements of local as not taken into account. Anatomica!
reaction rates in vivo, PET measure- D IV localization and identification of changes
ments must be combined with the time in glucose utilization ame still correct. but
course of the unlabeled or labeled sub- increases and decreases will be overesti-
strate in blood and properi) formulated hImasted. Methods are being developed for
and validated tracer kinetic models. (For meaisuring local values of LC to deter-
example, in determinations of blood flois mine when such conditions awe encoun-
and volume and of drug interactions only tered and the magnitude of the effect -

the tracer concentration is required.) (11). TheDG and FDGmethod have also
With measurements carried out in this shown excellent agreement with the ,

manner, the tomograph can provide a-c- "gold standard'* for measurement of glu-
curate data on local reaction rates in cose utilization, the Kety/Schmidt meth- -
man. od (12) that includes measurement of the

5) Because of the short half-fives of product of blood Blow and the antero- *

positron-emiting isotopes it is possible venous difference for glucose across the ,-

to perform multiple studies in a single brain (3. 7. 8. 13).
setting to observe changes in spontane- Models based on the principles of MC- -.
ous or stimulus-induced alterations in er kinetics have also been developed for ,

behavior or, using different tracers, for -a-ttoratliogrphy and PET with the use of ~
measuring different biochemicaj process- i4C-jabeled (14) and iiC-labeled (151 D-
es. For example, tsO measurements can glucose. Although these models are .

be made in times on the order of 30 based on the use of natural labeled sub-
seconds and repeated at about 8-minute -strate and therefore have the advantage.
intervals. compared to DG, that LC= 1. by necessi-

*~ty they also contain approximattions anid
coffection termis. The most difficult of

Qnsin e W M is Nemm Paiiii Status -* these is the release of labeled products of
anay. lump obtind with three dilwot metabolism (such as CO., and lactate i

In aitoradiogaphic studfies with "C- methoids fom a patt with msiti*l irct krm the tissue, an effect that must be
labeled DG, the experiment is terminal. dementia. Patient had x-ray CT (center row) taken into account by correction terms in
ed 40 minutes after injection of D)G. an PET slmsie of glucose utiizti with the model. To minimrize these problems.FDG (bottom row) on the same day. Sevenuesrmnsms emd terHowever, in PET with FDG. scans are days later, the paent dled of nneok m eaueet utb aea 1started and completed within tine causes p goss and microscopic evaluations Of times after injection where errors amre
frames ranging typically from 40 to 100 the brain (top rowi were then made. The two larger because of a greater dependence '

minutes after injection. Measurements forms of structural unaping (xi-ray Cado oel parameters on blood floss.
over this time are needed because of (i) posunortem) and the metabolic study with blood volume, and the exact values of ,

the ime equred o colec enogJ~ PET both demonstrated multiple small mfarc-the tme rquird to ollet enugh ia farrows) of deep structures of the brin the rate constants for transport and me-counts to form the tomographic images (strium. putamen. thalamus. and internal tabolism of glucose.- The retention of the
of the whole br-ain. 60i delays or changes capsulel Neither structural imagini! tech- metabolic product (DG-6-phosphate!
in the study due to problems associated nique, demonstrated abnormalites of the cor- with DG is advantageous in this r"espeJt

wih atets o (i; arin im a- tex PET. however. demonstrated widespread . Vwaiomaite ofiets frora coies vayguim r-cose utili- since it is retained in tissue wsith a %cen -L
quirements of different types of study- zat 6creaWe 21 percent relative to cont-a- slow clearance rate. The problems with
protocols (2, 3). because of the longer lateral side) Particularly on the left (arow- labeled natural glucose are less difficult -

times between injection and meaure- beads). Thb5.C distant effects probably repre- with PET because kinetic studies can be
ment, slow dephosphorylation of FDG 6-. sent disruption of dferctit and efferent fiber perfomdtmesrth abl isystems between the frontal conical areas and ordtomaueheviblsnphosphate, which is not a usual problem a coruca zones. most likely resultiag from the model directly (rather than to use
in autoradiograpliy, has been shown to small subcorical infarCIS seen atnacturall) assumed average values) in each expen-
occur and has been taken into account and metabolically. The global rate of glucose mrent. Further studies, nevertheless, arem
by extending Sokoloff's original model UtIII7AEOII Was 0.19 PflOW D13110 ig. about 10 necessary to better understand the mal-
(5) to include this reaction (7). This re- pe$n klsudn normal ag-mtce ths son.an.ofomlttrwt Ioresof E J. Metter, with J. C. atd fteeiseadt omltstores the accuracy of the model calcula- Mazziotta and m. E. Pbelps, UCLA school of better models and protocols. and to in-
bion of glucose utilization rates with Medicine] vestagate the value of using glucose La-
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4.4.4
belud at slced paoats Isuch a.i pro,ct should provide the bam for the Pnnciples of enzyme and chemca;
lmcuve labelin a111 te carboa -1. .4-. or some of the PET methodit of the future reaction kinetics must be stmcti fol
6 postins). 06 lowed

Quanttave PET methods for oxyger. Tn-. mea-surement of biochemical reac. Therg are limitations intrinsic to trace!
uanspon and metabolism, blood flow . U0o1 rtek Wit. PEI require!. Wi adher. kinetic model approache$ along witha un.
blood volume,. Olucose uaasport. and ence to the cntena used to develop and certainties in spatial. temporal, and sts.
utiliztin have been widely used in PET Stucture the tracer kinetic models. and tistica factors from the tomograph. and4
popa uit-m d uWW 12_.1 lot- 461 w ounuing *mvestapzve eforts to we 0"s 1 1coSIUz that ambiguities can
sive eforts awe being focused on the better define the accurac of these meth- anse from the Present limited under-
study of tracer kinetic models for deter- ods in all the states of cerebral function standing of the biochemical nature of
mining rates of protein synthesis, amino and dvsfunction to which the% will be -the brain. However, the ability to make
acid metabolism, tissue pH. molecular applied, These requiremnents are neces- such measurements in the living human
diffusion through the altered blood brain sar) if measurements by different 1croups brain more thin compensates for the ex.--
banter. and neurotransmatter or receptor of investigators an to be compared. In tensive developmental work which is re-
interactions with labeled substrates and this regard. PET is no different from an) quired in the validation of a new PET
ligands (Table 1). The results of these other biochenucal measurement where method.

a Visual hallucinations

Fig. 2. Pathoplaysiolmg of chaging behavioral states shon with PET. (a) Patient with b :PEI PET PET
complex partal epilepsy studied durin seizures lictali. after seimres (postictall. and aftr *5 1 L
successful therapy jtionnali. to the aclal state WA seizures began cluucafly with formed visual
images in left superior quadrant of visual field followed h loss of consciousness and
automatisms. Ictal LEG demonstrated discharges in ngh! occipital lobe that quickh spread to &
the qisiateral temporal lobe. PET demonstrated increased (284 percent relative to intenctal 4D~ 25
state)I glucose utilization in the right occipital and posterior temporal lobes with profound 11!' '

decreases in remainder of brain (42 percent relative to the intenctal state) One month after a 52senes of seizurets, the patient, insa repeat stuzd% showed lou% glucose utilization (B I in the right - -- - --

occipital and posterior temporal lobes tone third of sital valuesi where, during seizure. fl waI,,,
high The loss glucose utilization in the visual cone% laffoAs i dunr this time is commi~ent wit h
the patient's loss of vision in left visual field (homonymou. heicraniopiai. After drug theraps. the patient remined seizure-free fot I year. 1he
glucose utilization during this time returned to normal (Co. consistent with the resolution of the left visual field deficit These studies ShOss thd'
PET can be used to detect both positive (hallucinations I and negative (visual field deficiti clinical manifestation% of an epileptic disorder and the
reversal of these changes resulting from treatment and clinical resolution of symptoms. The x-ra% C7T stud% was normal and unchanged in eazch
staie. (From Engel etat. (18): courtsy of Nrvroiojril Nh Graph of the nmod fluctuations of a rapid cycling bipolar 1manic-depressisci allectise
disorder patient Tbe patient cycled between mood states even 24 to 48 hours The modified bnef psychiatinc rating scale on the left (B.P.k.SI
indicates relative mania (positive values) and relative depression (negative values). Sleep cycles vaned in paralel with mood swings. Tie
studies or cerebral glucose uiiato with PET were obtained.- two during depressive states and one during bypomanta. [From Baxter et at . int
(22 p. courtesy or Arrhives of OneraI Psi'chiarryl 40) Glucose utilization images of the rapid cycling bipolar patient described in (bi The scale to
the right is glucose utilization rates in micromole per minute per 00 pramns. Studies on 17 May 1963 and 27 May 1W6 were made when the patient
was in depressed state; the stud on 1S May 1963 was masde durng a bypomranic state. Global reductions in glucose utilization (relative to the Isman
obtained during hypomania) can be ween for the two studies obtained in the depressed state The global supratentorsal increase in glucose
utilization from depression to hypomaua was about 40 percent. The global glucose utilization rate in the hypomanic state is not sigritdlcantl)
diferent from that of ag-matched Dormals These studies demitonstrate the ability of PET to provide pathophysiological insight% into abnormAl
behavior that occurs as either a manifestatiotn of eptieps) or psychiatric disorders I1rom Baxter et a/.. i n (221. counesv of ircht.t of Genepa.'
?svriatr I

onssr5(i'
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A^bpassea a riL a IuC WAI,. KI* 4.is. MJ U~.ss . I ICU' sues Us 61 1&CJ.OunC.1Cj UL"SIssC
one temPtis te correlate 9ke rsultingi damage tos one structure or its antercons-

Cgsvweo .woeueuPnhom andl .stuIude data si-nh behavioral observation-. of the nectis fiber bundles. will alsos result in -A.is

faasrion ,elattoouuhip3 Meinod' used tcr subtec: funictiona; efects at multiple itet .5*
investiple the stuctura naturt 0' ih Since al' disease% of the brain result throughout an) given network PET ha' L"1
human brain include in vive. tecrinique., from or produce biochemical alterations, revealed this distributed orvanizatior. '

such as x-ra) computed tomograrsh% functional uiages that dtspla) such pro- leading to a more comprehensive vieu of ~
(CT) aW piroton nuclear magnetic rescs- cesse5s have demonstrated earlier. larget. human functional brain systems in health
namce (NMRi CT. and postmortem tech- and more distributed lesions than those and disease. Traditional clinical-patho-
niques. Relatively little information ex- found in anatomicallss oriented tech- logical correlations that have been the
ist about local biochemical and physic'- nique.. including detailed postmnortem mainsta) of symptom-lesion localtzation
logical processes of the human brain in evaluations (F, igI. Examples of the in the brain ma% soon give way to "chni-
vivo. Knowledge of the functional orgas- mismatch between structural and func- cal-physiological correlations" (/1 tha!
nization of the human brain has. howe.- tional lesions have been demonstrated in can be performed in vivo with PET.
et, been obtained through PET studies of patients with seizure disorders (Fagt. 2a). Structural evidence has been scant in ~
both normal individuals and patients dementing processes (Fig. 3). neurode- the search for the basis of a number of
with cerebral disorders. Such studies generative diseases (Fig. 3), and acute human cerebral disorders. Examples of
provide a more comprehensive s-icy% of cerebral infarcts (see Fig. 5). entities in this category would include
cerebral organization than structural Since the brain consists of lage aiim- psychiatric syndromes. many forms of

X,,

D moo AD F~ (a) Dieresitial dliagnosis and plashophyaiollogy with PET. T1hree
ddletsly padents with abnormal glucose utilization. Column D imges-
we has a Patient with chronic depression (pseudodonentia) who
demonsuad descreasedl glucose uilastion (left to right 0.91 It OAF
omipared to 1.00 * 0.05 in conasots) of the left inior frontal cores
(mrows) but was othervisise normal. Images in the column labeled
IMD atfrom a paloient with multiple infarct dementia demonstratin
multiple focal aress of coirtcal and subcortucal decreased glucose
adlizaaion Ofom 17 to 41 percent) compared to global values (arrou s

-j~-. "..-;-; resulting Dam direct and remote effects of small cerebral infarctions -

Normal Mi7bSveeyTe colun labeled AD is from a patient with nioderatels se'ere
LCM1110ie depressed sieiprecsa AM.limer's diseas. This patient shows extremely loss glucose

LCMRle CWA~c alutin o W pstsnorpanel&a) (47 percent decrease) lupper
L~id~ic L~ii~icimage) inferior frontal (21 percent decreasei and temporal cone% 145

At risk gyhptoma~tic percent decrease) (bottom image) with relative sparing of the prima.,
visual. aenaory-motor cortical and subcortical zones (about 12 percent

decrease). Alzheimer's disease patients have also shown an average decrease of global supratentonal glucose utilization (33 percents. comr-e"
to age-matched norma] control subjects. with the major abnormalits occw-nnig in neocortici zonses Thi stud) demonstrates the differensa2
diagnostic capability of PET to separate patients with processes affecting mental abilities based on pethoph)-siologicalJ patterns obser-ed in the
functional images. Stated values arse for groups of patients Errors ame standard deviations. [From D E Kuhl et al (471. counts% of Radsoivrx.
(b) Functional abnormalites in Huntingtons disease ai-r) CT itop ross) and local cerebra] glucose utilization with PET (bottom rou i in
Huntington's diseam. Lett column is from a normal subject and demonstrates the normal structurse and glucose tulization of the caudate nucleu%
(arrows). Patient in center column has ealy clinical symptoms of Hunitigton's disease and demnonstrats a normal strictural appearance of the
caudate nucleus on x-ray CT image but decreased glucose utilization in caudat and adjacent basal gnngia structures (putamert and globu-s
palladus). The column at the righit is a patient with kite Huntington's disease and demonstrates both structural (cortical and subscortsia atroph% -ns.
and functional abnormalities of the caudate ua putamnen bilaterally. (lFrome D. U Kuhl to al. (31). courtes) of Aunnals of Neurolors'] (c) Subjects vj

i-nsk for Huntington's disease. Image at far right is from a patient with symptomatic Huntington's disease demonstrating loss of glucose ~
utilization ofrthe basal ganglia as, was seen in (bi. The three images on the left are all from asymptomatic at-risk subjects (offspring of Huntington %
disease patients) each having a 50 percent chance of developing the disorder. In this group (15 sublectsi absout hadf of the patients have ~
demonstrated a normal glucose utilization pattern while tWe other half show mild to severely depressed glucose utilzain in the caudate Thet at- b.
risk subijects were symptom free at the tume of the study. This study indicates that PET may serve to identify physiollogica ss',,1ormnahute% that not 4
cOn recede struactural changes in the brain but also preceded the Onset Of symptoms in susceptible subjects (From D. L. Kuhlis eal (31.
courtesy of Annsf of Neurologs I
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epdeps).and various doevelopmental 0s%- plni. am peeumo encephalopraph% lilt. Or petit nai seizures I have glotoa (tibetis.
n~er of the brin In patients with Durng seizure scuvmt% uictatl penodt. throughout the brin) incraas in .

pwWseizure disorder' itymptom% re- sites that shou too glucose utilization cose! utilization in -the intel period of
frbeto a limited region of the brain' , ntenctall% shou increased utilization seizure scttvit% with subsequent depre.

intenctal studies (between seizures, witl itflen increasing h)~ l(W to 200 percent) wmon in glucose utilization in the postuctal
IDG have identified areas of decreased (Fig 2am. this' suggest, that the intenctal period (19;.
glucose utilization in 71, percent of affect- low giucose utilization is at least in parn The finding of intenictal zones of hypo..
ed individuals i F* g 2a) (171. These zones due to nonstructural causes (17. 18). The mnetabolism. particularly in the temporal
could be correlated with the site of maxi- sites of increased glucos.e utilization dur- lobe of partial epilepsy patients, has sog-
mmml abnormalitier. determnined by~ surface ig the octal phases of partial seizures gested that this may be specific for a
and depth electrode electrophysiological correlated both with the behavior of the lowered threshold or greater susceptibu-
techniques. and were found to be ex- patient and with spikes recorded from it), of these foci to initiation of seizure
tremely specific in identifying sites of scalp and particularly depth electroen- activity. These findings have in turn pro.
microscopic pathologs not detected b' cephalographic (EEG) recordings (Fig. mnoted a series of parallel studies in an.
the conventional radiological imaging 2am (17. 181. Patients with generalized mals (glucose utilization. blood &i0 .
techniques such as x-ra C7. angiogra- forms of epilepsy (such as major motor morphology. electrophysiology. bigand

Fi.4 uctoa e.a,.m eonua nFG-E tde

ofnra uScs a iulsiulscnitn ftlfedsent

ftcek5badsiul ciae 2. : . ecn a sco
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Fig.are. Fntona tenuroen tataweemstrci ma gnitudesu

asymmetric in distribution for the transverse temporal cortex far-
rows). These aw,%mmetnes in glucose utilization closeb% match taw
tomical asymmetries for this area (Heschl's gyri and the pianum
temporale of temporal lobe%) Image of cognitive task represent,,
responses where a specific. task was involved rather than passive
perception of stimuli, arrows indicate activations Il I ± 3 to 37 = 15

* percent for different types of auditor% task% (29;] of frontal cortex
Memor% task% irememb~enniF information from a verbal aijdiio's

* stimulus i caused bilateral activations (arrowsi of the mesisi tempcral
cortex (hippocampus. parahippocainpus I Motor task of&a sequential
finger movecment of the right hand caused cortical metabolic acutj..

O tne (11.6 t 3.9 comipared to the contrail of the eft motor strip (lower arrow) and supplemental) motor cortex (vertical arroA) Errors am
* standard deviations. lCountesy of M. E. Phelps and J. C. Mamotta. UCLA School of Medicine) (b) Auditory stimuli produced metaboic

reponses that varied with the content anld in somec cases strategy used by the subject to perform the task. toi resting states (can plugged, eye'.
open; left-right cerebral symmetry (left/rit 1.01 ± 0.03) in glucose utilization is seen. Verbal auditory stimuli predomlinantly activated and
caused metabolic asymmetnes (left > right - 5 to 16 percent) of the left hemiusphere while nonverbal stimuli (music) predotinantl) activated the
right hemisphere (16 to 27 percent) an right-handed individuals. Simultaneous stimulation with language and music caused bilateral activatios otf
both hemispheres. [From J. C. Mazziotts via/. (29;. courtesy of Neurology) (c) Nonverbal auditory stimuli caused activations of the languag

* nondoutinhnt Inghto hemisphere Thbe timbre test required subjects to compare complex chords for similarites and differences and consistwtJs
* produced increases (22 percent versus control; in glucose utilzatio in the right hemiusphere (image at right, arrou). This test did not contai an)
* temporal sequences of motes that can be anaytical;) perceived. The chord pairs differed on]) in tonal qtalit). When subjects Were asked to
S ientif) differences and similarities in sequences of notes (tone sequences) the side of maximal activation correlated with the strategy used b% the

subjectto perform the task. Color scale isin units ofmzucromoles per minute per 100 X. rontgfrom 2(dark purple)to 45fredl Seetlextfor de-
scription (Modified from J. C Mawzotta ri a/ (291. courtesy of Nemoioo)
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&%qa% si 20 &Mu andt human% qgiuc~'. utah. dalerenc beilte, behas1oa UtAWe r). amd cogmtoVC functioun 0I anral %UK
muonoc. oxygen metabolism. and blood occurred in the frotital and alltercv cap ject% us vivo Was. 41. Thus. much an the '
fkl%% with PET or. octal. 1kv'tucta!. and gulate cortices (2? Patients. with unini' wa% Penufield and ha' cotleaguse' t2!
trntenctal states. t/7-19. 2!1 alons witt. lar mood disorders idepression, in drug mapped cerebral function through mne
morphological and lagand studies. in stir- free states. were found t( hev- Sloha' operative stimulatmo of the human cere
pcall% rgsected tissue sample-. This il- supratentonal cerebral glucost utiltu bra) cortex. PET can provide phsia-

Iustrate% the manner in which PET. ani- non value-, that were not significantl% logical and biochemical informatior
mil. and Ishorator) a"says can be as- different from age. and sex-matched con- about normal cerebral function for al;
aembled to stud the underlying mecha- trols. However, these patients did exhit'- buman brain regions in a noninvasise
nasm' of a human disorder, it uignificanitl depressed glucose utiliza- fashion.

In drug-free patients with bipolar tion (IS percent lower than age- and sex- Various sensoqy and motor stimul.,-
(manic-depressive) mood disorders, matched normals) biiaterall% in the stnis- tion tasks (Fig. 4) have been used to *
measurements with FDG and PET have turn (22). This reduced stniatal glucose define the functional neuroanatom% of ~
shown changes throughout the brain in utilization recovered to normal levels tn the human brain. Visual stimulation
glucose utilization during different mood patients who becamne euthymic (that is. studies. with 150Qllabeled water to nica- %
states lFilg 2. b and 0). During the de- normal mood) spontaneously or b% drug sure cerebral blood flow, or with FDG to %~
pressive phase of illness, patients dem- therapy (22). measure glucose utilization have re-
onstrated reductions in glucose utiliza- Physiological psvchologiv. Man% veajed some of the normal physiological
tion of about 25 percent throughout the methodologies have been used in the response characteristics of the human r
supratenorial structures of the brain study of normal cerebral function. These visual cortex (24-28). These studies have
which were significantly (P < 0.001) be- approaches have included neurops% - shown (0i the topography of the human
lou those of age- and sex-matched nor- chological. clectrophysiologicaJ. and be- visual cortex relative to the site and size
mals (22). havioral observations of human subjects of retina] stimulation (24). Wii that the

The same patients, when later studied performing various tasks. Studies in ani- magnitude of blood flow or glucose utib- .

in hypomanic (state between normal and mals b) means of biochemical. elcctrc'- zation of the visual cortex is a function of
maniai phases of the illness, showed physiological, and autoradiographac stimulus complexity (25. 26) and rate
glucose utilization rates that were not techniques have also been used to define (161. (iii) that functionally 50 percent of
significantly different from those of age- the anatomical and functional organiza- the input from each eye goes to each
and sex-matched controls. Although the tion of the brain during defined tasks. In visual cortex (25. 26). and fiv) that le-
major changes in glucose utilization seen a similar manner. PET provides a means sions of the visual system (both within -

thus far have been global, the largest of studying local sensors. motor, memno- and outside the visual cortex) produce J.,a

a S8 hours C O2 b Before operation E

0.5

36hours
CBF UR c~bAfter operation

co E M42CFCURO, OSF

rW

Fig. S. Pathophysiolog% of cerebrovascular disease. (ai A patient with left hemisphere cerebral ichemia studied 8 and 96 hours after the onset of '
symptoms. Durng both intervals cerebral blood flow. (CBF,. oxygen extraction ratio (QER i. and oxygen metabolism (CMROI) were determined
The blood flows 8 hours after the stroke was severely depressed in the left muddle cerebral arter% distribution. Oxygen utilzation was also reduced ~
although not as severely as blood Sloy. The resultant mismatch accounts for increased oxygen extraction (mean value at 14 hours alter symptom l
onset -0.71 ± 0.12 (RJ. Wise etf.in ). nornals - 0.49 =0.4r.(R. S. Frckowiak e fl.in1 nthe viable butjeopardied zne.At% m
hours, blood flos became heterogtenouis in the are probably because of failure of vascular autoregultory mnechanusms and oxygen utilization has
falln fturthr. Oxygen extraction is now sharply reduced below normal. indicating irreversible brsin injury and predicting infarction for this zone
Effors are standard deviations. [From R. S. Frackowisk and R. J. Wise, in (341. eowites of Neurologv Clinics) (bi Patient with left internal
carotid artery occlusion before and after superficial temporal artery-middle cerebral arter) bypass surger) . Preopersauvely. patient had symptoms
referable to the left hemisphere including clumsiness of the right band and diffculties with language . Blood flow studies with PET demonstrated
mnoderatel) severe reductions of flow in the cortex of the lef parietal lobe with mild reductions in oxygen utilization. Thbe mismatch between flou ~
and metabolism resulted in an increased oxygen extraction fraction (OEF)4&anos in OEF image i. an indication that the tissue is viable although in
a precarious state. After bypass surgery the patient's symptoms resolved and the blood flou. oxygen extraction, and oxygen metabolism all '
returned to normal both pre- and pos toperatively the it-to) CT auages of the patient were airual. fFroun J. C Baron etae. (36). courtes~ of
Stroke)

Se<.



4.4.8
functuoma ahiormabies that can ber cor- porai-occspatai regions 01 the right best. fictaof) g~rep ze% Of awa$t to pe'- '
melatad suth the pstients* Clinical syn. Sbere (Fosg 4c) (29i form a Wsk when the system ienufft-

domes despite a lack of anatomical a). In general. in studies of subjects with for dhe normal perfo-ouance of ths- tas&
terations detectable b) x-ray CT (06. 28, PET. when a specifiz tast, was involved has been compromised b) cereb-a p.
MFg Wa. rather than the mere Pa~sa' e perception tholog.

Studies of the human auditor) system of stimuli, frontal coru;:&' zones showed Cerebralei aoicAioneg dote' PnaO.with FDG indicate a correlation between greater glucotse utilization (29. A0 (Fig physiolop- ofdsae henra ri
the distribution of glucose utilzaton and 4a). In addition. subjects who were has a fairly constant stoichiomean
the content of the stimulus (Fag. 4b) and. asked to recall specific aspects of audi- among various substrate utilaawo
in some cases, the strategy used b) the tory stimuli had activations of the mesial rates, and changes in these relationship.
subject to solve the task (Fig. 40) (29. temporal lobe (hippocampus. parahippo- should be sensitive an detecting and pro.
301. While complex patterns of these campus) that were never seen in situa- viding insights ina the mechanisms of ear.
responses to auditor) stimuli were ob- tioos where auditor) perception without ly derangements of cerebral systems it,-
served, verbal stimuli caused asymmet- memory tasks were required of the sub- duced by disease. Such changes am%
ric increases in glucose utilization in the ject. also be crittical in determining the type
eft hemisphere in right-handed individ- While the stud) of normal cerebral an d ming of treatment. By examining a

uais (Fig. 4b). Nonverbal stimuli, such as function through PET is interesting in large number of biochemical and physic,
musical chords, activated primarily right itself. the above-mentioned tasks can logical processes in normal subjects with
hemisphere areas particularly in the infe- also be useful in seeking & better under- PET. one can define the normal relation
rior frontal. parietal. and superior tem- standing and improved differential diag- between these processes and their rang
poral regions (Fig. 4b) (29, 30). In sub- nosis of cerebral disorders (30). Thus. of variailty. Once known, these rela-
jects who listened to sequences of musi- much in the way a cardiologist imposes tions can be examined in disease states
cal notes (29) and were asked to deter- physical exercise on patients to induce Serial studies in patients with cerebra!
mine whether notes in one sequence detectible changes in altered myocardial disorders, with multiple tracers to deter-
differed from those in another, the pat- function. so too the neuroscientist can mine cerebral stoichiometry as a func-
tern of glucose utilization correlated with induce cerebral work b) the use of neu- tion of time, can help identify the patho-
the strategy used by the subject (Fig. 4c). robehavioral or pharmacological cere- physiological sequence of events that
Individuals who used specific visual in- bral stimuli. This approach ma)' reveal occurs during the expression of a syn-
agery and analytical strategies VCvisual- subtle or early cerebral dysfunction that drome. Similarly, one can examine the
IZ1n1C frequency histograms or musical is at or near the limit of functional re- stoichiometrically changing relations
scaes in their minds for comparing note serve of the brain, that occur as the disease advances, as
sequences) had predominantly left hemi- Stimulation tasks can also be used to the patient recovers from the disease. or
sphere asymmetries and increases in glu- investigate cerebral reorgaization or as a result of therapeutic intervention&
cose utilization in the posterior temporal compensatory responses after sudden Some examples of the power of this~
region. Subjects who did not use this damage to the bra.in or during ongoing technique can already be found in stud-
strtegy to solve the task but rather used structural degeneration of the brain in ies performned with PET (31. 33-39i
mental "resigning" of the notes had acti- certain disorders (301. The resulting data (Figs. 3 and 6).
vations in the inferior parictal and tem- should provide clues as to how the brain Huntingto's disease is an inherited 4

CRGL OEM CMRI

CMROU GR M Fig 6 Abnormal cerebral stoichiometry. (a) Imagses from a patient with a dee
S right hemisphere grade IN' astrocy11ma demontraung ix physiological saru

- ~ " bles determined with~ PET. The cerebral blood floss imag (CBFi demonstra'e.
patch). heeropenous Slo' in the ame of the tumor (large aross, and dtflus
depression in blood Bios for the overlying cone% (small arrow headsi Ilk
oxygen extraicuon ratio image (QER) demonstrates decrease ox)gen exhracuor

A within the tumor itself even though is is well petfused with blood Oxyget
utiization image (CMRO1) denastrates very lou oxygen metabolism withir

~ -~ the tumor and diffuse depression of oxygen utilzation in the overlyn cone%
W3 M Mismatch between flow andl oxygen udiiin within the tumor is evidenced b%

t low oxygen extraction for that area. The matched reduction in floss aidoxygen mnetabolism in the Overlying conex reults in a relatively normal oxygen extractio fraction for that gone. Glucose utilizatioe (ChtkGlulwithin the tumor is increased reatve to surroundin brain. Glucose extraction rato (GER) is slightly tiamset!din the area of the tumor t48i
[Courtesy of MRC Cyclotron Unit. Hammersmith Hospital. Lodon. Uaited Kingdomn) Wb Studies frm a patient with a deep rih hemisphereAstrocylom. The "Ga-labeled EDTA urmage demostrates very mnuil change in permeabilty of the blood-britin bonier to this agent. t(11Cgmo image demionstrates a lowar than normal utilization rate for glucose wothi the tmor 4ardow). Th l"Cliethoaine imag reveal% a -

marked increas in meshionne uptake within this tumor. An increased urne of aminoi acids for mnetabahasm and protein synithesis provides awadditonal stichiometric variable by which to evaluate the pathopbymologv of tumor prowth and possible therapeutic interventions. (From Mt
3ergstioo. in (38); courtesy of Journal of Co'npuier-Assisied Tomograph'. I
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disorder mandested by dementia. alner- unoderstand better the relationship of ct- sue damisoe (Fag 51 The measurement
w& mvements aid psyehaatn symp rebraJ blood Nlo* ii oasger metabt- of oxy gen extriscon and utdaawe~ has

som, The v~sp-ins of anfected widivid- lism and extractsor tiM 3.-'- Theme proved to tv a much more reliable pe-
ua~s ha~c 6 M,' percent chance of inherit- studies have pro' adec spomit initia in dicto! of tissue degeneration thar, blood *

w;tue aronormal gene and maenfewg sights into' tht compensator' mciii. hou alone since the latter cant be de.
she disease The clmnics: manifestations ars used b) tht brair. to maintain creased. norm&!. or even increased (re-
typicaij dc not appear until the third or tissue viability despitt decreawe suh- active hyperemzs) at different stages or
fourth decade of Wde Thus. a population mtrte availabilit) As blood floss to the times in the progressive development of
exists that is at risk for the disease. brain is decreased (an the initial minutes cerebral ichemia and infarction (16. 33.
These individuals mna) have subichnical and hours after the onset of stroke symp- 341 These measurements have been
expression of symptoms although peevi. toms). the percentage of ancrnal oxygen combined to select patients for therapeu. a
ous attempts to identify such presympto- extracted into cerebra! tissue increases tic intervention and to monitor the effc-
matic patients have been. until recently. to a maximal level in order to maintairn tiveness of the treatment (Fig. 5) (36. 37,.
unreliable oxidative metabolism u041 Subsequent- Patients with brain tumors have been

In PET studies with FDG. all patients 1). the capacity of this and other comn- studied with several positron labeled
with Hunungion's disease showed a re- pensatory mechanisms can be exhaust- tracers (Fit 6) in order to (i) assess their
duction in glucose utilization in the stna- ed. and if so. oxygen metabolism i 'a-l pathological stoichioietry (38. 39). hii
turn oup to 70 percent reductions), the fall. This appears to occur at an oxygen identif% differences in these relations for
portion of the brain with the most pro- utiization rate of about 0.58 micromoles different tumor grades (39). and (iii) pre-

IPfound structural changes (neuronal cell per minute per gram of tissue 135). Along dict and evaluate the effects and re-
loss) in the advanced stages of this disor- with this change. the percentage of ox%.- sponse of a given tumor to a specific
der (31). In those patients who were just Seri extracted by cerebral tissue also radio- or chemnotherapeutic modality .

beginning to manifest symptoms of this declines, an tidicator of irreversible tis- (40). The combined knowledge of energp
disease. structural imaging techniques
such as x-ray CT %c normal (Fig. 3b).
but insestagations with FDG and PET Normalb
revealed profound reductions in glucose so iiutee so man0"Utes b
utilization in the stratum (31). . ..

In a group of 15 asymptomatic individ-
uals who were at-risk for Huntington's
disease.- about hal demonstrated mild- ,PNI
to-moderate (up to 40 percent) reduc- ...... 1 74
tions in glucose utiiation for the Cats- "IC-cerfontani
date nucleus (Fig. 30 (31). Three of the %
individuals with these abnormalities sub- "Mt~ pprn Ii
sequently developed symptoms (3)). *I-oly sppgon

Thus. PET can identify funictional le- Fg. 7. Is vivo humain pharmacolo- ~*~
sions an Huntingon's disease that Pre- gy. use at PET to stud) the meuro- -

cede gross structural changes in the Winainr receptor systems of the

brain (as determined by x-ray CT) and living huisan. (a) Imags were tak
appears o be able to identify abnormali- a m~ (l~raeti an d CU of m"nte ID(rsht'e li naaxties in patients even before symptoms of laee Ue'tsipgoe Thi "CCrwnsni* ao
the disease are manifest Inamely. pound binds to %~ receptors or the
changes that are still waithin the compen- doPaliin sY6191i and to S2 aernon- -

sator'. mechanisms of the brain). The aw eetr.Te shg - Ien
bon of labeled bigad in the dopb-

relation of these presymptomatic min rcpo-4ich cadt an
changes in glucose utilization with the tamen. The ratio of labeled meths i-
presence of the abnormal gene (32) re- spiperone binding; betweena
mains to be determined caudaie-putamen and coneit in-'O-F urdoyglcs

Serial study.ing of at-risk individuals creases with time because of reten- '

bon on the D2 sites as compared to clearance from nonspecific binding sites and S, receptors in
with various positron labeled tracers th coe, Rai of radicactivt% in cadt to cerebelum~ in righi-hand image is 4.4Thi stud%
from earh ages through~ the onset of also illustr-ates the high. senstiit% of PET to detect concentrations of picomoles per panr 0'r
symptoms can pro'.ide a detailed de- less. rFrr Wagner ei a... in Wilt (bi Opiate receptors in human brain The PET images in the
scription of the regional changes in brain to to%% were obtained 30 to 60 minutes after itravenous administration of 25 mCi of

biocernltr) s a uncion f um alog IClcarfentanii (90 rig 14. a mu opiate antagonist The three images ame 7.2 CM. 4 CM. and D F :biocerrstr asa fncton f ue aong cm above the canthomeatai line (far right to left) Images in the miuddle ross were acquired 30 to
with a correlation of these changes with 60 minutes alter intravenous administration of 0I mgUk) naloxone Ithe * isomter). whiA is an
clinical symptoms. Since experimental opiate antagonist. and the same dose of I' Ccarfentani used in the first study. In the top rou a
treatments for such disorders would be preferential accumulation of sctivit' is seen in areas rich in opiate receptors such as the
most successful when used in priesymp- thalaus.5 basal ganglia. and frontal conel (center and tight-hand images) and pitwitan gland

(lef-hand imspg; ier ar*). Loss activity is seen where opiate receptors exist in loss ..

tomatic or early stage subjects. PET mia) concentration. such as the occipital cones 4center image.- arrows). the postcentral gyru (right-
be useful in identifying those sut~iects bwA image-. arrows) and the cerebellum (left-hand images: arrows). Images in the middle to%%
and in providing more objetive evi- demonstrate the low level of nonreceptor binding when labeled carfentanil binding is blocked
dence as to whether such therapeutic with naloxone Approsimateb) g0 percent of specific opiate receptor binding in the thalamus

intevenion arebenfical o h~tf-il. and basal taNla is displaced. The outer rig' in the images result from "C activity in scalp
intevenion ar beefiialor armul. Images in the bottom toss represent glucose utilization (FDGi for approsimately the same leveh'

Patients with cerebrovascular disease as the opiate receptor distribution stud). ICarfentanil studies from 3. -3. Frost et al.. in (431 and
(Fig Si have been studied with PET to glucose utilization tmq~es from M - E Phelps rial.. in (3))
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mEtbbobsm and proein SY11theliS for aU- aspects of epilep"%. neorta~s dalea%e'.. and metabolism car tic examined to de-
Sesint c6e liUivfies 65 id tumior pssychiatn disorders. Parkinson -- and tefrmne the anatomicai sites where drug-
p('wtk. before and after therap) can be IHuntingtorv 'diea'.es -and cithcr% Can be induced alteration% in biochemaca p.
esajuatec %%it PIET (Fig. 6). For exam- exainec P. auiantitat!*'e auioradiogp.- cess.esoccur1411. Altemativel). the drug
pic . radiation therapy is core elfective in ph) and t'.ocnemical wisa' s lot compa-, itself can be labeled with a positron-
patients with tumors having high oxygen son with PEI studies of Patients hiaving emitting isotope (Table I I aid its phar.
concentrations (because of the genera- these disorders Similantie'. and differ- macokinetic behavior 442-45) can be ex-
lion clime radicalls) tham in patiens with ee in stoichiomnetf. structure-func- aimmcd directly in vivo vander c dtions
tumors having low oxygen conicentra- tion relationships, beha vior -function re- where the drug is present in tracer
lion' (Fig 61. The determination of the lationships. and drug response?. with amounts (that is. with no mass effect;i or

* degree of malignancy of cerebral gliomas PET can heir in the choice of appropn- in concentrations where pharmacologi.
in vivo with PET measurements of glu- ate models. The selected animal model cal effects are produced (Fig. 71. Either
cose utilization correlates well with his- can then be studied b) histological. bio- wa) - biochemical assays can be per-
tological Fading of biopsied or resected chemical. and electrophysiologic tech- formed to examine the pharmacological
sample--that is. an increasing degree of niques that are either too invasiv.e or too effects of specific agents on behavior.
malignancy was associated with increas- logisticall% complex to be performed in symptoms. and structure-function rela-
inS rates of glucose utilization as mea- humans. Hypotheses resulting from tionships in the humaun brain and to aden-
suired with FDG (39). studies on mechanisms of the disease in tifb neurochemical systems involved in

The reliability anid appropriateness of animals can then be tested in humans specific diseases. The anatomical sites of
animal models of human diseases are with PET. these effects can be correlated with neu-

* frequently questioned. The ability to In 'i'-o pharmacolog-i . The neurophar- rochemnical systems associated with such
* compare animal models and human con- macolog of the human brain can be sites in the brain as determined through

ditions through, for example, biochemi- examined with PET through the use of in vitro studies of human tissue or animal
cal assays with the tracer kinetic aW two different strategies, In the first. studies of these systems.
proach provides the opportunity to scru. pharmacological doses of drugs can be The ability, to observe in vivo drug
tinize these animal models and compare administered to normal subjects and pa- pharmacokinetics can be useful in identi-
differences and similarities with the hu- tients with cerebral disorders and their fying the responsiveness of different pa-
man disease. Animal models of different effect on processes such as blood flow tientl groups to specific pharmacological-

ly active agents. For example. let us
consider a presumed clinicaly homoge-

Fig. 8. Complete set - Deous population of patients in which a
o a-E iormalsb specific drug is effective in alleviating -

Ject demnstrtingsymptoms in 15 percent. Such a therap)
glcs m~ztcn would be considered relatively ineffec-

Thes =,*s wee tye for that population as a whole. Hov-
obtame- wit an- ever, for the 1S percent that responded.MM interval between tehrayis quite elfective. Conven-

ECATsystm (iagetional techniques may not be sensitise
spatial resolution of enough to identify subpopulations with
8.4 by 8.4 by 12.5 specific pharmacological sensitivities to
in) The o mos different agents. PET studies with either

men re nteor-os- ... - -- -of the two strategies outlined above
senor and lateral two- -- ' could provide additional diagnostic in-
dimensional views formation that could potentially, segre-

tctilinear studies) of gate such subgroups and a~loA for more-th ame sujc -- 4L specific and pathophysiologicalls appro-
tomographi: exam,- .- ~priate therapies to be employ-ed
natiorn The PET de- ..- A number of labeled compounds ha'e
vice provides identifi- :4 . been developed for use with PET in the

catin ofthe osaionistud) of dopamincrgic (421. opiate W4,
of the tomopraphic -'. -,

planes and allow s - -.-. benzodiazepine 144). and other s% stem,
penimposition of their ~ ~ ''-(451 (Table 1) Labeled ligands of hig-
location on the recti- specific activit% have been shoun it
inear images. Shades PET to reflect specific receptor ss-stern4.of gras. units of micromoles per minute per milligram. with black representing the highest a deeri e b% thi-oaiaivalue. At this spatial resolution, the folds in the cortical ribboni at cleahly deline~ated. as as detrmne %~terlaiaini
subcorucal structures frighit-most imagtes,. second row) including the talamus. caudate. and the appropriate anatomical sites. compet.-
lenuicular nuclei (putamen-globus palldus complex). Both the posterior and the antenor limbs tive blockade, and kinetic differentiatior
of the internal capsule ame visualized. The bippocampus-pazatuppocampal gyn region can be of specific and nonspecific binding in-seen lateral to thie brain stem. along the medial portions of the temponA] lobes luhrd Wib serial measurements (42-451 (Fig. 71.extreme left). Substructures of thie posterior fossa are visible (third ro%%. extreme rtht and -e

include the brainstem and the substructures of the cerebellum (the cerebellar cortex. verinis, The use of appropriate positron-labeled
and dename nuclei). This study demcostrates the pregressive increase in image quality thai has compounds makes it possible to examine
occurred as the spatial resolution of PET devices has improved. For example, compare the the presynaptic site of neurochemica!
inia quality and detail in Fills. 3. band c, 4 and 5, obtaine with a tomograph having a spatial transmission with a labeled precursor of
fttolution of16 by16 by 1 mm with those inthislGure. Tomopaphs with 2- to4-min an aciv agn uh's'Flaee Lresolution are now beingl tested. Improvements in spatial resolution unot onl nnres acieagnhuhesSabldanatomiucal detail. the structure identification capacity. and the quantitative accuracy. I From M dopa (42). or to examine postsynapuc
E. Phelps eta/.. in m fi. courtesy of Journalof Crbra1MBood Fbi. and Mfetabobis nl receptor interactions with an agent suct
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PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES IN FUNCTIONAL CERIBRAL IMAGE ACQUISITION AND
ANALYSIS. John C. Mazziotta, Stephen H. Kbslow. , UCLA School of Medicine, Los
Angeles, CA, -National Institute of Mental Health, Rockville, MD.

Human tracer kinetic, tomographic imaging that provides three-dimensional
cerebral distribution maps of physiologic processes present difficult problems
in data acquisition, analysis and presentation. The ultimate goal of these
functional cerebral imaging studies is to provide quantitative data on
functional states or the localization of exogenous compounds in specific brain
nuclei. The functional imaging (FI) field has grown rapidly in the last
decade in terms of the number of investigators, the power of its resolution
and the scope of its applications. Both the scientific community and the
public expect incremental increases in our knowledge of normal and abnormal

*brain function because of the unique capabilities now available to study the
brain in its intact functional state. Our ability to take full advantage of
the power of functional imaging and to maintain credibility requires
standardized, reproducible and accurate methods of obtaining, analyzing and
reporting the resultant data as well as recognition of the limits of these
approaches.

In its broadest sense these problems include all aspects of F1
acquisition, analysis and presentation. A survey of these issues results in a
formidable list. Some of these items, grouped in four separate disciplines
are presented in Table 1. For each discipline a set of problems and solutions
have been examined at an initial series of workshops sponsored by the National
Institutes of Mental Health in the U.S. Representatives of the fields of
physics, biomathematics, neuroanatomy and computer science have and will
develop position papers describing these results for distribution,
constructive criticism and further input from the FI community.

Anatomical issues remain the least defined. From its beginnings, the FI
i field has related functional images to discrete anatomical brain nuclei. As

spatial resolution improves, this is done with greater frequency and
confidence. In reality, however, these images represent functional data which
is not equivalent to structure and caution needs to be taken in the use of
such approaches. Functional images (e.g., PET, SPECT) could be individually
paired with structural images (e.g., MRI) but this adds cost, logistical

C" complexity, greater patient compliance and another layer of data acquisition
and analysis with their attendant errors. While paired data sets may be
required for certain F! applications, some initial optimal criteria for FI
studies have been developed which ideally avoid these complexities (Table 2).

A survey of most existing FI analysis approaches has been undertaken and
Cincludes: manual template matching, elastic (semiautomatic) template matching

from X-ray CT and MRI, stereotactic systems, hybrid combinations of these
methods and less anatomically based statistical approaches.

The most promising technique, at present, is based on the use of a
stereotactic coordinate system. Such a method can be expanded to include
idealized atlas templates that can be three-dimensionally deformed to
accomodate differences in individual brain anatomy found in healthy and
disease states. It is most probable that such an approach will work in
individuals with the normal range of anatomical variabilty. Disease states

C.
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would have to be examined individually to determine whether ancillary
anatomical data is required. I - I

Test data sets of human brain structures will be required to test this,
and potentially other, analysis approaches. Present stereotactic anatomical
atlases are derived from single, post-mortem brains, removed from the skull
and have only been validated for structures near their coordinate system
origin (e.g., thalamus, basal ganglia). It is suggested that a large number
of high resolution MRI studies be assembled to develop an anatomical
stereotactic in vivo validation atlas. The criteria for collecting this data
set are under consideration (e.g., normal vs. representative population, image
acquisition variables, race, gender, handedness, sample size, etc). Once
available, proposed F1 analysis systems could be tested, their accuracy and
reproducibility determined and their range of errors established for each
anatomical region.

The proposed plan is to develop guidelines for the present and ongoing
acquisition of F1 data that is compatible with promising F1 analysis
techniques. Second, pilot data will be examined to understand better the
criteria needed to develop the MRI atlas. Third, large data sets will be
acquired, the atlas established and the three-dimensional site and variation
of brain structures determined. Fourth, the performance of FI analysis
schemes will be tested using this information.

While standardization is necessary for communicationn, the goal of such -

efforts should, in no way, result in constraints on the creativity of the
field. Continued and ongoing input from the F! community will be necessary to
sustain this effort and refine methods in parallel with our increasing
knowledge and advancing technology. The capacity to objectively compare and
exchange F1 data collected by the resultant methods should justify the efforts
and interest of the F1 community in these important issues. -
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A. Physics C. Neuroanatomy

1. Instrument quality control 1. Angle and level of scan
(calibration, timing, etc) acquisition

2. Spatial resolution 2. Positioning/Repositioning
3. Temporal resolution 3. Landmark identification
4. Attenuation correction 4. Variations: gross, microscopic,
5. Accidental events biochemical, head position
6. Scatter (gravitational efforts).
7. Deadtime 5. Alterations by disease processes

B. Biomathematics D. Computer Science

1. Model behavior for various 1. Data handling
tracers 2. Matching of anatomical and

2. Parameter estimation functional image sets
3. Image reconstruction 3. Computational methods
4. Statistical limitations in 4. Data presentation (e.g.,

data acquisition graphics)
5. Data normalization 5. Data exchange (within and
6. Statistical analysis of data from among centers).

analyzed images (e.g., left/right,
local/global).

Table 1: Representative disciplines and issues in functional image acquisition and
analysis

,%.
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1. Reproducible 8. Acceptable to subjects' level of

2. Accurate tolerance, (head holders, etc).

9. Performs wellin serial studies of

3. Independent of tracer the same patient and individual
employed study of separate patients in a

popul ati on
4. Independent of instrument

spatial resolution 10. Capable of evolving toward greater
accuracy as information and

5. When possible, independent instruments improve
of ancillary imaging techniques

11. Reasonable in cost
6. Minimizes subjectivity and

investigator bias 12. Equally applicable in both clinical
and research settings

7. Fixed assumptions about normal
anatomy not required 13. Time efficient for both data

acquisition and analysis

Table 2: Proposed criteria for the optimal solution to problems of functional image
analysis and acquisition. Practical, logistical and pathologic considerations may
limit the degree or number of criteria that can be fulfilled in a given
application. Current technological limitations prevent full realization of item 5.
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FOREWORD

This effort was conducted within Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) program element
627 15H (Nuclear Weapons Physical Security Research and Development). The objective of
the project is to determine the feasibility of using biotechnology procedures such as
bioelectric and biomagnetic recordings of brain activity to improve predictions of physical
security personnel reliability and performance effectiveness.

This report is the third in a series resulting from this project, Previous reports
provided an annotated bibliography (NPRDC TN 83-9) of the stress literature related to
performance and reviewed selected experimental procedures for assessing performance
under stress (NPRDC SR 84-9). This report concerns predicting responses to stress using
bioelectrical and biomagnetic measurements of brain activity. The problems, advantages,
and future implications of this research approach are examined, and recommendations are
made regarding implementation. The results should be of interest to the research
community concerned with brain functions, human behavior, and performance prediction.

Previous research conducted by the Navy Personnel Research and Development
Zenter on brain event-related potentials is summarized in NPRDC TR 84-3.

J. W. RENARD JAMES W. TWEEDDALE
Captain, U.S. Navy Technical Director
Commanding Officer
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SUMMARY

Problem

Improved capabilities are desired for measuring and predicting the dependability and
performance effectiveness of Navy personnel assigned to security force duties within the
nuclear weapons safeguards area, particularly under conditions of stress. Information is
needed as to the feasibility of using electrical and magnetic measurements of brain
activity (evoked and event-related potentials) for this purpose.

Purpose

The purpose of this effort was to determine whether measurements of brain activity
can be used to predict job performance under conditions of stress.

A:roach

1. The research literature related to stress, personality measurements, electrical
and magnetic measurements of brain activity, and stress task-protocols was reviewed.

?."

2. A research protocol was devised that should be useful in ascertaining whether or
not measurements of brain activity can be used as predictors of performance under
conditions of stress.

Results and Conclusions

Use of brain activity measurements shows great promise as (1) a tool for predicting
general resoonse-tendencies of individuals when subjected to stress and (2) an investiga- '.

tive method for learning more about brain function, particularly as it applies to emotions,
hi-nan behavior, and individual differences.

R ecommendations

Recommendations were made for a research protocol for ascertaining whether
me.sjrements of brain activity can be used to predict job performance under stress. S
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INTRODUCTION

Problem

The Navy has been interested in developing the ability to predict more reliably the
performance of those individuals whose jobs might subject them to acute or chronic
"stress." Security guards and aviators are examples of personnel whose performance
under stressful conditions can be of crucial importance. Information is needed to
determine whether or not electrical and magnetic measurements of brain activity can be
used to differentiate individuals who will perform "well" under stress as opposed to those
who will perform "poorly," and, if so, to determine how best to conduct such measure-ments.

Purpose

The purpose of this effort was to determine whether measurements of brain activity
can be used to predict performance under conditions of stress.

Background

Previous work at NAVPERSRANDCEN has been directed toward predicting on-the-
job performance of individuals by analyzing measurements of their electrical and
magnetic brain activity (Lewis, 1983a, 1983b). The bioelectrical measurements have
included recordings from subjects of both the spontaneous electroencephalogram (EEG)
and the evoked potentials (EPs), in some cases referred to as event-related potentials
(ERPs). ERPs differ from EPs in that they result, in part, from internal stimuli, such as
cognitive tasks and emotions, rather than from external stimuli alone. The corresponding
biomagnetic measurements are the magnetoencephalogram (MEG) and the evoked fields
(EFs) or event-related fields (ERFs).

Both EPs and EFs are obtained by presenting to the subject a train of brief stimuli;
fo." example, flashing lights or auditory clicks. The electrical and magnetic activity that
are thereby generated within the brain are measured over various areas of the scalp
folowing each stimulus. The activity is averaged together in such a way that random
background electrical and magnetic activity, or "noise," is eliminated. The recording of
the brain activity "signal" directly resulting from the stimulus is thereby enhanced. The
amplitude and latency of this activity may then be analyzed statistically or displayed
topographically so as to detect differences between individuals, between separate brain
areas, or in the same brain area of an individual at different periods of time.

Ordinarily, the patterns evoked in a specific individual by a stimulus presented under
controlled conditions are relatively stable (Hillyard, Picton & Regan, 1978). Measure-
ments of EPs from different subjects, however, even when obtained over the same area of
brain and under the same controlled conditions, show significant differences in amplitude
and latency patterns (Shagass, 1972b). Because of the considerable evidence in the
literature suggesting that specific brain functions tended to be localized to either the left
or right brain hemispheres (Gordon, Silverberg-Shalev, & Czernilas, 1982; Kinsbourne,
197S), the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center conducted a number of
proie'ts to determine whether ERPs could be used to estimate a subject's potential for
mastring certain kinds of skills and, hence, predict his job performance (see Lewis,
193b).

%. . . . . • ' • •. 5 .0 .% 55
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EPs and ERPs, although relatively stable, do show significant changes as a result of
alterations in the internal environment (McCallum, 1979), such as occurs with cognition.
Moreover, the changes tend to follow a stereotyped pattern dependent upon the particular 0
environmental change (Begleiter & Porjesz, 1975). Changes such as these can be detected
by sequential measurements, consisting of baseline (static) ERPs or EPs, followed by
another measurement reflecting the change in a single environmental factor. Such
dynamic studies offer exciting research possibilities for the following reason: A single,
standardized stimulus such as a flashing light can result in different EP patterns in two
individuals. It can be shown, at least empirically, that the patterns have predictive value 0
regarding some aspects of brain function that are involved in job performance. It may be
inferred that the different patterns reflect actual differences in the neurophysiological
handling of the stimulus and that this, in turn, is correlated with the subject's unique
pattern of behavior or skills, at least as it applies to the job in question. If there is some
validity to this inference, then the same paradigm could conceivably be applied success-
fully to other more complex (and even adverse) stimuli in the cognitive (thought 0
processes) and affective (emotional processes) realm, in order to gauge their possible
impact upon the subject's future job performance under those same stimulus conditions.
There is already ample evidence that cognitive processes profoundly affect EPs (Donchin,
Ritter, & McCallum, 1978).

APPROACH

1. The research literature related to stress, personality measurements, electrical
and magnetic measurements of brain activity, and stress task-protocols was reviewed.

2. A research protocol was devised that should be useful in ascertaining whether or
not measurements of brain activity can be used as predictors of performance under
conditions of stress.

RESULTS

Stress and Job Performance

Individual Differences

One individual might behave quite differently than another when both are subjected
to the same kind of stressful situation (Hokanson, 1969). One individual might "rise to the
occasion" and manifest the ability to cope with and resolve the stress-producing problem,
another might perform inadequately or indecisively, while still another might show
marked deterioration during stress and literally "fall apart." Whatever the nature of the
response, "good" or "bad," effective or counterproductive, it is generally consistent for a
given individual, particularly over a short period of time under controlled conditions.
Even the terminology used by researchers reflects this observation. In conditions of
chronic stress, researchers tend to classify individuals according to their most vulnerable
body organ-system, whose dysfunction most severely reflects the effects of the stressor.
For example, patients are referred to as "ulcer-prone," "coronary-prone," or "neuroder-
matitis prone" (Ursin, 1978). Likewise, in acute stress, they tend to classify individuals
according to the most prominent emotion they manifest. For example, patients are
referred to as "anxiety-prone," "prone to withdrawal," or "having great emotional strength
or stability" (Grings & Dawson, 1978). These classification tendencies imply that a

2
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shh.,ficant degree of consistency exists in a person's repertoire of behavioral responses to
stress.

*On the other hand, it is also commonly accepted that, over a period of time, a given
individual's response to the same stressor can vary significantly in terms of both form and
intensity. The degree of intra-individual variability is usually attributed to "conditioning
factors," such as the individual's age, genetic makeup, gender, diet, drug intake, pre-
existing diseases, and physical and social surroundings; in short, the sum total of his
internal and external environment (Selye, 1974). When the response changes, the

*individual is said to have "adapted," "changed coping mechanisms," "responded to
therapy," or been subjected to new or changing stressors (McGrath, 1970b).

"Good" and "Bad" Responses

In view of the complexity of the underlying "conditioning factors" that can mold an
* ndividual's final response to a stressor, it is not surprising that there are so many

different ways in which individuals in a group vary in their behavior in what appears to be
an identical stressful situation. Those resultant responses are often subjected to
judgnents as to whether they are "good" or "bad" in quality and intensity. Obviously, such
judgments are themselves quite subjective--a good response might be good for society or
for an employer but bad for the individual, and vice versa (McGrath, 1970a). The soldier

*i who sacrifices his life for his country is said to have served his country well and to have
performed (responded) in a good and honorable manner. From the point of view of
prolonging his life, however, the response was certainly far from optimum. On the other
hano, if detailed information were available about the soldier's psychological makeup and
social background, it might well be that his response, even from his personal point of
view, was a "good" one. For example, if he felt that such a sacrifice of life was the only

*response that could lead to the preservation of countless other lives and of ideals that
were of far greater importance to him than his own survival, then his dying might well be
:he optimal response for him personally. Regarding responses to stressors, judgments of
good or bad are purely relative, and they are often quite difficult to make.

To predict on-the-job performance of personnel assigned to critical positions, such as
security guards, value judgments must not only be made, but must be made before a life-
threatening situation occurs.

Predicting Future 3ob Performance Under Stress

From a practical standpoint, one cannot subject job applicants to real life-threaten-
ing situations to assess their qualifications. Paper-and-pencil aptitude tests have been
criticized as being ineffective in predicting on-the-job performance (Ghiselli, 1966).
However, since the response of personnel in critical positions can be of corresponding
critical importance, the possible application of any technique that shows promise in
predicting future behavior under stress must be explored. As noted previously, one such
technique is ERP/EP measurements, provided that there is an acceptance of the premise
that stress, and behavioral responses to stress, are at least in part mediated by central
nervous system pathways (the brain) and are thereby accessible to ERP/EP probing.

Stress, Behavior, and the Brain

One has little choice but to acknowledge the role of the brain in mediating behavior
of any kind. After all, motor activity, sensory activity, cognition, autonomic activity,
circadian rhythms, emotionality, hormonal activity, and the coordination among them all

3
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are either dominantly controlled by or, at the least, inextricably intertwined with th(
activity of the central nervous system. One of the characteristics of Hans Selye's life-
long work and popularized writings on stress (Selye, 1975) was his constant emphasis upoo
the adrenal and pituitary hormones and the autonomic nervous system, as opposed to the
brain, an emphasis not shared by others (Mason, 1975). Unfortunately, this approach
deemphasized the role of the brain and may have been instrumental in retarding, until
recently, direct and vigorous research efforts into the central nervous system handling of
stress and stress-related behavior.

The Lack of a Definition of Stress

Selye (1973, p. 2) defined stress as "a nonspecific response of the body to any
demand." The demand can be pleasant or unpleasant. He further defined the nonspecific
response when he described the "general adaptation syndrome," which includes symptoms
such as tachycardia, hypothermia, hypotonia, and hypertension. In Selye's view, stress io
the result of a "local reaction to a local change," resulting in activation of an unidentified
"first mediator" that causes the general adaptation syndrome. The brain is not involved,
since "denervated rats still show the classic syndrome when put under stress" and "stress
occurs under deep anaesthesia or after deafferentation of the hypothalmus in mammals.
as well as in lower forms of life that have no nervous system" (Selye, 1973, p. 6, 9).
Claims of that sort by Selye, unconvincing at best, discouraged clinical and basic science*
research efforts toward elucidating the role of the central nervous system in stress. It
was the flag under which an army of publications deluged the stress literature for several
decades, looking always and only for the peripheral manifestations of stress such as
changes in heart rate, blood pressure, galvanic skin resistance, pupillary size, and many
other inconsistent and often irrelevant signs (Trumbull & Appley, 1967; McGrath, 1970c).
These came to be regarded as absolute tests for the presence or absence of stress. 0

Another very typical definition of stress is "the behavioral and physiological response
to actual or impending aversive stimuli" (Anisman & Zacharko, 1982, p. 89).

As one can readily see, these two definitions may be contradictory ("pleasant".,
demands are not adversive); further, when one seeks to obtain further elaboration of key-
words (e.g., "stimuli," "response," or "demand"), there is none that allows a discriminating
consistent, functional definition. Most authors agree that there simply is no adequate
single definition of stress (Pepitone, 1967; Hamburg & Elliot, 1981; Anisman & Zacharko,
1982). Indeed, there are those who feel that stress is synonomous with arousal and
therefore does not even constitute a separate phenomenon (Mason, 1975). Murison and
Ursin (1982, p. 115) offered the following definition: "The simplest operational definition
of stress, therefore, is that it is the process which produces a change in your own favorite
physiological parameter." For the purposes of this project, the definition of stress put
forth by Anisman and Zacharko will be accepted. Event-related brain potentials will be
used as our "favorite physiological parameter."

Involvement of the Central Nervous System in Stress

While it continues to be rather difficult to define stress from a clinical point of view,
there seems to be increasing acknowledgement among investigators that the central
nervous system plays the key role in the generation, perception, mediation, and control of
stress. "Any way one looks at it, though, the initial stressor must be viewed as having
neuronal consequences..." (Anisman & Zacharko, 1982, p. 125). Heninger (1932, p. 107) -

states that "behavior is a consequence of nervous activity; thus, behavioral attempts to
cope with stress are only one visible aspect of a large number of adaptive mechanisms inu, .1
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response to stress." Pribram and McGinness (1982, p. 497) feel that "hippocampus is seen
as playing a critical role in the pituitary/adrenal 'stress' system...". In a review of the
biobehavioral science research related to stress, Hamburg and Elliot (1981) state:

The catecholamines, which are found both in the adrenal and in
several parts of the brain, have long been associated with
stress ... Another clearly relevant group of compounds are the
endorphins, which are endogenous, morphine-like peptides that are
probably involved in brain regulation of the perception of an response
to pain. Also of interest are recent studies which indicate that the
brain may influence immune function ... Studies suggest that stres-
sors are risk factors for a variety of infections ... (p. 417)

Cohen (1982, p. 279) points out that "it is increasingly evident that an extensive
network of central nervous system, autonomic nervous system, endocrine, neuroregulator,
opioid peptide, and immunologic responses may be involved." All of these authors cite
many references to substantiate their claims.

Brain Potentials and grain Function

As evidenced above, there is a large and growing body of literature to support the
concept that the brain is intimately involved in the generation, perception, mediation, and
control of stress. Since EP/ERP and EF/ERF measurements reflect the state of the
electrical potentials and magnetic fields of the brain respectively, perhaps they can be
used to either detect or further analyze stress in humans. Shagass (1972c, p. 11) states
that "our basic assumption is that disordered behavior is associated with altered cerebral
excitability and that some aspects of these excitability changes will be reflected in
evoked responses." There is some support for this approach.

Both EP/ERPs and EF/ERFs are preceded by either the propagation of action
poten'.als or the spread of a graded potential (Kaufman & Williamson, 1982). In either
case, an intracellular axial current along the length of the involved portion of the neuron
results. In the case of EP/ERPs, the potential being measured is related to the
extracellular volume current that subsequently follows. EF/ERFs, on the other hand, may
reflect the intracellular axial current. Both methods would be expected to mirror changes
in the activity of large focal populations of neurons and, hence, be correlated with focal
brain activity. Indeed, when evoked potentials are recorded over an appropriate area of
the sensory cortex, one sees a clearcut response to the sensory stimulus (Desmedt, 1979).
Likewise, when the stimulus is internal in origin, consisting of information from past
experiences or anticipation in preparation for decision making, significant changes also
take place in the event-related potentials. While it is relatively easy to detect these ,
changes, it is enormously difficult to analyze them as to their actual brain mechanism.
Determining exactly what areas of the brain are involved at any given moment, what role
they serve, and how they relate to and can be modified by all of the various external and
internal stimulus parameters remains an elusive goal of req.arch in the area.

Brain Potentials and Stress

Since stress is a psychophysiological state of the brain that involves many functional
areas, connecting pathways, and electrical and chemical changes, it is likely to be
accompanied by highly complex and variable changes in the EP/ERPs. The problem that
can be anticipated is not in being unable to detect a change at all but, rather, in detecting
some specific pattern of change that is typical of stress. Hopefully, several different

i ms === .-- . ... . . . = • • . . . ., 5
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EP/ERP patterns will be found, each of which can be related to a different type of stress
response. From an intuitive point of view, this is a feasible objective, provided one seeks
only large, qualitative EPIERP differences. It would not be reasonable to expect that
present knowledge and techniques would allow one to detect bioelectrirclly that a
component of a current EP/ERP response to stress is actually the result of an incident
that took place several years ago. On the other hand, it may be possible to detect the
difference between the way the brain mediates a calm, effective coping response t3
stress, on the one hand, and a highly emotional explosion of fear and anxiety on the other
hand. In the latter case, a large segment of brain might be intensively activated over a
significant period of time; in the former, that area (or areas) might be relatively
quiescent.

Few attempts have been made, thus far, to characterize the EP/ERP changes during
stress. Shagass (1972a) suggested that the later portion of the ERP may be diminished in
amplitude under conditions producing stress or anxiety. McCallum (1979) relates that
Sano reported slowly changing potentials during stress. Callaway (1975) speculates abou:
a U-shaped relation between the effects of stress and the amplitude of the later portion
of the ERP; as stress intensity increases, so does the ERP amplitude, up to a point.
Further increases in the level of stress cause a decline in amplitude. The current
situation, then, is one in which a strong need exists for being able to predict the type of
reactions likely to be manifested by a given individual when stressed. Considering what is
known of stress physiology, the utilization of EP/ERPs and EF/ERFs may provide a
practical tool for making such predictions feasible, at least at a rudimentary level.

Predicting Responses to Stress

Individuals vary in their types of responses to stress, and there is some degree of
consistency to the type of response of a given individual. It has been suggested that the
type of response manifested by a given stressed individual is related to his basic
personality (Chesney & Rosenman, 1983; Horowitz, 1976). If the latter relationship is
valid, it raises the possibility that EP/ERP and EF/ERF measurements obtained in the
baseline state (i.e., while the subject is not being stressed) could be used to predict stress *.

responses indirectly, by virtue of their correlation with classifications of basic person-
alities. This would, in turn, require that there are correlations between classes of
personalities and EP/ERPs.

Personality Types
"- *

A number of taxonomies have been introduced to partition personalities into classes
that are clinically relevant. Some, like the "Type A and Type B" behavioral patterns
(Chesney & Rosenman, 1983), are oriented primarily toward matching personalities with
certain patterns of clinical responses to stress. Other, more general schemes have been
applied to the problem of enumerating a complete set of elementary personality traits and
developing questionnaires to detect reliably the degree to which any of those traits are .'
present in a given individual. One of these, the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI) and
Questionnaire (EPQ) (EDITS, 1975) has specifically addressed the problems of correlating
personality trait measurements with reactions to stress. The "neuroticism factor" of the ,1'
EPI is described as a measurable variable that "implies low tolerance for stress whether it
be physical as in painful situations, or psychological as in conflict or 'frustration'
situations" (Eysenck, 1967, p. 41). I

There is good reason to expect good correlations between stress reactions and the
results of personality tests. As pointed out previously, certain kinds of people do seem to

64%
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react in correspondingly stereotyped ways to stress. Further, it is generally acknowledged
that stress responses are shaped by "physiological status, genetic traits, current expecta-
tions, past experiences.." (Hamburg & Elliott, 1981, p. 414); yet each of these is a vital
determining factor of what is called the personality.

Note that personality questionnaires assess the tendency to respond to a stressful
situation in a general way. They do not answer the question as to whether or not the
security guard will draw his revolver and shoot the intruder. They do attempt to predict
whether there is a strong likelihood t.at, on the one hand, the guard will panic and "fall
apart" or, on the other hand, will maintain control and manifest attempts to cope with the
situation on the basis of previous and current experiences. The "N" (neuroticism) factor
of the EPI is reported to be useful in this regard (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1969). Eysenck
(1967) was careful to point out that there are:

complex interactions between amount of drive present, task diffi-
culty, stress experience, and the various other independent vari-
ables. . . Proper quantification of all these variables is essential
before confident predictions can be made in the individual case.
Without such quantification the theory may still be useful in predic-
ting performance at extreme ends of the scale .... (p. 52)

Of course, such tests cannot be repeated too often without becoming ineffective, and
they are more or less susceptible to either deliberate or inadvertent misrepresentations on
.he part of the subject. Further, they require at least a minimum of cooperation,
communication, and understanding on the part of the subject. This suggests that they
wojL," not be as useful as one might hope for predicting stress responses. As will be
outlined later, personality tests can, however, be employed as an independent measure
within a battery of measurements needed for prediction.

Personality and Brain Potentials

If one accepts that there is a relationship between (1) personality traits and individual
responses to stressful situations, (2) individual responses to stressful situations and the
state of that portion of the central nervous system (CNS) that embodies the response to
stress, and (3) that portion of the CNS that embodies the response to stress and EP/ERP
'.'aveforms, then correlations between personality traits (as revealed, for example, on the

P) and EP/ERPs should be detectable.

O'Connor (1980) found small differences between subjects with introvert and extra-
vert personalities in amplitudes and sites of origin of their EPs. Shagass (1972a) found a
c-shaped relationship between evoked potential amplitude and age with greater ampli-
tudes in childhood and after age 40. He speculated that this relationship behaves
differently in extraverts as opposed to introverts in that extraverts may manifest
amp:l:udes, corresponding to those of introverts, at older ages. Friedman and Meares
(1979) stated that extraverts show larger amplitudes of the late components of the
auditory-evoked potentials, as opposed to the findings of Stelmack, Achorn, and Michaud
(1977), which showed greater amplitudes in introverts.

These s:udies indicate that further explorations of t,, relationships between per-
sor.a!itv tr---ts and static EP/ERP patterns might prove fruitful (Eysenck, 1967, p. 261) in
the seici for predictors of responses to stress. There are, however, several reasons for
prefer%-.; I!y pursuing another approach. To begin with, the subject's response to a
perso.h.!ty qzestionnaire may not be honest and/or valid, as outlined previously. Further-
rore, *.'-e e\*ent to which the EPI neuroticism factor is an indicator of a stress-response

7
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trait is not at all clear, since the neuroticism factor itself may be significantly influenceCf
by the current state of the subject's level of stress (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1969; Har6.,
Payne, Laurence, & Tawnsley, 1972) and thus reflect the influence of both genotypic and
environmental state components.

Baseline EP/ERP measurements alone cannot suffice in attempting to measure/pre-
dict stress, even when supplemented by personality assessment questionnaires (McGrath,
1970c). Instead, EP/ERP measurements must also be obtained, for comparison, while th3
subject is being actively stressed. This view conforms with that of Eysenck (1967), wh6
pointed out that:

Different reactor systems do not necessarily react in similar ways to
stress.., some measures show significant differences between nor-
mals and neurotics during rest, anticipation, stress, and poststress -
periods. Some measures show differences during all stages except
under stress; yet other measures show differences only during stress,
and... others again yield their main differences during post stress
periods. (p. 73)

Further support for this kind of approach consists of experimental neurochemicaig
studies showing that, during stress, selected CNS neurons can be transiently activated -
with associated chemical changes of the kind that would be expected to affect EP/ERP
patterns (Anisman & Zacharko, 1982). It is, therefore, possible that only during stress will
there occur specific EP/ERP changes in a subject that can be used to predict the subject's
behavioral responses to future stress.

Methods for Experimentally Provoking Stress

This section examines the ways in which someone might be subjected to experi-
mentally induced stress.

Physical and psychological stressors are so diverse in nature that it is hard to imagine-.
any single stressor that would be representative in affecting all subjects in the same way :
or to the same degree. Moreover, the more effective stressors tend to be those that some
might consider to be unethical, such as stress protocols involving the use of electric
shocks or deliberately misleading and threatening statements. An acceptable stressor
task, for our purposes, is one that (1) can cause no harm, (2) can effectively and uniformly
stress all subjects, (3) can be implemented quickly, (4) has short-lived effects, (5) can be-
applied in a laboratory environment where the subject has little freedom to move, (6) can
be used repeatedly with the same effects each time, (7) will not interfere wit"
bioelectrical and biomagnetic recording, and (8) resembles the psychological effect we .
seek to study (as opposed to more mechanical-physiological "stressors" such as heat, cold-
pressors, etc.). Since no known experimental stressor currently fulfills all these criteria,
any work of this kind involves using the most reasonable compromise that fits the-
demands of the experimental situation. However, being prepared to compromise still does
not resolve the dilemma. For example, in a statement that a stressor "effectively and
uniformly stresses all subjects," what is meant by the word "stresses"? From a pr:.ctical "
point of view, what exactly is the stressor supposed to do? How does it achieve its
objective? Should it cause a subjective feeling of some sort in the subject, a degradation
in the performance of some task, or a change in some physiological measurement? Should
it do these things by overloading the subject with a demanding task that is impossible for -
him to complete, by pain, by exposure to "frightening" scenes, or by conflicting and
inconsistent tasks?

'I
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,:ressors: The Role of Arousal. As one might expect, there is no agreement in the
literature as to what constitutes a "stressor," since there is no generally accepted
operational definition of what constitutes "stress." As previously noted, some believe that
stress and arousal are equivalent (Mason, 1975). If this view of stress as equivalent to
arousal is true, then the implication is that a stressor (and only a stressor) must always .
cause arousal. Others regard arousal as one of the consequences of stress or, in fact, as
an essential component thereof (Gray, 1982). This view, in turn, is rebutted by the
increas~ng acceptance of boredom and monotony as stressors (McGrath, 1970c; Appley &
Trumbull, 1967); for example, in the case of security guards. Also, this view makes it
difficult to explain those cases where chronic severe stress continues beyond the point of
exhaustion, at which point fatigue, depression, and inactivation dominate the picture as
opposed to arousal (Sanders, 1983). It seems clear that the association between arousal
ar'd stress is intimate and strong, but it is not universal; therefore, one cannot
legitimately use the level of arousal, or any other effect of arousal, as a measure of stress
(Cohen, 1967). The implication of this to stress studies using EP/ERP measurements is
obvious--we must clearly differentiate between EP/ERP changes as a result of a
stressor's ability to evoke arousal as opposed to its ability to evoke stress. Conversely,
any study purporting to measure the effects of a stressor must closely monitor the
subject's level of consciousness (arousal), as well as other variables, as possible sources of
contamination.

Johnson and Lubin (1972) pointed out that "one can only guess at the number of

studies that have been done using subjects who were supposed to be awake but actually
d3zed off or even slept through the experiment." They emphasized the need to control for
ci.anges in level of consciousness as measured by the EEG. Shagass (1972b, 1972c)
discussed the effect upon the evoked potentials of alterations in the state of awareness,
as correlated with EEG changes in both amplitude and frequency. So did Aleksandrova
(1972, p. 107), who concluded that "the higher the alpha rhythm frequency, the shorter the
latent period of nearly all EP components in the occipital and vertex regions" and "at a
greater alpha rhythm amplitude, longer latent periods of EP components in the vertex
region are observed." An exploratory study in the Center's laboratory using continuous
EEG recording during evoked potential studies confirmed that there are marked and rapid
fluctua:ions in the level of consciousness of the subjects that may not be readily apparent
to either the subject or the technician obtaining the EP data. In short, stress cannot be
regarded as equivalent to arousal; hence, a stressor cannot be defined as any stimulus that
produces arousal, nor can the level of stress be measured by the level of arousal. On the
contrary, in any experimental study of stress, an attempt must be made to monitor and
maintain a constant level of arousal.

De-ecting and Monitoring Stress. Since there is no agreement on the definition of
stress &zcording to its intrinsic mechanisms, perhaps stress can be defined as a pattern of
physiologic responses. Although this approach would afford the advantage of being able to
select or evaluate a potential stressor by virtue of its facility in evoking those responses,
it requires selection of a proper set of responses. Activation of the adrenocortical
endocrine system is not specific for stress (Mason, 1975). Autonomic nervous system
activation is well known to be unreliable, to the point that others have used this
unreilability as evidence of the existence of a high degree of individual specificity and
irterbuoject variability in responding to the same stressor (Lacey, Kagan, Lacey, & Moss,
1963). Performance measures likewise are characterized as not being proper indicators
f:r s:ress (Sanders, 1983). Sanders, like McGrath (1970b), has recommended that
perf armance measures should be used only as control measures to ascertain that sufficient
effort is allocated to keep performance at the optimum during the task. Indeed, if we
believe that the CNS plays a role in stress and therefore in using EP/ERP measurements

9
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to assess stress, we are placing ourselves in the curious stance of trying to select and us.
other physiologic or performance methods, already known to be relatively unsuccessful a
detecting or measuring stress, as indicators by which to judge the efficacy of a techniq6.
suspected to be far more sensitive and selective.

I Without some other reliable method of measuring stress, it will not be possible tc,
assess the significance of an EP/ERP measurement that shows no change during a stresso 0
test. Finding no change could mean that the stressor used was not, after all, effective. I-
could also mean that EP/ERP measurements are not capable of detecting changes in brag
activity during stress. Finally, it could mean that the stressor is effective on mos-,
subjects but, for some reason, not on this particular subject. This last possibility implie:'
that there may be general classes or types of stressors, and that there may b
relationships between the subjects who show EP/ERP responses to a particular type o'
stressor and their basic personalities. For example, extraverts might tend to manifest,
significant change in response to any one of a whole class of stressors, while introvert:
would show no change to those same stressors. 4

Types of Stressors. There have been a number of publications that seek to subdivide
experimental stressors into classes based primarily upon protocols; for example, upor
whether or not the stressor task involves time-sequencing of stimuli, the interpretation o
complex information, or threats-of punishment (Hackman, 1970). Little, if anything, ha e

been published that attempts to relate classes of stressors to types of responses or
personalities, except for the previously mentioned work regarding the autonomic nervous
system and individual differences, as with Type A/B behavior profiles. This lack is
curious, from a clinical point of view, because the existence of such classes of stressors '
and related classes of responders is an everyday, and often dramatic, observation "
Witness the person who is "self-motivated" to the extent that he is severely stressed b)
his own internal demands upon his performance, compared with another person who

* becomes stressed mainly by more primitive external imagery and could not care less abou,
time and task performance. The former personality often characterizes those who
develop duodenal ulcers (Alexander, 1950), while the latter often seems to be the case in
those who possess hysterical personalities (Horowitz, 1976).

Protocols. The implication of these observations is that it should be possible to ,
* better evaluate the effectiveness of, and response to, a particular stressor by using ,p

several stressors on each tested subject, with each stressor designed to best evoke stress
| * in a subgroup (of the general population) characterized by a specific personality profile.

This approach is not a new concept in the stress literature. Although the need for studies
of this sort has often been pointed out (McGrath, 1970d), seldom have they been done.-
Basically, the voluminous literature on stress tasks recommended that the stressor task

.- protocol should:

1. Include baseline evaluations of the subject.
.

12. Include measurements of personality assessments.

3. Include evaluations of the response to several different types of stressors.

4. Use each given type of stressor at multiple levels of intensity.

5. Include ongoing assessments of arousal, particularly EEG recording.

6. Measure responses by means of several different parameters.

4
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7. If possible, be repeated over a period of time, on the same subjects.

8. Be implemented in the most meticulously controlled environment as is reason-
able for the test and the objectives of the study.

9. Consume a reasonably short period of time so as to avoid marked changes in
level of consciousness and in other physiological variables.

Analysis of Data

The manner of data interpretation warrants further discussion. Recall that EP/ERP
data are obtained by averaging together many observations. This must be done because
the bioe!ectric activity of interest is of very low amplitude and is often obscured by the
background activity. The averaging reduces the apparent effect of the background
because the background frequency is not time-locked or synchronous with the stimulus.
The evoked potential, on the other hand, is synchronized to the stimulus and thereby
enhanced by averaging. It is believed that the earlier components of the evoked potential
(up to 100 msec) largely represent primary sensory processing (Hillyard, Picton, & Regan,
197S) and that the later components represent "cognition"; that is, the higher-level
central nervous system handling of the input (e.g., various aspects of recognition,
association, storage, coordination, evaluation, and other functions that are applied to or
affected by the stimulus) (McCallum, 1979).

Investigators often obtain such evoked potentials, both under the "nominal" labora-
tory situation (baseline recordings) and during the experimental stress condition. The data
are then analyzed for differences between the waveform amplitudes and latencies of the
two recordings, and any differences are attributed to the effect of the situation (e.g.,
stress) upon the individual. This approach may have both empirical and theoretical
shortcomings.

Note that, in this approach, one does not look generally at the manifestation of stress
within the brain. Rather, one is looking selectively at the effect of the resultant stress
upon the brain's response to a visual or auditory stimulus. This particular approach of
analyzing auditory or visual stimuli may have absolutely no clinical or behavioral
relevance to stress as an entity worthy of independent study.

'hile the evoked brain response to the visual or auditory stimulus is time-locked and
is therefore enhanced by averaging, the brain's response to stress is not time-locked and is
not transient. It is present and changing all the time that the evoked responses are being
obtained; therefore, averaging techniques will not necessarily represent meaningful
information specifically related to stress. In particular, the "background activity" that is
the:eby averaged out may be the very same activity that is most meaningful and that
should be captured and analyzed (Callaway, 1979). While empirical, statistical explora-
tions of this sort might luckily hit upon some consistent relationship, more direct methods
are desirable. Therefore, in addition to the previous recommendations, one should at least
explere the feasibility of alternative approaches. One such approach would be to
eliminate the visual/auditory stimulus, and, instead, consider the possibility of using a
time-locked stimulus consisting of the stressor itself. The stressor would obviously have
to be one that has rapid onset, short duration, and is repeatable so as to enable its
resut:.:ng EP/ERP waveforms to survive and even be enhanced by the technique of
averaging. As an example, the stimuli could consist of a sequence of pictures flashed
upon a screen at controlled intervals of time. The pictures could be selected so as to
evoke various degrees of stressful feelings in the subject. This particular example,

.-4,
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however, would have the disadvantage of also causing visual-evoked cerebral potential,
Finding a suitable stimulus to meet these qualifications is, admittedly, a challenge, but
appears to be a promising approach.

Another approach would be to study the responses to stress as manifested i
topographical EEG displays/analyses, a technique that allows one to dispense with al
stimuli other than the stressor (Livanov, 1977).

Data Displays

The current format for displaying the evoked potential, where amplitude changes ar,
plotted against time for each of the different recording sites, presents the data in a wa
that makes it difficult for the investigator to discern dynamic anatomical-tempora
fluctuations in EP/ERP amplitudes. Vaughan (1979) states that:

There is an intrinsic ambiguity in the interpretation of scalp potential
* amplitude variations--they may reflect either changes in amount or

extent of neural activity, an ambiguity which can be resolved only by
detailed mapping of the surface potential distribution.

It is evident, therefore, that quantitative analyses of the ERP must
evaluate not only the magnitude and timing of their components, but
also their spatial distribution ( p. 444).

Further, Vaughan (1982) urged that topographic data be used to interpret the surfac,
recorded ERP distributions in terms of their intracranial sources. Duffy (1982, p. 192M
concurs with Vaughan:

The interpretation or evaluation of multichannel EP data requires
analysis of large volumes of data across both space and time. We
propose that the inherent difficulties involved in makin- such spatio-
temporal correlations by unaided visual inspection place constraints
on both the clinical utility and research applicability of EP. The
topographic mapping system ... reduces the dimensionality of data
and offers.., major advantages.

Topographical Displays

Temporal mapping has been employed for many years by increasing n" N ...
investigators (Livanov, 1977; Ragot & Remond, 1979). By using displav wheoe,- "
colors and hues represent different polarities and amplitudes, one car) e1...
represent and analyze the origin and spread over the surface of the bra..
changes that take place over a period of time following the stimulu%. S.
been used both with EEG and EP/ERP studies and also have ,rror: M..

applications to the data before they are displayed (Duffy, 192).

This approach is referred to as "color toporanht-, 1 ,-
partitioned in such a way as to represent a diagrIar -f !h.
All the cortical regions are thereby represented simunL.awn i,%
different amplitudes of the electric fields over ear , rei',
colors and hues. Most displays of this sort allow at r.,%t ' ,
spread of, for example, a positive-polarity himiz-a'_rn' .- -.
dynamic, movie-like or cartoon fashion as it first apw r,,,

to a diff-..., c.ca location in succeedinr ti-,-
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however, would have the disadvantage of also causing visual-evoked cerebral potential'
Finding a suitable stimulus to meet these qualifications is, admittedly, a challenge, but.
appears to be a promising approach.

Another approach would be to study the responses to stress as manifested i
topographical EEG displays/analyses, a technique that allows one to dispense with al
stimuli other than the stressor (Livanov, 1977).

Data Displays

The current format for displaying the evoked potential, where amplitude changes ar,
plotted against time for each of the different recording sites, presents the data in a wa
that makes it difficult for the investigator to discern dynamic anatomical-tempo:a
fluctuations in EP/ERP amplitudes. Vaughan (1979) states that:

There is an intrinsic ambiguity in the interpretation of scalp potential
amplitude variations--they may reflect either changes in amount or
extent of neural activity, an ambiguity which can be resolved only by
detailed mapping of the surface potential distribution.

It is evident, therefore, that quantitative analyses of the ERP must
evaluate not only the magnitude and timing of their components, but
also their spatial distribution ( p. 444).

Further, Vaughan (1982) urged that topographic data be used to interpret the surfact
recorded ERP distributions in terms of their intracranial sources. Duffy (1982, p. 19A,
concurs with Vaughan:

The interpretation or evaluation of multichannel EP data requires
analysis of large volumes of data across both space and time. We
propose that the inherent difficulties involved in making such spatio-
temporal correlations by unaided visual inspection place constraints
on both the clinical utility and research applicability of EP. The
topographic mapping system ... reduces the dimensionality of data
and offers.. major advantages.

Topographical Displays

Temporal mapping has been employed for many years by increasing numbers oa
investigators (Livanov, 1977; Ragot & Remond, 1979). By using displays wherein different
colors and hues represent different polarities and amplitudes, one can even more easily
represent and analyze the origin and spread over the surface of the brain of EP/ERP
changes that take place over a period of time following the stimulus. Such displays have _
been used both with EEG and EP/ERP studies and also have incorporated statistical-
applications to the data before they are displayed (Duffy, 1982).

This approach is referred to as "color topographical displays." The screen is
partitioned in such a way as to represent a diagram of the cortical surface of the brain.
All the cortical regions are thereby represented simultaneously. As time elapses, the
different amplitudes of the electric fields over each region are indicated by differen-w-
colors and hues. Most displays of this sort allow at least 256 different hues, so that the
spread of, for example, a positive-polarity high-amplitude peak can be presented in a
dynamic, movie-like or cartoon fashion as it first appears in one location and then travels
to a diff-. LO%,cal location in succeeding time intervals.
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The benefits derived from neurochemical studies are well-known. They are
responsible for much of our current knowledge of brain function. The limitations of
neurochemical studies, however, are also well-known. It is information ordinarily derived
from experimental animal material, autopsies, or invasive procedures. The process of
obtaining or analyzing the material often destroys or significantly alters the function of
its structures. Further, knowing that a chemical is present at a specific location does not
necessarily tell its function there or the function of that part of the brain. It is a static
measurement in that it tells little of the moment-to-moment spread of control or data
through the brain, and, hence, little of the overall purpose or mechanism of neuronal
activities. While a number of different models of brain function have been proferred,
even in regard to "anxiety" (Gray, 1982) and "stress" (Anisman & Zacharko, 1982), those
models all hypothesize and require a very selective sequence of discharging in groups of
neurons, whose effects are transmitted over specific pathways to and from specific brain
areas and in a specific timed sequence. Confirmatory evidence for any such model has to
come from studies that are noninvasive and dynamic, such as EP/ERP measurements.
However, the evidence will be helpful only to the extent that it provides information now
lacking. It is necessary to know which brain areas are active, at what time, and in what
sequence the information spreads over which specific pathways from one area to the next.

According to Nebylitsyn (1972), efforts in Russia since the time of Pavlov to explain
the properties of the central nervous system from either a unified point of view, on the
one hand, or a "partial, regional" point of view, on the other hand, were unsuccessful. He
postulated that it was not reasonable that brain functions could be subdivided into three
or four major regional properties, as Pavlov had anticipated. On the contrary, he
perceived the neurophysiological parameters of behavior to be far more complex,
compose of a larger number of smaller regions, each of which is primary for some
function.

The level of one or another parameter of the prefrontal cortex may
not, for example, coincide functionally with that of the same
arameter measured for the medio-basal region of the frontal lobes

or for the limbic formations. Factual information relevant to
prob!ems of this kind will, however, only be gained by experimental
investigations involving the application of methods yet to be worked
out, and which will permit us to establish the characteristics of
activity in spatially different nervous structures in the regulatory
system. (p. 412)

'Netylitsyn found interesting the topographical EEG studies by Livanov (1977) showing
that metnods of this sort could be used to analyze intellectual operations. Nebylitsyn
concluded that:

This approach, in its turn, opens perspectives for the creation of a
psychophysiologically-based system of personnel selection tests and
for the elaboration of the psychophysiological aspects of the theory
of human reliability in complex working conditions (p. 414).

Indeed. Livanov (1977) was able to differentiate individuals, according to the difficulty
they encountered in solving mentally an arithmetic problem, by virtue of run-time
topographical analysis.

Cognitive and emotional activities are relatively long events. They are undoubtedly
highl~' complex, involving repeated interactions among many separate parts of the brain in
a complicated secuence of events. It is, therefore, highly unlikely that one can ever begin
to une.s:_-r.l ". -.. ..... ,ing at the activity of only one part of the brain at one

13
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time. On the contrary, a method must be used that presents the information in a w
that answers can be found to questions such as those listed below:

1. Where in the brain does the first visible response to stress (in this person)0
to appear?

2. Where does it go from there?

3. Does the pattern differ amonr subjects?

4. Are there groupings of subjects possessing similar patterns?

5. Do the patterns differ regarding the immediate effects of stress or the reac
to stress?

6. Do those groupings correspond to personality assessment and/or beh
responses?

7. Are there patterns consistent with any of our models of stress?

Simply looking at a large numerical tabulation of amplitudes or latencies wil
readily accomplish this, nor will statistical compilation performed upon two or
"curves" or visual "curve" inspections. Color topographical displays, on the other
are well suited to this purpose.

At this time, color topographical analysis cannot be applied to data from EF,
(magnetic field) measurements and, therefore, can be used only in EP/ERP measure-no
This is because the magnetic sensors are large and cumbersome, using liquid hel-ur
cooling purposes. They do not allow multiple independent probes to be used simil,
ously on the subject. The likelihood exists that this limitation will be overcome ;-
next few years. Meanwhile, studies on stress of the sort with which we are concerne:
best confined to EP/ERP measurements. Separate studies may continue on the b'o:
netic-bioelectric comparisons and on the mechanisms of the origin of biomragi
activity, until more suitable equipment is developed. At that point in time,
topographical techniques can be easily adapted to this newer technology.

Testing for Stress, Stressors, and Individual Differences

Preliminary Work -

A small-sample prototype of a stress-task protocol was conducted on three subs :
at the Center during the summer of 1981. It was done, realizing the almost unlirr
criticisms to which it would be susceptible, simply to explore the feasibility and pro:
of that approach in conjunction with color topographical displays. Considerable
straints were imposed at that time upon the protocol as the result of the then-curtal
computer hardware, which lacked sufficient main memory and secondary storage capa
to accommodate the large amount of data that needed to be manipulated. Nonethe.
the displays were found to be easily and quickly interpreted. The stressor was effectiv ;
causing marked changes in the pattern of EP/ERPs across the scalp. Differences in t, 4
patterns among the subjects were profound. It would be premature to interpret
results further, except to conclude that this kind of approach is not only feasible bjt
highly promising.

14
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Current theoretical models of brain function, while of great interest, seem to have
reached an impasse characterized by contradictions and a search for solutions that only
new data can supply. For example, Riss (1983), who developed a computer model of
human visual processing, feels that magnetoencephalography represents the only
noninvasive tool now available to clarify the sequence of activation of the different foci
he has identified as a part of the visual process. Also, Zuckerman (1982) stated that
studies "looking for the biological correlates of the psychological variable.., can only
approach causation through techniques such as path analysis..." The derivation of
topographical information from EP/ERP/EEG studies of stress represents the kind of
approach that can be adapted to the study of visual processes, as well as other brain
functions, particularly those of cognitive nature. The application of this approach will
hopefully lead to a greater understanding of brain functions generally and also as they
VarV from individual to individual under specific circumstances. While this largely
empirical approach can be expected to yield significant new and pertinent information
about the brain, personality, and behavior, one should not neglect efforts that are directed
toward understanding conceptually how the brain might handle "information processing" in
circu~mstances such as stress. In particular, computer simulation and emulation models,
exoert systems, and other theoretical endeavors in the realm of artificial intelligence (Al)
can be quite useful when developed in conjunction with information learned from
topographical EP/ERP/EEG stress protocol approaches. They can provide the framework
that will enable researchers to better understand and explain empirically derived data and
to guide them in further applying such tools as color topography. Newell (1983) has
expressed this well:

AI would appear to be at the mercy of the immense gulf that
continues to separate psychology and the biology of the brain. As
each field continues to progress--which both do dramatically--hopes
continually spring up for new bridging connections. No doubt at some
po;. t the permanent bridge will get built. So far, although each
increment of progress seems real, the gap remains disappointingly
large.

It is possible that Al has a major contribution to make to this by
exploring basic computational structures at a level that makes
contact with neural systems.

high-speed, 32-bit, large-capacity, stand-alone computer will become available for
' use " 'ith~n several months. With the anticipated acquisition of a color monitor and

su :able software, the Center's laboratory will be in a position of being able to implement
a well controlled study dealing with the ability of EP/ERP topographical analyses to

pred.ct future job performance under stress and to explore the possibility of bridging the
gap tetween psychology (stress) and biology (EPs/ERPs) by using computer-based models.

RECOMMENDATIONS

7'.e following recommendations are made for a research protocol for ascertaining
wre.'h ;-easure.,ents of brain activity can be used to predict performance under stress.

' dea!y, subjects should be in residence at the testing center ftorn at least the
prior eve.in7.g to maintain some control over the environment. Too often, subjects violate
:he -ues rt'.afriHt %,--, f,1o 4 'gestion, etc. Since this cannot be implemented at

._ .. _., - :ort must re placeJ Lpor emphasizing the importarce of
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any restrictions in these areas and adequately interviewing subjects about adherence t.
them prior to testing.

2. Personality testing, using the EPI/EPQ should be done, preferably on a separate
day prior to testing.

3. Subjects should be available for repeated testing at appropriate intervals
Considerable efforts should be made to obtain a thoroughly representative group oO
subjects. At the very least, sufficient personal information must be obtained so that th"
subject population can be characterized in detail (i.e., gender, age, work, diet, medica-
tions, health, mental state, visual and auditory acuity, and so on).

4. Recording sessions should involve the following factors:

a. Multiple electrodes (8 channels at the very least) must be used.

b. Both bipolar and monopolar recording should be considered. Monopola:
recording provides a more accurate reflection of the local amplitudes and frequencies
whereas bipolar recording facilitates the recognition of extracerebral artifacts and loca
activity relative to other cerebral locations. Some further exploratory studies might bi
of benefit regarding the selection of specific reference leads and montages. The
literature seems to favor monopolar references to the ear leads.

c. Ongoing, continuous EEG recording must be used to assess the subject'
state of alertness (refer to the previous discussion on stress vs. arousal).

d. The subject should be in a comfortable sitting position and be vigorously
alerted between all runs, with lights turned on, conversation, novel noises, etc. The roo' ,
must be kept cool to facilitate alertness. The technician should make notes, ir
conjunction with time-markers during the recordings, with reference to the subject's leve*
of alertness.

to
e. Consideration should be given to checkerboard-reversal stimuli rather than

light flashes or static checkerboards since this seems to be more and more the "industry
standard" in the effort to achieve reproducible waveforms (Starr, Sohmer, & Celesia,
1978).

f. Continuous EKG (heart rate) monitoring should be done throughout the4i1
testing so as to have available an additional and independent measurement of stress, even
though not fully reliable (Kak, 1981).

g. Testing should be preceded by revisions to existent computer software so as

to allow more rapid employment of the testing procedures.

h. The test should be partitioned as follows:

(1) Baseline recording, followed by Stressor #1 recordings:

(a) Low intensity foltowed by a brief rest interval.
(b) Medium intensity followed by a brief rest interval.
(c) High intensity followed by a brief rest interval.
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(2) Baseline recording, followed by Stressor #2 recordings:

(a) Low intensity followed by a brief rest interval.
(b) Medium intensity followed by a brief rest interval.
() High intensity followed by a brief rest interval.

i. Stressor #1 should be a timed, cognitive, performance task requiring little,
if any, subject movement. The cube-counting task is ideal here, particularly since this
laboratory has conducted, over the past few years, a large number of studies that have
incorporated an EP/ERP cube-counting performance task. During this task, the subjects
are presented with drawings of various numbers and configurations of three-dimensional
stacks of cubes. They are instructed to count accurately the number of cubes represented
in each drawing within a fixed amount of time. Successive drawings are more complex
and therefore more difficult and "stressing" to count within the required amount of time.
The resulting cube-count scores can be used to assess performance effort, while
simultaneously obtained heart rate and EP/ERP data can be used to measure and analyze
the response to stress. The procedure is amenable to the use of minimal deception to
enhance the stress; for example, by informing the subject that performance thus far is
poor. This task requires little motor movement, provides ways of assessing performance
effort, allows for multiple levels of difficulty, is easily repeatable, is not harmful to the
subject, is easily reproduced from subject to subject, does not interfere with auditory-
evoked potential studies, consumes a short period of time, and would be expected to cause
stress in a subset of the population (i.e., those who are self-motivated and highly
conscientious individuals), thereby inviting correlation studies regarding personality traits.
The Stroop test, and others of this sort, could also be considered. Here, as one example,
the subject is shown, on a screen, the name of a color. The screen image is also colored,
but the color of the screen image does not necessarily match that of the name. The
subject's task is to select one out of a set of objects where the object's color coincides
with that of the name on +he screen but not necessarily that of the image's color. The
Stroop test may also be timed and shares many of the advantages of the cube-counting
task. Stressor #2 should be of a completely different nature, such as pictorial
presentations of potentially disturbing photographs intermixed with neutral scenes.

j. Magnetic studies should be done separately so as not to introduce further
constraints on the stress protocol methods.

k. The testing should employ summated auditory-evoked potentials as targets
for analysis, since this can be implemented with little disturbance of conscious effort
upon task performance.

1. Analysis of the data should include the technique of color topography.

m. Subjects should be interviewed (or fill out a questionnaire as previously
developed at the Center) after testing, in order to independently assess the subjective
attitudes and degree of stress during the testing procedures.

n. A separate protocol should be developed and implemented wherein evoked
potentials are not used. Instead, the stressor itself should be the time-locked stimulus and
eitner part of a single epoch study or used as part of a sequence of stressors for
sumnrmtions. Pictorial displays as alluded to above could be adapted for this. Perhaps this
techniqje of equating the stressor with the time-locked stimulus will, in the end, prove to
be more meaningful and useful than any other.

17
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INTRODOCTION 5.3.2

The Vietnam Head Injury Study (THIS) registry includes 1221
young veterans who survived penetrating brain wounds from_shrapnel .
or bullets between 1967 and 1970 In the Vietnam War and on whom we
have detailed medical records of the initial and follow-up medical
care. Phase I of the VHIS, conducted between 1976 and 1979v
involved a reviev and computer codification of these records by
experienced neurologists and neurosurgeons and resulted in
publication of a number of important scientific papers. Phase ,
which was formally begun in 1980 and is still ongoing, involves an
extensive, one-week inpatient reevaluation of VHIS registrants who
volunteered to be examined and of 85 uninjured Vietnam veterans
who volunteered to serve as control subjects. The standardized
evaluation included a detailed neurological examination;
computerized tomographie (CT) brain sean (which gives the exact
size and location of the injury); extensive neuropsychological,
behavioral, and speech and language batteries; a physical
rehabilitation and motor performance battery; EEG and brain evoked
potentials testing; an audiological battery; an extensive social
service family interview conducted in the veteran's home by
trained American Red Cross personnel; and separate
family/community adjustment questionnaires. By the end of the
formal evaluation and data collection period of Phase II in
October'198 , 520 brain-injured veterans arid 85 controls bed been
evaluated. Over 22v000 data points have been collected on each of
these men and computerized for subsequent analysis. The following
is a brief summary of analysis completed to date, as Well as
analyses planned for the future.

Neuroloa7/Neurosurtery

Perhaps the most optimistic finding to date has been the
large size of many of the brain wounds in our group and the
amazing ability of many of these young men to compensate for their k
injuries. CT scanning now shows us that 80% had injuries
involving multiple lobes of the brain, and in 335 the injury was
bilateral (the injuries were thus much larger than had been
previously estimated from surgical reports and skull x-rays
alone). To the casual observer, almost two-thirds of these
patients might appear to be functioning normally. Nevertheless,
careful examination almost invariably reveals some neurological or
neurobehavloral functional deficit, and a review of family and
community adjustment often reflects these abnormalities.
Unrecognized cognitive and especially memory deficits often
resulted in a failure to seek help or veterans' benefits; and many -t
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patients with severe wounds had been returned to duty and
eventually received nonmedical discharges from the military
services. Thirty-eight percent of our brain-injured patients
received a recommendation for psychologiesl intervention or
therapy, although many had previously undergone such therapy
before participation in the VHIS. Additionally, about 28% of the
controls also received such recommendations while at the VHIS.
Overall, recommendations for neurologic or psychological follow-up
were made in 72% of the brain-injured patients and 52% of the
controls; the brain-injured group received more recommendations
per person than the controls. We expect that much of our analysis
will allow us to provide a series of guidelines that will use the
initial CT scan and examination to predict eventual outcome,
provide such patients and their families some insight Into
difficulties that they may expect, and target specific therapies
for them early In their convalescence.

*A 15-year mortality study was done on the 1127 men with
penetrating craniocerebral injuries In the registry who were alive
1 week postinjury. During this time, 90 deaths (8) occurred.
Host of the deaths occurred early in the first year after trauma
and were secondary to the direct effects of brain injury or the
sequelae of coma. Complications,.particularly infections, were

* significant mortality factors. Coma was the best prognostic
guideline. Posttraumatic epilepsy was not related to mortality
except for the risks accompanying each ictus. The population now
appears to be approaching the actuarial norm of their peers (Rish,
et al, J Neurosurg).

Epilepsy has long been recognized as one of the most
troubling sequelae of brain trauma. Fifty-three percent or THIS
patients had developed epilepsy by 15 years posttrauma; and 50% of
those were still having seizures at that time. Their relative
risk of developing seizures in the first year postinjury was 64o
times greater than for the normal age-matched population; and at
15 years postinjury, it was still 25 times greater. Patients with
focal neurologic signs or large lesions had increased risk of
epilepsy, and site of the lesion may have been more important than
size in determining occurrence. Family history of epilepsy or
level of preinjury intelligence had no effect on seizure
occurrence. Seizure frequency in the first year predicted future
severity of seizures. Phenytoin therapy in the first year after
injury did not prevent later seizures (Salazar, et al, Neurology).

-3-
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In a study of the anatomic correlates of epilepsy, structures
or combinations of them involved on CT were s'reened for their
Spearman rank correlation with the occurrence of epilepsy, and the
26 most highly correlated (p <.05) were allowed to interact in a
backward multiple logistic regression analysis using brain- volume
loss as a covariate. This resulted in a model which correctly
predicted the occurrence of epilepsy 715 of the time and to which
only five "structurea contributed significantly (p 4.04). These
were: Left temporal white matter (relative risk = 3.3:1), right
vertex gray (2.7:1). left convexity gray (2.4:1)9 right frontal 0
white (2:1), and right corona radiata (1.8:1), In that order. The
incidence of epilepsy reached 92% in patients With lesions in
certain combinations of these structures. While total brain
volume loss alone was associated with epilepsy, It did not
significantly add to the model in the presence of these structures
(Salazar, et al, Neurology).

We have also studied the cognitive and behavioral correlates
of posttraumatic epilepsy in these men. The performance of
head-injured epileptics and nonepileptics and 76 matched,
uninjured controls on 16 neuropsyehological measures was compared
in ANOVA with and without correction for total brain volume loss
on CT and within hemisphere of involvement. Measures included IQ,
Wisconsin Card Sorting, selective reminding, word recognition,
Klmura Recurring Figures, visual retention, finger tapping, and
continuous performance tests as well as the Beck Depression
Inventory and a community adjustment score. As expected, -
epileptics (who generally had larger lesions) performed more
poorly, were more depressed and more poorly adjusted than
head-injured noneplleptics, and both did more poorly than
uninjured controls. However, after correction for lesion size,
there were no significant differences between epileptic and
nonepileptic men on most of the measures studied. Exceptions were
the performance I, selective reminding, and finger tapping tests.
This suggests that epilepsy per se is not responsible for most of
the cognitive and psychosocial deficits seen in our head-injured
patients. The roles of seizure type and medications are being
explored (Salazar, et al, Neurology).

We are currently developing a formula based on time
postinjury and integrating the above findings in order to predict
the risk of epilepsy even more accurately in a given patient and
thus target those patients most likely to benefit from
prophylactic anticonvulsants (Weiss, et al, Arch Neurol). Future
studies will pursue the above findings in greater detail,
particularly the anatomic and cognitive correlates. Much
information has also been collected on medication usage and
seizure symptomatology. We have found a positive correlation of
epilepsy with retained metal fragments which was surprising and
must be investigated further, particularly because of its
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implications for surgical treatment. The relation of epilepsy to
motor and language function, a more detailed analysis of the
extensive genetic information available to us, and analysis of the
relation of epilepsy to the extensive social adjustment data
available also remain to be pursued.

Forty-seven percent of our patients were recorded as having a
paralysis early after injury, and about halt or those have now
recovered. Analysis of the clinical and anatomic correlates of
recovery from hemiparesis has resulted in a simple initial model
that may allow us to predict which patients will recover.
Clinical findings significantly (p -.05) associated with
nonrecovery were sensory loss, organic mental disorder, abnormal
EEG, partial simple seizures, and an initial extensor planter
response. Anatomic correlates included large total brain volume
loss and involvement of the following anatomic structures on CT:
sensory-motor cortex, supplementary motor area, posterior temporal
cortex, temporal white matter, posterior limb of internal capsule
and corona radiate, lentiform, thalamus, and caudate. These
clinical and anatomic factors were then allowed to interact In a
stepwise logistic regression model comparing unrecovered patients
to those with delayed recovery ( >1 month postinjury). Items
significantly (p <.05) predicting recovery in this model were CT
scan involvement of (1) vertex or-medial sensory motor cortex and
(2) central corona radiate and caudate body; (3) extensor plantar
response, and (4) sensory loss, in that order. Probability of
recovery was .05 for patients with all items present and .97 when
all were absent. This model was 82% accurate (Sautok, et al,
Neurology).

Most patients who are going to recover motor functions will
do so within the first 6 months after injury (15% recover within I
month), but a small percentage may not do so for several years; we
expect to be able to identify such patients early after injury.
Other analyses have shown that considerable ipsilateral as well as
contralateral deficits in complex hand motor functions can be
found in patients with lesions in the frontal and
parieto-occipital lobes even in the absence of an overt
hemiparesis. This is most pronounced in patients with right
hemisphere brain Injuries and in right-handed individuals.
Preliminary analysis also shows that the relation of persistent
hemiparesis to eventual successful community adjustment Is not
direct and that other factors, primarily cognitive status, may
play a more important role than paralysis per se. Follow-up
studies will clarify this relationship. Analyses of the pattern
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of motor recovery, of the relation of poresl to language
function, as well as of the relation of apastlelty to lesion
location are also planned. .

A separate study now planned In collaboration with the
Medical Neurology Branch of the NINCDS In Bethesda, MD, will
Involve reevaluation of selected hemlparetic patients using
Positron Electron Tomography (PET) scanning and topographic EEG
mapping to elucidate the mechanisms of recovery rrom hemlparesis
as well as from other neurologic deficits.

Analysis of consciousness and traumatic amnesia in our men
showed that only 15% had prolonged unconsciousness and 535 had no
or momentary unconsciousness after Injury, emphasizing the focal
nature of these wounds. There was a clear dominance of the left
(or language-dominant) hemisphere for the *wakefulness* or
vigilance component of consciousness. The area of the posterior 0
limb of the left internal capsule, the left basal forebraln,
midbraln, and hypothalamus were most associated with
unconsciousness. Left dominance Is not seen for posttraumatic

. amnesia after elimination of the "wakefulness" variable,
* suggesting that the latter may be linked to the well-recognized

role of the left hemisphere in certain verbal memory processes
(Salazar, et al, Neurology).

This particular analysis illustrates another example of the
functional asymmetry of the two halves of the brain and has also
helped to sharpen the distinction between the two major aspects of
the arousal component of consciousness: "wakefulness' (left
hemisphere) and attention (right hemisphere). Future studies on
this subject will pursue the anatomic correlates of
unconsciousness in more detail as Well as the relation of this
*wakefulness* component of consciousness to attention and their
respective relationships to the various forms of memory failure.

a g .

Another example of how a study of these patients can
contribute to seemingly unrelated branches of neurology is the
analysis of men with injuries to the basal forebrain, a poorly
understood region of the brain which has been shown to degenerate
early in patients with Alzheimer's presenile dementia. Some
Investigators have thus suggested that the neuronal loss in the
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basal forebrain may lead to dementia. The neurologic and
cognitive performance of 15 young veterans who suffered unilateral
penetrating missile wounds to the basal forebrain was compared to
that of patients without basal forebrain lesions and uninjured
controls. While they did somewhat more poorly on tests of
episodic memory, reasoning, and arithmetic and had more prolonged
unconsciousness postinjury, their performance compared favorably
with that of uninjured controls on tests of intelligence,
attention, and language and was not consistent with that of a

* demented patient. These results suggest that the basal forebrain
may be a component of liabie-hippocampal memory processing systems
but is not responsible for the maintenance of cognitive processing
in general. Future analysis will pursue basal forebrain function
in a broader range of memory and attention tasks (Salazar, et al,
Neurology).

We have also studied the relationship between EEG findings,
clinical and radiological features of the first 300 VHIS subjects.

* EEG* were performed on 16 and 18 channel Grass equipment using
international 10-20 system. Fifty age-matched Vietnam veterans
were used as controls. Electroencephalogram was abnormal in 48%
of the patients. Epileptiform findings (EF = spikes or spikes
wave) were found in 15% of the records and focal slowing (PS) in
38%. Eighty percent of the patients with EF had one or more
seizures after head injury compared with 64% for FS and 41% for
normal E£Gs. EF were seen in 16% of patients who had their
initial seizure during the first year following head injury but in
only 7% of those with onset after 5 years. EEG was normal in 31%
of the former and 71% of the latter group. No correlation was
found between EF and family history of epilepsy, seizure frequency
in first year after injury, or seizure persistence. Both EF and
FS correlated significantly with hemiparesis (p a 0,0001), aphasia
(p a 0,00074), and CT scan evidence of deep cerebral injury
(p a 0,0004) (Jabbari, et al, Neurology).

Another analysis studied the relationship between visual
evoked potentials (VEP). perimetry, clinical, and CT findings of

the first 150 patients in our study. Full field (FF) and half
field (HF) responses were obtained by a TV delivering checkerboard
pattern reversal stimuli at a rate of 2.1/second. Responses were
recorded on four medial and lateral occipital electrodes
simultaneously, placed 5 and 10cm from the midline. Visual fields
were obtained by Goldmann perimetry and CT scans by a GE 8800
scanner. Fifty age-matched Vietnam veterans served as controls.
Fourteen patients (9%) showed a mono-occular delay of VEP on the
side of head injury. Seven of these patients had no visual
complaints, suggesting that VEP detected a subclinical traumatic

-7-
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mecular or optic nerve dysfunction. NF stimulation and perimetry
produced concordant data In 88% of the patients. When abnormal.
both teats correlated highly with a parleto-occlpital site of
injury. Zn six patients, abnormality of HF-VEP pointed correctly
to the aide of head injury but perimetry was normal; while-in a
few patients, perimetry showed small hemianopic field defects and
HF-VEP missed them. This data indicates that HF-VEP is a
sensitive measure of optic radiation dysfunction in penetrating
head Injury. Information derived from HF-VEP and perimetry
complement each other In retrochiasmatic brain lesions.

In the area of audiology testing of the THIS subjects,
central auditory tests were administered to 250 Individuals who
had sustained penetrating head injury. Each subject also received
computerized tomography for which a normal or abnormal rating was
assigned for eight different regions of the temporal lobe. The
location and degree of temporal lobe injury was compared to
dIchotic speech test results in an effort to establish auditory
correlates of physical damage. Results indicate that speech test
scores are significantly affected by injury site. In addition,
three dichotic speech tests (SSW, dichotie digits, and dichotic
CVs) were administered to 300 Individuals with brain injury in
various locations. The sensitivity of each test Was studied
relative to the percent of normal/abnormal scores for specific
injury groups. A high rate of false negative and false positive
results was present for all measures. The three dichotle tests
did not vary substantially in their ability to detect right or
left temporal lobe damage.

Time compressed speech has been reported to be a useful test
in the identification and differentiation of central auditory
deficits; therefore another analysis performed on 250 individuals
with predominately discrete brain injury reports the results for
605 compressed NU 06 word lists. Absolute compressed speech
scores, different scores (noncompressed minus compressed), and
difference score ratios were obtained for each subject. Results
indicate that this speech test lacks sensitivity to reliably
identify or separate brain injury for the VHIS population (Sedge,
Mueller, et a1).

-8-
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The principal neurosurgical question addressed to date has
been the controversial issue of the nignlficcnee of retained bone.
The experience of previous wars had suggested that bone fragments
retained in a brain wound served as a nidus for infection and
Increased morbidity and mortality. It thus became standard
operating procedure in Vietnam to remove such fragments
surgically, even if this called for repeated brain operations in
otherwise healthy, convalescing patients. Over 10% of our
patients thus underwent repeat surgery for this purpose, some of
them multiple times. Retrospective analysis of CT scans now shows
that almost 755 of those who had such surgery still have retained
bone fragments, as do over 205 or the VHIS population. A detailed
review of the medical records of each of these men shows that
retained bone per se has no significant effect on mortality,
morbidity (Including infection rate), or sequelae or brain injury
in this population. This strongly suggests that repeat operations
for retained bone, in the absence of complications, are not
warranted and may be detrimental. A similar analysis of the
possible role of retained metal is planned (Myers, et sl, in
preparation).

Thanks in large part to helicopter evacuation and the
deployment of neurosurgeons close to the battlefront, a wounded
soldier in Vietnam usually received prompter and better medical
care than was available anywhere in the world at that time for
such wounds. Host men had definitive neurosurgery within 6 hours
of injury, but a preliminary analysis of complication rates by
delay in provision of initial surgery shows that mortality and
morbidity begin to rise significantly only with delays longer than
24-48 hours. Combined with data on early hospital mortality, this
type of information may be Important for medical logistical and

* evacuation policy planning in future conflicts (in which such
prompt care may not be possible). An Army-sponsored project
designed to develop new medical adjunctive treatments which may
help minimize or delay the need for prompt definitive neurosurgery
and minimize tissue loss is currently being planned, using VHIS
findings and evaluation techniques as a springboard.

Other neurosurgical questions which remain to be addressed in
the data include the relation of ventricular enlargement to
intraventricular wounds, to clinical and cognitive deficits, and
to eventual community adjustment, and the relation of surgical
complications such as infection to wound type, fragment type and
size, surgical procedure, spinal fluid leaks, and eventual
outcome.

a a
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Other planned analyses of the neurological data include a
study of headaches; the anatomic. clinical,, and evoked potential
correlates of the various types of sensory loss and their relation
to community adjustment; analysis of specific visual field
deficits; and evaluation of the effect of various therapies
including anticonvulsants, speeoh therapy, physical therapy, and
psychiatric intervention.

Neurobehavier

Initial analyses of the speech and language data have
included a study of recovery from Broca's aphasia and a study of
speech discrimination deficits. The first was designed to
determine which language faculties are retained in the chronic
form of expressive aphasia and what characteristics of brain
lesions differentiated between patients who recovered and did not
recover from expressive aphasia within 15 years following
penetrating head injury. Two groups of men who sustained
penetrating head injuries and had an expressive aphasia during the
first 6 months following injury were examined 15 years later: oneO
group had a chronic expressive nonfluent aphasia and the other had
recovered and was without symptoms of aphasia. On a comprehensive $
battery of speech and language tests, the chronic expressive
aphasics demonstrated specific *deficits in syntactic processing in
all language modalities, while being within normal range in other
language faculties. The recovered group demonstrated syntactic 0
deficits only in written expressive syntax. The CT lesions of the
two groups differed in the extent of left hemisphere lesion volume
and the degree of posterior and deep lesion extension. Broca's
area was equally involved in both groups but was not involved In
all patients in either group. All the nonrecovered group had
posterior extension of their lesion to involve Vernieke's area
with some involvement of the underlying white matter and basal
ganglia in the left hemisphere (Ludlow, at *l in press, Brain).

Speech discrimination and Identification tasks assessing
voicing and place distinctions were given to 16 unilaterally
brain-injured subjects free of aphasic or dyserthric symptoms 12
to 15 years postinjury. Seven subjects did not demonstrate any
difficulty with these speech tasks, while five left and four right,
brain-injured subjects showed moderate difficulties. These
difficulties were more pronounced on the discrimination than on
the identification tasks. Analysis of CT scans demonstrated thatz
the lesion locations most clearly associated with the speech
discrimination deficits were upper levels of the white matter
subjacent to cortical regions in either hemisphere (Yeni Komshian,.
et al. in press). Other analyses under way will study recovery
from Vernickegs aphasia and patients with dysprosody.

-10-
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Neuropsychology: The Neuropsychology Section (Drs. Jordan
Grafuan and Herbert Weingartner) of the VHIS was developed to
broadly address certain critical issues regarding braim-behavior
relationships, the conceptual validity of specific cognitive
theories, and the persistence of cognitive deficits and their
effect upon the clinical course of a patient. We began by
assessing the impact of education, preinjury intelligence, brain
volume loss, and lesion location upon postinjury intellgence
level (Grafuan, et al, Sclence, in press). We found that left
hemisphere lesions and lower preinjury education had a profound
effect upon postinjury Intelligence performance. This finding was
not surprising given the linguistic processing demands of the
Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT). In addition, we
discovered that the more global a cognitive process measured, the

greater the effect of brain loss volume--specific cognitive
processes were affected relatively more by lesion location. This
illustrates a methodological approach that will continue to guide
our research effort: distinguishing between effects on global vs.
specific cognitive/mood processes by considering both anatomical
and behavioral variables.

An example of a specific cognitive process might be the
ability to discriminate and recognize faces. Our analysis
indicates that both hemispheres of the brain contribute to this
process, with the left hemisphere storing face knowledge
information and the right hemisphere storing procedures that allow
for rapid face discrimination and form memory. Face recognition
that requires transformation of features (e.g., the person has to
rely on specific face features for recognition) seems to require
the integrity of the frontal lobe (Grafman, et al, submitted for
publication). A second example of a specific cognitive process
involves the semantic encoding of recently presented verbal
information. We have tested an individual who presented with a
restricted deficit in this process in contrast to superior skills ,
in all other cognitive areas. We argue that his critical lesion
is to the columns of the fornix (Grafman, et al, submitted for
publication).

We have taken a parallel course in examining the mood
presentation of our patients. A particularly Interesting area of
investigation is the effects of frontal lobe lesions upon the
maintenance of control of anxiety, fear, and hostility. We have
demonstrated (Grafman, et el, submitted for publication) the
rather profound and persistent effects of orbitofrontal lesions
upon the modulation of feelings of anxiety, dorsofrontal lesions
upon feelings of sluggishness, and the acute effects of frontal
lobe lesions in general upon control of anger and hostility.
Patients with left dorsofrontal and right orbitofrontal lesions
were Most disinhibited, edgy, angry, and depressed. Studies
currently in progress investigate single Cases with limited

-11-
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5.3.12
orbltofrontal lesions, Deck Depression Inventory group profiles,
NHP group profiles, and factor analysis of the Bear-Pedlo Trait
Scales. Our purpose is to develop a rudimentary model of mood
state representation and to discover how mood state interacts with
cognitive processes.

A third line of inquiry, just beginning, looks at injury
variables (e.g., epilepsy, consciousness, and motor functions) and
how they will affect subsequent cognitive functioning.

A fourth analysis scheme is clinical in nature and tries to
address the functional significance of penetrating brain wounds.
An initial analysis (Dresser. Grafman, et al, submitted for
publication) indicated that while more severely disabled subjects
made greater use of available benefits, a substantial number of
100% disabled (V.A. rated) men did not use benefits which would
appear to have aided their functional adjustment. We will be
pursuing this issue further.

Thus, we have begun to exploit the VHIS neuropsychological
data in several separate areas: cognition, mood, injury
characteristics, and functional/clinical outcome utilizing lesion C
location, brain loss volume, and preinjury intelligence as
covariates. We believe that the initial studies in each area will
not only contribute to the scientific and clinical literature, but
provide the basis for continuing analysis in the future. This
continuing analysis is necessary fn order to refine the models of
brain/behavior we have only barely begun to construct. Some of
the evolving research directions are itemized as follows:

1) We plan to analyze the interdependency of seemingly
dissimilar cognitive processes via clustering, factor analysis,
and correlational techniques. The purpose will be to assess how
brain injury affects this interdependency (e.g., reasoning
could be viewed as the computational skill that underlies task
interdependency).

2) We plan to develop in more detail a model of mood
regulation identifying key cortical structures and cognitive
processes, focusing on the idea that mood sensation and cognitive
explanation/regulation of mood ore parallel processes that can be
either fractionated or made more interdependent by brain injury.

3) We plan to more fully present a picture not only of the
psychosocial course of the patient, but the impact of the
patient's head injury upon family members.

4) We have planned and are currently conducting a series of
studies on memory processes in order to develop a functional model
of'memory and to consider how brain lesions affect memory in a

-12-
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5.3.13

young adult population. We are currently analyzing three aspects
of memory processing--the distinction between long-short,
episodic-semantic, and automatic-effortful processes.

5) We plan to investigate whether so-called right -
hemisphere brain functions are more diffusely represented compared
to left hemisphere brain functions.

6) Ve plan to develop a clinical management model for the
long-term care and educational development of the head-injured
young adult.

7) Ve plan to investigate and better explain the
computational role of the frontal lobes of the brain.

8) We plan to identify both the perceptual and language
functions of the right hemisphere.

•3

Thus, in addition to collaborations with individual
Investigators, we have a 3-4 year plan of further
neuropsychologlcal data exploitation. We expect this research
will continue to develop neuropsychological theory and help us to
offer practical suggestions for the management of the head-injured
young adult.

Ce..

SUMMARY

In summary, the VHIS data base represents an invaluable asset
on computer tape and microfiche that will continue to provide room
for analysis for years to come. While many of the questions posed
In the original protocol have already been answered, new and often
more exciting questions have arisen and will continue to arise as
investigators explore the data. The VHIS evaluation has also
served to identify subsets of patients vith specific types of
wounds or deficits who can be invited to return for more detailed
experimental testing that concentrates on their specific
disabilities or on hypothesized functions of the brain areas
involved in their injuries. Many of the questions have immediate
practical implications for prediction of outcome, for therapy, and
for determination of disability status. However, perhaps the most
valuable aspect of the study will be the long-term benefits
resulting from a better scientific understanding of brain function
and its localization.

-13-
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VIETNAM READ INJURT STUDY
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(As of 9 July 1985)
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6.1

PARADIGM 2

Brain Mapping Factory

Characteristics of a Model Factory

(Semiconductor Wafer Fabrication)
(- L.G. Bailey/Veeco)

1. 5000 wafer starts per week, 5 day operation

2. 125 mm wafers, 4.8 inch usable diameter

3. 24 day cycle time

4. $36M equipment investment
$750K depreciation/month

5. $15M plant investment
$125K depreciation/month

6. Finished wafer to probe cost of $200

I
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* Flexible Material Handling 6.2.1

Automation in Wafer Fabrication

James G. Harper and Louis G. Bailey
Veeco Integrated Automation, Inc., Dallas, Texas

The relationship between the need for increased integration of electronic functions, chip cost,
and the value of automation is developed. High yield is the requirement for economic production
of integrated circuits and the factors which contribute to low yield are delineated. Particulate
contamination is a prime cause of yield loss and a significant portion of this contamination is
contributed by people. Automation can decrease the number of people and particles and can im-
prove yield as well as productivity, cycle time, and also can reduce inventory. Due to the continu-

* ing change in wafer fabrication factories, automation which is flexible in nature is the appropriate
choice for material handling. It is shown that a flexible material handling system is cost effective.

0 S OME OF THE CHANGES which have occurred in wafer fab- mum feature size. This trend is delineated clearly by the

rication in the last few years relate to driving forces overview presented in Table I.
which lead to the need for flexible material handling Increased integration without feature size decrease is a

automation. Although it is difficult to find positives in the very limited concept, due to the fact that yield decreases as
1980-1982 time frame for semiconductor manufacturers, chip area increases. The chip size is thus limited by eco-
or for semiconductor equipment manufacturers, some di- nomic considerations. By decreasing minimum feature size
rections developed which can be viewed as positive. Among however, chip size has increased slowly over the years while
these are two which have direct relevance to material handl- the degree of integration has increased at a rate of about 4 x
ing automation: the increased emphasis on manufacturing, per four years. Minimum feature size as a function of time is
and the increased development of standards, particularly shown in Fig. 1 [2). The lower line represents the leading
the Semiconductor Equipment Communication Standards, edge of state-of-the-art products, while the upper line

0 SECS I and 11. Both of these areas of attention play a role in represents an estimate of the position of peak capacity
generating an approach to material handling automation reached by the semiconductor industry. The knee of the
equipment in wafer fabrication factories, curve occurs where lithography technology changes from

The most prevalent characteristic in the thirty-odd year visible projection systems to steppers or shorter wavelength
existence of the semiconductor industry has been change. sources. This subject has been discussed in the literature and
That change manifests itself in many ways, but much atten- will not be discussed here.
tion always has been directed toward lowering the cost for a The importance of the two curves lies in showing the tran-
given electronic function [I 1. In the last twenty years, the ef- sition from the ability to produce small quantities of a new
fort to lower cost has consisted primarily of two interrelated product to the ability to mass-produce that product at low
techniques: increased integration and ever-decreasing mini- cost. Another way to state the difference is that the upper

C
Table I-IntegratIon Impact and Feature Size History

Integration Feature Number of System Improvement
Step Sie 2() Components Cost (S) Ratio

1 Discrete Components 250 30.000 10.000 Base
2 Integrated Circuits - SSI 100 1.000 1.000 10

C 3 Integrated Functions - MSI 7 0 200 500 20

4 Microprocessor - LSI 50 10 200 50

5 Microcomputer - VLSI 30 5 50 200

6 Single-Chip Microcomputer 1 0 1 20 500

A
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cu' ve requires high yield. Yield is the element which allows 6.2.2
the upper curve to represent the peak capacity feature size.
Note that in the future, the minimum feature size of peak 10

capacity will grow closer to that of state-of-art products.
The implication is clear: high yield must occur at smaller
minimum feature size. This has been and will continue to be
the reality of the semiconductor business.

Yield is the most critical parameter in the successful op-
eration of a wafer fabrication operation. Nonetheless,
several other factors play key roles in the cost of products
produced by that operation. Among these are: .

U0

I. Labor productivity
2. Inventory control .
3. Equipment utilization 4

4. Management philosophy.

These more traditional factors may be considered in the 2

conventional method, i.e., payback. However, they can be
considered only after all yield-related actions are im-
plemented. The challenge remains achievement of high
yield with ever-decreasing minimum feature size.

14 72 76 s0 14 1190

Wafer Fabrication Design Criteria Yew,

If yield is the driving force, then the wafer fabrication
factory must be designed in a manner which improves the Fig. I-Feature size trends.
opportunity to achieve high yield. To accomplish this goal,
the causes of poor yield must be understood and systemati-
cally eliminated. Many reasons have been advanced for the
production of scrap; among these several are worthy of the principal thrust of this discussion. Many of the above
note. They are: are decided on the basis of history and/or the preferences of

the designers. However, the issue of particle control is an in- v
I. Poor design gredient in all designs, no matter what the personal choices
2. Poor relationship between design and test are in other areas.
3. "Bad Masks" (mask defects)
4. Inadequate processes (undercutting) Particle Sources
5. Physical or chemical impurities Particles come from many sources [41, but for the pur-
6. Particles. poses of this discussion they may be categorized into five

Some of the items on this list are not related to the quality general areas:

of the wafer fabrication facility or the processes that are run I. The air in the facility
in the facility. However, the last item, particles, is clearly 2. Input chemicals
related to the facility and the way in which it is designed and 3. The process itself
operated. 4. The process equipment

If a wafer fabrication facility is to achieve the goal of high 5. The people.
yield, it must be designed and operated in a manner which
reduces the number of particles on the wafers it processes In general, a particle which is / to V. the minimum feature
13). The control of particles in the wafer environment is a size will be a killing "defect." Therefore, a product with a NN
major design criterion for fabrication facilities. Other minimum feature size of I micron should be protected from
design criteria essential to the design are: particles which have a nominal size of 0.3 microns [51.

I. The wafer input capacity desired The standard method of controlling airborne particles is .
2. The desired processes through the use of clean rooms in which the air input is fil-
3. The equipment selected to run these processes tered. Usually the input air enters through filters in the ceil-
4. The desired work flow patterns ing at a nominal velocity of 100 ft/min and is exhausted4. The methods of providing input chemicals and through the floor or through the wall near the floor. Thewaste disposal standard method of rating the quality of the air is related to
6. The structure of information flow the number of particles of a given size found in a cubic foot

of air. This number is the class number. Thus, if 100 par-ticles larger than 0.5 microns are measured in a cubic foot of
While each of these plays an important role in the air, the air is said to be class 100. Unfortunately this is the ',ultimate configuration of a facility, they do not constitute lower limit of the defined standard. '
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6.2.3
Several suppliers produce filters which filter very effec- American Air Filter d.ocuments that a sitting person with

tively above 0.3 microns. This produces excellent filtration light hand, head, and forearm movements will emit, in one -
at 0.5 microns and the resultant statements that a given air minute, more than 500,000 particles larger than 0.3
supply is class 10 or class I. These classes are not defined, microns. It is no wonder that clean rooms with excellent air
and more important, they usually do not specify particle size. near the ceiling have high particle counts at the wafer level

Current technology permits adequate filtration for prod- where people work. Clean-room garments, properly main-
ucts with feature size in the I micron range. However, this is tained, help [9). They reduce human particle emission by a
true only if the time of exposure to filtered air is limited, factor of five, to the level of 100,000 particles per minute.
One particle per cubic foot in a 100 ft/min air stream implies Clearly the management of people-interaction with wafers
that 6000 particles per square foot per hour pass through a is a key yield requirement in the design of a wafer fabrica-
filter. A 150 mm wafer occupies approximately 19%70 of a tion factory. It is, in fact, one of the prime reasons for
square foot, and, if left flat, will intercept over 1000 par- automation in wafer fabrication.
ticles in an hour of exposure. Of course, many other factors Significant effort has been directed toward process
alter this conclusion. Slices are not left flat, but are placed machines which operate without human intervention.
vertically in cassettes; sticking coefficients and static charge While this effort has been directed primarily toward process
attraction alter the number that stay, and cleaning prior to reproducibility, it has had the definite benefit of removing
processing alters the number which cause yeild loss. In any the human from the wafer environment. This is a positive if
case, the period of time during which wafers are exposed to the equipment is clean.
moving air should be controlled if particle control is a key Estimates of the distribution of particle sources vary;
requirement [6]. however, experience indicates that the following average

In addition, to prove that the world is perverse, the boxes ranges are reasonable, if good design and operational
that store cassettes to remove wafers from the air stream technique are employed:
cause problems due to outgassing and to difficulty in clean- ....5

ing. This is an area which requires improvement in design I. Air 5-10 (%)
and in materials selection, and will be discussed below. 2. Gases, liquids 5-10 (076)

Liquids and gases which provide an environment for the 3. Process 20-30 (076)
wafer should be of the same quality as that of the ambient 4. Equipment 20-30 (076)
air [7]. Filters which stop particles larger than 0.2 microns 5. People 30-40 (%)
are available and should be placed in-line as point-of-use
filters. Incoming quality control checks should also verify The automated process machine limits the interaction of
particulate levels. Piping should be pre-cleaned, as straight operators to loading and unloading. Veeco is pursuing
as possible, and without dead ends. Again, this is an area development of automated loading and unloading equip-
where attention to detail can provide adequate freedom ment to eliminate this human/wafer interaction. This will
from particulate contamination, allow the processing of wafers to be accomplished without

Processes by their very nature can produce particles direct human contact with a wafer or a wafer cassette.
which are detrimental. Examples of this type are plasma
depositions or etching. These reactions form polymer-like
materials which can coalesce into particles. The process en- The Force of Change
gineer carefully controls process parameters to minimize At the beginning of this discussion it was stated that the %
unwanted reaction products in the area of the wafer. The industry's historical trend has been change directed toward
role of the process engineer is critical to improvement. His higher levels of integration and achieved by decreasing
role is also very interesting when material handling automa- minimum feature size. This trend will continue, and it is this
tion is to be considered, as it will be shortly. trend that dictates the shape of wafer fabrication facilities in

In certain cases the interaction between process and the next several years. Process equipment that produced the
equipment produces particles. Positive photoresist is brittle, 16K DRAM was inadequate for producing the 64K DRAM.
and improper handling produces particles. The potential New equipment is being used for the 256K DRAM. Equip-
solutions are: (1) change the fracture characteristics of the ment lifetime in a state-of-the-art wafer fabrication facility
photoresist or; (2) improve the material handling. Such is similar to the rate of integration; a major change occurs .
particle-related problems require close interaction between every four years. If minimum feature size continues to A .l
the process engineer and the equipment engineer, to obtain decrease, and it will, then equipment will change to provide -.4
rapid solutions. capability at the new feature size. New equipment is usually

The equipment must not add particles to the wafer. This not completely perfected, and significant effort on the part ."-
cannot be stated too firmly. A shower of particles during a of the user is required to achieve the desired process result.
process reaction adds a discontinuity at the worst time. Many variations of process usually must be explored to
Equipment can be cleaned. Methods of verification are achieve the desired result. The specific process changes ac-
available to both the builder and user of equipment. If high cording to the perceived capability of the equipment. Fur-
yield is desired, then equipment which adds particles to the thermore, the sequence of process steps changes. Process
wafer must not be tolerated. engineers are searching carefully for the right combination

Unfortunately, the world of semiconductor manufactur- of variables to produce high yield. In fact, the only method
ing is inhabited by people. From the standpoint of small process engineers have to improve processes is to change
particle generation, even the clean people are dirty (81. them. Combined with the fact that all process equipment is
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6.2.4

not yet totally automated, this leads to the conclusion that ft of 0.3 microns or larger. The time of exposure should be
the fundamental characteristics of wafer fabrication controlled.
facilities will evolve slowly over the next several years. Surrounding the wafer ambient, areas of class 100 should

The need for human capability in the factory remains, be designed and maintained for humans. The next larger
The skills, judgment, knowledge, and decision making area might be class 1000, to house that portion of the equip-
which people bring to the factory all are required to produce ment which does not interact directly with the wafer. Equip-
leading-edge products. Equipment is not yet smart enough ment which protrudes through the clean room wall is a good
to eliminate the need for a helping human hand. Thus, even choice as it occupies mimimum clean room space. Equip-
if the factory has auiomated process equipment and ment layout should be modular in nature. Like equipment
automated material handling, it will require people. What should be grouped together in a common area. This would
the automated equipment can do is to separate the people allow evolutionary change to occur without disrupting the
from direct contact with the wafers so that their presence complete factory, and in conjunction with an automated
does not cause yield loss. material handling system, would localize the need for

The suggestion that wafer fabrication facilities will human movement.
change very slowly over the next few years is disturbing to Equipment must not add particles to wafers during pro-
many in the semiconductor business. The cost of typical cessing. Equipment manufacturers should be prepared to
high-volume factories can be more than $50 million [101; demonstrate clean operation. The equipment should be
and the price of the equipment that is required to process capable of cassette-to-cassette operation with loading
sub-two micron products is rising, so this cost does not ap- located at the SEMI-STANDARD position. Short se-
pear to be stablizing. Over the last fifteen years, several at- quences of equipment which can be linked logically, should
tempts have been made to alter fundamentally the clean- be linked. If possible, maintenance access should be located
room approach to facilities. A method representing signifi- away from the wafer input-output position on the equip-
cant change and attempted by several groups employs pro- ment. The equipment must be reliable, i.e., it should not fail
cess machines linked by minimum-size clean air tunnels, as during the processing of wafers, as the loss of wafers can be
exemplified by the IBM QTAT approach. These ap- very expensive. Uptime and mean-time-to-repair are less
proaches have met with limited success. They have achieved important than mean-time-to-fail. Fast fixes are a plus, but
the understanding that some process sequences are logically no failures are better. Maintenance schedules coordinated
directly linked. with mean-time-to-fail estimates can eliminate the majority

A good example of logically linked steps would be the of failures during processing.
photoresist coat-bake sequence. These sequences have been Communication to the equipment to download process
expanded to include scrub at the start and print-develop- recipes and to report results should be available and should
bake-etch at the output. However, linked equipment suffers conform to the SECS I and If Standards. Specific messages
from the tyranny of uptime when too many steps are linked, unique to the equipment should be defined by the manufac-
The problem is that if one piece of equipment requires at- turers and implemented in accordance with the Standards.
tention, then the output of several pieces of equipment de- It is understood that several Japanese equipment manufac-
grades. In short, logically linked equipment chains are ap- turers are adopting the SECS Standards. They will do this
propriate, but the nature of wafer fabrication is such that well, and if domestic manufacturers do not conform quick-
buffers and optional processing equipment are of value in ly, they will not be in a particularly advantageous position.
optimizing output. Approaches which provide alternatives Process capability has been the key thrust of equipment to
to clean rooms inhabited by people will continue to be inves- this point in time. That thrust must continue, but to it must
tigated. They will catch on slowly because the majority of be added manufacturing efficiency, and that means cleanli-
the cost of a factory lies in the cost of equipment, and capac- ness, reliability and implementation of the SECS Standards.
ity or capability is usually required quickly. This places the The number of operators in the wafer fabrication facility
new facility concept in the role of a risky venture, which will should be minimized. They should be well trained in the
cost a great deal of time (sales) and money if unsuccessful. activities crucial to the manufacture of products. They must

apply their skills without direct interaction with the wafers.
And, to minimize cost, they must apply their skills to tasks

Upcoming Directions that require skill, not to tasks that can be done as well or bet-
We have discussed some issues to be considered in wafer ter by automation. At least three tasks performed by opera-

fabrication design and operation. Let us briefly summarize tors can be done by machine activity. These are:
and then proceed to a description of how automated
material handling should be configured in a factory.

The facility should accommodate both people and I. Material movement
2. Machine loading and unloading

wafers. The ambient air should be highly filtered; tempera- 2. Ma e loing
ture and humidity should be controlled. Static charge elimi-
nation should be employed where its utility can be
documented. Input chemicals must be quality checked, and It is estimated that one third of operator activity is involv-
point-of-use filtration is essential. The physical layout of ed in these tasks. They not only can be done by machine, but
the factory should be directed toward isolation of the wafer they can be done more accurately and reproducibly. This
from particle sources in the environment. The wafer should would improve process yield by reducing error, and produc-
be exposed to clean air with no more than 10 particles/cubic tivity by applying labor only where it is required. It would
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6.2.5
improve probe yield by reducing the interaction of people The "clean capsule" is designed to hold cassettes and to
with wafers, because machines can be cleaner than people. work with the automated equipment. It can be opened and
In addition, it would improve cycle time and equipment unloaded by robotics or people, and is constructed of
utilization, and reduce inventory. These improvements will materials which minimize static charge and particles. A per-
evolve gradually as automated material movement, manent bar code allows rapid identification of the boxes in
automated machine loading, and physical location and intelligent bins. The robotics are capable of loading or
tracking become part of the semiconductor factory profile. unloading cassette-to-cassette process machines, which are
The trend toward factory automation will continue. The re- linked to an equipment computer using SECS I and II.
maining question is, what type of material handling The automated guided vehicles are battery powered and
automation? follow a taped or painted stripe on the floor. This approach

overcomes the major drawbacks associated with fixed track
equipment. Process sequence changes are dealt with auto-

Material Handling Choices matically when the process flow is changed. Changes in
Three general types of material handling automation are equipment are taken care of by changing the position of the

now being discussed. They are: guidepath on the floor. The fact that the machine-loading
robotics are on a movable platform improves their utiliza-

I. Single slice movement with direct process equipment in- tion. The vehicles move from process machine to process
put (fixed track single slice), machine, which allows the on-board robot to spend more

2. Fixed track cassette movement with fixed robotics time working and less time waiting. Additionally, the

loading cassette-to-cassette process machines (fixed system provides intelligent bins for work-in-progress

track cassette). storage. These bins have the capability to identify either the
cassette boxes or clean capsules stored in them. This permits

3. Vehicle-based cassette movement with on-board rapid determination of the physical location of all lots in the
robotics loading cassette-to-cassette process machines factory. The intelligent bins are in all vehicles and work-in-
(flexible cassette). progress stations which store lots between process

machines.
Each of the above can provide material movement, machine Material handling system products are designed to work

loading, and material tracking. The question is, what are in a clean room with people, without being dependent on
the relative costs and benefits of each method? The single them. The system is designed in a manner that allows im-
slice method has been mentioned already as a good ap- plementation in stages, so that users can learn how to op-
proach for machines which are logically linked; e.g., coat- timize its operation in their facility and minimize the emo-
bake-print. This method becomes expensive and output tional impact of automation. The modular nature of the
falls when too many machines are linked, equipment allows a system to be configured for most wafer

The fixed track method, with fixed robotics for machine fabrication areas. A major restriction is the aisle width,
loading, has two major drawbacks. The first is the cost of about two feet, within which the vehicle travels.
fixed robotics, considering that these pieces of equipment As already stated, yield is the issue, and the control of
may be utilized less than 3% of the time. Note that a process particles the most crucial element. Yield can be improved by
machine which processes 50 wafers/hour requires only two reducing the overall population of the area, and, by
cassettes per hour. If the cassette load cycle is one minute eliminating direct human contact with cassettes of wafers,
long, the fixed robotics are in use a total of 2/60 of the time lowering wafer particulate contamination. Yield can be im-
(about 3.3%). However, this inefficiency is not the major proved additionally by decreasing cycle time and by use of
drawback of fixed track material handling. That drawback the clean capsule. The ability to move material on a need
is related to the continuing change discussed above, basis will improve cycle time and also will reduce inventory

Many different process sequences are run in a typical and its attendent cost. In addition, automated material
wafer fabrication factory. Each of these changes as process handling will improve productivity by eliminating the need
engineers modify the process to improve yield, and as for people to do the simple tasks of material movement,
equipment improves. lf the process sequence changes or the machine loading, and lot tracking. All the capabilities
equipment changes, then the fixed track must change. described are possible within the framework of a system
While this can be done, it involves structural changes in the which is designed to work in the changing environment of a
factory. These changes involve time, expense, and addi- wafer fabrication facility.
tional personnel in the clean room, and as a result fixed
track systems are not the optimum solution.

The approach that appears most useful and is under
development is one which allows process sequence change Economic Justification of .Waterial Handling Aulomation
and equipment change to occur without requiring change in If the implementation of an automated material handling
the material handling system, and one which is compatible system in a wafer fabrication factory has the potential to im-
with people in the factory, i.e., flexible automation. The prove yield, productivity and cycle time, then it should be
system utilizes automated, guided vehicles under computer possible to estimate the magnitude of the improvement and
control to move material as required by process flow and to determine payback. The economic justification of wafer
equipment availability. The vehicles have on-board robotics fabrication material handling automation can be based on
which handle cassettes, cassette boxes or "clean capsules." the cost of the equipment, and the impact of the equipment
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on three parameters critical to the operation of a wafer
fabrication factory. These critical parameters are:

1. Labor productivity
2. Yield, both process and probe
3. Cycle time, and its impact on inventory and

probe yield. I

The calculation of the value of these parameters can be
done in an overview fashion and compared to the equip-
ment cost to determine payback. A wafer fabrication fac-
tory will be modeled; the required material handling
automation will be added to it; and the yield, productivity Fig. 2-Operator time distribution.
and inventory gains will be calculated and compared to the
cost of the automation.

Initial Model Values
The factory model has the following characteristics: Productivity

!. 5000 wafer starts per week, 5 day operation An analysis of the work that operators do in wafer fabri-
2. 125 mm wafers, 4.8 inch usable diameter cation factories reveals that a significant portion of their ac-
3. 30000 square mils per chip, 600 chips/wafer tivity is devoted to tasks that are amenable to automated
4. 80% line yield material handling and lot tracking. Figure 2 shows the find-

2%7o loss due to handling breakage ings of this analysis.
407o loss due to mistrouting The remaining time, between 74076 and 56%, is spent do-
140%o loss undefined ing operations that require skill, knowledge and decision

5. 40% probe yield making. The potential of an automated material handling
6. 24 day cycle time system is that it could perform 26076 to 44076 of the opera-
7. 280 direct operators tions now being performed by direct labor. For this analysis

$12 per hour: labor and benefits cost the midpoint of the two activities, 10076 for material and
180 hours/month, $605K per month 2407 for load/unload will be used as the value in the cost

8. 70 indirect operators model. Thus, 340 of labor could be replaced by a material

$3000/month: labor and benefits cost handling system. In the model of a factory with 280 opera-

$210K per month tors, a 34% reduction would involve 95 direct labor people.

9. $36M equipment investment Of these, 28 would be accounted for by material handling

$750K depreciation/month and 67 by machine loading and physical lot tracking.

10. $15M plant investment With the cost of labor and benefits at $12/hour, the in-

d25Kdepreciation/month troduction of the automated material handling system

11. Finished wafer to probe cost of $200. would achieve the labor savings shown in Table Ill. Fur-

Table II-Cost Per Chip Breakdown Table Ill-Annual Labor Cost Reduction
Cost Flat Yielded Material Handling 28 Operators $ 699K

($KIM) (%) Cost (S) Cost (S) Machine Loading 67 Operators $ 1672K
Labor. Benefits 23 37 46 Indirects 6 Supervisors S 216K .'

Direct 605 17 27 34 Total 103 Personnel $ 2587K
Indirect 210 6 10 12 \

Materials 1540 44 70 88 41
Depreciation 875 25 40 50 thermore, the system would continue to run at full capacity. 4
Utilities& other overhead 290 8 13 16 An additional six indirect supervision personnel could be

Total 3520 100 160 200 eliminated when 95 operators are removed, reducing cost an
additional $216K.

$200 yielded water cost, 240 good chips per wafer. $0 83 per chip
(excludes test cost).

Using the date provided by Table I! as a starting point Yield
material handling automation will be applied and the im- The material handling system will improve process line
pact on productivity, yield, and inventory will be calcu- yield by eliminating misrouting and a portion of the wafer
lated. The approach will assume that a constant number of breakage. Assuming that one-half of the slice breakage oc-
good chips is produced, which will keep fixed costs constant curs in material handling, a I % gain is achieved in that area.
and reduce the number of slice starts. This will allow yield The 4% misrouting loss likewise will be eliminated, for a
improvement to generate capacity, which will not be includ- total gain of 5 %. This raises the process line yield from 800'o
ed in the assessment of gains. t 85076. 41



The impact on probe yield is a little more tedious to calcu- . 6.2.7
late. The calculation is based on the fact that chips are re- 2.4
jected at probe because of defects. These defects are dueP rWofepi *dDfctRmang

partially to people in the wafer environment, and the reduc- 2.2

tion of people will improve yield. The simplest relationships
will be used to relate yield to people-related particulate con- 2.0 =

tamination and then the impact of reducing the people-re-
lated particles will be calculated in a semi-rigorous manner. 1.e

I. DT..,= Dp., + Do,,. o P./

Particles are responsible for 60% of the defects;
D,.,,w, = 0.6DT 1.4: /

Do,, = O.Dr5
2. Dp..,= D,., + D1.

People generate 4007. of the particles;

D,,. = 0.24D1.. , 1.0D.,,,, fi-, PM =0.36Dr..4 -
0 20 40 o o 100

Thus at time 0, (baseline), the total defect density is: Ori4I Yield. O, (I

3. (DT). =(D,.,j. +0.76 (Dr)° and, at time n
4. (D,). = (D,,). + 0.76 (DT). Fig. 3- Impact on yield of reducing people related defects.

Note that D... and D.,, are considered constant.
Yield has been related to defect density by several equa-
tions. The simple form below will be used. Our calculation will use a conservative estimate, P = .50.

5. Y. = exp[-nA(DT).]; where to minimize the impact. Y./Y may then be determined and
n = number of mask levels the value is found to be 1.1 16. This raises the probe yield
A =chip size from 40% to 44.6%. This benefit is attributed to the
(DT). = total defect density at time 0 (baseline) per level machine loading aspects of the system.

The same equation with subscript n applies to the case at The impact of this yield gain will be calculated after a
time n, which is the time when the material handling was im- discussion of cycle time, in which some yield issues will be
plemented. discussed.

The relationship Y/Y. will be developed now to deter- discussed.

mine the improvement expected by the implementation. Inteatm t
6. Y./Yo = expinA tD,, of) o-(Da.).]] The impact of material handling automation on cycle

Pnow is defined as the fraction of people-related defects time now will be estimated. At this point in time the estimate
remaining after implementation. Then: is based on experience with linked single slice processing

7. (D,... -P ,,)
and,7since (D D.,,,) 0.4n equipment. Such experience indicates that a 50% reduction

in cycle time is attained when linking is accomplished. This
developed: reduction now will be applied to a factory in steady state,

8. Y./Y. =explnA (D,.). (I-P)J = exp[-.24 (lI-P) In YJ and the resulting decrease in work-in-progress inventory

will be calculated.
This equation allows the calculation of yield improvement Many semiconductor manufacturing processes have a
based on the value of P and the yield at time 0. Figure 3 theoretical cycle time of four days. This implies that if 1000
shows the family of curves produced by this equation. Note wafers are started each day, (1000) x (line yield) would be
that if P= 1, no yield gain can be calculated. In addition, output on day five. Work-in-progress would be
when Y. is low, large gains in yield can be expected by the (4000) X (line yield/day).
reduction of people-generated particles. In actual practice, cycle times may be much longer 110],

The baseline yield for this factory is 40%; therefore the as much as 10 times longer. Thus, work-in-progress may be
task is to estimate the factor P, which is the fraction of as large as 40,000 wafers x (line yield). This calculation will
people-related particulate contamination remaining after assume an actual cycle time of six times theoretical, and a
implementation of the material handling system. reduction to three times theoretical by implementation of

According to the productivity analysis, only 66% of the the material handling system.
people remain; therefore only 66% of the particles are pre- Another important factor is at work in the reduction of
sent. This suggests that the upper limit of Pis 0.66. A more cycle time. Yield increases when cycle time is reduced.
aggressive stance states that people interact with wafers only Various estimates of this improvement have been up to
during the machine load operation. This operation has been 0.2% per day. We shall use an improvement of 0.1% per
assumed by the machine loading equipment and therefore day as a conservative value. A twelve day cycle time reduc-
the people interaction has been reduced to zero, i.e. P= 0. tion leads to a gain of 1.2% in probe yield. This raises the
One reference [2] suggests that machines produce 1/10 of probe yield from 44.6 to 45.8%. The output of good chips
the particles produced by people, and that P = 0 would be then becomes 275/wafer, or 14.60, higher than the original
correct. value of 240/wafer.
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Table IV-Odgind vs. Yleld4mpoved Factory
~- 1.2

StartsltSe k(Wafers) 5000 4107 '1.0 2 6K Waers

ProcM LneY eld(%) 80 85 in Procr-si

OutslWeek (Wafers) 4000 3490
Probe Yield (%) 40.0 45.8 0
Good ChileWater (0) 240 275 a A' L e
GoodChipelWeek K) 960 960 .j|.4

~.21I
Table V-Cotsl in Odinal V& Yleld4mprOVed Fo" 4

Totl Yielded Totad Yielded cycle Time, Do"
Ow Www" aw (Fig. 4--impact of material handling automation on cycle time and

Labor. Beneft 46 34 inventory.
Direct 805 34 333 22indirect 1540 88 1265 81 1

et1540Be 12 lion due to the installation of the material handling system.
Depeclation 875 50 Me 61 This raises yielded slice cost to $195. The value of the inven-

Utilities& 290 16 290 19 tory is then $(%) (195) (9,500) or S925K, a reduction of
ote0 OverhOad .235K. This number represents an unnecessary invest-

Total 3520 200 3030 95 ment in work-in-progress. If this non-investment is valued *

at the interest rate of 12% then an annual savings of $148K
is realized, along with the one-time savings of $1,235K.

IscaMn ha hIS 6 hNd GM Prior to the calculation of savings due to yield improve-

ment, it should be reiterated that no credit will be given for
the fact that a 5000 wafer start factory is running at only
4107 wafers/week. This represents a significant positive
factor in any situation where demand for the product is

Tdabls~i--unulandMonlhly lnlorlmled Factoey growing. In fact, due to the manner in which we have made
coma" Annual (1IQ Moni* (p1) the calculation, this capacity can be exploited at the new
Yield 3.18 265 variable cost. Thus, the potential 893 wafer starts/week
Productivity 2.59 216 would produce 877K good chips/month at a cost of
inventory Reduction .15 12 $0.42/chip. This is an excellent marginal cost. In a period

Total 5.92 493 where demand is growing, this capacity may be essential for
maintaining market share. New capacity requires up to two
years to attain, and yield improvement is the quickest and

If the probe yield increases from 40%7 to 45.8% only 3490 least expensive method of attaining capacity.
wafers to probe are required. The line yield increase from
80% to 85% requires that 4107 wafer starts per week be Impact of Yield Improvement
made. This allows wafer starts to decrease by 17.9% while Table IV summarizes the improved factory with these
maintaining the same output of good chips. The 17.9% de- yield improvements in place, and compares it to the
crease in wafer starts has an impact on labor and materials original.
required, as well as on the value of the inventory. The impact of automated material handling now can be

We can see the impact of this in Fig. 3. Note that the assessed. Completed wafers to probe cost $196 and yield
number of input slices is now lower because of the improve- 278 good chips, resulting in a chip cost of $0.70. Compared
ment in yield. If the inventory is valued at 50% of the finish- to the $0.83 original cost, this $0.13 cost reduction becomes
ed wafer cost, the original case has 21,600 wafers in process $6.5M on a volume of 50M chips/year. The new costs are
at a value of $100 per wafer (, the finished cost of $200), or compared to the original in Table V.
an inventory value of $2.16M.

The improved case has only 9500 wafers in process, a Summary of Gains
significant reduction. However, the value of these wafers is The factory originally was producing 50M chips per year
reduced also by material and labor cost reduction. The say- at a cost of $42M, with an average chip cost of $0.83. The
ings in direct labor was calculated to be $198K/month. factory improved by automated material handling has the
When six supervisory personnel at $3K/month are entered potential of saving $2,371 K in direct labor, $216K in in-
into the calculations, a total cost reduction of $216K/month direct cost. and $156K in inventory reduction. This is a cost
is obtained. The reductions in variable costs work together reduction or 52.743K. However, the major impact derives
to lower the yielded wafer cost to $190. To this calculated from the improvement in yield, and consists of a savings of
cost $1 must be added to account for the increased deprecia- 4080K per year or 5340K per month. However, the system
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depreciation must be subtracted. When this is done the say. match benefits to cost for each phase. The benefits of pro.
ing is reduced to $3.1IM/year or S265K/month for the say- ductivity can be allocated to each phase and a benefits/cost
ing due to yield improvement. These gains are summarized ratio can be constructed for each phase.
in Table VI. The productivity gain has been broken down into mate-

If the factory is orginally sized to include the gains from rial handling, a Phase 1,11. Il gain; and machine loading. a
material handling, then the depreciation, too, can be reduc- Phase IV, V. VI activity. Cycle time improvement is the
ed. The yield gain comes from three sources: the reduction result of material handling. The impact of process line yield
of people-related particles, the decrease in cycle time, and is 40% attributable to material handling and 60% to
the improved process line yield due to computer-controlled machine loading. Probe yeild improvement from people.
routing and decreased breakage. related-particle reduction is associated with machine load-

The factory modeled above is large, but the analysis can ing. From these estimates, a benefits-to-cost ratio can be
be made for factories of differing sizes and starting condi- constructed. It appears in Table VIII.
tions. The general results remain the same, but the exact It should be pointed out that depreciation was arbitrarily
values can vary considerably. substracted from the yield benefit gain. It could have been

subtracted more uniformly, but the general result would be
the same. Table VIII shows that the benefits-to-cost ratio

Material Handling S)item Cost starts above one and grows in magnitude. This implies a
The cost of the material handling system which can pro- simple payback in one year on whatever portion of the

vide the gains delineated depends on many factors. Among system is implemented; an excellent situation.
these are:

Summary
I. Factory capacity The method for achieving increased integration through
2. Processes to be run minimum feature size reduction is economically dependent
3. Number of lots in process upon attaining high yield at those feature sizes. Yield can be
4. Layout of the factory improved significantly by reducing the number of particles
5. Time to handle material derived from people. Flexible material handling automa.
6. Time to communicate with computer system tion will provide a method for eliminating the interaction
7. Philosophy of lot movement: fixed or discretionary between people and wafers, and therefore will contribute
8. Amount of existing automation. toward the required yield improvement. A flexible material

handling system can be implemented using programmable,
The system employed for material handling is based on computer-controlled vehicles with on-board robotics which

automated guided vehicles with on-board robotics; work- move wafer cassettes between process machines, load proc-
in-progress stations with code readers for lot identification; ess machines, and track the physical location of the wafers
and a computer system for control and for communication at all times.with the factory control system. The system is modular in The advantages of flexible material handling automation

nature and can be installed in phases. Six phases of installa- are particularly important in wafer fabrication factories
tion will be defined. The first three phases will provide
material distribution to process tunnels on a demand basis, Table VII-Equlpment Cost
and will include the computer control system, five distribu- C.t Cumuti
tion vehicles and 300 bins for lot storage. The second set of Phae *IQ Cost (SKI
three phases will supply the machine-loading vehicles and 1 4 4W )o
200 additional storage bins. The cost of this equipment II 350 750 MhineLo
would be priced in the range indicated in Table VII. il 400 1150 Lot Tracki

It should be mentioned again that this complete system
cost is approximate, and also that it pertains to a large fac- NO 0 200Hand
tory. It is apparent that an installation of this kind, costing V &SO 2850 LoMalTrl lanking
$4M and having the potential to return $6M/year, is a good w 8L 37T0
investment. However, some attempt should be made toI

Table Vili-BenefltlCost Ratio
3enefits From

Phase Cost (SK) Prod. Yield C.T. Total (K) BenelftslCost
r I 400 240 40 230 510 1.28

II 750 500 90 450 1040 1.39
III 1150 760 150 70 1610 1.40
11 2000 1370 960 700 3030 1.52
V 2850 1990 1780 700 4470 1.57
VI " 80 030 100 t6"0 1.0

0
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because of the continuing evolution of both equipment and ". M. A. Accomazzo. K. L. Rubow. B. Y. H. Liu. "'ltrahigh Effi-
ciency Membrane Filters for Semiconductor Process Gases." pp.process in those factories. Changes in process sequences or 141-146. Solid State Technology. vol. 27. no. 3. pp. 141-146,

in equipment, both common occurrences in this industry, March 1984.
make fixed track material handling systems limited in their 8. T. G. O'Neill. Semiconductor International. pp. 49-62, November

1980.
utility. Flexible-vechicle-based automation does not suffer 9. S. A. Hoenig, S. Daniel, "Improved Contamination Control in
when equipment or process sequences change. In addition, Semiconductor Manufacturing Facilities," Solid State Technol.

the use of vehicles as a base for robotics will increase the ogy, vol. 27. no. 3. pp. 119-123. March 1984.
utilization of the robotics and lead toward lower cost auto- 10. W. R. Bottoms, J. S. Wenstrand. "Trends in Wafer Fab, and Their

Driving Ecomonic Forces," Solid State Technology. vol. 26, no. 8,
mation systems. pp. 173-180, August 1983.

Flexible material handling automation will provide the P. James G. Harper is Vice President of 01-

wafer fabrication factory with advantages such as increased t erations of Veeco integrated Automation.
productivity, reduced cycle time, reduced inventory, im- Inc.. where he is responsible for planning.
proved equipment utilization and improved manufacturing manufacturing, and engineering. Prior to
control. However, the major thrust of the system is the joining Veeco he was associated with

, reduction of people-related particles in the changing en- Texas Instruments Incorporated for 25

vironment of the wafer fabrication factory. These advan- years. last serving as Front End Strategy
Manager. He was a Texas Instruments

tages will allow flexible material handling to become a Ph.D. Fellow and received his degree at
standard technique for wafer fabrication. Stanford University in 1969.

- Louis G. Bailey is Vice President of De-
Refereaces velopment and Engineering of Veeco Inte-

I 1. J. L. Fischer, "VLSI Programation in the 1980s," Texas Instru- grated Automation, Inc.. where he is re-
ments Engineering Journal, pp. 3-10, Summer 1980. sponsible for the development of flexible

2. T. Makimoto, H. Nagatomi. "Automation in Semiconductor material handling products for semicon-
Manufacturing," pp. I 1 -15, IEEE 1982 IEDM Conf. ductor water fabrication factories. Prior to

3. D. Tolliver, "Contamination Control: New Dimensions in VLSI joining Veeco he was associated with
Manufacturing," Solid State Technology. vol. 27, no. 3, pp. Texas Instruments Incorporated for twen-
129-137, March 1984. ti years. His activities included devel-

4. General Subject Reference, ibid.Iyfive
S. J. M. Duffalo, J. R. Monkowski, "Particle Contamination and opment o semiconductor materials. bub-

Device Performance," ibid., pp. 109-114. ble memory materials and products, and
6. M. Parikh, Comments at March 1984 SEMI Conf. on Automation. Manager of Front End Systems Engineering. Dr. Bailey received his

San Jose, California. Ph.D. at Stanford University in 1957

Reprinted from Solid State Technology, Copyright July 1984
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*Automation for Wafer Fabrication

= .I abstract
.'.

Veeco Integrated Automation has developed and is manufacturing products and systems to
automate material handling in wafer fabrication. The products are designed to perform material
handling functions between process areas, process machine loading, and material tracking.
These products improve yield by reduction of people related contamination and by reducing
mishandling and misrouting. Additionally, cycle time is improved by reducing material staging
lime and improved productivity. Products are automated, guided vehicles with on-board robotics
that accomplish material handling and machine loading. Work-in-progress stations with
intelligent bins provide material at all times. The system of products is interconnected and
controlled by a Local Area Network (VIAlan utilizing 8086 microcomputers and a mocroVAX
minicomputer. It utilizes the SEMI SECS Protocols. A description of the products and how they
may be configured in a factory is included. Particular emphasis is placed on staged introduction of

the product into a wafer fabrication 
factory.
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6.3.2

INTRODUCTION

An automated material handling system for semiconductor
device manufacturing without human intervention has been
developed by Veeco Integrated Automation. Additionally,
portions of the system are designed to be used in conjunction
with people. The system is intended to automatically move
material between machines which perform the actual processing
of material, to load and unload those machines, and to maintain
an accurate real time log of the position of the material which
is being processed. The system is particularly of value when
the manufacturing process is not directly serial in nature, or
contains loops of flow between various machines. It also has
the capability of providing movement of material when several
different material flows are being run at the same time on the
processing machines.

The System has been specifically designed for the
manufacture of semiconductor components, such as Integrated
Circuits, but has applicability to other manufacturing
processes where non-serial process flows are used. In the
cases of integrated circuit manufacturing, a factory may be
composed of a large number of processing machines, more than
one hundred, and the material to be made into Integrated
Circuits must be processed through most or all of the machines.
Different Integrated Circuits will require a different sequence
of processing machines and many types of Integrated Circuits
will be processed in a factory at the same time. This system
will provide the automatic movement of the material of all of
the types of Integrated Circuits simultaneously. Other
industries which could benefit from this type of system are
those which manufacture assembled Printed Circuit Boards, or
manufacturing processes which are potentially unsafe.

At present, the movement of material and the loading of
material onto machines is accomplished in a variety of ways.
Typically it is accomplished by a human. This frequently
results in errors in processing sequence. In some cases
conveyors or automatic carts may move material about a factory
on a pre-programmed sequence, but human intervention is
required for the loading and unloading of the process machines ;A
as well as the record keeping of the physical location of the
material. This system can provide all of these elements of the
manufacturing process automatically and it is the complete
system which is the subject of this paper

I
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6.3.3
SYSTEM ELEMENTS

The System is composed of three major elements; a control
and communication computer network, fixed material storage
stations and automated guided vehicles with or without on-board
robotics. Each of these system elements provide a portion of
the requirements necessary in the manufacturing process. In
the simplist form the functions provided by the elements of the
system are;

1. AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES

This portion of the system provides the automatic
movement of the material to be processed from machine to
machine, and between the material storage stations.
Vehicles without robotics move between these stations which
have robotic elements, and can provide a method of movement
between humans when the system is used in conjunction with
humans. One form of the vehicle with robotics can provide
material movement between the fixed stations, the fixed
stations having or not having robotic elements. Another
form of the vehicle with robotics can move material between
the fixed stations, with or without robotics, and to the
processing machines. At the processing machines it can
load and unload the material to be processed.

2. FIXED MATERIAL STORAGE STATIONS

These stations provide buffers to stage the material
between processing step at a location near the process
machines. These stations may vary in size and capacity.
Also they may have robotic elements associated with them to
provide the capability to load and unload the material
brought to them by the automated guided vehicles. These
machine may also interact with people in situations where
station loading by people is desired.

3. CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER NETWORK

This portion of the System links all of the system
elements together to form the complete system. The network
contains a central computer, a wired method of connecting
the central computer to each of the microcomputers in the
fixed material storage stations, a wired method of
connecting the central computer to other computers in the *

factory which are not a part of this System, and a method
of communicating to the microcomputers housed in the
vehicles. The central computer and the microcomputers
housed in the fixed stations and in the vehicles contain
software which provides the control and communications
cabability to the System. The software runs the mechanical
actions of the System, the wired and the non-wired
communications parts of the System, the overall System
coordination, scheduling and material routing, record
keeping and information transmittal, and the interaction
with other computers not a part of this System.

EE85-128
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A factory utilizing this system will require the communications
and control computer network, and one or more of the fixed
stations and mobile vehicles.

SYSTEM SUB-ELEMENTS

The entire system is composed of several sub-elements,
each of these sub-elements may be used once or many times in
the total system. Among those sub-elements which are
frequently used are the following.

1. MICROCOMPUTER

A 8086 based microcomputer and communications board is
housed in all of the fixed stations and in all of the
mobile vehicles. They provide local machine control and
communications. Communication to other computers which are
not a part of this system may be accomplished by an
ETHERNET(TM) connection, or an RS 232c or RS422 connection.

2. NON-WIRED COMMUNICATION LINK

A method of communicating to the system's mobile
vehicles which does not use wire is required for the
vehicles to be mobile. This could be accomplished by the
use of a digital radio transmission and receiving system.
However a typical semiconductor factory is electrically and
magnetically "noisy" and the messages to be communicated
are easily interrupted by this interference. This function
of transmission and reception is preferably achieved by use
of an infrared optical link. The link consists of
electronic circuitry and infrared transcievers. The
infrared optical transciever and circuits are mounted on
all mobile vehicles to provide communication with the fixed
elements of the computing system. They are also mounted on
the fixed stations or on the wall or ceiling of the factory
and wired into the fixed stations.

A schematic diagram of the control and communications
system is shown in Figure 1.

EE85-128
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3. TERMINAL GUIDANCE

The ability of a robotic system, whether fixed or on a
mobile vehicle, to place objects on machines correctly
requires that a positioning system control the movements of
the robotics. In simple cases, the robot itself can
provide enough control to accomplish this task. However,
in cases where the distances of motion are large or in
cases where the initial position of the robot can vary,
such as in a robot mounted on a mobile vehicle, a method of
final positioning must be employed. Vision systems can be
employed for this control, but they are costly and slow. A
method of final positioning of the robotics has been
included in the fixed stations with robotics and in the
mobile vehicles with robotics. This system utilizes the %
fact that the positional accuracy of the vehicle is close
to correct. The system then utilizes a small electronic
camera to sight a target, calculate the deviation from the
correct position and provide corrective control signals to
the robotics to cause it to move to the correct position.
This also applies to the fixed stations with robotics where
large distances are involved and accuracy is required. In
all cases the concept of locating a target and adjusting
the robotics to the final correct position can be achieved.

The technique employed is infrared optical. The
target is a simple decal, with a printed pattern, which is
placed near the correct position. A simple camera, sights
the target decal, and determines the deviation from the
correct position. Electronic circuits are used to apply
the control signals to the robotics to achieve the final
correct position. For greater accuracy, this process may
be repeated.

,%
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4. ItTELLIGENT BIN

In order that the material to be processed is the
correct material, it is necessary that it be correctly
identified. This can be accomplished by the use of an
appropriate coded decal placed on the material or on the
container in which the material is contained. The computer
system maintains identity between the code and the
material. The code can then be read to determine the exact
piece or lot of material. This system utilizes a code
reader in every position that material is stored, these
positions are called Intelligent Bins. This allows the
instant recognition of the exact position of the material
when it is in an Intelligent Bin. These bins are employed
in the fixed stations and in the mobile vehicles to allow
complete knowledge of the positon of all material in the
factory. The method of reading the code on the material is
a static bar code reader, which requires no motion to
achieve the reading of the code. The coded decal, placed
on the container or on the material is a special bar code
which allows reading in two directions, so that the
direction that the material is placed into the bin is not
critical.

5. ROBOTIC ARM CONTROLLERS

The movement and handling of the material, or
containers with material in them, is achieved by the use of
robotic arms. These robotic arms must be controlled to
achieve the correct position to properly handle the
material. Anthropomorphic arms with six or more axes of
operation, such as the Unimation PUMA(TM) or the Intelledex
605 can be purchased with controllers which provide control
and drive to the mechanics of the arm. Simpler arms, such
as the four axis arms utilized in one version of the mobile
vehicle with robotics and in the fixed station with
robotics, require methods of driving and controlling the
mechanics. This System utilizes standard motors, power
supplies, motor drivers, and motor controllers to drive the
simple arms and the standard control systems purchased with
anthropamorphic arms. Control of the simple arms is
achieved by the use of position sensors, motor stepping
feedback, and the microcomputer to determine exact
position. Using these methods a robotic arm can perform
all of the functions of handling and placing material.

EE85-128
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6. OPERATOR INTERFACE

In order that a person can transmit information to the
system or can interrogate the system for information, a
method of interaction between humans and the intire system
must exist. Terminals linked to the system are one method
this can be accomplished. This does not allow information
directly at the equipment. An operator interface on each
piece of equipment is part of this System. It consists of
a display, a keyboard and control circuits which allow the
communication with the microcomputers in all parts of the
System.

Using these System sub-elements, and others to be
described below, the physical elements of the System can be
described.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

CONTROL COMPUTER 4- CONTAINS CPU, DISC, PRINTER, ArD
(DEC microVAX) TERMINALS. PERFORMS RECORD KEEPING,lii SCHEDULING, PRODUCT ROUTING, AND

COMMUNICATIONS WITH OTHER COMPUTERS

and SYSTEM MICROCOMPUTERS, and
SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS.

4- WIRED COMMUNICATION LINK (ETHERNET)

4._ CONTAINS MICROCOMPUTER,
INTELLIGENT BINS, OPERATOR
INTERFACE. MAY ALSO CONTAIN
FOUR AXIS ROBOTIC ARM AND
CONTROLLER, HUMAN LOAD/UNLOAD
PORT AND TERMINAL GUIDANCE.

4- WIRE

INFRARED INFRARED TRANSCIEVER
TRANSCIEVERS h--hv' (ON MOBILE VEHICLE)

(FIXED)
MOBILE VEHICLES

L FIXED STATIONS ) (ANY NUMBER)
(ANY NUMBER)

CONTAINS IR TRANSCIEVER, MICROCOMPUTER,
OPERATOR INTERFACE, VEHICLE CONTROL,
AND INTELLIGENT BINS. MAY ALSO CONTAIN
FOUR AXIS ROBOTIC ARM AND CONTROLLER,
SIX OR SEVEN AXIS ARM AND CONTROLLER,
CONTAINER LOAD/UNLOAD, AND TERMINAL
GUIDANCE.

EE85-128
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Material is moved by the mobile vehicles from fixed
stations to other fixed stations or to process machines, where
it is loaded on the machines for processing.

Material is stored in the fixed stations between
operations on the process machines if the next required process
machine is busy or out of order.

The distributed computer system, both the Central Computer
and the microcomputers in the vehicles and the fixed stations,
keep track of all material, the position of the material, and
its next required action.

SPECIFIC PRODUCTS

1. AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES

Three types of automated guided vehicles are
available. The vehicle functions of drive, steering, path
finding, and safety are provided by the base chassis of a
automated guided vehicle. This vehicle, purchased from
Litton, follows a painted or taped guidepath on the floor
using optical guidance. It also reads codes on the floor
for positioning. All vehicles require the Infrared
Communications Link. Additionally, all vehicles require
the Microcomputer, t'ie Operator Interface and the
Intelligent Bin. Implementations of the automated guided
vehicle portions of this total system are discussed below.
In each case the new sub-system elements are noted. The
implementations are:

1. Vehicle 1

This vehicle contains only the base sub-system
elements noted above; the Infrared Link, the
Microcomputer, the Operator Interface and the
Intelligent Bins. Material must be placed onto and
removed from this vehicle by other machines or by
people.

r.

2. Vehicle 2
'I

This vehicle has all the sub-elements listed above
in Vehicle 1. Additionally it has a four axis robotic
arm and arm controller. The function of this arm is to
transfer material or boxes containing material between
the V2 and storage stations which do not have on-board
automation.

A picture of the Vehicle 2 is shown in Figure 2.

EE85-128 :
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3. Vehicle 3

This vehicle has all the sub-elements listed above
in vehicle 1. Additionally it has a six or seven axis
robotic arm and arm controller and may have a box
loader/unloader. The function of the arm is to place
material onto process machines for processing
operations. The Box loader/unloader performs the
function of presenting the material to the robotic arm
if it is housed in a box. The robotic arm is
commercially available, such as the Unimation PUMA(TM)
or the Intelledex 605.

2. FIXED STATIONS

There are two implementations of the fixed stations.
Common elements present in each the Microcomputer, the
Operator Interface, and the Intelligent Bins. The number
of Intelligent Bins can vary from one to more than one
hundred in each implementation as required by the
application. The two major types are:

1. Local Stations

These contain the sub-elements listed above; the
Microcomputer, the Operator Interface, and the
Intelligent Bins. The function of this implementation
is to provide storage near the process machines. The
Local Stations have a small number of Intelligent Bins,
from one to thirty, and no automation associated with
them. They can be loaded and unloaded by the Vehicle 2
and the Vehicle 3.

A picture of the Local Station is shown in Figure
3.

2. Zone Stations

These contain the sub-elements listed above; the
Microcomputer, the Operator Interface and the
Intelligent Bins. Additionally, they contain a Four
Axis Robotic Arm and Controller, Terminal Guidance, and
an Operator Load/Unload Station. The function of the
Zone Station is to provide storage for a large area of
the factory. The Zone Stations have a large number of
Intelligent Bins, from twenty to more than one hundred.

* They can be loaded and unloaded by the on-board Robotic
Arm from all of the vehicles, the Vehicle 1, the
Vehicle 2, and the Vehicle 3.

A picture of the Zone Station is shown in Figure
4.
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The fixed stations provide the connection of the
Infrared Communications Link to the system. The links are
wired into the Microcomputer in the fixed stations and up
to ten links may be wired into the same fixed station.

3. CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER NETWORK

The computer control and communications network is
composed of a minicomputer (DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
microVAX(TM)), an INTERLAN ETHERNET(TM) communications
board, and an ETHERNET(TM) communications cable which
attaches to the microcomputers in the fixed stations. As
stated, communications to mobile vehicles is accomplished
by the Infrared Link, which transmits information between
the fixed stations microcomputers and the mobile vehicle
microcomputers.

Links from the factory MIS to the computer system can
be accomplished in at least three ways. They are;

I. RS-232c link from minicomputer to the MIS.

2. Ethernet link to the MIS

3. Fixed station Microcomputer RS-232c or 422 link to the
MIS.

The preferred implementation is the ETHERNET link.
Additionally, it should be noted that process machines may
be connected to the fixed station microcomputers and that
information may be transmitted to the factory MIS through
the ETHERNET.

SUMMARY

The automated material handling components described above
provide advantages to the user. Productivity is improved as is
estimated that up to one-third of the personnel are involved in
material distribution, machine loading, and logging operations.
Inventory reductions are achieved by the reduction of material
staging. This improves cycle time through manufacturing and
improves product yield. Product yield is also improved by the
use of automation to handle the semiconductor material. The
robotic approach to material handling reduces the number of
operators in the factory. Operators are a source of
particulate contamination which causes yield loss. This
equipment is far cleaner than people and therefore yield loss
from people contamination is reduced.

The economic impact of automated material handling in
semiconductor device manufacturing has been discussed in detail
in the July, 1984, Solid State Technology and will not be
repeated here. Future efforts will be directed toward defining
the degree of cleanliness achieved by use of automated material
handling.
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Figure 2. Vehicle 2 with Four Axis Robotic Arm.
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Figure 3. Vehicle 1 with Local Work-In-Process Station.
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Reprinted from Semiconductor International, March 1985 6.4.1

Automating
nter-Equipment

Transport
Cassette-to-cassette automation is currently ."
available on most front-end equipment, yet
wafer transport between equipment is only

beginning to be developed.

Peter H. Singer. Associate Editor

Sitting in your control room high above more automated features on new proc-
the clean room. you look out over a vast essing equipment.
expanse of white cabinets which you Two separate issues must be ad-
know to contain sophisticated wafer dressed when attempting to implement
processing equipment. A number of ve- automation; they are process control
hides, looking remarkably like electri- and material handling. Process control
cally propelled mail-carts with robotic is a complex task, requiring computer
arms perched on top. whiz down the control over all processing steps which,
aisles transferring cassettes of wafers in turn, requires inter-equipment com-
from one piece of equipment to another. munication standards (i.e. SECS II de-
Suddenly, a red light flashes on your veloped by SEMI), the capability to
console: a stuck valve causes an etcher monitor/control the necessary process
to go down. No problem - within sec- parameters in each piece of equipment,
onds you have programmed the "robots- and a host computer. Progress in this
on-wheels" to bypass the malfunctioning area has advanced rapidly and a number
etcher and have rerouted the cassettes of companies have developed commer-
to one that can handle the extra load. cial computer-aided manufacturing
and downloaded the proper process reci- (CAM) systems and most equipment
pes to the new system. Sound far in the vendors offer SECS II capability and a
future? Not really - fully automated fair degree of the necessary process
facilities such as this are technically control.I
feasible and will probably be in opera- This article will discuss the second
tion within the next two to three years. aspect of automation, material handling.

The benefits of automation are well Compared to other industries, material
known to most people working in the handling in the semiconductor industry
semiconductor industry, those being re- is relatively simple since there is only
duced contamination and increased pro- one material that needs to be moved
ductivity. The reduction in contamina- automatically - the silicon wafer. Wa-
tion is a direct result of reducing the fers must be moved through the differ-
number of people required in the clean ent fabrication processes, which may
room. Increased productivity results employ high temperatures and corrosive
from better monitoring of production chemicals. In addition. some processes
through the use of host computers net- can utilize batch processing and others
worked to the processing equipment. must use single wafer processing, re-

Most semiconductor manufacturers quiring different handling techniques.
have not yet felt it to be cost-effective to A variety of mechanisms have been
make any. drastic changes in terms of developed by equipment manufacturers
automating their facilities. Instead, to transport wafers within such equip-
they are gradually incorporating auto- ment. including polypropylene o-ring
mated operation into existing facilities belts, air tracks, walking beams and
while designing it into new facilities, stainless steel belts. In most cases,
They have also demanded (and gotten) transport systems are designed and
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built by the original equipment manu- transferring wafers from standard cas- implanter. a stripper and a vertical fur-
facturer (OEM). resulting in a fairly settes to quartz boats. This is usually nace since the amount of time required
individualized approach for each applica- done by "pick-and-place" units which by each step is roughly equivalent.
tion. Several features are required of operate similar to a vacuum wand, con- Randy Karl. program manager for Gen-
any wafer transport system, regardless tacting the wafers on the backside and eral Signal's Automation Group. be-
of its application. Such systems should individually transferring them to the lieves these areas may be directly linked
be accurate, reliable. adaptable for dif- boat. Units have also been developed in the near future, due to larger wafer
ferent requirements, upgradable. which will transfer the whole cassette of size. "As we get into larger wafers,
serviceable and cost-effective. In addi- wafers at one time. you're going to see more of a wafer to
tion. special capabilities may be re- wafer process than a cassette to cassette
quired, such as programmability, wafer Robotics process. The track systems are really
sensing, buffers, reject switches, a tray- Pick-and-place units should not be con- going to come into play as we get into
el distance of I to 2 m and the ability to fused with more advanced robotic sys- big wafers," said Karl.
move around corners. Of course, the tems which have a much wider range of It is doubtful, however, that the di- €
single most important feature of all is motion and flexibility. Robotic manufac- rect link approach could be successfully
that of cleanliness, since wafer trans- turers have recently introduced units applied to an entire fabrication line. The
port mechanisms are often required to that are compatible with clean room major problem with the direct link ap-
operate in a Class 10 or better environ- proach is that if one piece of equipment
ment. goes down. the entire line shuts down.

Polypropylene o-ring belts are proba- There is only one There are also problems in trying to get
bly the most commonly used method of equipment vendors to cooperate with
intra-equipment transport. In this type material that needs one another in developing a mutually
of system, the wafer rides on "rubber to be moved compatible interface. According to Jim
bands" which are driven by a stepper Harper. vice president and general
motor under microprocessor control, automatically - the manager of Veeco Integrated Automa-
Airbearing transport. which is licensed tion. Dallas. Tex.. "If you try to extend
by GCA Corp.. Bedford. Mass., utilizes silicon wafer. the direct link approach to too many
a cushion of air to float and move the pieces of equipment. the downtime be-
wafers. Flat metal plates with many gins to really work against you." A 9

small holes make up the airbearing environments. -  The second and third approaches to
track. Air blown through the holes Robots are especially useful in batch inter-equipment transport are both
makes the wafers float. If the holes are processing systems, such as sputtering based on a cassette transport technique.
set at an angle, the air propels the wafer systems, where wafers are loaded onto a since most equipment is already auto-
along the track from one module to the planar holder from a cassette. Robots mated on a cassette-to-cassette basis.
next. Pressurized clean dry air or nitro- are also useful for automatically moving Presently. cassettes are manually car-
gen is used to float the wafers, cassettes of wafers from equipment onto ried between equipment greatly in-

For harsher environments, where cor- a cart or onto an automated inter-equip- creasing the chance of contamination.
rosive chemicals or high temperatures ment transport system (Fig. 1). The two approaches to automated inter-
are used, it has been necessary to devel- equipment transport are fixed track or a
op alternative transport technologies. A Inter-equipment transport more flexible "robot-on-wheels" ap-
walking beam technique. for example, There are basically three approaches to proach.
has been developed by Brooks Associ- transporting wafers from one piece of
ates, Inc., North Billerica. Mass.. called equipment to another. First. the two Fixed track
the Orbitrac. This mechanism is espe- pieces of equipment can be directly The only fixed track system that is
cially designed to minimize contamina- linked together, both mechanically and currently being marketed has been de-
tion. since no sliding or rubbing surfaces electronically. Secondly, the cassettes veloped by Nacom Industries, Inc.,
are involved. The system operates by can be transported over a fixed modular Tustin. Calif. Nacom offers the Nam-
having two parallel beams, one within track or thirdly, the cassettes can be trak wafer transport system where wa-
the other, which move in an elliptical transported by a guided "robot-on- fers are moved in an isolated, clean
orbit, 18O ° out of phase with one anoth- wheels" type of vehicle. environment through sealed modular tow
er. In this manner, the wafer is The direct link approach is well suited sections. By attaching straight sections
"walked" along. first moved by one for some small groups of processing and turntables together, a bi-directional
beam and then the next. As an alterna- steps, such as scrub, coat. bake and or continuous loop system can be in-
tive, many systems utilize stainless align. In fact a number of photoresist stalled in a facility at work station level I
steel belts which operate on a principal processing systems, commonly called or elevated above doorway height. Sys-
similar to the o-ring belt method, but "track" systems, are currently available tern complexity varies from simple relay
can withstand the harsh environment, that combine modular processing func- logic controlled "call/send." single rail- .

Of course. many equipment vendors tions within one cabinet. More recently, car units to fully automated systems
have developed more unique approaches track system manufacturers have de- with robotic auto-load unload stations
to wafer transport within their systems. signed direct interfaces to lithography and multiple railcars.
In the diffusion area. for example, it has equipment. Another area that could log- According to Nacom, a Namtrak sys-
been necessary to develop a method of ically be direct linked is between an ion tern is currently in use at AT&T's
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1. Robotic arms are especially well
suitedfor loading and unloading
cassettes of wafers to and from
processing equipment. Robotics
are even more cost-effective when
mounted on an automatically
guided vehicle as shown. (Photo
courtesy of Veeco Instruments.

,, Plainview. N.Y.)

Kansas City facility and several more
are on order for their Allentown plant.

.(Varian has developed a similar system.
called the Autotrack. but has decided
not to actively market it.)

One major disadvantage of the fixed
track approach is the problem of loading
and unloading of cassettes to and from
the track system. This can be easily
accomplished with a robotic arm fixed at
each gateway, yet robotic arms are cost-
ly and it is usually not cost-effective to
use them in this manner. Nacom. how-
ever. is currently developing an inex-
pensive, simple robotic arm dedicated to
this purpose.

"We are developing a system that is a*
work level and is from process machine
to process machine. Our robotic arms
are very simple and very economical to
manufacture." said Jim Bushong.
Nacom's design engineer. The system
can also be used as a clean storage
cabinet, since each station elevator is
capable of holding 12 cassettes. "Be-
cause it's a modular system, it is rela-
tively easy to change a piece of equip-
ment. It may require reprogramming.

* but it's usually a matter of adding mod-
ules or lengthening or shortening track
sctions," Bushong added. He also said

L- the major benefit of a fixed track ap-
proach is its lower cost when compared
to more expensive flexible transport
systems.

iFlexible transport
An alternative approach to inter-equip-
ment automation has been developed by
Flexible Manufacturing Systems
(FMS). Los Gatos, Calif.. scheduled to
be unveiled at the Semicon Wst show in
May of 1985. The FMS system consists
of four major components: a mobile
transport unit (MTU), a docking mod-
ule. a central control computer and an

r'. intelligent work-in-progress (WIP) sta-
tion (Fig. 2). The MTU is a vehicle that
transports wafer cassettes or boxes
from one work station to another by a
robotic arm. The docking module is
mounted on the production tools or WIP

- - - - *. .a . .
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stations to provide a docking point for automation using a flexible approach that have a bar code attached to the
the MTIU. The central control computer than fixed track. particularly in an envi- bottom of the box. "Each time the cas-
manage's all MTU guidance and location ronment where he frequently changes sette is placed or removed from an intel-
monitoring functions as well as local his process and certainly would resent ligent bin. the bar code is read. The
interfacing between the MTU and pro- having to rip-up portions of the fab central computer identifies what that lot
duction tools being serviced. The WIP area." says Ed Braun. executive vice- is and what its next processing step
station provides local storage and inven- president of Veeco. Three different should be which also permits you to not
tory control for 16 wafer cassettes or types of robots are offered, the most only have on demand materials distribu-
cassette boxes. complex of which is the Veebot III. This tion, but you can have real time invento-

Veeco Instruments Inc.. Integrated vehicle may receive lots from either a ry management," says Braun.
Automation Div.. Dallas. Tex., have pi- piece of processing equipment or a
oneered work in the flexible transport work-in-progress (WIP) station and uti- SMIF
area, and currently offer an advanced lizes a seven-axis robotic arm from ei- The major benefits of automating inter-
automated wafer transport system. The ther Intelledex or Unimation. The WIP equipment transport are a reduction in *
Veeco system consists of automated station (Fig. 3) provides storage loca- contamination through reduced opera-
guided vehicles with robotic capabili- tions for 11 lots of either I or 2 cassettes tor handling, an increase in productivity
ties. a distributed processing communi- per lot. The Veebot 1I has on-board and better inventory control. Recently.
cations and control network, a software robotics capable of loading and unload- Hewlett-lackard. Palo Alto. Calif.. de-
system which controls system compo- ing WIP stations and the Weebot I dis- 'eloped a technology which also is de-
nents and flexible guidepaths for the tributes lots between WIP stations al- signed to reduce contamination and can
automated vehicles to follow. "We feel though it has no robotic capabilities. be used as an interim step between *
that the typical semiconductor manufac- While in transfer, the cassettes are manual and automated cassette trans-
turer will find it far easier to approach stored in standard Fluoroware boxes port. Mihir Parikh. formerly depart-

2. A robot-on-wheels approach is especially suited to each piece of equipment allows the robot to accurately
the tunnel clean room concept. A docking unit on transfer cassettes. (flIustration courtesy of FMS.)

Inter-Equipmnt Transport
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ment manager of the Process Automa-
tion Dept. at Hewlett-Packard Labs.
Palo Alto. Calif., has since started a

e company called ASYST Technologie- 1-l •
it Fremont. Calif.. to commercially devel-

Sop the technology. According to Parikh. l l
It "Human operators and technicians will

be around in the fab for at least the next

six years, certainly until the end of the
decade. It is very trivial for them to - -I
provide the physical movement of the i
wafers. The SMIF philosophy is that
you might as well let people transport

ni the wafers, but bring them in a sealed
container to keep them clean and then
evolve into automated materials move-
ment." Parikh added that the SMIF
concept could also significantly reduce
the need for clean room space. Called

n the Standard Mechanical Interface
n (SMIF) concept, the idea is that the best

environment for wafers is a small vol-
ume of still, particle free air. with no
internal source of particles. Ulrich
Kaempf. project manager in the Process 3. Work-in-progress stations are required to store wafers in between
Automation Dept. at HP. describes how process steps. since some processes take longer than others.

it should be implemented. "At one place SMIF concept will be presented in an
in the fab. the wafers have to enter what upcoming issue of Semiconductor Inter-
we call a SMIF environment. Then, national.) f
once in that environment. they would
remain there as they move from equip- References:
ment to equipment, either inside the 1 '. Singer. "Computerizing the Process
SMIF box during storage, cuing, trans- Line: A Must for Automation." Setmictnduc-

port or underneath the SMIF canopy." tor International (April. 19m4) pp. -
One criticism of the SMIF approach 2 R. Iscoff. "Robots in the Clean Room."

has been that the boxes could collect Semiconductor International (November.
contaminants and then deposit them on 191. pp. 50-57.
the wafers. Kaempf reports, however,
that HP has not experienced any prob-
lems with this. "Particles that enter or

< are still in the box will rapidly fall out
either to the bottom of the box or to the

- sidewall and cling due to electrostatic
charge. We have had a SMIF box in
operation for several months now and
have had no need to clean out the in-
side." he said.

HP is currently licensing the SMIF
technology for a nominal charge to any
interested party. Further information
can be obtained by contacting Ed Wong.
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Calif. In
addition, SEMI is currently evaluating
the SMIF concept in developing a stan-
dard for "Protected Methods of Inter-
equipment Wafer Transport." For addi-
tional information on SEMI's activities.
contact Maynard Coulton, chairman of

WIP Sao the Equipment Automation Subcommit-
tee at Applied Materials, Santa Clara,

- Calif. (Further information on the

Reprinted from SEMICONDUCTOR INTERNATIONAL March 1985
01985 CAHNERS PUBLISHING COMPANY



SPECIAL REPORT

IC PRODUCTION LINES
MOVE CLOSER

TO FULL AUTOMATION
by Jerry Lyman

ROBOTS, GUIDED VEHICLES, STANDARD INTERFACES,
AND COMPUTER NETWORKS POINT TO HIGHER CHIP YIELDSD esPite an ongoing recession, the integrated-cirCuit gfr&phy) room. Each mtodule can have an individual controller'

industry is in the midst of serious changes driven that taks to a host controller.
by the Weed to cut costs and rase yields of current In the critical hield of dry (plasma) etching, the latest ma.
a ndfte very Iargescale Wcs. IC production is chines, whether for single-wafer or batch procesing. ar mcrn

moving from its current Phase of semisutomation pletely automated with a built-in microcontroller and an inter.
toward almost full automation of the entire manufacturing face to a host computer. Single-wafer machines such as the
process. including assembly and testing. The goal is to remove 0mnmEtch 20,000 fromn Perkin-Elmer Crp.. Norwalk. Conn..
peopl-the major soure of circuit-killing particulate mat- ame fed wafers from a track transport or in a cassette-to-
ber--entirely from the process. casette operation in which unprocessed wafers are fed into

Thlis a an evolutionary step that will automate the basi the etcher and processed Wafers exit in a cassette.
tools of IC procesing and wafer-handling as well as tie to. Automating a batch-etching system requires the use of ei-*
gether all aspects of IC production in a computer-integrated- thea- a robot or a builtD mechanism to transfer wafers from a
manufacturing network. cassette into special trays mounted in a six-sided processing

By now the basic tools of IC processing--the lithographic. chamber. The model SM0. the latest batch etcher from Ap.
etching, and sputtering equipment, diffusion funaces. and ion plied Materials Im.~ Santa Clars, Calif.. is totally automated,
implanters-eare almost fully automated. Optical lithography all its operations take place wn a vacuum. This makes for a
in particulair an now heavily autmted. Many commercially high-throughput. low-particulate machine.
available systems. such as the Waferta-ack (ftg. 1) fromf GCA Inside the 80S vacuum chamber, a threessis robot rw-
Corp, Bedford, Masns, link all the lithography procuss's waWo mome wafers from a standard cassette and places them in
steps--clesag, coating. bainig, alignment. exposure. der&- cavities in the systemss heode chamber. At the end of an
opmenit. am curing-in compact systems thawoe wafers an eMcing cycle the robot removes the wafers and places them
a bakconnectng all the majo modules of di yellow (litho back in the cassette.

4,

1. moea A pap '-r mt-oild of wafer franspo" I-s terack mociawism. The GCA Corp. Walerarack lise wafer by meansof Wee

42 Ilnve"nlnijuft S. W
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6.5.2
thelatst eeraton f suterig mchiesis aissu% at will completely autismau-th loading anti unloading of p~rocqM.

the same level of technology as Oar dry etcher. 1lii lor"ll*,s quartzwarte is the Biruce System% lim* musos Itl Engineering
are also similar automatic handling tof wafer% ania L-asm.-tws%. Qbrp.. Niirth ltaila-rica. Mass.. which wits shown at the recent i

press mnnitnring and control. anol 04latnrcal anal saaftw~arv "k-micain Wt'.i ms %kass MaLL-a. Calif WFar 41.
interface to) the local and host comaputers. In this sr'.temn. tic oloarnitior oar at roloot move% casst %~

Automated wafer loading into sputtering systemns from cas loadeda with wafer!. through an inpout lbortL Inside, a mecha -
settes take% several forms. Hard automated systems ffor sili- nism oir robiot automatically trAnsfers the wafers to the
con wafers have been on the market for a number of year%. quar.wAre. 11w loaded lImat i; then moved into position and ~q
Multiple cassettes on a single system redluce the numbier of picked up by ala elevator system that feeds the adjoining
times an operator must return to the system for loading. A diff usion equilsnenL
minimal-complexity system is the model M02 (Fig. 2) from After processing, the wafers are returned automatically to
Materials Research Corp.. Orangeburg. N.Y.. in which wafers their cassettes in exactly the same positions in which they
are returned to the same cassette after sputtering. arrived. The cassettes are then held for removal at in output

A more recent sputtering-system approach is the flexible port.
automatic handling of different-sized substrates by robots to ____

maintain a low particulate level. For example, on Materials Boats ordy
Reseach's model 662 (Fig. 3), a robot handles silicon wafers Another feature of the Bruce system and of practically all
ranging in size from 2 to 6 in. The robot is a MUI 1000 new furnaces is a boats-only soft-landing system. This system %
designed by Precision Robots Inc., Woburn, Mass., for clean- automatically loads and unloads the furnace tube with a verti-

[.room service: it sheds 10 to 20 times less particulate matter cally movable cantilever paddle and an automatic tube-closure i.
than a human operator. A flt vacuum wand removes wafers mechanism. The paddle carries wafer boats having special
from a cassette. The robot vertically orients the wafers and soft-landing feet into the tube, lowers them gently until the
places them on a paltin th pteigsystem. tube is supporting them, wA then withdraws.Whnpoes %

palle thesputtringing is complete, the cycle is reWhensed.
S Autoeun Owe ftnace This transport system reduces, particulate generation by

The diffusion furnace is one of the last IC-processing stages eliminating the sliding or rolling characteristic of wheeled
to be fully automated, a result of the complex wafer-handling paddles during insertion and withdrawal. In addition, it ex-

aprocess that the horizontal diffusion furnace requires. In this tends, paddle life, speeds diffusion-equipment, response, and
type of furnace. a wafer must be taken from a standard saves energy by reducing the thermal mass of the pddleless

9 plastic cassette and transferred to a slot in a special quartz cassette.
. carrier or wafer boat. This carrier in turn must be inserted An interesting variation on diffusion furnaces is the vertical

a: onto a paddle (quartz or silicon carbide) in a quart tube and type made by only two companies. DiscoSier USA Inc.. Plano,.
guided into the heating chamber. After processing, the whole Texas. vad Tempresa a unit of General Signal Corp., Santa
procedure must be reversed& Clara Disco-Sier offers an existing unit; Tempres has a ~

Typical of the nex generation of diffusion furnaces that brand new one.
n In this type of furnaice a robotic arm transfers wafers from

52. Water handcleng. Mateials Research Cop-s mo1e 202spu standard cassette to a vertical quartz carier on an elevator
franfera wonol walers trnm acasate (bttm cante) is a chamber that moves the cassette vertically ant* the furnace. bn the
(Cant., wtuaro wafes ant prooessa sing*y Disco-8ie unit wafers travel downward. in the Tempress, uni

they travel up into the system's furnace chamber.
The vertical unit elimnates the quarts-to-quart con-

tac of the horizontal types as well as the need for
soft landing system Its simpler robotica and horizon-
tal transfer of wafers reducoe ean-room space~ Hori-
zontal furnaces already dominate wafer-fab facilities
ina the MS.. but vertical fornacs awe arting to show

"Until recently, the tweeset or hand-held vacuum
own= wand was the preferred wafer-hanidling technique for

servicing most front-end proces and inspection ma&-
ftchines,"' notes Brian Hardegan. product engineer at

Brooks Automation Inc., North Billenice. Beas ws-
fier sizes are increasing as geometries decrease, these
industry practices have had to change dratcally, in
recent years.

Silicon-wafer manufacturing and front-end cleanw *~

room standards have generally incrase by an order
of magnitude, and humnan operators have been identi.-P~
Lied as a major source of contamination. larger wa-
fens are heavier, more valuable, and therefore miore
difficult to tianport. As a reult, of all these factor, *.

Hardegan and moat industry experts conclude that b
automated wafer transport is an absiolute requireent'
on the IC-processing line.

Several years ago, oerers. thought that wafers
would be moved from prV s step to proess step by ~
track mechanism such as belts, air jet, or walking V
beams. Although IBM Corp. has built such a tin.- 121
known as Quick Turn Around Time or QTAT-at ks
East PishkilL, N.Y.. facility. this technology has never
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the in-proess cassette between work stations, without signifi-
cant contamuination of wafers en route.

to the direct transfer of cassettes, GCA has demonstrated
an extended-reach gantry robot that transfers a wafer cas. #
sette from a GCA stepper to a GCA tiode etcher within a
clean room.

The bus concept. combining automatically guided vehicles
with a built-on robotic arm for transferring cassettes, may be
most likely to succeed. Currently, Veeco Integrated Automna-
tin. Dallas, and Flexible Manufacturing Systems Inc.. Los
Gatos. Calif., make this type of equipment. According to
James Harper, president of Veeco, Automation. the Japanese
are heavy users of guided vehicles in wafer fabrication but
without built-on robotic arms.

Guided vehicles
Veeco is the US. leader in this field with three types of

vehicles: the VI. with no robotic arm the V2, with a four-axis
arm; and the V3. with a seven-axis arm for loading and un-
loading promes machines. The Veeco vehicles, designed to
work in a clean room navigate by following a fluorescent
paint or tape pattern on the factory floor and ane commanded

-~ by an infrared communications. link. The firm has already sold
systems to Fairchild Camera & Instrument Ckirp., Mostek, and
the Siemens/Philips joint VLSI venture.

Flexible Manufacturing's transport vehicle (Fig. 5) has a
six-axis Intelledex. robotic arn and is controlled by an lR
communication link. It uses sonar for collision avoidance and
does not have to be constrained by the taped pattern; it can be
moved in a more flexible manner by means of a gyro-based

&-Robot led Robot provie Ieubit in handing wafers of vary"n inertial navigator. Flexible Manufacturing's goal is to achieve
sizes. A Precoo Robots kic. mode 1000 robot pat &-in. wafers ofto a 1,000h mean time between failures with this vehicle. Ths
Vhe chamber of a Materials Research sputtrn system company's first delivery will be to a large telemmniucations

firm in Florida.
completely caught, on. It is used most extensively for linking Another strong contender in cset-rnfrtechnology is
Process modules in the lithography proces- a technique developed at HewlewtPackard Co, Palo Alto.. just

What seems to be evolving instead is a form of automated last year-the Stanard Mechanical Interface, or SMIF, now
cassette transfer that feeds single wafers aerially to islands being made at Asyst Technologies Inc. Psemont, Calif. SMIF
of automation. This can be done in any of four ways. systems (FIg. 6) involve small, sealed, dastprof boxes for

Clean-room workers generally -

do the direct transfer in some
cases, a multuaxis robot has *f- 

. .

Placeemen- accuracy and
lifting cpily.The cassette-
bus concept offers increased
system flexibility for routing to
various proess stations by
transporting inividual cassettes
Vwi a "clean tunnel" In-pro-4
placed onto a vehicle that deliv-
ers them to the appropriate sta-
tion. where a bar code reader
identifies, them and the residentA
robot transfers them to the next :

Te casaette shuttle is flexi-
Mle. As with t bus system, a
dedicated robot at each process
station most transfer the cas-
settes to and from the, tunnel.

Using sealed containers.
cleant-room personnel can carry

4. Happy bid1ngs A new Oruc@
Systom diluumon furnace delivers
wafers from cassetloquainhware
OW Own returns therm to thee gfenia-
Cal Can*ett positons after process.
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amoing and tran.porting wafer case tt.. Each Wx ha. a and interpret data. and to link all ek-mtnts of the fabrication
specially ak-igned -dlor" and each enclosure or catiolky sur- process with a communications network. Thus. a whole new
rounding the equipment has a mating door. This mating ar- CIM software and hardware industry has sprung up just to
rangement is the Standard Mechanical Interface. The environ- support IC production.
ment inside this enclusure or canopy is. in effect, a miniature The main players in this new industry are I.P. Sharp Asso-
clean room. ciates. Toronto, Ont.. Canada; HI1; Sentry/Schlumberger Cor-

let transferring cassettes, the two doors open simultaneous- puter Integrated Manufacturing Systems. Los Altos, Calif.;
Iv. trapping particles that may have been on the outside sur- Consilium. Mountain View. Calif.; and C('X International, Sun.
face of either door in the space between them. The equipment nyvale, Calif. Some newcomers are GCA. Isitec Corp., BTU
must be fitted with a special mechanism that operates the Engineering, and Kulicke and Soffa, which has a CIM system
doors and transfers the cassette between the box and the for the assembly end of an IC line.
equipment's indexer. This transfer has to be performed so I.P. Sharp's CIM software is called Promis and was devel-
that the external environment does not contaminate the oped under a joint effort by the Canadian company and Gen-
wafers. eral Electric Co.'s Solid State Operation. It is currently in-

The SMIF system is flexible because either human or robo- stalled at 16 companies worldwide. Promis uses a distributed.
tic-operators can transport its boxes. HP has demonstrated systems architecture, with microprocessors performing the
particle reduction o" as much as 10 times that possible in a front-end facilities-monitoring functions and a Digital Equip
conventional clean room. ment Corp. VAX computer to coordinate control of the entire

A recent variation of the SMIF system involves SMIF boxes manufacturing process. The Semiconductor Equipment Manu-
and a special-purpose robotic mechanism interfaced to a step- facturers Institute's Semiconductor Equipment Communica-
per. SMIF mechanical interfaces have already been designed tion Standard 1 and 2 communication protocol links the pro-
into semiconductor-prooessing equipment from MTI. Tylan, cessing equipment to the host computer.
and GCA.

If all the equipment in a yellow room is put under individual Promis cuts paperwork
enclosures, each with a locally controlled environment of Silicon Systems Inc., Tustin. Calif., a custom and semicus-
Class 10 or better, it is possible to run the room overall at a tom IC producer, has been running Promis for three years
Class 1000 level. This full SMli implementation can signifi- with a dual VAX setup and more than 40 terminals. Currently,
candy reduce space and energy consumption. For example, it the CIM software is eliminating paperwork and is controlling
would be possible to reduce the 250,000 ft of space in a diffusion furnaces and automatic test equipment as well as
typical clean room to 2,500 ft , with the concomitant cost and specifying recipes. Future plans are to interface the facilities-
energy savingL monitoring software to lithography-inspection equipment. "We

Automation by itself is insufficient to get to the overall feel process problems picked up by this system have paid for
objectives of high yield, low costs, and increased productivity, the cost of Promis." emphasizes Larry Cleland, manager of
A modern semiconductor facility needs a computr-integted- manufacturing systems planning at Silicon Systems.
manufacturing network to manage, monitor, control, collect, Hewlett-Packard's CIM system is called the Semiconductor

Productivity Network (SPN), developed as a distributed-com-
S. On the move. Guided velicles such as fht FMS mobile transpon puter network installed to control one of the frm's IC facili-
veclo, wANshortbecayi~ngc4ssttesofwmbeawe process. ties (Electronics, June 5. 1980, p. 151). The SPN is based on
ing Ws on automated IC fabrication Ies. two HP computers, the models 1000 and 3000. The 1000 super-

vises real-time equipment functions while the 3000 performs
transaction-processing functions and data-base management.
Usually, multiple HP 1000s are networked with a central HP
3000. HP has 10 software modules, including a TC-10 tester
collection system, a PC-10 process-control system, and P1,10
production-planning system.

Hewlett-Packard has 34 customers using SPN at more than
90 sites. One of the largest is Intel Corp. ,The Santa Clam
firm as realized significant improvements in product yield
with computerized data collection, tracking, analysis, and con-
trol systems designed for the semiconductor industry. Intel is
installing SPN software to run on HP 3000 computers located
in its eight semiconductor-wafer-fabrication facilities and five
assembly-and-test facilities around the world.

The SPN system has already made a difference at Intel's
beta-tet site. Early in 1984, a proess engineer made an

adjustment on a mature product-a mask critical-dimension
target change--and managed to increase the product sort
yield by 10%. Robert B. Clifford, Intels manager of compo.
nents data automation, estimates that this slight adjustment
paid for the plant's entire system, both hardware and soft-
ware, in just four months.

SentrylSchlumherger's entry into the CIM arena is called
Incyte II. This is a complete CIM package for fabrication,
assembly, and te.st built around a VAX It has its own local-
area network bIsed on Ethernet and completely supports the
S.•s protocol.

The CIM network can cover the entir- semiconductor pro-
duction Ilow from siliconingat growth to asembly and final

te.st. Incyte is installed at 12 Fairchild Semiconductor sites in
North Americ anl Fun, and has kl to .r4 to "'A improve-
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which an UPPOrt UP to Six piece Of assewbly equiPeseL
The concentrator then comrnnicates information to the eys.
twins uppermost dier. which is the factory noor controller,
over Ethiernet.

The controller am mong in site from a DEC VAX 11/Wi to
A VAX dluster. The controller in turn ca interface with a
higher-level mansgemnent information system. This host would
provide overall scheduling information. data from prior assem-
bly operations or wafer fabricsaim and the baskc coordination

Jill for the overall assembly operation.

Although all the basoc tools of the technologly wre now e
avaU&ale with the exception of IBM's QTA? line full autoam-
dion of I-production lines i the U.S. is just beginning. But it
coUld halt for. aWhile: the curret recess"o has caused cancel-
lations and delays of may planned automated facilitim. Ja-
pan is much farther along in full IC-proessing automatics.

In their Seotian West paper on the impact of pracs-sato
mation on VL.SIlchi yields, Maskatan Nakammurs, Kanro

L 8NI. The11 11rds e - o inras ooncept islas oin Sate. and Yasuske Sumnitomno of Toshiba Coap. define three
W~ON *AbVIg rmd Su--I oost Ples- SLIP boons we stages of IC automnation.

__W~om ad t spee W NIP e mschuimm Mast send li The fit is automnatic operation or main equipment in the
rnsssbumpameusmepdgedomus. aaete-tasattemode with an automatic opeawon s.

quence using microcomputer control. The selond in local in-
ments in yielf cycle tim. dropped by 23%, and products line system for mai proeses automaotic wafer handling

nedn rewor declinsil by as muad as 3W% and transportation and loal computer networks for Process
@osn' aottwmr, cald Cmiipehmsive Online Mana. and lot control.

fa arnsd twgioing Tnackig System (Comnets W ls The third stage of IC automnation conmnects processing areas
bae na VAX ad -ss the M3M potocol. The Palo Alto by man of vehicles and automates the transfer frm one

&mWs aefwair pakage aledd. n modules for such fuzc- piece of equipment to another by robotics. It als automnates
does an -woiegres kscking engieering data collee visual check of geometry. am sectional structure, particle
6@ onl o1t Uehng dela analysso faory communications density and other physial parameters, a well as links cm-
(for a paerless enviroeat processatomnation manage. plete computer networks for pocm and production control
meati faditius moniatoig -paty planning, and scheduling. (CNN).

lb.' the pot year and a half, Harri Semiconductoir Corp. Currently. moat U.S. firm ane still in stage om% with my
Melbomue Fla.. ha used twe o ets software system to already having the computer network of stage three In Sen-
conrol a difusion furnace and a lithography inspection ma- eral stae thre a only in the planning stage.
chine. The CNN software has reduced lottrveler records (pa. In Japan. mny companies already ame at stae three. Tot.
perware that moves with each discrete lot) from 2D pages to 1 hiba a one of the few that will talk about its system in detail.
page-sn almost paperlem operation. It istiull too early to Toshiba ha developed a new computer~aided-manufacturing
gauge the systems effect on yiel and cost, but Hank's technique that approaches stage three. The technique's -ai
CNN experts find th" the softwares Wafe~raking and re- purposes are production control and quality conol. The line
crd-keeping featre have minimized scheduling problemns. includes a computer network for production and proem con-

Widthe excetio of In.~ all- the above IC CNN system trol, in-line system for main peskautomatic wafer han.
do not deal with the assembly end of IC production, which dling, automatic transportation. and monitoring system for
consists of wafer preparation and dicing, die bonding. wire particle detection.
bonding, encapsulation, ad testing. At Semcon West, Ku- Toshiba's CIII network uses a three-layer hierarchy. The
licke and Sofas Industries Inc., Horsham, Pa., introduced a top layer consists of a host computer for managing the wholeIt
factory-automatio system aled the Semicoinductor Assem- system Next come a block computer, which manages com-
bly Managemnent System to fil this void. Its goal is to in- munication between the host and the bottom layer of machine
masse the roductiviy and qualit eb of semiconductor controllers. Communication between block and machine con-

manomy.trollers is standardised using the SECS protocol.
__________Toshiba uses an automatic transportation system that car-

??wm'e4sr ardotlcwo ries a load of wafers from one proces -room to another. This
Kiice and Wes network ha a three-tier architecture system is controlled by the block computer. 'which gets its b

that distributes intelligence from the machine level through destination commands from the host Transportation between
dat aCenrMatorsed up to a central factory hast computer. rooms is by a mnorail vehicle that hangs from the ceiling
The lowest tier of the network is the peripheral communica- and passes above all other equipment. (There ar elevator& at 0
timl controller. & Sigleard computer designed around a each station.) Switches in the overhead rail direct vehicles to
Motorola1 MS processor. Chb assembly machine in the auto. different destination.
madmi 19. sytmoeb its own periheral controller. Operating Automation brings its own problems along with its benefits
01011er MEI* 5 SE protll these boards transmit data to Tiba's N~akamura. senior manager in the Integrated Circuit
the higher-lovel sytmtruhR~Cprs ~rrcd. d Ae Proess Engineering Department. IC Division
hoed tables, wafer maps machine proesing dat. mattria notes that mechanical automation can replace scme handling
iinitiflcatio. and tracking information can be comnmunicated ioljmrtors but not the maintenance engineers who bring in a

throug " sysemhtt of ontaminating larticles. Therefore, equipsmint with high
At the system's m iddle level, an intelligent data etwoci'ntn.*rliability and short maintenance time ist tsaetal fiw an auto.

18r MOMhInolae the infoermation received from a grout, of mated plant. Toshiba's solution ma simple structured vquip.
*Sdiiii.5 The concentrater ina l1M MicroVAX or niuivak'nt. me-nt with primarily modlular Pamt. 13
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